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FOREWORD

THIS is the second of three related publications making up a community.

developmene.training manual. The manual is intended as a resource document

for comprehensive and intensive community development in-service training.

The first publication provides background information and suggested

procedures for Conducting in- service training based on the manual. Its in-

tended primary 'audience is persons who 'will be conducting in- service train-

ing for which the manual is a. primary %source.

Thisjpublicatidn'.,contains four instructional units and is intended for
i

use with agency personnel who.provide assistance to'local community devel-

opment efforts. The instructional units;are:

Unit is WhIA't Is the Rationale for Community Development Training?

Unit What Is COMMunity':Development?,'

Unit III: Why Be Involved In Cotmunity'Development?

dnit.IV: What Does:One Need to Know AboutCommUnity DevelOpment?

A number ofuresource papers that provide a major portion of the literature
1

base for ate instructional units are included as the final portion of. this

pubIicatfo:,

The third publication contains instructional Unit V, Extension Pro-o
.

gramr0ng In Community -Development, suggested procedures for conducting
.

. ..,

Unit,* training, and supporting resource papers. Training based. n Unit V

will'provide'instruction and practice in Programming for Commun-

ityity DeVelopment. Its intended primary audience is Extension service per-

son el whose.responsibilities include the planning.liaplementation, andii

eval aeion of Extension Community DeVelopMent programs-
. .1.
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Overview of Unit.I .

This unit provides an initial perspectivezon the'Content of the train.-

.ing manual and the rationale for agency field worker invo voent in commun-

ity deve p;menti (CD) training. In so doing, Unit I "set's the stage4for

the enti e'training manual and for training that uses the manual as a prin-

cipal, resource. Bases.for the content and approaches 'used are identified
,

as a set of premises about communities, agencies, and agency roles : Of

necessity, the treatment okthese topics is brief and incomplete. In many

ways, the entire content of the training manual helps make explicit the

basis for 04.65Thes of content and philosophical orientation. 'Thus, the pri-

Mary purpose of this,unit, iS'.to provide an introduction to Community Devel-

opment: An Intensive Training Manual.:

Objectives and Premises

Instructional,nit I is intended td provide partitipants with initial

perspectives of:

1. The !changing social, economic, political, and in's'titutional

context within which agencies operate

2. Theevolutionary nature of previous in-service training efforts

providePart- of the basis for this manual.

3. The rationale T,Qr, Cr the "why," of CD in-service training

Thefour units that make up the ba],ance-bf this training manual

These materia=ls are based upon a set of premises about communities,

agencies.; and:agency roles. The premises are listedvhere so the trainer

and the trainee Can be awareof the built-in biae'S'that result.

1
Community development is used in this manual as an all-inclusive term

fat the broad°range,h development activities carried on by agencies as
they gsist local groups and organizations. Several definitio aspects
are examined in Unit II to ensure amore complete understanding of 'the
term.



1. Residents of eve6 community experience a continuing need to

work.. her in generating locally acceptable solutions to

development problems faced by the community.

2. Agency personnel can provide direct.and indirect support of

local solutions to these problems because:

a. They may possess technical skills and/or knowledge needed'

for the desired solutions.

b. They may. be th means of access to outside-tharcommunity

resources that are impertant to local cteV'elopment effort's.

3. Agency mandates include responsibility for providing assistance

appropriate to local needs.,

4. Many agency field workers find-Community .aevelopment roles to

be difficult because their educational backgrounds do not provide

appropriate.understanding of and skills in working with community

decision making.

5. Technical training usually does not. place emphasis on the identi-

ficationand.evaluation of the long-run consequences of decisions

made as a regular part of agency work. Improved understanding of

program impact's will result in greater client acceptance and sup-

port of agency efforts. 1,

6. Training to enhance the ability of agency personnel to fulfill

the roles described above will. facilitate community development

activities and enhance agency effectiveness in serving

Instructional Outline

Material in this section is an amplified'nutline of the concepts and

ideas that makeup theinstxuttlonal content of the unit. Outline items

include short quotations, short paragraphs, sentences or partial sentences

and (oCcasionally) single words. The mktline provides a simplified order-

(

g of related topics
,

and,ideas taken from re

ions included in the list of references.

urce papers and publica-n

, .

Presentations by resource persons and tr leaders can be based
. A

directly on the outline, or concepts, id6as, and ex- ples can be added or



t.

deleted.. Participants tan use the, content outline as a framework for

taking notes. The wide right-hand,margin provides Space for not_es or

other additions by trainers Or'trainees.

Citations identify sources included in the list of references and

resource papers or other documents. Overhead projectof visuals are indir

cated by numbers in parentheses.

The content outline approach to presenting instructional Content, 'the

system of citations of sources, and the identification of visuals is fol-

lowed throughout the five instructional units of the Manual.

Outline Notes

THE CONTEXT OF AGENCY OPERATIONS

The question of how much human beings can contliol
their own dAitiny goes backiillenia, perhaps to,
Adam and Eve. We see, even in our own ;lifetime,
what seem to.,be inexorable .trends Changihg fhe
face, of America. Some of them we like. Some of
them we don't. And, what is more-zOnfusllig, It
is not always the sdme set of changes wiliCh all
groups like or dislike. One man's progress may
be another's catastrophe,[9, p. 1]. ,

Rapid social, economicand institutional change
has been the hallmark of America.

We've been proud of our, ability to:

Dominate the continent and exploit its re=
sources

Develgp and expand our technology

Attain ever-increasing leoulsof living,

We can point with pride to many resulting ad-,
vances.

But, we've also ilcuered a variety of social
and economic problems as results of these changes.

2
A comprehensive discussion oft this topic can

be found in WarrenCs Truth, Love, and 5ocial Change.
[2].

..,

44%
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Individufs feel as though they have lost con-
trol of- their liveS. .',

,
.

.

Institutions, orgnizationsand units of
governmeni seem to control everyone-and everything:

And, individuals other than the powerful and
wealthy have little ability, to influence them.

Citiz,ens have becom more 'oriented to large-
scale organizations, large corporate employers,
large governmental unit's, and to recognition or
advancem

%
t systems of regional or national scope.

The ther side of these changes has been de,-
creased citizen involvement in and support of lo-
cally-oriented social, political, and economic
units.

Citizen attention and'energy,are directed to
problems and opportunities outside-the site of
resilence locality.

Local groups, organizations, and-units are
weakened by lack of leadership, member commitment,
and participation.

0

The benefits of continuing chknge usually have
accrued to;

The better educated or highly skilled

The more mobile

The more adaptable

And, the more socially and, economically power-
ful members of our society

These persons generally have had the ability
to secure:

Adequate' living conditions

Social and culturalllopportunities

Recreational facilities

Governmental services

3ut,others ih our population have been less
successful in adapting to change. Many are persons
with:

Lessr revel's of education

Legss marketable skills

Limited mobility (self-imposed .or otherwise)

Lesscadapeability to changingconditions

/

Limited social and economic power

r



In a Similaramanner, mo st communities have had
only limited success with their responses to chat-T-
ing conditions.

Some have been unable to cope.with the impacts
of outmigration, declining population, and reduced
tax base.

5

Others have been overwhelmed by increasing
population and the rapidly expanding impacts of
growth.

sta

Stable communities have hiAesser problems
but have.alSo experienced stress due to changing
standards for loce.lay supplieki services and rising
citizen expectatio64.

Many rural communities have experienced con-
.

tinuingoutmigratio f4ie ers and potential
leaders as the mo educa ed and more vigorous
citizens hare moved away.

As a nation and as states we liaVe responded to
the resulting problem by enacting legislation and
creating agency programs.

The record onboth legislation and'programs:
has been mixed.

Many communities have benefited from these
programs only to discover they were unable to cope
with the second and 'subsequent rounds of effects
of c ange.

. o
ules and regulations, matching requirements

or application procedures have been significant
barriers to, communities' use of programs.

And,.citizen participation requirements of
some programs have proved difficult to sustain.

Experience'to date indicates that agenf61
grams ources to local community responses
to change but ca of be substitutes for viable lo-
cal so ial and p itical units and institutions.

Thus, agen 'es try to operate in re ohse to'
perceived needs t are in a context w ere the
local mechanisms that could support their efforts
are weak or ineffectual.

Ageri6y perso nnel have found themselves oper-
ating in More-Clifficulticircumetances as -a result
of these.

10
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TBE'EVOLUTION OF',CD IN-StRVICE TRAINING.-

In7servite:traini2g in CD has evolved over time
" as we've learned more aboilt the needs and functionin

of agencies nd cOtrunities,

Early CD in-sey.riceQtralining was intended to
crea4e,awareneas of, community factors related to
agency program:delivery responsibilities.

The experiences. of field workers who became'
,involved in community development efforts was mixed.

Some found the complexity of community involve-
ment overwhelming.

a

Many tried tb be effettive and were frustrated.
by situations they did not understand.

A few found 1,nvolvement-to be relatively easy
and productive.

As experienc accumulated, agencies.realized
involvement in CD req ired greater .depth of under-
standing than was, be' g gained through.aWarenesa
training.

The content off training gradually shifted to
improving understanding of social systems and the
group decision-making process:

This was an improvemph, but proved not .to be
an adequate base for widaispread CD involvement of
field personnel.

Meanwhile, federal g ernment policies began
to emphasize citizen .part cipation in agency program
design, and delivery.

One result was a spate;of training for citizen'
participation.

( Again, success was limited.

This experience and evolution did result in
the identification of a core Kroup-bf social science
concepts that appear to provide a-fundamental basis
fob CD involvement.(see "Community Development Con-

,
cepts, Curriculum4 Training Needs" [1]).

Formal knowledge of these concepts can be
learned. Ehrough study.

But, their application involves about as
"art" as " ience!"

In-se ice training that combines instruction,
discussio , and field experienCe can 'develop stills

both the "art," and the "science."

much

1
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That's what we,liope training based on this mat-
.

uhl will 'be.
,

The manual' reflects experience with a training
'pr'ogram calledr Training for NOnmetrOPOli-
an DeYelopment..'

Many of the resource papers of this manual were.
written for the, nonmetro.training and7,wete
around concepts 'that },,ye proven important in CD

.In that training,, workshop guidesiprovided.a.
meadsof applying thoseiconcepts to partiCipantS
home localities. - ((

knq, since we. all do be t, those things be-
lieve in,emphaSis::WaS,p1 d on .build in a. personal
philosophysuppeftive o CD,

DiscuSsions and interactions a4ith resource
'persons' .provided stiniulatiOajOfJearning,

In this man0a4:choiees,"about contentjkave been
reflected in the--inSeructiofialUnitsand::feferenCe.
units.: - .

n.Pet'sonS 'Using the panpalwill add and delet
they, thidk:.ap.15to'Priate.

RegardieSs_ofi final choices nvontent, fou
pets Of-iin7seryice.traininvapp ar ta.be,of-h

1..-The Conveyingbof knowledge of-cOncepts.and
ddeas important to effe6tlYelyotkvith com7
munities

.1

°

2.. The loCalizatiop of thoCe concepts and::
,

ideas so their (application-,C"an.beteCOg7
dized clothe participantomework
doh

.

3 The development:of a perSonal philosophy
tHat:saysi 7C1) work is-important'Adworth:
doing"

4 Interaction and discuS"sion with Peers,that-
stimulaqs development of each par'ticipant's
(Malty, to make operational the - training

progfam content he/she has learned

THE RATIONALE FOR CIS' RAINING
.

Communities have-recognizett the need for ef-,
fective local action and,have undertaken a wiA yari
ety of CD activities.

Some have been successful.s

. ti
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Others have..been disappointilig to those. involVed.

The dynamics of successfully combining communit
resources; agenCy resources, local leadership, and
decision-making processes is no well,understood-

',Agency field personnel ave. key roles that they4
can Tterform in'.support of Local CD activities:,.

1. They can'provide extra skills, knoWledge,
and resources that'May make loca
CD effbrts.

2... Delivery. of agency pr4graMs may'provide an
important Component,b-fresources..neeCied to
achieve local goals..

The primary- rationale for CD training is recog-
nition of the Importance tOcommunities of these,key
tolds of agency field personnel. .

Additional components of the rationale for CD
trainingare based on agencies recognition of:

V:

, .

1. The need for CD activities as a means of
improving -Citizen well -being

The need for CO activities as a.'prerequisite
to'adequate impleMentation of ageriCypro-,
grams -

.

3. The additional responsibilities and needs
for,skills expdrienced by field personnel.
whose job responsibilities now include pro-
viding assistance.to CD activities'-

4. The 'Changing expectations of clientele and
agency administrators regarding work activ-
ities of field personnel

In- service training to increase the CD profi-'
Cittqcyof field personnel can improve agency effec-
tiveness through improved employee effectiveness.

It can increase understanding of &e need for
,program approaches that meet citizen and community

`An-d, it can reduce dependance on !'package"
apprbaches that often prove inadequate.

-.
1.

The instructional content is',Rot simple, as.
CD.training places emphasis on ateTInment of under-
st ding and skills applicable to a wide range of
c =unity situatifTs.

But, it usually is interesting because ft
applies to situations whet4 the "action",is.



PERSPECTIVES ON UNITS II-V

Before briefly discussing the content of
Units II-V, let's identify the audiences for those,
units.

The intended audience for Units II-IV is the
same as for this unit--governmental agency field

']qpersonnel wick' job 'responsibilities that include
7-involvement in CD.

The intended audience for Unit V is Extension
Service field personnel who have CD responsibilities
and have been through training based on Units I IV
or have had extensive CD experience.

Unit II - What Is Community
Development?

This unit examines conceptualizations of CD as:

1) A process

2) A program.

3) A'method

4) A movement )
4

5) A manifestatiOn of democracy

An operational 34inition also is examined.

Emphasis is placed on:

1) The need for understanding of each agency's
meaning for the term, community development

2) Organizational conditions that make an
agencyCD program feasible

3) Role conflict as related to CD
(j.

4) Observation and anaiysis.of CD activities
observed in a 51.erd trip

Unit III Why Be Involvdd In
Community Development?

This unit provides an. in-depth look at several
aspects of social change that have caused the- need
for-local CD activities.

These are disc.ussed in terms of:

1) the need for CD as an integrative mechanism
by which citizens can become more effective
participants in matters that affect their
lives,

L.)



the result.ing legitimacy of agency involve-
ment in CD'efforts,

3) the limitations of CD efforts given our
societal norms and goveinmeneal structure,
and

4) the roles of the agency field worker who is
involved in CD.

Unit IV What' Does One'Needto
Know Aboqt Co1nmiunity Development?-

Unit IliPlaceS emphasis-on building understand-
ing and acceptance of the conceptual "tools",6f CD.

Emphasis is placed on participants gaining
understanding of:

1) TWe'complex nature and composition of.a,
community

4,

2) The complex of social, economic, political,
and institutional linkages, existing within
and among communities

3) Community (group) decision making and prob-
.lem solving processes

Ways by which agencies can assist communi-
ties in decision making-and problem solving
processes by:

a) furthering citizen participation

b) dealing with -community conflict

c) using appropriate change strategies

5) Ways by which agencies can increase their
effectiveness in providing assistance to

communities and groups involved in problem.,
alleviation activities

Unit V - Extension Programming
Community Development

Participants involved
provided with:

Unit V training are

1) A conceptual frame rk for Extension CD
program development mplementation, and
.evaluation

2) Field experien!e in simulating these pro-,
gramming activities through work group
activities
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3) Experience in 'small group process t rough,
the simulation process

Discugsion and analysis of therepo is nf''work
groups is suggested.

THE NEXT STEP

Those training activities are projected,to
require about four weeks of training participation.

But, like eve9ithing,else, training occurs a
tep at a time.

Right now, we'd like to have you think about
your reasons for being involved in CD.training.

And, we'd like for you to become better ac7
quainted with your fellow participants.

Thus, we suggest turning'to the Unit I Work-
shop Guida5 your next activity.



Unit I Workshop.Guide

This workshop exercise is a group activity intended to assist you in

becoming acquainted with the other members of your discussion group, and

in'identifying the reasons for your personal involvement in community

development work.

First: Take 1 minutes to indicate your answers to the questions, Parts I
-1and II, below. If more than one answer to the question is appro-

priate, indicate the most important with to checks (/) and those

'of lesser importance by one check (). Write,out.yowr answers

where appropriate.

Next: Go around the:group and have each person introduce thmself/herself,

give brief answers to. the Part II questions and re ort his/her

answers to the Part'I questions. Ask questions f r clarification.

Record any information you hink useful on the Ua ks of the work-

. shop guide pages.

Part I Questions (Please read all the questions before
,'

answering):
k;

1. My principal reason(s) for-being involved in this training is are :

JI am interested in CD

I would like to know more about CD

My experience in CD tells me I need to know more about
concepts and approaches'used in CD

My clientele expects me to know more about CD than -I
presently know

I: -need to know more about CD Co carry.out presen't.(or
expected) job responsibilities

My supervisOr sent me'to thistraining

Other:
,
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.2. My principal (most numerous) clientele group is

My most important clientele' group is

My second most important clientele group is

3. The most important problems of my-principal clientele group are:

2:

3.

.4. I can, be. of assistance to my clientele by using a cp .approach in

heipinethem with problem(s) number , abOve. Why and

how?

Part II Questions:

1. My, name is

2. My ,ager4.is

3. My job title is

4. The geographic area where I, work is

5. The most interesting aspect.of my work

C

k

6. The 'east interesting aspect of my work is
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OV erview of 'Unit II

This .unit provides a basis for understanding some of the major whys
,in which agencies and professionals.viewcomMunitidevelopment. Emphasis

'Is plaoed on building underanding of the meaninfts ascribed to CD by these
..._,

various viewpoints. An "operational" def' ition is proposed for uselas a

1

'basis for more adequate communication withirI the group of training prtit.

,c-ipants. A small group, workshop session and a field trip p'rovide opportun-

ities for internalizing and building understanding of these concepts.

41,

Instructional Unit II is intended to provide participants withfbasis
for:

Objectives

understanding of cmmunity development as a 'repetitive social .

process based on wide communitparticipaLon and oriented to de-

cision making and action.

2) An understanding of community development as a method--a means of

achieving an agency goal or'end.

3) An'understanding of community.developMent as a programa eans

carrying out policies and achieving societal

gioups, units of government, or governmental

4) An understanding of community development as

ity normatiwely'prescribed as desirable.

5) An understanding-of community development as a manifestation of

democracy--a means of attaining fulfillment of basic social values.

6) An understanding of an operati 1 definition of CD that can pro7

vide a,readilyzunderstood basis for discussions throughout the

gbals-set by nonlocal

poliey-making bodies.
0

a. movementan act iv,-

a

training program.

7) An understanding of community develbpment as it is practiced by

agencies and,in.an.example community.
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A

The material in

anTidiAs that make
. , . f )

short quotations, paragraphs;

2

Instructional Outline

this4.sec.,t4on an amplified

up tie content of Unit' II.

sentences or partial
:t-

sionally) single words. -T
- .

related topics taken from

the li t of, references;.

r
. .

0

ut21ne of the

line items consist

concepts

of

4-

sentences, and (ritcas- .

he outline provides 'a simplViedordeting of

the resource papers and publiCations inclu ed inV..P esentatIons by re urce persons or training leaders can be, b
,.. .

the outline,'and can use it as, a framewOrIC- for note-taking:

Training leadrs may wish to:add concepts, ideas, and examples having .

d on

.particular interest to parrpants. t-

'- a

,

(The wide'right:hand margin provides space for notes by training lea- .

ders and participants. Citations identify sources, resource documents, and

`discussion questions. Overhead projector visuals are indicated by numbers

edn.parentheSes.

*

Outline Notes-

WHY DO WE NEED TO DEFINE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT?

Community development is viewed quite differently
by persone of different backgrounds.

Each of us has a mental image-that is the-basis o
our understanding of what is'community development.

Factors that help shape that mental image are:

Educational background

Work experience

Present program responsibilities

Previous in-service training

YMentaltmages (the ways we define CD) are not
'ight" or\:wrong." They just represent the diversity
and compie ity of the work world.

But, uniesS they are very. similar
from person to person, they can be b
munication.'

(or the, same)

ers.to com-

This unit examines-some commonly he mental im-
ages (definitions) of community developMent.a:

ir)
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Five of the most commonly us 'are discussed as
Background to d sixth way of think ng about CD.

° The sixth is an "operational definition" of -CD and
is suggested. for Use asa03asis for communication in
this training.

(--

Discussion and 'interaction between\resource persons
and participants, a workshop session,,--and a field trip
will help improve your understanding of community de-
velopment.

So, let's turn to an examination of these various
definitions "of-Community. development.

1
- ,

WHATIS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT?'

Irwin Sanders hasIdentified-four commonly used
meanings for CD: (fI-1)

Com2unity development as a process

Community development as a method

Community development as, a program

Community development as a movement [7; 8, p. 521;
9, pp.:181=-28X'

The first of these, CD asa process, wilI'be
cussed the most as it DroVides-the general basis for
all other, conceptions of community development.

Among oVi44rs, *tile Biddles [3],.Bennett [2], and
' Littrell [5] have discddsed,CD as a manifestation. of

democracy.

And, the operational (efinitiOn compiled by Gessaman
provides another perspective. A resource paper'is in-
cluded that provides a detailed look at the operation-
al definition.

The intent of this "many definitions" Ipproach is
to help you understand the range of mental images
that.people have. From these you can identify 'one or
put together a composite that has,meaning for you.

.SOtlal process

The -concept of a social process is basic to under-
standing community development. Let's start by look-

, ing'ap some of:the aspects of this thing we call
"process."

No wo' persons are exactly a-le k

..'Even per nd who share many interests in common
ha4eMany fferences.'
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Thus,-any community group probably as more ways in
which members'. are different than waysuin which thei\are

+4,the same.

Each has his/her
situation:

iown perception Oft-he.;-c.onpunify ;

Each has his/her own supply of knowledge'about:
(l) the community situation, and (2) all,other thinks.,

,

Each has his/her, own, set of /alues 'and beliefs, .

4,
group solidarity makes i t possible for peopie to

work together despite these differences. It is built
up throaertocial interaction. ,- -(II-2)

Accom odations to others'po nta, of view are devil-
,:

oPed. °`

Individual4" positions on issues 4gmedually

A shared imb.g of reality is created.

Reasonable ag eemen on go' usually emerges.

ling to work`to;-

The overall social phenome a atthe group goes
through, including all the false starts, slippages,
progress,' and d feats is what we'lUmp together and
call "process." 1

Several authors have provided insights that help
"pin down" the essence of "process.",

A i.
-Biddle and Biddle [3, p. 79]:

. . ; Process refers to a progressionof.events that
is planned by the participants to serve goals they ,

progressively. choose. The events paint, to changes
in a group and in individuals that can be,termed
grO,th in social sensitivity and competence.- Th

tiessence of process does'not consist of any fixe
suc on of events . , . but the grqwth thatoc-
curs thin individuals, within groups, and wiThin .

the communities they serve. The process is one. that.

.

is Motivated by participant chogsing;
'....,,

Beal,' Bohlen, and Raudabaugh,[1, p. 23] :
. ...-

-.I..'

The fundamental belief of our AmertranAemocracy is
the/dignity of man. At a,result.of such belief we'
have devised the group prodess as'a meanaof govern-
ing our affairs. In every. phase of living-We find
people working in groups, to. solve, their problems.

.
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And, also Prom,Beal,Aohlen, and Raudabati 1, pp. 29-301.:
\ .

,.. . . our major interest isI . . . in th formal
-democratic group", and its major chb.ratte istrcs may
be listed as _follows:

2.

f

*, ' .I 11( ,
-A- , - _

The goals and objectiygs4 of such a group are
establighed by g intleradtiod.

. The means adopted to achieve these are deter=
1mined by the same process.

'3. The interactidir process -1.6 such that each member
.

feels both freedom to ,contribute and responsi-
,,bility' for success.'

4. Group consensus prevail s, even though
do-' not completely agree, but disagreeing

individua)ls -feel 'free to present their ibint
df

5. Ideas are dealt with on th4 basis of their value
to the group rather than on a basiS' of who in-
troduces them.

6. Those in position of form leadership recognize
that their major role is th t -of facilitating
group Nprocese.

The important concept 'here istthat of "Proce'ss"
being a social phenomena common to many groups in Our
society.

If' a group has' the (characteristics identified by
Beal, Bohlen, and Raudabaugh [1] , its within-group inter-
actions have 'a fairly pre,dictable nature that we call
"process."s A (II-3)

"Process" goes on everywlere and all the time
throughout our society.

Many groups are involved in 'process in etzery
unity.

Community .developmeInt as. a process

Process activities that go on in a community can
include some that are:

Community based

2) Have, as go- als the alleviation of community ,p 613-
lem,s or concerns

'We commonly call these community-based, goa17_-
directed process activities "communitridevelopment."

(II-4)

Ne

A

\ r

1
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And, when we talk aboUt CD as a process we are
,. 'really saying that we take. explicit recognition of

CD being a goal-directd social phenomenon havin
characteristics cionglkent with our understan
"process."

4
Lees-look at other ways people hare Aescribed it:'

Warren [11,'p. 324]:
,

Community Development..' We shall define community'
development as a deliberate and sustained attempt,
o.§trengthen the horiiontal pattern of a community.

definition conceives community deVelopMent as
a prociss.

s-,

Saunders [8, p. 521]:

. . change from a condieidd'Where one or two.
people or, a'small elite withtd or without the local
community make a decision for the rest of the peon;
ple to a condition where. themselves make
these decisions about matters of.common concern;

..from a state of minimum to one of maximum-Coopera-
tion; from a condition where few participate, to one
where many participate; from a condition where all
resources and specialists come from outside' to one

'where-.1qcal people'make the most use of their own
resources, etc.

Cary [4,'pp. 1-2]:.

Essentially, 'community development is, 'the delib-
erate attempt by community

4,.people to work together
to guide the future of their communities, and the
development of a corresponding get of techniques. for
asMting community people in such a process.'
(Quoted from Warren).

And then Cary again [4,p. 144]:

Basic,to the community:development process is parti-#-
cipation,by the people of the community in the pro-
-cess. The emphasis is on common or shared interests
and concerns-;-public issues-7which grow out of indi-

,

.vidual interests and concerns.

In light Of these characteristics, it also is im- -

portant Co distinguish between CD as a process and the
various conceptualizations of group problem solving
that-are called "the community development process."

Note that when we talk about CD as 'a process, we
are using process,as a descriptive term to designate
a'particular typt of social phenomena.
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When we'talk about the CD process, we are using
process in another meaning- -one that Kimball'and Thullen
identify as: "The term process means'a series of logi-.

'-ocal, identifiable, interrelated, and sequential steps
which result in certain outcomes " [6, pp. 118-119].
And that is a very different meaning!

The CD Process can refer to a problem-solving
4 technique such as the scientific method. Or it can re-

fer to any of a number of other schemas of.the 'general
approach that'most'community groups follow as they art
involved in'community development activities.. (See-

Tweeten and Brinkman' [10, pp. 256-61] for one formula-
tion.) (II-5)

Regardless of what schema one uses, essential Com-
ponenta of.he CD. process include:

1) Problem difinition by community residents

2) Application of some systematic and analytic
procedure ofproblem solving that leads to a
group decision ,

.

3) An action phase that carries out'the group deci-
sion

4) Adevaluative technique that provides a basis,
for determining the appropriateness of the
decision and/or action and typically leads beck
into another problem definition effort

If you compare that formulation with the social process
formulation of Beal et al. you can See they are not the
same.

In summaryT-When we speak of .community development
as a process we are recognizing that process is:

A social phenomena of group action based on volun-
tary participation where group activities are de-
termiftvd by, its members.

And, we are also recognizing thdt:

These are "process" activities that are goal di-
rected toward the alleviation of community concerns
or problems.

When we talk about the community development pro-
- gess we are recognizing that:

1) Community groups that are successful in dealing
with problems generally use a systematic
analytical technique--a problem-solving process.

AnalYtic\techniques of community problem solv-
ing follow a logical sequence of steps and thus'
can be called "process" but in this case "pro-
.cess means a logically related seqrnce of steps.



Thus, as we work in communitydevelopmentwe must
always be conscious of the two,types of proceSs: (II-6)

1) The social phenomena of group action called
"process"

,

2) The problem-solving procedures. usually called
"process"

Both must be adequately dealt with'or the QD ef-
fort has a rocky road ahead.

Community, development as a method

Some agencies and individuals view CD as a method,
a way of working. This means it is viewed as a means,
a technique of achieving a goal established by the
agency or individual. (11-7

The'tendency in such cases is to evaluate CD in
terms of whether it makes possible the attainment of
some end identified as important by the.agency or
individual.

This, of course, runs counter ,tw: the. first, of the
major characteristics of the formal democratic group
as identified by Beal, Bohlen, and Raudabaugh [1].

There e several consequences of viewing community
development a method of achieving goals set outside
the community:

1) The sphere
for all pa

2) Motivation
reduced.

of group decision making is reduced
rticipants.

for participation is correspondingly

3) The primary activity of the group shifts from
"problem solving" to carrying out of procedures
to achieve predetermined ends.

4) The °process" focus,of community development is
weakened.

Community development as a program

When CD is viewed as a program, the approach is
that of CD as a method, but in addition to the goals
being set outside the'community, the quantity and na-
ture of the outcomes is also determined outside the
community.

NEmphaSis is placed on one or more of

(II-8)

these: :

1) The content to be transmitted (if the agency
worker is an, educator)
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2) The activities to be undertaken (if the agency
worker is in an action agency)

3) The results that are to be achieved for the
agency

Agencies often view community development as a
program due to:

1) Legislative requirements

2) Governmerital regulations

3) Accountability requirements [reporting systems
generate quantitatiii) (results).' data]

4) Administrators' desires for a structured or-
ganization'and "tidy" programs

When this happens, the primary focus of community
efforts shifts to: ...,

1) Legitimationthe locar;cOmmunAy development
--

group is used to legitimiie activities and re-
sults the agency wants--those that fit within
the agency mandate.

2) Implementation- -the local community group be-
comes the means of carrying out the agency
program.

The "process" aspects' geneially are lost as empha-
sis is placed on generating output consistent with
agency and/or societal goals.

Before leaving the discussion of community devel-
opment as a programrwe must note thatExtension uses
"program" with another meaning,

An Extension educational' program is a set of re-
lated educational methods, materials, and techniques
for the transmission of knowledge.

Thus, in its best or ideal form, an Extension CD
program has as Ats intended outcome the improvement
of client knowledge and skills, not the implementa-
tion of some predetermined. action.

Community development as a movemea

Community development as a mbvement carries strong
normative connotations. :

It. is not valueIiee or. valueneutral.

Its use is based'on OlilosophicaPl'Or idealogical
/tenets. (II-9)

Those who are involved tend to regard the community
development approach as a cause or a crusade.
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Community development efforts may be viewed as
sign of progress.

a

In extreme cases community development is identi7
fied as being the answer to all agency and all com-
quinity problems.

Implications for agencies 41d wdxkers

The sequence' of conceptions of CD'presented above,
also has been described in other terminology. For
example:

A

1) Client orientation (the process conception)
vs.

Agency orientation (the program conception).

2) Problem orientation (process)
vs.

Program orientation (just what it is called)

Or,. in .a similar, but not identical, type of compar-
ison

De-centralization of 4ecision M4king (process).
vs.

Centralized decision' making .(program)

What doeg all this mean for you?

Obviously, your ability to: orientyour.,Work to
One Of these conceptions Alependa.on:,

l):YOnr and )tto orientation

Your ,jOb and asOonsibilitie

X.:'your .terpnaTk pilerenOe s ,XO r working with
.people ,

.

For eXamiorleiv4040,-ipmaking loans in ac-
'cordance Withpr4:0000y.rqgnlationg:i you- ,can't
change or vialatet440Oledtireprogram).

But, if you want, you can,be a'participantin tche
process by helping the community understandthe poten-
tials.and constraints of your agency program (it is a
resource to the community) and how that resource might
be used.

Or, if you have leeway to determine how your agen-
cy's services are to be delivered you can

1) Deliver theMin ways that suppor&ooal process-
", oriented groups (time; place, manner Ofdelivery

arranged to suit their needs)

J
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do

2) Develop, skills so you can stilate and assist,
local process activities.

,
3) Provide linkages to ()they agency resources that

CD groups need.

Now, for a word of caution. (II-10)

Regardless of where you start in CD, there is a
tendency:for your approach to "drift" from C as a
process, to CD as a program to CD as S.met d.

It's a natural reaction based on the n e -to keep
one's job manageable.

For. example, if you are involved in facilitating
process- oriented groups,.theldemands on your time will
be very large

One kolution-that makes your job manageable is to
make your.CD effort a "program."

Then the clients have to adjust to your prograM.
needs rather than your accomodating their, and the
time required of you will be much less.

Or, if supervisors want quantitative measures.of
productivity, the process approach must be transformed
into a program approach to produce the appropriate
data.

And, so it goes, if you let it.

There is no known solution,except to be'aware that,
. only you can prevent the "drift."

, .

And,,you are the only one who An decide that it.
is worth the extra effort that it takes to be process
oriented.

Community development as a 4
manifestation of democracy

WeAgill note only a few ideas relatihg to.this
tonceptualizstioy

1) It is very close to the commu ty de'velopment
as a process conceptualization.

2) Those who have emphasized the democra is values
that lie behind CD as-'a process (Biddle and
Biddle P,1313. --nBennett [2, p.:10], Littrell
[5, pp. 4-5]) have emphasized that community
development is "consistent with generally ac-
cepted democratic values.and beliefs.

3) The ovenallconceptualizationqdentifieS CD as
mocracy in action at the,local level.

3

;.J
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This is a conceptualization that most people can
easily understand and identify with.

Thus, it may, be useful as a, means of communica-
'tion with your clientele.

,

An operational definition of
community development

1.1re have talked about community development in a
variety of formulations.

Now, let's look at what this means in operational
terms--How might we recognize a community development
program if we saw one in operation?

This operational definition is intended to help
answer that question.

We'll build up an operational definition using a,
seriles of components that help iden4fycommunity
development.

These components 'characterize the process conception
!)f community development which is often looked upon as
the ideal model:

We'll start with the formal democratic group as the
basic client -unit (as described 'hbovy, Beal,- Bohlen,
Raudabaugh,[1]).

Two dominant characteristics
itic group are:

of the formal

1) Entry to the group is open to those who
to have a part in the activities of .the

democra-
aI-11)

desire
group.

2) The group's activities and actions reflect the
preferences of those who choose to participate.

114
If this group is involved In community development,

it will be locality - oriented with the relevant locality
determined-by the territory effected by the problem,
issue or concern the group is working on. (For exam-
ple, a community improvement council or a neighborhood
association.)

Itwill be action-oriented as its members are iW-
volved becauss,they want to do something or prevent
something fromNeing done.

They -may want to improve a park or build a school.

The decision-making unit will be the group (e.g.,
"The Community Improvement Association voted to go on
record as supporting the summer recreation program
proposed by.1

"
74 . ).

I

J.;
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In many cases, the group decisions will be binding`
on those who disagree as well as those who agree.

Thus, Wfirst four definitival components are:

1) The group is a formal democratic group. (IL-12)

2) The group,is locality-oriented.

3),T he groUp is action - oriented.

4) The decision-making unit is the group.

The next group of definitional components is de-
rived from the types of'assistance that agencies can
provide for these groups.

Thig-,assistance can be divided into two "bundles."
( -

The first "bundle" is needed by all CD groups as
13)

,

they are involved in ,tbeir CD, efforts and inclides.

1) Understanding and use of the group decision- '-
making process. . (II-14)

,

2) Leadership development assistance that enables
present and future leadersto function
effectively. ,

,,.

3) Group process skills that enable group members
to be effective participants,in group activity.

4) Ofganization development and maintenance skills
that make the group strong and effective over
time.

i
, re- /

.., ' -/
The second "bundle" consists of information

, ,
\"--,

sources, and special skills needed by the group in
order.; to be effoctive in dealing with whatever problem
issue or concern it is working on. Examkes'include

(II-15)
1) Information about l* ocal conditions

,

2) Information about/available and potentially
avail le.resources (including agency programs)

3) AlterYtives, their likely costs, -and expected
consequences ,

4) Skills, techniques, and linkages neededlto make
possible effective group action in the partiCu4
lar conlext of their activities and local situa-
tion

Note that these "bundles" are heavily weighted to
education, but most topics are not the types of educa-
tion that are Tormally'taught in classes.

Thus, any agency person with appropriate, know-how
can have a part of the action.
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Also, i' the,typical situation, the delivery of
this agency ass`, Stance must occur at times and places
that the CD group can'accomodate and.through persons

- acceptable to.the group.

Before going on to the third set of components,
let's look at some related aspects of agency assis-
tance to CD groups.

Agency wok in community development is interactiv
with other agency activities.

.

Group decisions by local CD groups Set the context
yjithin whick.indiiduql.decisions aremade and both'
types pf desision4 affect and are affected by agencies.

4-.Agency activities with individuals ii*ovide re-
sources for Ct efforts as they add to the total pool
of resources that can be brought to bear on coumunity
prOblems.

Agency efforts-with CD group' can help individuals
by improving the "arena" within whichthey operate.

The well-being of clients del;ends on:both individ-i
-ual and group deasionsbeing adeqUate and appropriate

When we work in community deVelopment we are help-
ing local-groups maintain the balance between individ-
ual and group decisions that they think is needed.

The third-and last set of components in this
operational deiiniLon, is organiiationaL

. .;,

An agency involved in support.Of CD efibrts.MUst
make a num'her,of"organizational'eommitments.
these components'"define" the existence'sif an agency
effort in community. development; These include:

. (IX-16)
IS Administrative Commitment that the agency wiii

be involved in activities Supportive of CD

2) Visible administrative leadership and support
of those who assume responsibility fob CjD
activities

3) Inter- and intra-agency linkages that-make pos-
sible mobilization of resources neededby
clients

4) .In-service training to develop staff skirls in
assisting CD groups
/' '

5) A delivery system that provides continuing Con-
tact with client. CD groug0

6) ModifiCati of theagency,incentive system to
encourage (field worker participation in "support
of community development
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Obviously, almost no situation or agency' will pos.!-
sess all the 18 components that have been described so

t`-
t-nt, most of them must be there if the agency and

the clients are to be effectively involved in CD. ,Thus
in an operational sense,'they define cp.

Role conflict

14/' Unfortunately, relatively few:agencies have-tee g-
nized the need for all the organizational Components
described above.

The result is role conflict for the field worker
, .,who is interested in community development.

"Supervisor'and (sometimes) client expectations are
for conduct other than that needed if the worker is
to be involved in support of local CD efforts.

When this happensthe agency. worker is caught
in the middle--this is role conflict.

.
(II-17)

Ultimately each person has to make aniadlustment
in response to role zoidliet.

The typical(approachtf the personwho is inter-
.

ested inicomMunity development is to do enough con-
ventional work to satisfy superiors.

And,,to be'inyolvectin'CD to"the extent that it
is feasible to do-so.

This generates stress on the individual

Also, it reate presSure for your or entation
to shift.from supporting CD as' a process. having a
nice comfortable Well-packaged-CD program.

The typiCalresponse of the person who isn't
interested in CD is to opt out with wordslikei

1) MY other programs take all my time.

2) The "boss" says I should. concentrate.on .

3) I'd sure like to be involved in CD, but it's
gainst regulations to do so.

Its -would be nice to have an easy. solution. to. sug-
gest, but none is available.

:Eventually each person has.to find a way of deal-
ing with role conflict.

Part of the way to deal with it is to know why
you are; Involved.

And, that's why Unit III is entitled; "Why Be
Involved in Community Deelopment?"



Unit,II - Workshop Guide

This workshop guide is intended to assist you in identifying the ways

in which the subject matter covered in this unit is applicable to your

work situation. Please follow these procedures:
v 06

1. Divide into groups of two or three persons. Within each group

discuss the Part I.questions until eich.has described aspects of'his/her

individual work situation that relate to the questions.: Record information,

ideas, or conceptS related to your work situation that you feel are of im-

-portance to local eD efforts.
9

2. Within your. regular small group discUss the Paft II .questions and.

recorA tie conclusions you reach.

Part I

1. Can you.identify one or more_groups in your geographic area of re-
.sponsibility that are engaged'in activities that you would call com-
munity development?

. If such groups,do exist, who is involved and'what'are they doing?

Those Invoived Activities

3. Are there problems or concerns in your.geographic area of responsibil-
ity that might be dealt with through the activities of a CD group?

yes no

Hies, what are they?
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.

4. If there are agencies:working with community development groups in
your geographic area of responsibility, what is youiPerception of
their approach to CD? Do they view It as a process, a method, or a..

v:program? (Identify by agency if possible.)

Agency Approach

Part II

1. In the resource-materials it is stated that there is a constant
tendency for an agency's CD effort.to "drift" toward being a program
or a movement regardless of any prodess orientation it starts with.

a. Do you think this is, true?

,

b. Do you think it can be prevented?

c.. How would you prevent it if it can be prevented?

2. Which do you think is most important in determining the extent of
your agency's involvement in CD: Administrative attitudes or the itv-
terests and skills of field workers such as yourselfr'Wbat are,the
'reasons for your answer?

3:3
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Framework for Analysis of CD Efforts

r

This worksheet is intended for your use in analyzing CD efforts ob-

served.as a part of your field trip experience. It rovides,a means of
, .. s

n

systematically accumulating knowledge about,thecommunity. Some parts can

be completed using information.frbm'the pre-briefing. Some can be com-

p4.eted during. the.field trip.- Others will require information that prob7

ably will be available only during thI debriefing 'session when ideas, im-

pressions and experiences are shared. .. Careful study of these, pages prior

to the field trip,.can ensure that needed items of.inflirmation are not ac-
-

cidently missed. i

In the course of your field trip you. probably will hear about and see

several phySical projects that,ygdr.host corunity is working on or has

completed. Presentations for visiiOrs.nsnallystress such projects.

A/tholigh these physical projects are of. interestespecially in cases where

they utilized resources from agency programs- -the process activities that

resulted in these projects are of much greater importancke to the content

of this training effort: This form'is intended'to provide a framework

analysis. of the things.you hear aboUt and

It may be:useful. to takethe form"with you on the field triplandre-.

cord information as.opportunity presents itself, and you may ideritify ad-
,

,ditional aspects 4 the CD activity that you. wish to rOcord. Space is

left at the end of the fort; for.that purpose.
A

1. What is the name of the community?

2.. Is it

A municipality

A county

Other, describe

A municipality surrounding countryside

More than 1 municipality :& surroundings

3. Is the community co-terminous with a minor civil division (municipal-
ity, township, school district, county, special district, etc.)?

yes no

If yes, its name is

4. 3 2)
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4. (If. you are learning about' more than one CD effort) Are there different
communities associated wi 'the various CD effortp you are learning
about?

5...

yes no

If yes, Make notes of some of the CD effdrts here and th n-Continue
jOur analysis of a problem and community you prefer (typ tally the one.
described_in-questions 1 -3). .

Are agency. personnel tinyolved in the CD' effort?

yes nu

If yes,, note the agalcy0es. ciasSifying each by type dein-
yolyement.

4 Type of Involvement in 'CD.

As participants in the' decision-making

g%roup.

n a!:dvisory capacity only:

Agency'(ies) With This
Type df Involvenient

As behind-the-scenes resourcepersons.ersons.

AS persons whocan provide.resources
the community needs.

As facilitators,-enablers, expeditors,
organizers, etc.

As persons seeking approval of an,
agency program.

Other:

40
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.
6. When-and how was the-effort to cope with community problems started?

Who was involved at that tiole?

Residents (non-agency)

41.

Agency pers?tmnel

18. What do those involyed view as their most impOrtant accomplishment?

1

}

Where did the idea for that activity Originate?

Were
A
plans for that activity modified as they were developed?

yes no

If yes, why were they modified and by whom ?"',

-4%

a

A..
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9., What do those involved view as their most important failure?

Where did the idea for that activity originate?

Were plans for that activity modified as they were developed?

yes ' no

Why and by whom was modification (or the decision not to modify) under--
,taken?

10., As youperceive the situation, is, leadership concentrated in the hand
,'of a few petsons'or spread throughout the group involved in CD?

11. Is community leadership specialized withdifferent groups of leaders
taking responsibility for specific types of cotcerns?

yes no

If neither "yes" "no" is correct, try to identify the types of
issues on which leadership is specialized and those where it is not.

If yes,-,can you tell Who does what? yes no only partly

12. Does the group have one or more concerns it is working on now?

yes no

If yes, what are they?

4
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13. What overall impressions have you gained about.the CD efforts you
have.observed or heard about today? (Che4k responses you feel
are appropriate.)

A. Those actively participating in the decision-making group are:

Enthusiastic and increasingly supportive

Maintaining enthusiasm fOr'participating.

Becomip g less enthqsiastic

Apathetic

Frustrated

Other

B. Those who are leaders, in the deciSion-making group are:

Enthusiastic

Less than enthusiastic

Respected and supported

Given limited support

Tolerated

Opposed

Other.

6

Does this apply to all leaders, or only to a selected few? All _Few

C. The population in general appears to:

Know about and support the CD group
ti

Know about and tolerate the CD group

Know about and oppose the CD group

Not know about the CD group

Know about and support CD efforts

't
Know about and tolerate CD efforts

Know about and oppose CD efforts

Not know about CD efforts



D.' Agency field workers in the ,community appear to:

Know about and support the CD group

'Know about and tolerate the CD group

Know about and oppose the CD group _

Not know about the CD group

a

Know about and support CD efforts

Know about and tolerate CD efforts

`know about and oppose CD efforts

Not know about the CD efforts

E. My prediction of the future of CD efforts'in this community

They will increase and improve in effectiveness

They will remain about as is the situation now:

They will decline and possibly stop

Other

F. The three most important reasons for that prediction are:,

a.

b.

c.

k

My additional 'comments are:
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COMMUN I TY DEVELOPMENT:

AS A PROCESS

AS A METHOD

AS A PROGRAM

AS A MOVEMENT
4
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GROUP SOLIDARITY IS THE

BASIS OF SHARED EFFORT

GROUP SOLIDARITY IS ASED.

ON SOCIAL INTERACT ION,



PROCESS IS A SPECIAL TYPE OF SOCIAL

INTERACTION THAT RESULTS IN:

ACCOMODATION TO OTHERS

SHIFTS IN POSITIONS ON ISSUES

SHARED -IMAGE OF REALITY

AGREEMENT ON GOALS

WILLINGNESS TO WORK TOGETHER

a

5



COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AS A PROCESS IS:

A COMMUNITY-BASED SOCIAL PROCESS

A GOAL-DIRECTED SOCIAL PROCESS
,

ITS' DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTIC IS:
4 '

THE TYPE OF SOCIAL INTERACTION

1

144%
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(COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR A PROJECT

I.

Community Ideal
vs.

COmmunity Situation

1 de ntify Problem

k'rojecti

Identify Leaders

VOrganizations

Identify Resources
& Limitations

New \
rojectf

woO.

I I 5

Complete Project

'4

Evaluate Per Ideals -

.

IP rojectp

Prepare I mplementaion
Plan

Make Decision.

Establish Priorities

/ Identify &Analyze
A lternatives

(Nre>t,
rojecti

boei
New t

Project
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TOO TYPESfi.) PROCESS(

SOCIAL PHENOMENA OF .GROUP

ACTION - CD AS A PROCESS-'

ORDE4Y.PROBDEM SOLVING BY

A GROUP THE CD PROCESS
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1

A
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GOMMUN 11'1' DEVELOPMENT METHOD

CD IS. MEANS TO T^ ACHIEVE AN END

NOT IDENTIFIED THROUGH

GROUP PROCESS

END IS USUALLY SET BY AN

AN AGENCY OR AGENOIES

SOCIAL PROCESS IS WEAKENED'

4, r (

e
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AS A PROGRAM

GOALS (ENDS) AND OUTCOMES ARE

SET OUTSIDE THE COMMUNITY

OUTCOMES ARE FOR THE 2AGENCY

AGENCY PLACES EMPHAS IS ON:

LEGUIMATI,ON

IM LEMENTATIbN
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CD AS A MOVEMENT
J

IDEALGGICAL APPROACH

CD IS THE ANSWER



YOUR APPROACH M -Y "DRIFT"

PROCESS

METHODMEtHOD

PROGIAM

MOVEMENT'

Sr

Tb

I Iio

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT "DR IFT"
o

".1



FORMAL DEMOCRATIC ROUP.

OPEN TO ENTRY ON BAS '.S

OF INTEREST

ACTIVITIES .& ACTIONS

REFLECT MEMBERS W,ItHES
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CD-OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

DEFINITIONAL COMPONENTS

FORMAL DEMOCRATIC'GROUP

LOCALITV-ORIENTED

ACTION-ORIENTED

GROUP IS DECISION UNIT



CD-OPERATIONAL DEFINITION'.

ASSISTANCE CO

"BUNDLE" #1 ITEMS NEEDED

BY ALL CD GROUPS

"BUNDLE" #2 - ITEMS SPECIFIC

TO GROUP SITUATION ,

5 ri
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ITEMS IN "BUNDLE" #1

II-14

- I

GROUP DECISION MAKING SKILLS

LEADERSHIP. ,DEVELOPMENT

GROUP PARTICIPATION SKILLS

ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT 8c/-

MAINTENANCE SKILLS

_53
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ITEN6 IN "BUNDLE" #2

INFO ON LOCAL 1C7ONDi-TIONS

INFO ON AVAILABLE RESOURCES

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES.

.

SPECIAL SKILLS, TECHNIQUES

AND LINKAGES AS NEEDED

CD

11.7.15.

c,
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QD = OPERATIONAL DEFINITION'

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENTS:

ADMI,NITRAATIVE SUPPORT

VISIBLE, LEADERSHIP

EFFECTIVE LINRAGES

IN-SERVICE TRAINING

DELIVERY SYSTEM

INCENTIVES FOR THOSE CD



ROLE C(ONFL I CT

AGENCY EXPECTATIONS

V80

CLIENT EXPECTATIONS

VS ..

REALITIES OF YOUR CD

INVOLVEMENT

4

C. )
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AMOPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF

CONMiJNITY DEVELOPMENT'

r

Paul.H. Gessaman

V

RESOURCE PAPER.
UNIT II

Definitions of communty development (CD) have been numerous,1 and

usually have not been in close agreement. They have often seemed to 4.-

rectly support Warren's observation: .

There never has been any extensivevdegreeof consensus ,_on. a conceptual-
ly rigorous definition'of community developMent. The term is elusive,
j,Ust asrare the goals that community development efforts, are designed
ito pursue [7, p. 75].

Some people find this lack of agreement a stimulant to thinking and debate.

Others find it to be barrier4to communication and an obstacle to their

participatidn in CD activities. This paper provides an operational per-

spective on CD by examining a series of components (or characteristics).

-In the same manner that a persdn,can be identified by describing a

series of personal characteristics such as name, age, sex, height, weight,

color of hair, shape of face, etc., this paper provides an identification '°'"

(definition) of community development bY describing a series of its char-
!

acteristics. Because CD is a complex social phenomenon involving the ef-

forts of groups of community, residents, the assistance of 41gency workers,

and the organizational capability of agencies to provide that assistaned

when and where it- is needed, the definition draws components from

Extension Economist and Associate Profe
nomics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

1
For examples see [2, p. 1; 3, p. 7; 4, pp. 4r12; 5, pp. '407-ili;

,6, pp. 18-13l; 8, p. 324;:and,9, pp. 5-6].

sor of-Agricultural Eco-
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the characteristics of each of these three aspects.2 Each characteristic

provides a componentof the definition, and theientire,set of!components

can be the basis of a share mental image of CD that can provide a basis

for .0ommunication and discussion. When taken as a whole, this set of

providescomponents provides an operational definition of CD.

s...

The Operational Definition

.

Every,definition must have its starting point, and this one is not

aA\ exception that general Pule. In this casethe,starting point is

1the presumpti n that persons involved in CD are Members of, and identify

with, one or more decision making groups.
3

Members of these groups may
.

share many attributes in common, or they may share only one attribute

--membership in the group. Regardless of the-number of shared attributes,

the gtoup is the primary decision making unit of CD efforts.

Clientele characteristics

The characteristics of the clientele decision making group provide

the first components of the operational definition. In its "ideal" form

.this group has the characteristics of a formal deniocratic group as de-
)

scribed in Beal, Bohlen, and Raudabaugh:

I. The goals and.objectives.of such a group are .established by
group interaction..

The means adopted to achieve theeare detertined by the same
process.

. The interaction proCess'issuch that spi91 Member feelS both
freedom to contribute and responsibi4tyfor success._

,

2
Many CD groups function for varying periods,of time'(sometimes for

years) without direst assistance from agencies. By focusing on the defi-:
nition of CD as an agency-assisted local group activity, this paper does
not gLve specific recognition of autonomous local., CD, effOrts. The omis-
sion is not intended as a denial of'itheir existence. It merely represents

-.an attempt to keep the br adth of the discussion manageable.

3
These groups are the clientele to whom agencies provide assistance

and support.



4. Group concensus prevails, even though individuals do not com-
pletely agree, but Aisagreeing individuals feel free ;o present
their point of view.

5. Ideas are dealt with on the basis of their value to the group
rather than oll`a basis of who introduces them.

6. Those in position of formal leadership recognize that their major
role is that of facilitating group process [1, pp. 29-30].

Briefly stated, these "democratic" groups and their ongoing decision pro-

cesses are characterized by: (1) The group decisions reflect the prefer-

. ences of those who participate in the group; and (2) entry to the group,

with the accoppanying rights of participation in decision making, is

possible for-anyone who is affected by theLgroup decision.

In the usual situation, the decision making group is locality -ori-

ented. The boundaries of the re nt locality are dependent upon the

territory affected by the issue (eing dqnsidered.. Typidally, this ter-

ritory is relatively small (a neighborhood, a municipality, a rural com-

munity; a county or similar relatively small political unit), but is too
nL

large to make possible face-to-face contact between a persons involved.

This dec&21 making group is also primarily ac ion-oriented in that

its,members participate because they want to do omething, or to prevent

something from being done, relative to some locality-oriented. issue. This
,

implies participants are not involved in these decision making adtivities

to obtain psychic rewards of participation but are involved to-achieve

ends they define as desirable.

In actual practice, agency clientele possess these characteristics

to varying degrees. Decision making units may belong at almostvany point

on a continuum from "individual" to "group," and decision making may be ,a

muiti-step sequence where individual and group, decisions are inter-mixed,.

The degree of locality orientation may vary from higli (the boundaries of
- _the area affected by the problem are clearly identifiable) to low (geo-

_____

graphical considerations are of lesser importance). The action orienta-

tion may vary filft.high to low depending-on ,,,the perceived level of urgency

associated wit the problem, and clientele'perceptions of the probable

efficacy of efforts to alleviate it. And, the clientele group may, to
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.

some degree, limit participan in decision making, thuS:making groupf<

11-
. /

The interact' on of\hese componentS can be visualized'by constructing

activitidt,less "democratic"..than the ideal.

a set of three-dimensional axes with the decision making unit, the local-

114y,oriellttion, and the' action orientation as continua alonglifie axes

(Figure 1).
4

/
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Action oontinuum. I ,A.

No

1

I ,
I I

action
oriented

/I
I"-II

/ 1 I

/ 1

/ 1

Not locality oriented
1

Locality continuum

Group
Locality oriented
Action oriented

Figure 1. :Interaction of clientele characteristics partially defining CD

The larger box determined by the continua making up the axes can be

thought of as the "box" of clientele of all agency ;programs. ,Those having

clienlele charactristics that place them at the origin are the idealized
% 4

CD group. 'Those with.characteristics such that they belong in the ABC

cube ~might be viewed as typical community aevelopment clientele. Others,

4 -

This formulation assumes easonably "democratic" decision making as.
an integral charadteristic of 0.,
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of course, remain agency-clientele.' But, their characteristics make it

unlikely that work with them can be considered community development.

Thus, the four clientele characteristics that are components of the oper-

ationardefinition are: (1) democractic.decision making, (2) group deci-

'sion making unit, (3) localityriorientation, and (4) action orientation.

Agency assistance components:

The definitional components derived from clientele characterigtics

make no specific mention of the types of agency assistance provided to..

such clientele. The nature of community desi4opment activities is such

that a large proportion of the agency assistance must be specific to the

time, place,and type of concern faced by the CD group. In addition,

several types of assistance are needed by 1111 CD groups. '

For convenience, the resulting definitional components can be thought

of as,making up two "bindles." The first includes the types of assistance

needed by all CD groups. The second includes the types-of _assistance that

are situationally

The first bundle.' Clientele group,decision-making activities,that

L-7are depeird,,,upon: group participation skills of grblip members, the
.0,

group's, ability to identify goals and priorities, the group's knowledge

of resources and alternatives apprjopriate to the problem being considered,-
.4

and the group's ability to translateAncnidual preferences into deci-

'sions.

, -

Agency assistance.to improve and facilitate these client group
... ,.

activities can be categorized as: (1) Opro/ement'of understandfng and
..,,,

use of the group decision making process, (2) leadership developient and

training, (3) improvemeRt\of group' process skills, and '(4) organization

develOpilent and Maintenan . ,

l'

Each of theSe provides.a,focus for agency assistance anci is 'a Compo-.
: (

dent of the operational definition: (Each also is'educational in nature;

delivery of the needed agency assistance will result in agency-Clientele

having a changed state of knowledge.) This doesnot imply that, only

educators should be involved in providing assistance--it means that whom-

ever provides-assistance to clientele involved in CD needs to be preptred

4-
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to meet these educational needs.. The Agency worker who wants clients' .

,' CD activities to prosper will provide that ass.stance.direCtly or,by in-

volving others who can do so.
s'l

The 'second bundle. The CD gri5up alSo needs situationaUy specific

assistance that will enable it,to-efftctivelednalYze and make deciS'ions
1

. .

about the probleM, issue, or condern'it faced,. This includes,,but'is 4 t

rettricted to',' provid.ing assistance that improves client groups' know-
,/-

Iedae a un erstanding.of: (1) .local conditibns, (2) available and

potentially available resources (incltiding-agency programs), (3) alter-.

natives and their expected conseqUences, and (4) special skills.or.,organ-
,

izational arrangkments needed-6 make the ,group's CD activities,effeCtive

in their commun ty, settings

.
Like the components of,the first'bundle, these have a,hiih'degree of

educational content. But, they are not strictly educational as.they- in-

volve the entire Complex of economic, social, political,-and organizational

factors that have bearing on.community-projects. The'prfmary consideration
,

is the delivery of whatever assistance clients need to successfully carry
,., A

l

out their 4D
,

activities. There is'aNbuilt-,* incentive for providing that
. -.

J.
assistance: Its successful-delivery can improve the acceptability of all

agency efforts.

lk
. brganliational :components

,4

The abilUy of an agency worker to successfull; provIde assistance

to clientele groups involved in CD activities- depends Upon drgani'zational

arr ements within the agency. If al*Icy personnel'are,to be effectively

involve in assisting CD groups, a number of-Organizational commitments

are required. These provide the-final group'of components of the opera-
,

itional def ition as ttley make possible the existence of agency support'
.

.

for cliernte2D activities.

Agencies differ in the extent 6,1Which they give ffld workers lati-
,

tude to fletermineIgitent and nature of their'4bb activities. Some

workersare in relaNively unstructured situaClons,with nearly complete

_autonomy to determine their job activities. At the opposite extreme are

those whose range of xkrk,conditiOns .9..na activities is closely prescribed
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4

and clearly spelled out. Regardles Of the range of choice given,' the.,

indiVidual worker,, agency structure o Igen does not support worker in

volvement in providing assistance to CD groups. .Reasons for this situation.

include: (fNency emphasis on tangible measuresof output provides

strong incentives for concentration of work effort on programs having
,

quantifiable and.measuraBle output (Measuring the output from having

facilitated a decision by a CD group is very difficult.). (2) Agencies

usually are, sensitive to criticism, and agency workers are encouraged to
. .

avoid involvement with clientele in controversial dr conflict 'situations

(Most community decisions that:are worth the efforts of a CD group have
both suppor rsand.opponents):,- (3) Agencies with lo6a1 advisory groups
rely on tho groups for p litical support, and tha.support is.based on

the agency respionihg. to heir vested interests {CD efforts usually in--r

'vOIVe a.wide ran of persons in the community and, if successful, alter'

the pattern -o sted interests.). (4) Agency Yorkers considdr themselves

to be full -time employed without providing assistance to CD- groups.

Adding CD rd'quires alteration of work patterns and often is viewed as re-
,

sulLing in heavier work loads (Agency' employees may resist changing

Ocphasis 6f work effort and "holdback" those Who want tb become involved

in assisting.CD grodps.). (5) Wc1c skills needed for successfully as-

sisting CD groups.are somewhat different from skills required for .tradi-

tional agency programs (Success in deliverin traditional agency programs

does not necessarily mean the worker has the skills needed for assistingV . 4CD efforts.).

The'organizational commitments that are needed-to offset these ef-

fects of agency structure include: (1) A co.mmitmnt to assisting the

community development efforts of clientele groups that creAes through
the agency. the expectation that such assistance will be provided when and
where it is needed. (2) Commitmerit of administrative leadership aid sup-

port of those who, assume responsibility f assisting CD efforts. \'

(3) Involvement of the_agency in linkages wit thei agencies that make

possible the .recruitment of resources needed yclientele grOups".

.(4) Codtinuing in-service tr ining-to-develop agency worker skills in
9.

assisting CD groups:. 0) JO assignments for workers that make possible



ontinuing contact with groups.involved in1D: And, (6) Modification of

e agency incentive system so those who successfully assist CD groups

11 be rewarded in the same manner as those who are.successful in other

ar as.

Not all agencies will be able to make these commitments at any ne
. .

tim , and some may never find it possible to do so. This should not be

tak n as evidence that the commitments are not needed. The realitie of

the orld are that many apparently desirable changes in agencies and wok'
*

sitAtions are 'not attainable in the short run. Despite this condition;

theOperatiOnal,definition given here can provide4 basis for an 'in-,

\ :

ternally consistent mentalimage Of.CD. ..,

/ From he.a ency worket'S point of views, providliig assistance to CD
.7.;_. /- . r .

A-:::: ;binvo Ids'wbtk' 41.6h democratic decisionwmAkIng groups that are-both
-,;.

.

- .,
. .. : .

,..

, -16cality oriented and action oriented. TheassistanCe,provided is Of two,

type : Assistance rthat enables any gro `.of persons to function mire ef-
-.

fectRiefir'a a democratic .decision making roup and assistance,that en-
..

_yables a-specific group in a specific situation to make a.better deision

about their problem. If the agency worker is to pro,1,7ide the needed as-

sistance in ways that are,consistent\with group needs; the employing

agency must be committed to making workersCD efforts. both possible and

rewarded.' To the extent that a shared image of C improves communication

and understanding, the 'study of this definition should help agency workers

get on with the .job.

O'

70
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Overview of Unit III

In this unit'several approaches are used/to help the participants

develop an understanding of the need for CD and for aper'ronal philosopIN
,

, that supports involvement in CD. The first part of the unit focuses one

various perspectives of the need f r CD. The second part provides a

basis for a more complete underJan ing of so6ietal.changes that are in

the background of CD. 14orkshop exercises Provide a means'for partici-.

pants to localize these ideas to their. client community situatio s.

A restatement of the bises for agency involveMent in CD of orts

provides the background for an,examination of policies and practices
-

related to agency involvement in'supplying assistance to CD efforts

(the panel or. field_ trip). Wideranging discussion of the impactd of

agency policies and pr4tices on work situations ofjindividuals is in-
-

tended as a stimulus to analysis of participant work situations.

A review sessiOcand a'workshop tx-erci8e are intended to $t Ulatea` workshop

consideration of alternative professiOnal roles in CD, the limitatpns

.

of. CD, and tile rall reasons for being;,Involved in CD.

, Bases for Unit III.

The content of this unit is based on a geAral'undersvnding Of,

the American social-economic-political system and of CD Chat includes:

- Our governmental system operates through a combination of

delegation of authority from federal to state to locals,' and
.

legislative, administrative and judicial responses to problems

articulated at each of these levels:

e-11The changing activities and roles of govetnmentalageades.have

been -both an effect amd_a cause of societal changes -

those who have interest in CD, it helps to u stand societal

changes as interacting with agency programs.

5
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- Most probleM alleviation activities of government are carried °

out through the.actions of agencies operating within sets of

';regulations that are appliecito all local situations.

- Differences in local conditions.make most agency programs Only
.

partially appropriate.to the noeds of any particular locality,

and additional mechanisms Stich as CD activities are required.if
1,locb.1 needs 'are to be met.

, .

- Units of government, agencies, and economic units are responsive

to CD .groups andother 'citizen organizations with well organized

goal-directed activities.

- Local community development efforts may be substantially enhanled

by assistance from theliersOnnel of goVernmental agencies.

- The difficulties and complexities of providing assistance to

J. local CD groaps are such that ..agency field worhrs need both

personal proficiency insupplying arassitstanCe acid .personal

work qilosophies that support their doing so.

.4;

Objecives.of Unit III

The ogjectives of- Unit III are:

1. ,To improve participants' understanding of the social-econdmic-
i
politicalontxteyithin which their, work carried on,,

2. Td provide insights into the ,ways in w#ich loC-A-I-CD efforts

ale a mechanisM,,through which citizens canaddriss prOblems in their

pers 1 and community situations-
,

3. To stimulate,discussion, thought, and synthesis by participants
f

that contri
#

portive of ptov

r.

to 'the dev

'ding agsistanc to clients' CD efforts. /

,as

ment of personal work philosophies sup-.

r.
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'Outline,
a

Notes

PERSPECTIVES' ON "WHY BE INVOLVE), IN
. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT?"

a
N

e
The q stion, Why Be involved in community

development." i frequently posed by agenty personnel
who are new to CD work.

And, many experienced agency workers, commu-L
nity leaders, and citizens rpise the seme questions
when asked to be involved Aelocal CD 'efforts.

J

The list of those who question CD involvement
can ..be expanded almost indefinitely

Agency:heads whose staff-are fully employed
and are told to expand their agencies' assistance to
CD groups have ased,it.

Local elected officiaIs:Who see-CD efforts
as g tkrreat to vested interests (or as ineffective
in dealiiigr th community' problems) have asked,
"Why be invo ved.v..?"

-Ahd, y a wife. or husband-whose spouse is
away to community.group meetings has Attle.

said, "Why??",

If }Tow job is one where you expect or want
to, assist CD groups, the answer to that quesr.,
tiot, "Why be involved...?"4may be one of the most -
important of your.career..-',

The cares of each of us are idfluenced by
the extent towhich we know about, and believe in
the, work we do.

The answer to,:"Why be involved..:.?"'is the
un ation of job performance that refleetS credibly

on ach of us.

It's also the baSisof feelings of.self-worth
aigniry., and self-respect 'that makes'us'effeettve
citizens and effettive in assisting our CD clientele.

So, in many ways, having develoOed'a personal
answer to, "Why beq.rikfolved.,..?" is eke cornerstone.
of each person's d'areer.

/ di

Havinkan'andwer that yoi0elieYe'(and believe
i?i) can be oFf_ primary,importance tc6Tour job effec-
tiveness.

O



A few gf the reasons that lie behind that
statement are: 9

CD is not the easiest area t work in.

It's not the most highly rew ded in terms:/of
salary, and prestige.

- It's not the type of work t t makes everyone
like you.

It's not well understood by Colleagues or
superiors.

Yet, it has become
recent decadeS. 3,

increasingly important

,z4,

some way, or weEach of us is involved in
wouldrfet be here.

So, let's look as t- number of possib
to "Whyhe;involVed,in community. developm

, Some are simple and direct:

The "Boss" assigned me to,.-the "CD:crew;'-

The devil made me do it!!

in

respon

'Others arVery abstract:

- CD fulfills a societal need.

, -- CD is a,,necessary integrative force in a
community..

And, there are perspectives that lie between
these extremes.

We'll try 4p,A-16STVE"-aNnUmber of them in this

4:

unit. Bia,, fi t let's talk-for just a minute about
the intent' this session.:

- I
Ilthe primary purposp is to stir your thinking

about the reasons for involvement in CD - but, to do
'without trying to "brdinwash" you.

At the end, we hope yo...-will_have some new ideas,
/will have gained some/mew perspectiveS, and will haVe
thought aboUt yOur personal philosophy regaiding

The experience flay give you a new outlootc.
your work.

Or, it may re)inforce the ouflo611 you alrea4
have.
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Regardless, we'd like you to remember that die
ideas yon bring to the discugsions are as important as
any in the presentations.

everything you contribute, becomes a Part of the
pool of ideas-from wh4.ch we can learn.

The schedule has time for discussion and debate.

Let's usle it for sharing of ideas- and construc-
stive disagreement'whenever we diSagree.

'The idea .of discussing philosophy'about our in
volvement in CD may seeM,rather abstract..

,

But, it'slnot too, hard to name situations where
a well-thought 6ut personal-philosophy should prove
very useful. For ample, It'shbuld help:

- When the da demandS of our jobs push for- our
providing a ck,' "pat" answer, ;and there is
no such answer to give.

When two groups' in a-communily are,,each asking'
'for professional.assistance as they take exact-
ly opposite positions on a comMunityissUe

W1 n'o4agencies would 'apparently benefit by
one solut,ion,to a community problem while the

__long-run benefit to the community would be
greater with. another

en it is obvious.the leadership in a corn unity
has ulterior motives for accepting leadership

. roles
. , -

When it appears thatAcision making roled' are
intended to be kept by a few anAthat a commu7
nity group 4tbeing formed becus,e7Orbureau-

, cratic requirements, or for public relations
;.purposed

You may feel that, these examples reflect the
philosOpfly and values of the person who Provided. them.'
That is true. Our choices are based on our philosophic
orientation.

f

And, that is the whole point of
ghis

phases of our professional decision making
personal philbsophies about the work we .do,.

is important to consciously think about the
ourwark.
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.A framework for.I0ooking at "Why be involved...?"

- Let's start by personaliiing the question. "Why
am I involVedancommunity development?" .'

Using this question as the basis for an exercise
- will help us start thinking about the content of this
discussion.

Zoncentrate for a few 'inutes' and then write
down your:most important reasonkpor being involved
in community development. - .

Try to keep yoht reasons as simple as possible
while retaining accuracy.

When you've completed writing,
reasons on the chalkboard.

e11 list the

(List at least one iespolise from each pattici-
pant on the chalkboard and,discuas as seems appropri-.
ate.), T,

Responses from a group such as this.will usually
,include such reasons as:

,

. 1 ...

CD giyes me an opportunity to really help people
with their needs: , :.., . i .

T.

I'm. involved with CD groupsbecause I get satis-
faction fromjielping work Optsoliitions to-cated

. prol4ema:.-0N.77, 7_,Ic , ,.,....,,.: .. ._,.., ,

rs, Atoms told it wasl,t,acimething.I ha to do ,to keep
my jgb ' Y-- -51g . .

.,

I'm involved iff, cD.b6cause communities h/Ve so'
many problems, and somone'has to.help. work out the
sokitions.

.

Commiihity develOpment gives me a chance. to pro-
vide leaderoship..for something thatis really needed..

.
.1.

I see it as a way tomake'demgcracywork.-
.; .c'-J ',.

of the thinge'they nee . .4; \,-,

,,It's; aiway-to-,he -trio less fortunate get, some

.*

I assist CD efforts because Pb&a_one way to get'
people heard who have been ignored for so lOng.

' It is obvious there are.sreat Vffrfatigns'in the
reasons' people are involVed in CD. . Lt 'is' also obvious

,
thatthe.reasons people are involved come from very'
different motivations and stimuli. ,,

...
.
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It 'seems that the answers to "Why be involved
in community development?" come froM/different per-
spectives.

.

Let'S look at some of those perspectives. (III-1

The personal perspective on CD involvement

Let's first look at the question from what might'
be called the, personal perspective.

To dC).this, we'll reword-the question to "What
are my inner personal reasons for being involved in
communit4 development?",

In this case we are really examining our
valuesour basic inner motivating forces.

Obviously, in this perSpectiA we are concerned'
with:

,le

- the r sults of our, upbringing and our sociali-
zation

- the events of our childhood, our familq,..be-
liefs and values.'

Also, we are'concerned with the things that oc-
curred outside the family:

- our school experiences'

- our religious training and'participAt±od

our collegeor university courses

our stday-an4. work'experienaes
.

- (possibly) our experiences in the mAitarylc

.11.egardless of:the type and diversity of sources;
our values are where.we'are right now.

We ,classify things as wprth doing, or no worth-
doing onthe-basis of our values.:

.

Thus, on the basis of values (frOm personal
perspectiVes) we mightidentify.reasons for personal-
involvement in assisting C4 efforts in somewhat
ferent words than'weused a few minutes ago.

The wording ,may differ, but some ypial
are': e.

.

.
- (

'-- I like 6) help people with their problems

At

0
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- I get satis action fromhelping so;ve comiilicat
ed problems. , -

iTiZ
lbohelp people deVei.ppthe c4acity tO

help themselves. arb,

It's'part.of my ,responsib

- Cooperative efforts in
'appropriate way of solvini.comm

td the community.
.

olem c:olutiori are. the .7

ity problems. :

- Because it is41.way to help to make my.communit
look good - 'well planned, wall constructed, 'a d:well
cared for. .

- Because I like variety. Working CD makes it
possible .to work with'different people; wit \different
groups, with different-projects, and for different'
purposes. dl

\

It's a' waysto see how the ..many indiyiduarS,
organizations, and segments of society fit ;nether and
work together--how each contributestothe other and .

ihow.theyall'cDntribute to making\an effective, whole
'community.

These are'on some of the reaSdhs,or
involVed in CD ro r

,-
sonal pergpective.

examination of thi subject is sure, to yiel
reasons.

The community perspective of CD inVolveMent

Our discussion of personal pectives on CD
1/InvolvementeSrprovi4gaa,start.for developing the commu-
nity perspective. .''', ' -

t

. .
,-

. .

for
vIn this case, we want-to tdentify.reasons

.

, CD inVolvemept ffom the perspective of the community,

How does CD benefit the community.? Let's list
some wais: a

4

:Communitltes face yomplicated problems and is-
sues that may be sati4actorily Solved only through cp
efforts' L, . . - - , bp

%. _,,. ' / ,2.

- Minority group needs May be, ignored unXess tHey
' are effective participants inlcommunity dOelapment.
group6

. ., _,/,,, ',
governmental responses to community prbblems

may only dial with. the symptortip,Alot the root causes,
unlessa C}? group really studies and analyzes the
problems and the causal factors.

r
. 4

0

ti
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. - The community nay respond to agency p grams
rather thkcomunity needS Unless it uses a
proach,.

- .The real pay-off from community improvement
effOtts comes when they are additive and not at'cro's
purposes.tDegorts can provide that needed continuib

- The kin& pf:unity that is.needed.to make this
place a real community can be strengthened through.
cetmunity'development activities:

Again, this"list cOuld,be made longer and more
detailed.

.But, it illustrates the point. hue are. benet
fits to the community from CD efforts. '''' .

.

,<,
.,

.' As agency workers, when We'prOvidedppropriate
asistance'it can bean impeftant teaSPn for the sue-
cess of local CD efforts. t

Thus, from tithe community persOective, agency.in7.
volvement can help ensure the viability of CD efforts
and their possible.4 benefits for the community.

"Why be involvedr-Because,-ithe CD efforts. you
. assist can.berwat the community -and.. its. citizens who
are your 6-i-PrIts;

The agency perspective on CD invOlvetenq
.

Many professionals are 'involved i /providing 'CD
assistance,ns,a -result of TO1Acy-decisi s contained

.in.jegislatiOn or made by'the adtinistra ors aboVe thet
in-the-bureaucracy.

. .

o.

Some of -these professionals may have7had little
.preparatiOn fors CD responsibilities as a result' of
their.6166atonal'41d profeS'Sionai'backgrounds'.

7

They m47have had 'limited in-service training to

.

help'them,meet the demandd of job assignments igth,d CD
component.

. .
.

.

/ V
.. .

-. Thus, they find they are responsible for provid-
ing CD assistance heCause their.agency had decreed they
should do soy Ant because df"theirtrainingor inter,-.
sests. y

Other prOfessionals8av become involved through-
being'hi,Fed 04;.: assigned in ApSitionS'Where'-4W are H.expected to mobilize ana'makeoperational. an agency.
CD program.

. .

i.,'



_Sometimes their, backgrounds equip. for this
,vwOrk. ,Others mayacquirg:'the responsibiiity,;by decree
without regard to training or interests.

Regardpess of the roue byWhich 'these agency'
professionals have become responsible for CD program
delivery, it is important for them to recogniZe the
reasons for agency invol ent in CD.

Instead of reaso
41.Cs expectations. A no ice come that means

tali something like this:

ncy may, merely,state

Each reporting unit is expected to:report
percent of its/effort has been used to supply4a
tance LO-loeal CD. groupw.

,

The'wording will vary (you can substitute your
gency's termdology), butO:theReaning mill' be about'

/":the same.
- ...

.:Or, you may find teat your agenoy head has been
quoted iryknews release \s saying:

011yagency) isinvolved in assisting CD
efforts -(staie) communities because it 'is ,our
poliicy foi to be sure that citizens afe in-
volved in planni our prOgrah delivery'inways that
will meet ,their needs..

Or, you may be to n agency meetilkis that the
agency needs:CP i olvement to:

Secure, pPlYtical auppOyt
.

.!.
,_ Secure guidince for long -run program

_'.Carr51.out legislative manda

.P may ,tt. 3
. You may be to identify.othdr rdsons.7.,,

.

. The.impo-rt
.414 a%oints about the agency perspective

.on'tp involvement are these: 1

4'. ._

1. "Where there are legislative maddatea for.
citizen participation,inagency prograt design ,pr de
iliery, Agency invo,lverknt in CD is a' part of the

program -.it.i.8 required in tl same seliseasanifi

other ipart of the program.. , Ir
,

. .

,

2. When the agency:AnVOlvemen.t in CD comes
about,As A result. of-. policy deoisions )made& adminis-

/trators.tff,the agency, the primary inte sUally is

PP
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to Im ove the service citizens receive frqm the
agency: .,

3. Regardless of the reason for the decision
for CD involvement, it can occur onl7 through the

.

activities of perSons such as yourself.' The profeS-
sional.field-iprker is /the person who "makes
happen" if it is going to happen.

,

Thus, tile carrying out of the legislative intent
or the policy decision depends on you.

The response that results in agency involvement
may not be the easiest; bUt it usually is in the best
interests of the citizen and taxpayer.

The societal perspective on CD involvement

The discussion of this perspectiVe will be in
very sweeping terms. 0

Since we are ngt.4A philosophers it will be quite
superficial.

But, we think:it will help each person to under-
stand his/her job and personal responsibtl.ity for CD
involvement if that involv Ment can be seen from'the I
context.of a societal perspective.

From the societa
merit is:

perspextivecommunity develop-

, --.-.- ,-:
-,

gmeans_.bY_,:which_the_individual(-and--grOu-ps--of
.liclividuals).can influeriee the larger societal system
in Itrays.that.meet the needs of'the individual -(or

.

grqug of individuals).

5, --An'activitythrough which ividuals,can be
effectVe in- determining the nature d quality of °

their.comminkties,f-
'.- A mechaniskby,which-r governmental programis that

operate: within qnifotm,,sets, of guidelines ,can be-
"adjusted" to fit the.-needs of a'pafticular locality.
Or community.

.

- A m thod fif'decision.-making that "provides
opportunity o those who:ate affected by a' community
.decision topart dipate in that decision in ways that
are consistent with our democraic valuese: . .

,

`,e
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- A grassroots way by which peciple can in ?luence
government at'all levels.

One'of the ways in which accountability in the
use of tax moneys can be monitored and improved.

= Others that you may be able to identify.
o

%. Overall; from the societal perspective, CD is one
'.f-a large number of social mechanisms used by members
of th society as they seek to make the society appro-
priate and responsive to their.needs.-

.1

Those of us Who,are involved in4this training
.

hhve responsipilities that include.providing assistance
to local CD etlOrts.

-*
14 To theeXtent that we can view our job responsi-

bilities in the context of personal,, community, agency,
and societal perspectiVes, wexan ada to our under-
standing of the "why" .of CD involvement. .0

. w- But, this isnq't whole story: Another part
comes from the changing n to e Of our society.

We'll -look at set a1 changes in the next
session;

t

SOCIETAL CHANGES AND THE NEED FOR
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

e
Almog-t everyone-has been sensitized to the rapid

change that is occurring throughout the world.

Among the , "best sellers" there is nearly always
a book on changing conditions in our society.

,Magazines have articles on many aspects of change
and dwell on everything from changing social behavior
to technologicaleange.

Newspaurs reflect the people's' concerns over- -the
ways the prnt differs from. the pdst. They also re-'

9.'flect continuing anxiety-blier anticipated future situa-
tions.

.

There are many.views'ofethe nature and importance
of change. 'Alvin Toffler hag presentedLOnewidely
read .view in his book, Futtge Shock W.'

86
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Other boas and the many futuridc magazines,v
attest to people's ifiterest in.the.processes and con-
sequencessequences of change.

For. our- consideration of4"Why be involved in
community development?" a4tocioiogical perspective
change is particularly valuable.

'R6land Warren has.beeh particularly helpeul to
those with'involvemen.t in CD through his writings on
the impacts of change_on'Ameridan communitie See -f4
example [3] and'chgpters 3, 11 and 12 of [6]

Most of this discuSsion will be derived"from his
paper, "The great Change",Which is included as a red
'source paper In this unit. [4]. Some additional per-
spectives are taken from Warren''S "The Good Community"
[5] and,Barlowe s .Growth and Development "

.

,

141n5-Warrepla approach, let's itartby,exar4ining
s ome things mostcansider to be owthe brighter side
of change: ':, o' .

.
f'.'-'.! ,,,

- Steadily' growing technol'o'gy Makes possible
0

inore
efficient work .. -. ! 4.'"-

- People generally, haves better'health and longer
lives'

here is less fearo-dependenceon others

- T ere is greater access to nature's bounty

- We'have ,increased concerns for human rights
and opportutIties

.

What additional benefits of change 'can you
identify?

Let's list some on the chalkboard.

(Compile a list from pgrticipant suggestions..)

A look at the changes that are generally,consi-
dered undesirable or less desirable will also.'be
ful in:thinking,about "The Great Chew."

.

Last people decry such things as:

InCreased crinie'rates

- Drug abuse
.

- The energy crunch
.

- Increased gover ent
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- The-problems of the inner city

- The absorption of locally owned business and
industry-into absentee corporations

What additiOnal problems can t.you identify?

(Compile a list Irom participant suggestions)

In their attempts' to deal withPour-changing
American society, people hove done many things. They:

Agitate

Legislate

- Set up control boards axid:::4,egulafing
sion

Provide state and. federal funding

DeVelop planning units and looter pla s

- Bring people together .

3z Organize tIle public

Bring expertise to beCr.:
.

- Engage in community dwelppment
V

And, so forth.

But our efforts--our activitieatoward decreasing
negative societal changes and toward,,Influencing.the
future course of such event- -have two important as-
pects:

1) They tyiut:tphresponsive to changes which
have.already-ta15,en. place,-. ---y >

1
.

.,-,..
2) 'The thins lae:dol-the,units4le' gate- -the

.activities we undertakethe responses tojesterday's
,problems, freqUefirly become 'paicts of 'the problems we
-.have to.deal'wiih today and tomorrow.,

Because "The Great Change",is complex, and be-
cause it continues right in our own communities, let's
taAce a closerlook at*Wart'ideas;

.,,
rens.. ,

44ACHe has capsulated "The'Great:Chirpge" into' seven'*
asiects:

. ,?, :-'(°III-12)

. 1) The increaAnedtvieion of labor:.

- More groups ofepeople earn' 'theme 1
different things: , ,h- 1:.
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T Functions one person performed in the peat
are now broken down into specialized, f/.0gmentedjoit

- Production is increased exponentially rather
than decreased.

- Specialization of work underlieslsomoainity.
make-up and activities --bdth vocationally'and'avoca-
tionally.

°" 2) The trend toward greater diversity f in-
tereststerests and associations.

-.The division of labor-(above) splinters peo-
ple into divergent interests and interest groups.
People associate with work colleagues regardlesS of
where they live.

.

,- Even in very small communities, people have
diVerse sets of interests and little emotidnalnvest-
menxs in their local communities.

'3) Local units in the cOmmunitytend-to became
increasingly tied to.organizations and'syStems out-
side the local community;

- Both-thenumber skid the strength of ties be-,
-tween local unitsand'outside units' has increased.

- Ties to the:outsidtjake increasingly trong
and widespread in:

Governmental units .

- Branch banks

7 BranZh plants

Businesses with head', teas elsewhere.

. Voluntary association affiliate&with state ,

and national groups and organizations
,...

Food- st=ore chains

.-: National gasoline and fuel othpanids 1r

:-INational unions *--
.ic . ,

. . ,c.a,

*4'. -,'National jmass media affiliations Or
.,radio, and newspapers

4.' . .

' ' Thireofyourpersgnal wE'rk situation' andlIife.
. :How etropg are youg ties' to outside eneitikS?

89
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4) The trend is toward impergonal bureaucracies.

- Standardization of routines.

Depersonalization of procedures.,

- Pressuring individuals to act like parts of
a machine.

.- Less contact with people.we know.

Requirements` that everyon e treated the'same.

5) Gradual transfer ,of functionk.out of the home
and out of neighborhood groups and voluntary associa-
tions to profit enterprises and goy,ernment.

- These vital functions have been affected:

- Social control

- Care of the sick

- Pretaration of food

- Maintenance and repair of homes

- Care of the aged and the very young

The overall results have been: .

- Family members are not so dependent on each
other.

Local neighborhood and community members are
less'dependent on each other.

,
°

- Both the traditional family,and the'traditidnal
'community haVe been weakened.

46) The trend to urbanization, suburbanization,
and metropolitan growth.

Suburbanization continues to transform rural
areas into urban areas.

,O
Previaasly independent communities become a

part of the urban complex.
Sy

- The city_grpws-b eyondjts official boundaries,,
.14,5

- Shopping centers move aut.and people lase
legiance to the.inner,ei-ty,

- All. communitiesvillages, small-cities,
lArger'citiesr-takq RA aspects of qv big city.

9'

t
-The open country else takes on (urban aspects.

. .
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7) Changing values concludes this list of long-
-

timetrends.

- Expanding governmental activities are accepted
rather than "government is'best which governs least"
[3, p. 53].

- Gradual switch from emphasis on a moral inter -
pretation to a scientific or casual interpretation.

. - Switch from moral reform as panaceas for
; communities to social planning as a means of alleViat-

ing probleMs

From glorifying work to values of leisure

-4- From self-discipline to self-indulgence:
.

- From hai'dwork to hard ptLy

- From heroes of production to heroes of con-
sumption

s

-.From pleasure a.64an Instrument of the devil
to pleasure as everyone's birthright.

And, as might be expected: ti4.,

The beginning of ,reaction against mast Of the
above trendg.

These are not changes that CD workerS try to
bring about. .

9 ,
.P

. They tare not changes that anyone any levet
-

deliberately
-t

seeks to firing abOut.4
.

They are changeS that'arise out of individual
..actions and actions of organizations. seeking teir
own

.
Welr-being.

,
.

They are aggregaietrends and are not
)

subject
to chaflge or reversal by individuals or communities.

'4 4. 1,
''Ve iiptially intend that Our efforts will do somez

, thing aboie the effects of these changes -- that is,
o . we want to mitigate; ox avid the consequenc of4change,

... ;. F

Not ever one willing to acCept the hay,
inevitable. There-are effqrts to.turetheM around:

Ivo

. - Human rielations ,e,rKkrbkip: dynaii
+

ics efforts
i .,:. .-'' ""v. i_ EffoESs bYbusinesse1s.,tb make heir 'integial

reNtions'more flexible--t8'reduce ccintrol'ec
11S..1

f? .

. .,-
to tutacxossIiepartmental boundaries

,

. ,

Y..
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by.individuhl.s'to go back to, a simpler

- Efforts by institutions. and bureaucracies to
humanize their relations with clients

And many more. What ones can you name?

In a, different manifestation-of reaction to "The
_Great Cllange" has brought a reemphasis on the impor-
tance of locality, as seen in federal and state govern:,
ments' growing" emphasis on'decentralization:

- Revenue' sharing

- Block grants

- Moving ecision making, back to regional,
statr and 1 communities

Warr identifies the almost simultaneous outbreak
of ghett evolt and youth revblt as' a part of the
country-wide ferment against "The Great Change:.

Current emphases'that are_reactions to "Great
Change" focusOn energy, food, and the environment.

There is a strong- movement for. taking a more
active role in determining our own-lives and life-
styles.:'.

The more usual reaction to "The Great Change" is
tq ease the strains it causes and make adaptations to
it rather than to stop it or reverse it.

Comdunit)i development is One of the types of
efforts-to adjust to "The Great Change."

It's an attempt onk.the part ofpeople to find a
constructive-iesponse to problems resulting from

°'
9change.

- People wciO, together

They consider their problems

- They v)prk to develop some real optiOns'

- And takittoncerted actionAto improve their-.
1111

This action As take in ways that reflect the ,,.

preferences of those who chose to participate.
. %

.

.:* - Apcii- wh8ke process is:cy istent with
-. -,--dlamovattp an "social values.

-r- .
- . ...

r

tl

4
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In many ways CD is the modern counterpart of th e
wagon train .of. the Old West..

Its a means by which a relatively small group
of people can protect their well-being in an apparently
hostile world.

what does all this mean to nd me as
we work for agencies that provideassist e to,bD-

,groups?

For:the most part it seems to mean.4at CD is.
one of the means by which our society a-4 o
cope with the problems of:change.

. We, and pur.agencies; are part of the society,
and we can'be a,part of the problem as well as a pait
ofa sttemptS to olve problems. -

To the extent that we asSist local groups in.
their CD efforts, we are helping, our clientele cope
with the realities of living with "The Gteat Change."'

THE LEGITIMACY AGENCY INVOLVEMENT IN
s'4 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, A RESTATEMENT

_e4

Modern life' is complex and seems to be increas-
ing in complexity.

We've looked at:st l!me aspects of that complexity
in this unit espeCiallythe :iomplexities,of change.

-01ne7-of -our responses to this complexity, has
been to.delegate more and more respongibility to
government to do many things that no awe can or will,
do as an individual.

On result has been large governMent and many
agencies,

Lik society, government has become a complex,
of units, any of which worleat cross purposes. As
the number f units, grows and the.whole bureaucratic
structure b come increasingly complex, it becomes es-
pecially difficult for each governmental unit to knoW
the real needs of the population it is intended to
serve.

Frequently, the distally between governmedial
those,actually b;:ing s ved is great. ".

ti

,

a
a
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keep up

result is frustration, as government can't
with the rapid %flanges in.society. 4

FOr any one agency, life is also ,.complicated
by other agencies that serve the same clients.

Agency programs interacty sometimes-for the
good of clients, sometimes to their dissadvantage.

:g6metimes another agencys programs will result
in an increased demand for your piograms.. Or, the
opposite may be true.

'The e conditiong argue strongly fo
having f eld workers at the local level
with citizens to:,.

and

A

- Learn what citizen needs ate,.

agencies
are working

View the impact of their agency's programs
services

- Assess the apparent'impact of other program
and services

- Whereapropuiate,
effectiveness overmax

link programs together for
time si .

-,...

In an era of big government, big business, big
Society, it, is increasingly diffic. for the
dual to have clout art the whole -economic-poli-
tical system.

SG

The governments and the service units are just
Tro-tes onsive to one small voice." There is in--

creased recognition of the way to make qqre that .',
needs are really served, and that way is tO,have them
effectively'expressed by local' groups.

force

A group Of this type usually has these features:

- It is broadly representative'

- It, has sufficient numbers to be a visible
in the community

- Tbsgoals and purposes are clearly
<,

and, articulated

It hasstiong leadership coupled with
membership involvement

i
,

.Its programs re- carefully designed and deal
'effectively with member needs °:.i.:4 10,e,

4
o . . ,- ..,

identified

wide

4
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- An operatibnal setpt, priorities is in use

- It has the ability, to systematically move from
plane to action

- It, can relate to others for combined effective-
ness and good public.relations

Such groups help ensure that citizen.needs are
met.*

They also provide insights that can help agencies
be effettive.

So,-.)when you provide assistance to.:these groups:,
you. can be-a means of helping.them'and your agency.

It's over-simplified, but workcwithihese organi-
zations is what, we're talking about when werdiecuss in-
volvement.in CD..

If you think it's worthwhile, ,you. will make the
needed effort. If4

4
ybu.don't, You won't.

. So, again,.we come baA to the idea that the-de-
cision to be involved in CD is up to you,

I a

ROLES IN COMMUNITY DEVEWPMENT FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL FIELD PORKER:-

A REVIEW

Although thgFe_ip considerable variation in the
ability of ihdividuatprofessional field workers to
provide assistance in CD (and in agency expectations in
CD), therd are numerous CD assistance roles that field

t -workers, can perform:

We'll begin by asking each ofyoU to list on a
piece,of paper the typet,of assistance/ you have pro-
vided (at leaet two-or three of the most important
types)

Let's, list them on the chalkboard.

i re there othex types you can think of

(14 yes) let's li.se them,' too.
;

The .following list (not-intended to be dbmPlete)f
indidates sonte,,roles and'activitteeo0o,roiessiOngi
field workers whO provideaeeistance to CD grOups.

,

yo4.
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First; let 's consider the..`Yole .of information
provider or ''information disseminator% .

When yon. work in that role, your aCetvities-
4 .tr-D

.

- Providing %background information it'o
understanding overall community, conditions and
problems "I .

Providing specific ?chi-0.gal. Vrformation to
assist in the solution of CD prdblems
. - Helping in the identification of :other units
(either private or public). which, may 'be useful it CD'

,efforts . ,

I'- Assistance ih identifying funding sourd,e4.or .

'ancing CD prod ects , ,

. .,If your work puts you
:
in the role a, 'partici-

pan in theJCD grbup, ,of as an intevep.or) , your acti-
Vities might include: ,

t:

- Continuous involvement in oVeral'1,.,CD o'rganiza-d l !on to
. , . .

S.

.,

- AssistanceYiA cr ing a. CD TYrgapization and
maintaining it -,- including the identifying of poten-,

r .

.>

tial citizen members
Assistance in moving from CD .planning speci-

fic action
When your role. is that of a motilator, in your

assisting CD groups your activities Might include:
- Assiptance in publicizing CD activitiest

Assistance in evaluating the. impact of CD, ,

effortt.
,

TS

Other roles include being a fadilittcrr, an ex-
-ist, -:a planner, and so. peditor, an exert or, speci

forth. 1-
0 i For eac the.rek'is .a set of activities' that
'are. th.e paean: illing the roles. Pare, of bead-in-.

;*- ing:' skillful i assisting CD groups is learning what :
roll to occupy in' each set of ,circumstances.

.

gut-,! 'the details are beyond the scope of thiS.
,so we'll not go further in discussing them. here,

For further infortna,tibn ow tfiese roles, -see
( COmmunity Development, ConcePtS, Cirdsulum, -Training

.Needs gi[2 pp.; 5-61. . :, , 4
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SOME LIMITATIONS OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The professional field worker also needs to have
an understanding of some of the major difficulties
and/or limitations to CD efforts.

We will briefly identify some of.those limita-
tions here:

Getting understanding of conditions, problems,
and possibilities is usually a long, slot process.

- Citizens usually have been led to believe that
little can be done and are often reluctant to get in-
volved.

- Systematic analysis of community problems d
study of alternatives is not common practice, at many
groups find it to be difficult.

Organizing.is complex; org nization mainte-
nance is difficult.

- Working carefully and cautiously and slowly is
often not acceptable. Quick results are frequently
demanded, bin may be self-defeating.

Failures are common in CD and are of tea "bit-
ter pills."

- The consequences of CD efforts may not be
known and may often be different than anticipated.

=Decisions outside the community frequently
have massive, surprising effects and are often diff i-
cult or- impossible to influence.

-.Government programs, personnel, funding, di-
rections, and responsiveness have great.variation.
Therefore, continuing support is difficult.

The leaders of successful CD efforts maylet
the successes be interpreted as personal achievements
and springboards to power rather than as community
achievements.

Z- Leaders and groups may choose to "rest on
their laurels" instead of continuing their efforts to
secure involvement and solye problems.

97
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A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF REASONS
FOR BEING INVOLVED IN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

1..

',Summarizing, all of the content of Unit III, it'
appears that there are at least four' good overall
reasons for being involved in CD: (III-3)

- ,Community development provides opportunities
for numerous individuals to Play significant; satis-
fying, helping roles in needed community work;

It provides opportunities for communities to
more effectively solve community problems-l-sometimes
those problems that could not have.been solved any
other way.

- It piovides,opportunities for agencies to in-
crease the likelihood' that services they provide will-
meet people's needs and in ways they can'understand.

- It provides lopportunities for an increased
numberof individuals to actively participate in makin
their communities'and their.aountry operate more ef-
fective*=-in other,words,'to make American democracy
work.

These appear to be good, strong defensible
answers to the question "Why be involved in community
development?"

An understanding and a commitment to them should
help, us to be "significantly better CD workers.

CONCLUSION'

We hope this discussion and the ideas presented
in this unit help you in answering thequestion,
"Why be involved in community development ?"

You are the only person who can provide your
answer to that question. And, your answer,i6 impor-
tant to your career and to your clients..

9S
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Unit III - Tgorkship Exerdise,

Clientele Problems and Alleviating Programs

1;

This workshop exercise 4s designed to help you better understand

problems faced by the people you regularly serve (your clientele) and the

programs (and.S'ervices) which are designed to alleviate the problems.
,

Individual tasks

With the use of the forms provided, please individually complete the

following steps: .

a. Think for a few minutes sboutthe key problems the people you s erve

(your .clieritele)face in daily" living in their communities.

b. List 'the key problems you have identified in your thinking in the'

five spaces provided. (Hopefully you will be able to identify

five key problems; 'but if not, ideritify as many .as you can.)

c. Number them in order of priority., Put a "1" in the small blank

space provided in front of the problem of most significance. Put a

"2" in front of the second most significant problem, etc.

Key problems of those I regularly servN(my clientele):

99
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II. Now using the priorities you have developed for your clientele

problems, please proceed.with the following steps in Part II of-

these indiVidual tasks:

a : Write the first priority problem in the space provided after

Problem of my clientele:"

b. Identify the programs and services being,applied to alleviate

- Problem 1 in the spaces provided.

c. Indicate the extent of the success of the 'current programs and

services in alleviating Problem 1%

d. Identify any additional programs and services which might be

applied to alleviate Problem 1.

d. Proceed. with the same steps for your Priority 2 Problem, etc.

I

1: Problem of my clientele

Programs and services being appl4d7to alleviate Problem 1

Success of current programs and services in alleviating Problem /1

Other progtams and services which might help Problem 1
Cr.

2. Problem of my clientele

Programs and services be4ng'applied to alleviate Problem 2.

4

100
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Success of current programs and services in alleviating Problem 2

Other programs and service which might help Problem 2

3. Problem of my clientele

Programs and services being applied to alleviate Problem 3

SuccesS of current iirograms anft!services in alleviating Problem 3

Other programs and Serviced which might help ProblaM 3

4. Problem of,my clientele

Programs and services being applied to alleviate Problem 4

.
Success of.current programs and services in alleviating-Problem 4

Other programs and services whichmight hel oblem4

1 0 I



6. Problem of my clientele

28.

at ,

Program and services beirrg applied to alleviate Problem 5

)

Success of current programs and services in alleviating. Problem .5

Other programs and services which might help Problem 5

Small group tasks

III. Assemble in small groups of about six people and proceed through the

following small group tasks,: .

a. Go' around your group and have each.individual share his informa-

tion. for Priority Problem 1.

b. As agroup, pick the first- priority problem that'is most

"interesting" as An example of efforts to alleviate a problem.

..DitcFss:tlie reasons.for the success in alleviating the problem as

welt as additional help that might be provided for that problem.

d.;

, .

Go:arpundycnir group and have each individual share his informa-
,'

--Htion on Problem 2 and:proceed-throup points IIIkandIIIc above.

-..Proceed through Problems 3, 4, anc15 as far as time permits.

f02
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th-it III .L Workshop Exercise

"The Great.Change"

In this exercise you will have opportunity to examine the ways in

which "The Great Change" has had impact on the general community with

which you have the greatest familiarity and knowledge.

Please make a decision as to which, of the following communities in

your life you will foci upon:

My home and work community which are the same

My home community which is not the same as my work community

My.work community which is not the same as my home community

Individual tasks

A. For the community you have selected, identify those five aspects of
"The Great Change" that you'leel have had the greatest impact and
list them on the lines below: r.

1.,

2.

3.

7

103
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t
5."

B. NoV'go back and brieflY de'Scribethe Mays in which these aspe'ts
'"The'Gkeat Change" htve affected ttlp well -being or happiness of m m-
'berp of that community. Be btief,,but as complete and explicit a
possible.

(PLEASE COMPLETE 1HIS PART OF THE EXERCISE BY , THEN WORK AS A
GROUP FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE WORKSHOP PERIOD.)

.Group tasks.

Assemble.in five small groups. Ask one peeson to serve as a recorder
for the group session. Therecorder should keep brief notes of the reports
in order that (s)he can help the group develop a listing foritem D:

.

C. Each person should report to.thejgroup on one aspect (s)he has4listed
and the ways in which 4chas affected the well-being or happiness of
.members of the communiOk When one person has completed his(her)
report on that aspect, aet"--the next person report on one aspect. Go
on around the group until all have reported one Opect, then go
around again until each perSon has reported all the aspects listed.
Make reports brief so'all persons will haye a chance to make s full
report..

. (

D. Extmine the aspects and impacts-that have been reported and identify
those that, are common to several communities. Make note of those,
kommonalitips in the cpace'below.

,

104
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E. What inferences about coimuniti change in the communities repre-
sented in ypur group'canibe drawn from the in ights you have pulled
together in thiS exercise?

.1

A

.4
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snit III - Workshop Exercise

.Why I'm Involvde in.CommunitY.,Development

,
This exercise will provide an opportunity for each worksho

cipant to identify and perhaps further develop his own *easons for being

involved in CD.

Individual tasks

A. Please-q ,14st ,the most important'reasons for your being involved _inA
CD.underfAach of the headings below.

1. My reasons\for being involved in CD from a persopial perspective:

J

2. My reasons for being involved in CD from a community perspective:

3. My r sons for being involved in CD froth agency. perspective:

te.
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4.My.reasOns:for being involVed inCD from a sdaletal or national,
persPective:

Group.tasks

Assemble in five small groups. Select 'a:recorder who athould keep
brief notes on the discussion for sharing' with the total group. .

B. Have ach small group member share,his reasons for being involVed in
CD from a personal perspective. Discuss similarities and differences.

C. Proceed in the same Way, with each of the.nther perspectives.

D. Discu s reasons for the similarities and differences in the reasons
for being involved in CD from each of the perspectives..

Total group tasks,

Reassemble as total group and have, each recorder share the saXtbnt,'
features of the d scussion with the total group of participants.

A discussiOn of the similarities and differenOs among the griAlpsand
of the.implicationSlof the overall results.of the exercise is recommended

.as a final. step. f.',

%
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WHY BE INVOLVED IN C.D.

ROM A PERSONAL:PERS TIVE

FROM A COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVE

FROM AN AGENCY PERSPECTIVE

FROM A SOCIETAL PERSPECTIVE

3

O



SEVEN ASPECTS GREAICHANGE"

4.

1 DIVISION OF LABOR

2 DIVERSITY OF INTERESTS
AND ASSOCIATIONS

EXTRA COMMUNITY. TIES

4 IMPERSONAL BUREAUCRACIES

5 TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS TO PROFIT
jENTERPRISE AND GOVERNMENT

6 URBANIZATION AND SUBURBANIZATION
r

7 CHANGING VALUES
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SUMMARY F REA80 S FOR
BEING INVOLVED IN C.D.

IMPORTANT INDIVIDUAL HELPING. ROLES

BETTER SOLUTIONS TO
COMMUNITY PROBLW

AGENCY SERVICES'TAILORED
TO PEOPLES NEEDS

INCREASING PARTICIPATION
IN DEMOCRACY



.GROWTH'ANDIDEVELOPMENT*

**
Raleigh Barlowe' °

.RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT III

Growth and deyelopment--few concepts have been equated more with eco-

, nomic and social progress or with individual and community betterment than

these. 'For most of the past two Or three centuries, wehave looked to

groWth and development for theanswers to many of 'our problems.- Growth

has brought(us new opportunities, a bounty of material wealrr, relative

affluence for most of our citizenry, and a very different worlj than that'

of our foArbearers. Dut it,hasalso brought,new frustrations4and problems.

As Robert L. Heilbroner has perCeived:1

The,lesson of the past may then only Confirm. . . that-man does
not live by bread alone. Affluence does not buy morale;. a sense of
community, even'a quiescent conformity. Instead, it'may only permit
larger numbers of people to express their existential unhappiness gt=
cause they are no longer crushed by the burdens of the economic strug-
gle.

. .

Today, we are questioning the desirability and worth of continued

growth and development more than ever before. Some thoughtful observers

now argue that.we have alreZdy pushed the grOwth process tOo.far, that we

should bring our'plans for new developments to A grinding halt, and that - -

we should adopt the conditions of a "steady @tate." The obvious. conflict

between this proposed(action and the concepts we have adhered to in the

past provide the basis for this,paper.

An attempt Wli be made in :the pages tha 4b1low co provide some his-

torical economic, and social perspective on the concepts of
growth

And

Per presented at Short Course for Intensiv,e Training forNon-Metro-
joli ,Development, University of Nebraska, May I i,1975; Michigan State
iUniversit,September 25, 1975, and Published in conference proceedings-
(available from Department of AgricUltatal Economics; UniYersity of
Nebraska-Lincoln).

**
Professor Land Economics, Mi6higan State

1
Robert L. Heilbroner, An Inquiry into the Human Prospect, p. 70

New York.: W. W. Norton & Company, 1974..
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development and to highlightome 'of their impacts on the wellbeing of
. A

our present cQmmunities. Emphasis will be en to three aspects of growth

and development: (1) growth as a national 1, (2) the c(nsequences of-

emphasis on rowth, and (3) some i- ssi.ies assn late& with.the impacts of

growth on rural communities.' As a prelude_to 6(hesediscussirs, a\short

digression is needed to'explain a secondary theme that will'teoccur from

time to time throughout the paper. This concerns /kat the writer envisages

as an emerging second transformation in our modern economic order.

A Second Zraasformation

Economic historians have assembled considerable information on man's

economic behavior and institutions over the long span of recorded history.
4

In terms of present day applications in this country, however, we need not
r

push our sights back past the peak of feudalisn in Western Europe. FauAa

'ism reached its heyday in England around the, year 1200. At'that p6int,

with some, minor exceptions,- the Engli

.a'royal pyramid. The ki g, who ruled

economic order can .be.pictured'as

y "divine right, stood at the top

ihe pyramid. As part of his divine riet, he was the owner of all.the

land and other pr6perty of the realm. The term "real estate," which meant

royal property, has come down to us as a reminder of this earli7f situa

Eion. 4

Kings used their control over property rightS.aS a Teansof securing

allegiance and support. They ordinarily retained full rights,.of ownership

to the lands and revenues of numerous manors and villages anti vested their.

noblemen and military supp'o'rters with supervisory rights in the remaining

lands. These,individuals enjoyed a type of ownership subject to the royal

pleasure. Families, through many years of loyal support to thecrown,

'sometimes established hereditary titles to large estates. But those who

incurred the royal wrath were often stripped of their lands and sometimes
.

their heads.

Feudalism'cap be envisaged as a system'ofhierarchial controls. Serfs

and workers enjoyed rightssubject to the overlordship of others. These-

lords often enjoyed their poSition subject 'to the approval of dukes or

4



barons to whom they owed allegiance; and these noblemenin'turn,(owed

direct allegiance to the king. The system was such that eVeryone' co-,

nomic, social, and'political status was directly related to hk 'rights

they held in land. Overall, the system provided
/
a Rood means fW maintalp-

ing allegiance. But it proviaa little incentive for economic innovations

or development.

A firSi great transformation in our modern economic order came with

the gradual- breakdown of feudaligm. As the exclusive overlord right of

kings was curbed and as the rights of individuals in property became more

secures individuals began to seize the initiative for using economic and

technological developments as a means of getting ahead. Some of the first

major economic advances in England came with the expanding activities of

merchants who found themselves less confined by the tenure institutions

.than land owners. 4} Recognition of fee simple ownership rights prompted many

land owners to send their surplus workers off to the cities as they en-

closed ttlpir fields and shifted to wool production. Industrial devetop-

meats also followed as a part of this transformation.

Laissez, faire, the industrial revolution, and ,the rise of Imsiness

can all be related to the breakdown of'feudalism aid the substitution of a.

system .of private ownership,for control'by the crown. Maximization of

self-interests was substituted for allegiance,to the lord as the guideline

for individual economic behavior. This shift in emphasis has been nowhere

more manifest than. in-tftepolicies we have accepted in developing the re7 .

.

sources of the United States. Over time we have asked government to pro--

vide new services and to play-a stronger regulatory role than it once did,; t

but, even with these modifications, we have tended to accept-the. concepts
,

of private ownership and laissez faire along with the desirability of

.growth and development as basic elements of, our capitalistic system.

Karl -Marx criticited capitalism a century ago because o'fits tendenCy
e

/

to concentrate economic power in the hands of individuals who used this
i

power to advance theist. own positions through thloexploitation of others.

'His fogic prompftd him to predict a chain of events that would end in a) .
p.revolution of the roletariate.: Two major factors have prevented this.

-,.

scenario from operating. New technologicaldevelopments have increased 40,
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worker productivity so much that it has been possiblejor b4th employers

and workersto achieve relative affluence- end governments have imposed
.

jlumerous\regulations that limit the ways.in whd_ch capitalism can work.
.,.

It is
i

unlikely that we will change our system in-the

near future. It is realistic,, however, to note that there are new clouds

on the horizon and that factors hardly dreamed of in Marx's day may'ha

major impacts on
woo

our future economic order. Tpe problems of overpopula-

.
'tion,-environmental pollUtion, demands for finite resources,-arid impending

shortages of energy and raw materials are a* very real. Their solution
,

almost certainly will require more, public intervention into what Atli. how

' has been -considered as areas of private decision-making. In ay. probabil-

ity, they will call for ari enhancement of the public rights, and a concom-

itant dimunitftn of the private rights, associated with private.holdings

of land and other property.

Much of the literature of recent years on topics such as environmen- ,

tal degradation, pollution abatement, zero population growth, world food

supplies, energy shortageS, and land use controls, suggests that we must

move in the direction of accepting national and even international poll-%

cies on issues such.as food, population, energy consumption, and land use.

Logical or not, any major movements we make in this direction will shift

1.18 towards a second great transformation that is.bound to influence our

economic bthavior and decisions in the years ahead.

he idea of*a second transformation i suggested here only as a hy-

pothesis. We should, however,Oote its implications for future action.

With thies change, we would reconsider the distribution of rights in land'

now associated with fee simple ownership. People could still own land but

their rights to use and develop land would be tempered by public consider-

ations and liMitations. ,Individuals would still be encouraged to produce

sufficientigoods or services to justify high levels of living, but public

policies would discourage or prevent many new developments. 'Deldberate

policies might well be used to stabilize population numbers, to maintain

environmental, amenities, to reduce or redirect rates of energy and. raw

material consumption, and eo keep the economy operating at a:steady state

levels



Growth as a National Goal.
N.i. .._ .

TurnPng now to the basic topic of this Raper, it shpuld be noted th
,

the ideas growth and'development have long been accepted-asjiation111
- ,

goals i " is Qountry. One can reed aspirations for growth andkdevelopment
4 d

into the motivations of most of the.first
.

settlers., Some of these came to

the new4.:Ttrld because of the personal slevelopment opportunities'they as-

sociated with religiouS and Political freedom. Many more-were attracted .

by the promise or land ownership, an opportunity' to start anew, and the

prRspect of better fives for them and their children. .
I

:By the time of the Revolutionary War, most of the colonists would

probably have agreed that the principal things the \wanted of government

were defense against attack, a means of preserving O'rder, opportunities

for unrepressed trade, and freedom to settle and develop the frontier.

Most people accepted a self-reliant frontier laissez faire p osophy.

Th days of manifoleublic services and public regulations of economic

%act vity were still a long way off. No one foresaw the problems with
.

growth and development that bother us today. Almost everyone looked for-

ward to the settlement of their vacant lands, the popillating of towns, the
.to

development of industries andktrade, the provision of roads and canals,
--

,and the westward spread of settlement.

Two major indications of the widespread acceptance of g?owth .and..4V

development are provided,by_the feeling of manifest destiny and the public/

policies that were adopted to facilitate land settlement and the growth

of industry. Both of these,movemqnts are somewhat unique in the world's
. a '

experience in that they. display a conviction on the part of the early pop-
/

Ulation that it had .a mission to erform in settling and developing a huge

slice of the North American Conti ent.

Manifest destiny--a widespread filing that it was the foreordain
, -

privilege and responsibility of the English7speaking SQciety on the eastern

coast of the present United States to develop the continent west to the

Pacific--was first spelled out in the press during the early 1800s.

Historians, howevdr, date its beginnings wish the start of the westward

movement that follond the end of the French,and Indian War in 1762.
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Origins i feeling also max be traced back to the Puritans' percep- '-'

6 c

tion of -themselves asGodlcs chosen people.-

, .1"

Regardless of the origins of ehe,'doctrine, eliere is no doubt that the
1

veraze American between 1750 and 1850 .expected'his-society to expand west-

wa4_11 Daniel Boone had popular support when he deiied the'edft of George

in croasing the Appalachians to start the fobidden settleme t of

Kentucky,! Thdwas Jefferson raised legal questionsabouthow he should

tceed,/not should he proceed, when the opportunity came to quire the

Louisiana.Purchase.f The explorations of Lewis and Clark and t claim

they established to the Northwest Territory was greeted with popular ap-

proval: The announcement of the Monroe Doctrine raised hardly a ripple

in the national press.(/ Even the Mexican Cessidh, which brought,us sover-

eignty over the territory of our six southWestern states;. was accepted and,

applauded as a logical step ill, the accomplishment of our manifest mission.

/-Our convictions concerning the settlement and develo Ant of.the con -

tinent went far beyond theestabliShment:Of claims an

sov/ereigney: Settlers were anxious. to move onto the

was *t as anxious to facilitate a policy of rapid ettlement. Favorable

land diSposal iegialation was passed to enable settlers to acquire fee,

simple ownershipto tie lands they selected. A minimum of restrictions ,

was placed Onimmigration: Public` support. was generated for a policy of

public assistance in the provisi5n of internal improvements such as roads,

Canals, and railroads: 'Tariffs and other encouragements were provided to

facilitate the rise of industries.

Our concern dyer growth and resource development_ led us to cove; the

nation with an intricate network of railroads and highways. We constructed

huge power and reclamation'dams and built the Panama Canal. Sometimes we

took pride even in reckless and explOitive developments such as the striPIN
.)

pine.nway of forests to.make'room for farms, the -wearing out of farmkands, .

and\pie opening of great holes in the earth to recover needed minerals.

In many respecta, our pursuit of growth led us to accept a "bigger; better,
, ,

and richer ethic. We were -proud of our rapid economic development; we

ignored the actions of our resource exploiters and tended instead to

acquisition of

ds and Congress

glorify them as captains of industry; we felt with Grover Cleveland that "I
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the nation hadir&complished something when it became 7a billion dollar

government." '

Growth was closely associated with progress in most of the nation's

thinking: The tenerai success of'the nation's,growth and development poli-

cies certainly.did much for the n LI'morale! Bui'it had an important

side-effect in'causing many operators and consumers to assume that they

could goon exploiting and using the nation's n ural resources as though

there,were-no tomorrow. -Fortunately, we" have alw s had some people ,to'

alert us to our emerging problems. The conservat onists of the 1690s and

early 1900s.alertedus to the nee-fcar redirecting our forest, mineral, and

water development policies. In a much more recent time, environmentalist*

have alerted us to the need for measures to protect the environment; auth7

orities'oh energy production and consumption have alerted us to the need

for new energy policies;. and demographers have impressed on us the need for

positive population,policies.

Economic growth represented,a somewhat different type of challenge 100

or 200 years(ago than it does today. Our job then was that Of filling up

a continent and putting technology and resources to work for the betterment

of man. Much of our earlier mission has now been accomplished. We have

multip).64 and replenished our portion of the earth. We still Want to

provide, all of our
so
citizenry with opportunities to enjoy high levels of

living, but we see ;esource shortages and environmental problems ahead if

we fail to.modify our emphasis on growth and development4

Perhaps we are moving into a second great transformation period.

Whether we are or not, it is obviods that our attitudes are changing con-

cerning the desirability of growth as national goal. In contrast4to. the

Chamber of Commerce "bigger, better, and richer" ethic that is favored by

many businessmen, many AmeritansnoW stress a "quality rather than quanti-

ty" goal. Recent examples of this view include Colorado's rejection of

the.1976 Olympics, Oregon's discouragement of in-migration, the desire of

.m.ny oitie4 to limit future growth, and the 1972reportof the American

Society of Planning Officials on Nongrowth as a Planning Alternative.

It s obvious that 'our-§pals in this countrTarechanging. We per-

oeive ny issues differently, now than-we have in the.past...:this shift in
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attitudes is not something new. 4s more a reflec
. )

naturebf our society. A,vivid luitration of the
(

/
attitudes is provided by the ,,Obse.;vations concerning pr veiling' attitudes

-\

four stages in our historY ( 9,f 1780, 1920, and 1975) reported i

Table 1.
./4

y a
. 4 / ,,

i,64

The logical question that arises'from"this presentation of past atti-
t

tudes is:. Where are we going from 'here? An optimistic presentation of

what could happen in the fiture Is sugges clan the right-hand portion Of
! ,

Table 2. This alternative, however, assum that we willuse"our human
4

A

ay to plan and reason to make a better world. Without planning and (r

n of the .dynamic
,waiv

re of our shifting

at

without newnational arnternational p6licies for:cOPing th emerging

problems,"our future prospects are definitely darker. Wit this more p'es.r,

simistic 'alternative, we can expect the'troubled world pic ured on the

left-hand potion of Table 2. It is not a future that mosk of us like to

contemplate. Yet the ha
....,

our emetging hallenge y very well find' ourselves in a world)hat-

is plagued with resource tages, irreversable\damagete5 the'pvitonnient,

overpopulation, frequent famines, growing reliance on dictatorial govern-

ments, in4reasing meanness and rancor in human relationships, and mounting

concern over the question of human survival.

dwri

we m

=

ing is on the wall; if we fail to adjUst to

Consequences of Emphasis on Growth

In our evaluation of the role thacpoliciggrfavoring growth play in
s ,

our society, consideration should ,be,given to the impact that these poli-
'

dies have had on typical American communities and also to the probable'
Z

co s uences that a 'substitute economic stabi4; policy,could
.

have The
- "

c::

co tison'of consequences detaiIecrin Tabdig. 3 highlights

differences between these altenatives. It fair to no

fthe consequences associated 6ith economic stab ity have

Hectorian bias, in that they have been vested with a,cert

nobility" they may not, actuallybe found to. have ohce we have more experm

,severallof the

te, however, that

been-given a

ain "lost 'cause

ience with them.

When We ask the question: What has .growth meant to

munity?, we must adTit,that....inany cabs it has

121
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Attitudea ana ierceptions of the AMrican people at fourdiffeient periods
A '

Population 10,000

numbers

Socia! goal

kvern nt

Self Percep-

tion

?anomie

thilosoply

lesource

'olicy

lass

structure

IG4ri State on

Earth-

Theocracy

God's Chosen People'

Puritan,Work Ethic'

Congregational and

State Guidance

God Made the

Classes

4 million

Freedom from Re-',

straint

Rule by Property'

Owners

Beginnings of Mani-

fest Destiny

Laissez Faire

Priva e Initiative

in Dev opments,

Political Equality

, 105 million

Materialism Two

Chickens in Every Pot ,

Wide Suffrage

NO. 1 and'Amer ca

First

Semi - Rugged

k ,

Private DevelopMent

With Public': imits

Iloli4cal Equality

4th Algerism

213' 'million

.

W/de 'Opportunities

For All People

Suffrage

B4innings of Fay

Allegiance .$'"

Big Business4419ns-

Gbernmept,t

Public AsSistance

and Guidance

4

Equa4ty. of

Opportunity
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Table I, Iwo hypotheses concerning the,,iature of future conditions and attitudes

1

Pessimistic view,

rW

li011 or more

Sur Vival a

Increasing reliance on authori.'

tariatio, big.brother,, 1011,

frustrated individualism

luny man for himself

Item Optimistic view

I

:able 3. Comparison of the consequences of the concepts'of growth sod economic stability

Growth results, in

High levels of economic development'

Jobs, rising real incomes, affluence

Rising property values

Prosperity, inflation, occasioia;

reessions with unemployment

Considerable succession in land uses

View of land as a commodity and as a

store of wealth

Incentives for resource exploitation

Incentives for rapid obsolescence

Slighting and desertion of ,rural and

urban communities

imphasis on wealth and property as a

basis for community status

Darwinian survival of people and

cos:unties,

use it while it lasts.

Renewed class conflict

, t

11

Population numbers

Social goal

Goverment

Self perception

philosophy

Resource policy ,

Class structure

250 million people

The good life

Participatory democracy

,World citizeilp

SelfOpHy within the

limits of the public

interest

Stewardshiplof resources

One,people

Acceptance of a "change is progress'

philosophy

1,4

Sconomic stability Coe lead to

Slower rates of change, a more stable society

ine Meng incomes, fewer new jobs

stabilization of property values

fewer up and don swings in the economy, jobs

guaranteed for all willing workers

less demand for changes in land use

View of land as a resource to be used in the

public interest

Slowing of rates of resource exploitation

More reinvestment; less obsolescence

imphasis on pigment Of resources for con.

tinuation of their present uses

Change in view of wealth and property owner

,ship as basis for power

Increased role for citizens in comity de. \

cisions and for goverment in directing eco

nomic decisions

imhasis on policies to cope with,shortages
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the community's existence.. Growth in the past has meant that we had job

opportunities. These have attracted people from other areas, who often

brought capital with them which could be used along with the immigrant's

labor and talents to foster additional growth. ,Growth has stimulated

economic development and added fuel to the process that has brought rising
r

real incomes, increasing consumer demands for a vast array'of products and

services, and rising property values.

One.of the great attractions of growth has been the promise it offers

of profits for the businessman and jobs for workers. It has prompted

periods of prosperity and inflation that have.Often been followed by re-

cessions and widespread unemployment. From the point of view of land use,

it has encouraged speculation and considerable succession in land use as

lands have shifted to higher and better commercial uses. It has caused

land owners in this country to think of land more as a commodity to be used

or bought and sold than as a resource to be husbanded. Growth also has

favored the rapid exploitation of the cream of our natural resources. ,In-

deed, it is fair tp say that it was the rapid exploitation of our forest,

mine al, and_agricultural resources in the late 1800s that facilitated much

of t e nation's rapid economic development during that period.

Growth also has had unfortunate effects in providing market incentives

for rapid obsolescence. This obsolescence afftcts many of the products we

buy. It also affects our houses, neighborhoods and communities. Migra-

tion of economic opportunities has brought the building and abandonment of

towns. Less pronounced shifts in combination with the attraction of new

developments' somewhere else have led to the blighting and decay of both

urban and rural communities. Our growth-oriented preoccupation with the

deiirability of material possessions has caused us to stress possession of

wealth as a basis for status. It also has caused us on many ttscasions to

apply a Darwinian survival of the fittest test to the continued operation

of both communities and private .businesses:

Overall, growth has done much td-provide us with''the affluence and

material wealth of our present world. But it has had its disadvantages.

While it worked well in a frontier society of bountiful natural resources,
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it creates problems for those who would protect, conserve, and husband our
,

more fragile and finite re-sources.
, .

Economic stability has been posed.as an alternatiVe to a policy.Of
.

, growth.
2

We have had' little true experience with prolonged economic a5a-
.

.

'bility since the beginnings ofthe Industrial Revolution. In absence of

real experience, one can only speculate on the actua9 consequences of a

stable economy. If one accepts the hypotheses postulated in. able 3, it w

can be assumed that economic'stability will bring a slower rate of change,

that full employment/can be provided through government support of jobs,

that property values will level off, that inflation can be controlled, .and

that entrepreneurs would lose many of the profit incentives they-now have

for venturing capital and knowhow in new developments.

Some of the most farrreaching impacts of stability will involve its

effect on the use of land and other natural resources. With economic sta-

bility we would presumably have a change in our outlook concerning land.

New land developments would. be discouraged unless they were clearly in the

public interest'. Modifications of our concept of property, rights would

cause owners to emphasizemanagement'fbr the continued current use of land.

Emphasis would be placed on the protection, conservation, and extension of
. ,

the usable life of exploitable resources. Similar attempts would be made

to minimize the obsolescence of capital goods and of-community and human

resources. Hopefully, as a part of this new look, new phases will be

given-to human resources, possession of material.wealth. ill become:less a7
basis for power, and citizens wil -participate more in community and

. .

government decisions.

A number of sticky questions arise when we ask whether the steady-

state economy can operate as well as some of its proponents suggest. To
is

be functional, such an ecgNmy will obviously need more public planning

and more adherence to carefully developed national and international

2A considerable literature has appeared'in recent. years on the subject
of economic stability as afuloure policy option. Two excellent contribul
tions are.Mancur Olson and Hans H. Landsberg (editors),, The No- Growth
Society, New York: W. W. Norton Okompany, Inc., 1973, and Herman E. Daly_
(editor), Toward a Steady-State Economy, San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and
Company, 1973.

1 2 c;
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policies on population, food production, and energy and other raw material

use than we now have. Government regulations will be needed to control

the options businessmen have enjoyed for undertaking neW developments under

our laissez4aire apprgach. Limitations on growth also will mean, that

material wealth that some people could have used will not be produced until

a later time periodi

Much of the case for accepting economic stability wo ld disappear if

we were not facing problems of overpopulation, environme al degradation,

and shortages of energy and mineral resources. The compelling'nature of

these problems'may force us to accept economic stability as the onlyp.rac

tical \meajns a perpetuating and prolonging the type of society we now have.

With a polidy of economic stability, we cannot look forward to major

increases in our fund of material wealth. But this need not be bad. If

new technology permits increased worker productivity, we can think in

terms of dividing the workload in such a way that we can eijoy an,increase

in individual leisure time., All citizens can have adequate supplies of

'material goods without prOgrams, td greatly increase the total supplies of

-these goods., Emphasis can be placed on the production of quality products

that lack their present,built-in obsolescence. We can elimnate Rich oft'
4

the input"of valuable resources, thatlow AO into junk products. A pre -
\.,. 4 i '4. '-' '--- -

mium can .be.44ced on the prOvisiini a service emp oyment. .A Inajor bene-
' . ., r ",.s.*

',fit of'6iO4tiadY'rtstete economy from.thejloint of view of many observers

lies-J."1 e,h p,,that'lititatJ.ons of they availability of material goods
. .

may oguse,-,4 '. o4ive:up our 'preoccupation with materialist' and- turn" to
*.e.

program
".ti 't .,,'k ,,RtIn kei0 tO,the 'cultural and esthetic enrichment of our

lives: ;

Some Issues Associated With Growt

Tie final section of this paper deals with four important issues that

are a ociated with the operation of the concepts of growth and develop-
.

ment. These are: (1) the measurement of economic growtH, (2) the limits

bf gr wth, (3) community problem in adjusting to no-growth, and (4) the
,.

challenge of community resource development.
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Measurement of economic growth \\

ak:s

.)

Accountants, businessmen, and economists have been using econOmic

statistics for a long time. It has only been during the past generatiol,

however, that they have devised an accepted technique for measuringeconom-'

is growth. Growth is now calculated in terms of-trends in GNP or gross

national product. -

Gross national product is a specialized economic concept. It can be

dfined as the total output of goods and services of a nation valued at

their going market prices. Output is measured in terms of the expendi-

tures by which goods and services are acquired. Some values-such as the

rental valkies of owner-occupied dwellings enter into the totals and are

imputed., As this definition indicates, GNP is a measureof economic val-

ues. Social, political, environmental, add esthetic considerationsdo not

enter into the total'. GNP is not an indicator Of social well-being or

welfare even though itis sometimes improperly used for titbits purpose.

There is nothingyrong with the concept of gross national product

when it is used by people who know and undestand its significance. Un-

fortunately, the concept has been grabbed by representatives of the news

media and others and treated as a general index of pWgress and national

welfare, which it isn't. As a measure of.economicgrowth, GNPcan be, mis-

leading because no allowances are made for inflation. Gross national

product can rise on the statistical charts at a time when average real in-
.

comes are deelining. It is weak also because it focuses on national rather

than average individual, incomes. When population numbers 4're increasing

rapidly, national totals can rise while the average shares of these totals

are declining.
)

Another weakness of the GNP concept as a measure of growth concerns

the nature of the items valued. An example could include the case of a

soft drink container. The metal used to make the container ma, be sold

for afraction of a cent. The value added in making the container can

push its value for GNP calculation purposes up to one or two cents: Once

it is sold with Coca Cola in it, its prorated value for GNP purposes may

go up to ten cents. Then if it,it tossed out the window of a moving car

;
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alongthe highway, it can make' its biggest contribution to GNP because it

may cost a dollar, to have someone pikck it up for final disposal. As this

account edggests, the GNP calculation counts only the cost of what happens

and, di e ards entirely what might be best for Society. It also high-
,

lights our need for more realistic measures of social progress that can

give appropriate weights to Idvances in social well-being.

The limits to growth

A secon&issue'associated with rowth concerns the -adequ

earth's resources to`austain,continued growth. Economists ha

cy of the

e regogrdized

the problem inherent in this question since the time of Malthus. .-As a ,

1

matter of fact, it was the initial concern .p.f economics with this problem

that-earned it the title of "the dismal science." During the late 1800s,

representatives of the classictl school of economists hypothesized what is

n ow known as the secular law,of diminishing returns. This, law provides
Ats,

that with any ging state of technology man.must expec to get smaller and

smaller returns from his inputs of capital and labor to land until a point

of total diminishing returns'is reached. New knowhow and the bringing of

a4ditionaPlands-int6 use have saved us from 'contact with this:ultimate.

poinf:of diminishing retdrns and will 'probably continue to do,. so for many

decades yet to come. \

The race of technology to keep.up with mounting population numbers

has caused many neo-Malthusians fto issue dire warnings and predictions of

doom. We have been.able to laugh off many of thee predictions as over-

stated and unrealistic until recent years. A ,number of factors such as

the continuing flood'of p6pulation in the less developed nations, the
-

irreversiblelimpacts that fqpilhardy practices can have_on basic ecological

and physical conditions that::are essential to our long-term survival, and

our seemingly insatiable appetite for our remaining supplies of metals and .

/
minea indicate that, even though our situation is still

far from hopeless, a re-evaluatiOn and reworking-of our growth policies

is already overdue. -

Evidence of the writer's concern about our emerging resource problems'

indicated a number of times throughout this paper. As an aside,has.!
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it can be indicated that my general philosophy causes me to reject many of

the conclusions of the Club of Rome's report,. The Limits to Growth.
3

My.

c. posiean is predicated on adconviction that man is a thinking animal and

that, Once the constraints to our future well - being are understood, he

will use his powerto reason constructively to devise appropriate strate -'

gies for continuing and maintaining the level of civilization we have thus

far attained. A second great transformation.in our .economic attitudes and

_ behavior.represents a necessary step in these strategies.

Community problems in adjusting
to no-growth

.

No-growth.poliCiea can bring both oppor unities and problems for rural

'as well as urban communities. With a db-growth situation, most cities and

communities will remain relatively constant in size. There will be little

occasion for planning or developing new communities unless there is a de-

liberate decision to decentralize our copcentration of urban pOpulatlon

through the creation of new towns. No- growth can bring a burden of acedi-

tional regulations forcommunities. Some also have suggedted-that the°

lack of.upward movement permitted until recently by rising real.incomes

and growing individual affluence ian give rise to new class conlicts.

Two of the more significant impacts' of no-growtilt._codeert6 potential it

provides for communities to limit their future groWth and the intermediate--

term problem that may arise in pro4dingjObs for a still expanding work

force.

Whether or not communities have the right to limit their size by

regime ting future growth is now one of the most perplexing problems facing

planners. In the past, it was- often assumed that all communities wanted

to grow. During the past two decades, however, we havv come to raalize

that, far from securing economies of scale, increasing-growth can

often bring the destruction of community amenities and values. People who

have moved away from large cities to enjoy the advantages of rural or

3
Cf. Doneilla H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers, and

William W. Behrens III, The Limits to Growth. New York: Universe Books,
1972.
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su4uTban communities often lead the movement to_close the gates to prevent

Others: from coming into their communities. They and theirneighbors argue

thatl*miting growth is theonly practicable met40°hod for retraining the .

values they came to enjoy. In contrast to this view, it is argued that

everyone has a basic right to travel and to locate and live wherever he

wants as long as he can pay for the privilege.'

fhe constitutional issue of whether a community has-a right to

its g owth will probably be decided within the next few years. The courts

lread4 agreed in the Ramapo case that cities can limit growth through

phase&plans that relate the amount of new building that can take' p ace to o.

a schedule of municipal public works construction. A lower

forniS has denied the right of the city of Petaluma to restrict- growth,

but this decision has been reversed by Al higher court and Is. now on the

way to the Supreme Court for final review. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court

has ruled that zoning regulations designed to frustrate "natural growth"

are illegal and,a Coldrado court has outlawed the tempt of the city of

Boulder, to prevent building by denying the builder hOokups. to the city

water and sewer system. In the Belle Terre, New York, case, however, the

Supreme Court has recognized the right of communities to limit'residential,

areas to single family homes.' Another test of theaiht of communities to

make decisions concerning their futUre growtW,is underway in orida where,

&Ica Raton has acted fo.limiOlresidential' construction to a total of 40,000.

residential Units. The construction industry is contesting this action in

the courts, but city officiali maintain that action of this order is neces-

sary if they are to, maintain a desirable community and .not "become another

Miami Beach."

Providing jobs for an on-comingcro4 of young workers represents a

strikingly different problem. Zero' population growth may or may not be

adopted as a policy goal at the time a no-growth4 olicy isJinstituted.

Whether it 4,s,'or. not, a time lag of approximately 60 years,will be needed

to even out the kinks in the age distribution of our total population..

Ideally,owe would like to'have a relatively even number of people in each

age group up to 60 ratherthan the uneven distribution,for 1970. epicted

in Figure
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Another view of our'population age distribution problem is presented

in Figure 2. This graph shows the population age-sex pyramids for the

United States fbr 1972 and the expected situation in 1990. The pyramid..

for 1972 indicates that we now have a slight surplus of people in the 50

to 59 year age brackets, a definite shortage of people born during the

depression years and now in the 35 to 44 age gtackets, and a large surplus

of people in the 10 to 29 age brtaketn who were born in the post-World War

II baby boom. Fifteen years from now (assuming no increase inthe birth-

rate for the 0 to 14 age brackets which are yet to be born), the nation

will have a kulge of people in the 25 to 44 age brackets with smaller,

than normal populations in the slightlysoider and younger age brackets.

A 'critical problem that our communities should be gearing up for

centers is the need to,prOvide employment opportunities for the'young

people now, in the 10 to.24 age brackets., As Figure. 3 indicates,-we.had

relatively equal numbers of workers in the 30 to 59 age brackets in 1972

and the beginnings of a bulge of workers in the younger age brackets. By-
.

1990, this flow of potential new workers into the job market will cal] for

between 20 and )0percent more jobs than We-have today. Our total popula-

tion in the 20 to 64 age brackets is expected to rise by 35million per-

sonS from 116,7 million in 1975 to 141.5 'million In 1990., The number of

meninthisagebracket--mostofwhomwillwantto work--will rise by

22.3 percent while a higher proportion of our young women will probably

expect jobs in another 15 years than has been the.case in the past.
t

ainsidering the fat that almost nine percent of-our present work

force is unemployed, we will need to provide around 30 percent more jobs,

in 19.90 than'we now have if' we are to enjoy full employment. This objec7

tive will represent,a high goal if we have an active growth economy.

With a no-growth situation, considerable restructuring of our work pat-

terns, with shorter work hours, more public employment, and the creation ,

of large numbers of service-oriented jobs, will likely be necessary if

full employment is to be, attained.
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The challenge of community
resource development

Whatever the' future brings, wehave,a definite cha lenge ahead in the

area .of community resOurce development. Some of our pro lems will be

easier 63 handle if we have'a growth and development-or ented'economy.

Others appear more capable of solution with the assumpt ons of no-growth:

As often happens, we will probably find ourselves oper ting with condi-

tions that represent a compromise.-between these alter atives.

What we have desc bed as community resoirce d elopment in recent

years can, be described a variously directed eff ause something

to happen. Our official programs pave been channe e for the most part'

toward work with communities that. have lagged'be nd. Those with "get-up

and go" have'notneeded our help.
-

Community resowe dIvelopment has taken number of forms. Emphasp.---

has been given to self-help arrangements under4w ich we have'encouraged

local leaders to tug at their, community bootstraps. tiany of our programs

have stressed plannIng.approaChes in which wehave helped local people

identify their problems, their resources, and theirOpportunities, and then

to choose lines of action with 'which they would moVe;ahead. Efforts' have

been made to study social attitudes and motivations and teNdevelop sensi-

tivities to local problems. Educational apt ...hes have been used to

identify and train lotal leadership. Solidi: have'been of the eco-

nomic bases and the locationcropportunities a lable to communities.

Resource developers, both those w 0 work tAth community problems and

those who work with other resources, ha ea basic responsilb4iy..19y

'dealing with real world problems. They must apeCept the factaUliases for.

different situations as they find them.. In their quest for,prOblem solu-

tions, they'have an obligation to use, a broadbrush approach in identify-
,

ing, analyzing, and evaluating policies, strategies, and techniques that'

can be expected to do what is expected of them. They need vision so that

they,can sense emerging limiting factors.

Two important techniques are essential ingredients of the resource

development problem solving.apwach. In working with new situations,

workers need to analyze the prolgems, inventory the resources available
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foi dealing with these probleils, and then identify and evaluate those al-

. ternativd.opportUnities that exist for working out viable solutions. A

second technique calls for recognition of the fact that4ke development,

management', and useOf resources takes place within a three-fold framework.

The three frameworks caj.1 for joint recognition of the requirements of our

physical and biological-or ecological world, the workings'of our economic

order, andrthelegal andsocial considerations, that provide an institu-

tional setting for man's ac6ivities. Every policy, strategy and technique

that is suggested as a line of action or as a solution to a community re-

source developMent problem should meet the test of being physically and

biologicdlly practicable, economically feasible, and institutionally ac-

ceptable. )

Much has been' accomplished with our community resource development

efforts. But-much. remains to be done. Somehow, we must
4

do a better jobf
than we have in putting it all together--in'finding out hoW communitiesI. "

) really tick in determining why some succeed while others just survive.

The challeng6 ahead is closely associated with the phenomenon of

If we are foktunate in being able to continue our operations i a gro

economy, welwill have a tp.g job in doing what we haVeTbeen doing, but.: in

doing it better. Our challenge will be even greater if we are called upon

to,workAbitliple conditions of modified growth or no-growth. With both of

owth.

th

these eventualities, programs of special assistance and counseling will be

A needed,to'help community leaders adjust to the new outlook. The transl-

tion can be made and the tools of community resource development can be

applied as well under the dew 'conditions as now. We should recognize from

the start, however, that the new programs will differ Considerably in con-

tent from those we have pushed in a grilh-conscious world.

c

ti
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RESOURCE PAPER
UNITIII

*
THE,GREAT CHANGE .

Roland L. Warren

The question of how much"human beings. can control their owri destiny -

goes back millenia, perhaps to'Adam and Eve. We see, even in our own life-
time, what seem to he inexorable trends changing the face of AMerica.
Some of them we like. Some'of them we don't. And, what i, more confusing,
it is not always the same set of changes which all groups like or dislike.
One man's progress may be another's catastrophe.

There is a little of the Utopian in all of us,: We can't help thinking
nowand then that things might have been different; that some of the things

. .

we don't like might not have had to happen, and that more of the things we
do like might ,have beeNpossi*eandimore

importantly, might stillibe
posSible.

Consider some ofthe things that most peoplebut not all--think of
as the brighter side of these developments. Our steadily growing technol-
ogy makes human work ever more efficient and for most p ople in this coun-
try the trend over the years has been for better health less fear of -ab-

. j.ect dependence, and greater access to nature's bounty. We have learned
t003e somewhat more decent with-our thildren, and yes, to respect-the in-
tegrity of women more fully. (In'the "we" here Iam including the women-,-

and children, themselves.) We have certainly made definite progrss in
civil rights, especially-as regards ethnic Minoritiesalthough weistill

ahave a long way to,go on all these things. As a member of a family of
amateur and professional musicians, I note with pride that there are more
than a thousand amateur symphony orchestras in the United States.

*
/Paper prepared for the Institutes for Intensive Training for Non-

Metropolitan Development, University of Nebraska and Michigan State Uni-versity, April and September, 1916, and published in conferende proceedings
(available from Department of Agricultural Economics, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln)..

**
The Florence Heller Graduate School,for Advanced Studies in SocialWelfare, Brandeirs University, Waltham, Massachusetts.
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One can match such blessings with an equally arbitrary selection of

developments most people decry. Our rates of crime and drug' addiction

were never higher. The federal deficit mounts. The trend toward con-

verting family farms into mechanized, corporate-owned, impersonal business

ventures continues. We are rubbing up against some important limits to

our natural resources. Our local communities have lost much of their

,autonomy to government at the state capital and in Washington, and much

of our locally owned business and industry has been-soaked up by giant

absentee co,drations.

Anyone could list an equallyimportant set of pluses and minuses con-

nected with the great changes which are sweeping across this country and

the world. My question is: Could it have been otherwise? To what extent

can we not,only learn from the past, but to what extent can we control the

future? Most of the events, good and bad, which I have mentioned are made

by human beings. If human beings had acted differently, could it have

been otherwise? Could there have been more of those things which most

people consider good and fewer of those things which most people consider

bad? Somewhere along the line, did we really "blow it?" And if so, hOw

can we do better tomorrow?

We are concerned here with non-metropolitan development. But before

turning to that, let us note the apparently inexorable trengltoward metro-

politan growth. With every new decennial census we find a lar3,el. propor-

tion of people living in metropolitan areas. By 1970 we also found that

more such people lived in the areas-surrounding large cities than inside

them. Will these huge metropolitan complexes continue to grow? And if

so, whaE will the rub-off be on the .iptaller cities and the open country?

Let one simply point out that while much has been said about discouraging

metropolitan growth, by creating smaller new towns, and by reinforcing

rural living, the metropolitan areas continue to grow. Is this trend be-

yond control? Will it run its course and stop when it pleases? One can

ask the same of many of the changes taking place in smaller cities, vil-

lages, and out on the land.

Different groups of people do lots of things to influence the large

course of events. They agitate and legislate about this or that problem.
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They set up control boards and regulating commissions, provide state or

federal funding for special programs, develop'planning boards, produce

mast plans, bring people together to discuss t'heir Communities' prob-

lems, set experts to work on knotty problem situations, engage in com-

munity development, community organization, social planning, social ac-

tion. In a sense, such activities add up to the ways we deliberately try

to,bring collective action to bear on influencing the future of our soci

ety and of our local communities, rather than just "letting things happen

naturally." And, of course, the reason we aren't sati fied tosit back

and let things happen naturally is that when ally do, we don't like the,

result. Further, when we intervene collectively, we often help cause some
. .

of the very problems we later, decry. For example, few people disagree

that federal housing policy after World War,II contributed to the,growth

of the suburbs, the exodus of 'whites to the suburbs from the cities, and

the development toward black inner cities and white suburbs. There is

similarly a growing b9dy of literature documenting the possibility that

government regulation of private industry often tends to promote higher'

prices rather than lower prices, and to do less for consumer interests, r

Ehan the competitive market would have produced. Such allegations are

now being made about the regulation of interstate.trucking.and of air

'travel.

There are two interesting and important aspects of such activities
ill

designed in some way to control the future course of events. First, they

tend to be responses to changes which have already taken place. There

are new narcotics control programs because drug addiction has already in-

creased. There are housing programs because the forces influencing the

housing situation have worked themselve out in a partidular way. There
A

is unemployment insurance and emergency work lief because unemployment

is prfaduced by our industrial system. The things we do deliberately and

cEllectively seem to be reactive, rather than proactive. Second, the

things we do, the boards and agencies we set up, the new rules and regu=

lations, the new technological solutions to problems caused by yesterday's

technology--all of these responses to yesterday's problems.. turn around

and become part-of the changing situation whose problems we have to deal
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with today. And yes, our actions in turn will not only help ease today's

problems=if they do (many of them don't)- -but will also contribute to

tomorrow's problems.
_ .

It doesn't take muchof a sense of history to recognize'that the

changes, we see taking place today are simply today's momentary-outcome of

aseries of changes which have been taking place not .only in this country,

but--at various Speeds--throughout the globe, changes which are directly

traceable tithe industrial revolution'of the Eighteenth Century, if not

back to.the Renaissance. It is, 'of course, impossible to grasp their.full

complexity. It is perhaps convenient to refer to the whole bundle of

basic social changes as the Great Change. I believe much of the complex-

ity of the great change can be encompassed in seven aspects. These are

aspects which haye played themselves out continuously over at least the

past two centuries and,are noticeable in various parts of the world. But

at the same time, Ney play themSelves out right on Main Street in your

community and mine, and they affect your life,and mine, and probably will

do so for some time to come, regardless of the actions which are taken to

deal with the situations they create.

The first of these is the continuing process of division of labor.

As our'technology in all fields develops, V.re finSd ,ourselves doing more
,

specialized things. TVfederal government's list of different types of.

occupation--the Dictionary of Occupational Titles- -even twenty-five years

ago gave specific definitions to 22,000 specifically 'different jobs.

Since then, the number has continued to mount. What this means is that
. --

there are more and'more groups of people who earn their living by doing

essentially different things. The function which one person performed a

century ago or even a decade ago may now be broken down intothe special-

ized fragmented jobs of ten or a hundred people. In the processpara-

doxically, production is increased exponentially, rathex than.decreased.

But the fact of specialization of wo4k underlies many of the changes in

the way our communities are put together, both for earning sustenance and

in the way work interests unite or separate people.

A second basic underlying trend is toward a greater diversity or

interests and associations. Work - related division of labor, just alluded
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to, is a part of this process of splintering people into a\host of di-

vergent'interests and interest groups, but it is only'a part of it. We

tend to lag behind the course of events in our conceptions of what com-

munities are like. We still tend to think of communities as comprised of

people who share. common interests because of"largely common occupations

,and because'Of their common concern with matters of the locality" But

actually,. we find, even in Very small communities,' people with the most'

diverse sets of interests, many of whom'haVe little emotional 'investment,

in their local communities,. but are much more interested in their labor

union or trade association or professional association or national health

stampassociation or specific denominational religious activities, or gtamp

clubS, or whatever.

A third trend is especially important, and we find it changing the

nature of ellen the smallest communities and hamlets. That is for the lo-
7FN

units.in'the-community to becote increasingly tied to organizations

and systems outside the local community. The increase is both in the.

'number of local units which have such extra-community ties, and in, the

strength of these-ties. In some instances, of course, the strength of

the tie to the extra - community system is extremely great. Thus, the

local post office is integrated--more or less--into the U.S. Postal Ser-

vice,.and although it receives and distributes mail locally, its rules,

regulations, and procedures are prescribed nationally, and there is

virtually no localcontrol. Much the same is true of the Vranch banks

and branch plants of 4usineSSes with h&adquarters elsewhere. "It is not

only in the profit sector; one sees a whole array of voluntary organiza-

tions such as Cancer and Heart, the American Legion, and the services in

many local churches which are subject to large measures of external con-

trol. National food store chains are swallowing up more and more former-
.

ly independent grocery st e . National gasoline companies control the
. -

local gasoline outlets, and ndependent owners have a harder job staying

in business. National unions program much local union activity. The

cal radio and TV stations receive much of their daily progrdmming fro

national broadcast networks.
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Not only do many and varied community units have strong ties with

extra-community organizations, but the ties appear to be getting stronger

as time goes on. Less and less of their activity is determined by local,

people. More and more of it.comes from outside the.community. They are,

in many cases, much more claglY integrated with their respective extra-

community systems than they are with each other, locally. A result of

this is that if some degree of concerted action among such diverse units

At the local level is to take place, it must be brought about through de- '

liberate efforts. It doesn't just happen '1.naturally" Any more, since the

concerns are now so diverse and tied in with so many different external

systems with differing goals and organizatiOnal styles.'

A fotrth trend is toward impersonal bureaucracies. As Max Weber

pointed out, bureaucratic organization, with its clearly, defined jobs,

with its standardized procedures, its tight rdlies and regulations, its

hierarchical structuring with Authority flowing downward from the top and

responsibility flowing upward through the echelons, with'its-objectivity,

and its provision for standardized treatment of types of procedures, is

well designed for integrating the extreme complexity involved in' the divi-

sion of labor. The standardization of routines and the-depersonalization

of procedures.are designed to hold the whole complex network together and

to regularize problems into predictable and manageable units. But'the re-

verse side of this bureaucratic depersonalization is dehumanization; pres-

suring individuals to act like togs in a machine rather than like free

flesh and blood human beings. WA experience this increasing depersonali-

zation and bureaucracy at the local bank, at the check-out-counter of.the

local supermarket; at the local post office; in the local plant, in vari-
1

ous government-agencies. The long-time, trend is to mask, the human face,

with all its wrinkles and warts,, with the impersonal mask of theiofficial

position. We deal less and less with people we know, as whole people;

more and more with that litt?.e part of their Ilumanity which is required by

the specialized task they are performing in a bureaucratic setting.

A fifth trend, also of great importance, has been the gradual trans-

fer of functions out of the home and out of neighborhood groups and volun-

-A
tary associations to profit enterprise.and government. You can name a
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great many very vital functions, such as caring for sick pes, pre-

paring meals, providing recreational activities, doing u kinds of

fixing-up and maintenance activity around the house, caring for dependents.

All these and more have moved in part or in whole out of.the home, out of

the group of neighbors; to and from voluntary agencies, and into private

profit enterprise and tax-supported governmental activities. One result'

is that family members don't really need each other so absolutely as they

once did forsuCh things, and as someone has poignantly said, thetefore
.
the only reason for their staying together is that they love each other.

But by the same token, many split up; and often, among those who don't,

the family is simply not as tight and as important a unit as it once was,.

Much the same can be said for the local neighborhood, and even for the.
(:

1. larger local. community. One is not so absolutely dependerit on these peo-

ple for daily necessities. It makes for greater personal independence--

with all its hazards--but gives these units less reason for existence.

A sixth trend has already been referred to--urbanization and suburban-

ization. Together, they make for metropolitan growth. One schOlarhas'

defined suburbanization as the process'through.which rural areas-are trans-

formed into urban areas, becoming an integral part of the city. And many

sections of inner cities today were once independent communities, which

gradually were brought into the city's orbit in a transitional way as .

suburbs and later were so ingested into the dlowing city that they now are
7

indistinguishable from other pa)rts of the city, consisting only of shop-
--

ping centers within its confines. The process continues as the city grows

beyond its own official boundaries so that one knows he has reached the
".

city limits only if there is a sign there telling him so.

?t
But it is a mistake to equate urban=growt with this growth of large I

metropolitan complexes. It Happens all the w y down the line.' The hamlet
/

becomes the small village, the large village,,the small city,'and then the

city of considerable size.. Places of even five thousand population, as

well as those of ten thousand or Tifty thousand, begin to take on some of

the aspects of the big citY:,,i
e

4,
. ...t.,, . . 4

But again, even the 'open country is'adtImmune from urbanization.

\
Urban products and institutions spread over the colitryside, and more-and

'.-----)
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more of the technology for homesand business formerly associated with city

life comes to be a part of so-called "rural" life as well. We Still have

the wide open spaces, as people in the Middle and Far West well know, but

though these wide open spaces are still apparent physically, socially they

are being transformed by the technological revolution and by.the spread of

urban ways to the open land.

Finally, in this long fist of long-time trends Making up .tbe great

change, there is a change in values. Certainly the history of the past

few:decades indicates an increasing willingness of the American people to

expand the functions of government and to pay an increasing share of their

personal incomes for these expanded governmental activities. The - change

in -ralues--as against the notion that that government, is bOt which governS

leaSt--is an inexorable part of the change-which makes. Atherican society,_

more.diverse,.more differentiated, and therefore requires ittto have, more

by way of a'central decision- making apparatus if the ever'grOwing, ever 4

more complex big, booming, buzzing confusion is be held together and if

life is to remain sufficiently ordered for o er two hundred million people

to liVe lives and sustain each other in the division of labor. The
.b

groWth of'governmental%bureaucracy indicates that. the governmental seitor

is no more immune ,to bureauctic impersonality than is tke profit sector.

One can list other modifications in aorli.inant American valdes. An

important one is the, gradual switch from emphasis on a moral interpreta-

tionof behavior to emphasis on a scientific or caikisal interpretation. ,A

United States senator may rail against the use of.federn1 money'to support

research into why people fall in and out of love, but more amid more of the

human experience is-being subjected tb scientific scrutiny,',and the ten-

dency is growing to look at undesirable behaviormot so much..with moral

indignation as with a question as to what could have caused it. Tutting

it another way, we have changed, for better or worse, from calling the

'transgressor an evil person to calling him a sick person. You,6an be the
r

judge as to Fhettter you thin(k this represents progress!.

. AnotheSchange in values underlies a greater willingness to switch

from moral reform as a panacea for the problems of local communities.td,

the idea of social 41anning as a mea14-gf avoiding or mitigating these
*
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problems. Mostpeople.agree that in the pAt century there has been p

trend away prom emphasizing the gloriesof work to empha4izing the values

of, leisure; froM emphasizing self-discipline to.exercising self-indulgence;

from hard work to hard play; from herpes of production to'.suctieroes,of.

consumption as movie and television stars. Pleasure is less,:often taken

as an instrument of the devil, more'often as everyone's birthright.

As a final value change, one sees the beginnings.of a reaction against

most of the trends I have just mentioned. _This reaction takes various

forms, and I want to get, to some 'of them in a Ttnute:

Let me simply list again the seven aspeCts of the great change that I

think help throw light on the kinds of thAgs we are concerned about in
.

our local communities and-their development:

1. Division of labor

2. Differentiation of interests,and association

3. -'Incireasing ties to extra-community systems

4. Bureaucratic depersonalization

Transfer of functions to profit enterprise a- nd government,

.6. ._Urbanization and suburbanization

7. Changing values
1

I think you 1 agree, that these.axe'not the changes that community

development workers try to bring about through community action. As a

matter of fact,eu consider that limit, neither community development

workers nor anyone else deliberately, participated in action at the.commun-

ity'or state or national or internatianal level to bring these changes

about. They are the changes that arise out of the-individual actions of

people and organizations, each seeking their own well- being. Yet they

aggregate to ,trends' of such strength and importance that we more or 'less

take them for granted, as inevitable products of our modern civilization:

Rather than seeking to address them, we usually turn in our efforts at-
,

change only toward tryinvto do something about some aspect of the situa-

tion which they have produced that we do not like--some problem that k.Te

1
For d fuller treatment of the great change, see Rolland L. Warren,

The _Community in America, 2nd edition (Chicago': Rand McNally & Company,
1972), Chapters 3; 11,and 12.

14
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wishto mitigate or avoid. Another way of saying the same thing is to

poInt,out that efforts to change any considerable cluster of-ttiese great
d.

1trends of change would be truly revolutionary, and mast of our change

(--efforts are not revolutionary;:but merely seek to adapt us with perhaps a./

little less noticeable disadvantage or hardship to whatever set of circum-

stancesstances Otr historical development has confronted us with. We have not
. . i-

as a civilization taken our history into our own hands, but rather have
v.

i contenteeourselvei with acting only within historical trends which we -do
7 . . ,.

not really attempt to control or-even aspire to control.

If this is a valid statem5ht, then I think warshould recognize that

our oncerted efforts at community improveMent take place within a fairly

co ined area. This is note-say they .are insignificant. But neverthel
s

le s they are not going to do, much by way of reversing those trends I

just numerated. And if not, they are going to be adjuStments to these

tren s, accepting the trends themselves as more or less beyond their con-

trol. '.,

'But interestingly enough, not everyone is willing to accept these

trends as inevitable. In fact), there have been a number of.recent devel-

opments indicating-attempts to deal directly with these trends; to turn

th,O.m around,(aseiit were.

As an indi&ation'of more direct attack on trends of the great change,

1 let,us take the matter of bureaucratic depersonalization. Eyer since the

faMous Hawthorne Studies,of the Western Electric company,-there has been a
----/-

growing realization of the importance of the human element in organization-

al productivity. 'Writers like Victor Thompson and Warren Bennis have

pointed out, that unless complex formal organizations are debureaucratized,

hey lose their effectiveness and may not be able to survive in today's

certain and flexible world. The human relations and groupdynamics 11/.

.."

movement has arisen to'emphasize the ippo'ctance of better communication

through dealing with personal feelings as.'well as with merely the fOrmal

tasks prescribed from above., Sociologists like Robert K. Merton7and
..

Alvin Gouldner have pointed out the essential pathology of bureaucracies'

which attempt. the full rationality called for by Max Weber, as have the

political scientists. Robert A. Dahl and Charles E. Lindblom. Many

'14
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1
business companies are ying to make their internal relationships more

flexible, to reduce the umber of control echelons, to cut across usual

departmVtal boundaries for ad hoc developments.

,From a different direction, the strong American emphasis on the impor-

tance of the locality has,,,again come into prominende with the federlfand

state governments' growing emphasis on decentralization. In such devel-

opments as departmental decentralization of the state government and gen-

-) eral revenue sharing and block grants by the federal government, there is

an effort to move some decision:-making back to the state and the local com-

munity. This movement is directed both at the strength of the ties to
-___---

-extra-community systems .and to the matter of bureaucracy. ..Among other

things, these developments attempt to reduce the red tape, the bureaucrat-

ic paper work,
.,

the inflexibility of bureaucratic regulations, the standard-

ized programs which ignored individual differencep,among communities.
.

Such moves strike a resonant note in American
t
society. For through-

out our history, as illustrated by Shea's rebellion, the fight over the

national bank, and the Populist.

ement,
there has always been what

*
might call an anti-great change crisp sition. this has broken out fr

time to time as' a revolt against biTess'and bureaucracy, against central-

ization, against industrial control by Eastern banks or against the grow-

ing Power of the federal govefnment. 'Often It has taken the form of anti-

intellectualism, since intellettualism became equated in many people's
...,....

Minds'yith the crass materialism of the big city and with a coldly "scien- -
4111tific",,look at social,processes, ignoring the beating hearts of those

)
caught up in them. It took the form of a revolt against formalization,

a wish Ito place greater faith in a handshake than in a legal contract, to
.. e------,

v.
glace greater confidence in the ever-alert eyes of neighbors than in the

,

policeman on the beat.

AlWhese tendencies represent,a latent hostility toward the great,
change, as I have described it; a hostility which at one and the same time

'sees the human lieing,asstrapped in the great change and also as the maker

and therefore theopotentiai breaker of the great-change.

The latest country-wide ferment of active hostility poward-the great

change occurred about a decade ago, in the almost simultaneous outbreak of
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what might be called the.Ghetto revolt and the youth revolt. Each in its

own way was a rivoIt against centralized authority -,and a veneration of

participatory democracynot a turning to something un-AMerilcan buta

harking back to earlier patterns of the. New England town meeting and t!e

direct democracy of the Western plains. Each'in its own way_showed t4e-

historic American penchant for anti-intellectualism, a sort of biased cop-'

ception that intellectuals are alive only from the neck up. Each revolted

against those impersonal bureaucracies which are "doing these thin& to

us." Each saw the growth of science and technology and rational planntng

as a'heartless development toward an automated world. Technology, to both

movements, was not a solution but a latge part oS,the problem.

In my opinion, the movement for neighborhood control was, and remains,

an important evid ce of this trend. The people who hit the

streets in protes actions ant. who spent hours and days and nights working

on neighborhood organizations were, in my estimation, standing up and say-

. ing a big' No to.the great change, standingUp and saying--and these were
k

their own words--that they meant to take control of their own lives and of

their own institutions; to take it back from absentee_landlords,cabsentee

corporations, and government bureaucracies at city, state and federal

levels, and to take it back from the professional specialists who claimed

to be acting,forsthem but who also constituted part of their prolAem.

These smoldering trends have a way of waxing and waning at different

times and around different issues., At present, the neighborhood movement

and the youth revolt have waned considerably--though they have not com-
ic'

pletel peared. In their place as the current occasion for opposi-

tion /to the great Change is the energy and food crisis, andthe social

movement of environmentalisd., Here it is the depletion of'natural re-
,

sources and the contamination of the, environment by industry,and the pro-
.,

ducts of advanced irrial.technolog that constituteithe occasion for

resisting the great ch ge, for asserting that we simply cannot go on

with the unrestrained ekploitation of earth's bounties, and with a

of *he poisons we speleinto die environment .:'There is a growing'
4

realization- -not only among a vanguard of. environmentalist -s but among the

rank and file in induslry and go'vernment and .the People on Main Street--

149
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that somehow we must be,able, or become able, to take a more active role

in determining our own lives and our own, iife-styles, anIthpt as a nation.,

we will be forced to make such changes not so much by moral arguments as

by dire necessity. To. be less energy-profligate', there is little question

that material and scitial life must be less elaborate. A simplifying of

life whichlseemed-impossible when presented simply,aS a matterof moral

choide7 may well-seem more possible when itis linked With the question of',

necessity. The philosopher Kant must smile in his grave when he hears' us
.

saying what he so long asserted: We must, therefore we can.

'W been considering various attempts in various guises to "turn

things around," tci.get the greaCchange going in the other direction toward

an earlier--assumedly SiMpler and preferableset of social conditiOns.

To do so. would take a'stronger and morerevolutionarylorce.than any of

these movements just mentioned; perhags that is why each movement fails.

NDw, let' us considy the more usual reaction to the great change:

namely, efforts to ease the strains it 'causes and make adaptations to it

rather than tryingto stop it or reverse it. Of 'course, in a sense, most

'.of the social legislation ofthe past decades fits in t"s category. It

is an attempt to exercise ajainor influence on people's lives, not by ire-

fluencing the great sweep of basic changes in our society, but raEhe by
4 .

taking collective action to'eaSe the strains caused by these'lvaqp c anges.

Individuals, likewise, have been making their own private adapta ions.

For various sets of reasons they choose increasingly the Life of the sub:

urbs over the life of the central cities, where.thegreat change has had

its greatest impact. In'a Gallup poll sometime. ago, p6ple were'asked

where, they would really prefer,to live, if they had the ,choice: Many more

said they would prefer to live on farms or in small towns than actually

live there. Suburbs were also a freqUent preference. In my estimation;

many people move to the suburbs because the suburbs are as close to the

preindustrial rural landscape as they can possibly get and still find work.

.kin the highlydiVersified.metropolitancomplex. Jr' this sense, it is

still true that for many people, the suburbs are the small town's last

<stand, the last choice urban people have .to flee from the bureaucrac

tb,*,live,in small; decentralized -municipalities, to know people as whole
o woos



pqrsons rather than, as cogs in machine, fo get together with'neig
.

across the many differences of occupation and special interest that divide

them, to participate in activities that in the city have long since been,.

given over L) government or tocommercial;auspices Inmany suburbs' it is

almost ,pathetic to see_ the Saturday morning excursiorn,to the 'village dumpy

the station wagon loaded with* week's, Accumulation of rubbish. In the
, f

city,,a stranger comes to the door to get it,.

Let us consider another type of,develoPmen-17,the movement toward New
Towns. 'In my estimation,,t e new town movement is not:an attempt tO,fight

the great change, but rathe to take advantage of the technology itq3ro-

duces in order to construct what..afe thought to be optimum' communities foi

today's highly complex living In. effect, they say: If we are going to

have to live with growing ;

0'

-1m.ty, with'mounEing technology'', with large
41

bureaucracies, with large cities, and the rest, this is the-best Way .to

'0/,

I would place community development-in this category of efforts to
';adjust to the.: great change so as to face some of the problems which it

creates.. A couple ofd decades Arthut.,Morgan Wrote:

Many anAmerican small town or village is no longer a cOmMunity.
Too often it is onlya small city, the.citizens largely going their;,
individual ways: This.progresSive disappearance of the community In-
i6'tepent-day life is one of the most distUrbing phenomen'a of modern

2history.
.

There seems little reason to believe that the community phenomenon.- .

, will arise naturally under modern conditions as characterized by the seven

spects of the great change. ,If.the.ties,Which peoplehVeyor might have,
to each other on the basis of common locality are to be st'r'engthened, then

this must occur through deliberate, organized effort. That sense of unity- 6 .

and consensus and common purpose which once'arose quite spontaneously one

of shared.

hatdly be

li4es and-common institutions and freq*nt persOnal contact can

eRpected to. arise in today's diyersifiedmorld of differentiated

interests, impersonality, and the rest. . No doubt, the extent of such'',

27
Morgan, Arthur t., The Small -community: Foundation of Democratic

Life (N.Y. and London: Harper and Brothers,. 1942)', p. 13.

4
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community sentiment and common purpose which existed in the past is highly

exaggerated by us as we look-back on it throug nostalgically-tinted

glasses. But under toy's largely urbanize conditions, something more

N.than sentiment must tSe.depended on to keep the complex urban structure
4

%going. It rests on a precarious balance of necessarily highly integrated,

activities. ,And we are all quite aware that, left to their own accord,

people'S individual actions mayl'add pup to an aggregate-effect which no one

actually wanted, like a run oh a bank, the-deforestation that leads to

floi:Ods, or the ugly chadtic development of land-use in the sprawling metro-
.

politan'fringes or ou* on the land.

People need ways of coming t

7

gether to discuss some of these aggregate

outcomes for which.nN adequate decision- action body exists. As a matter'

of fact, that is not a bad definition of community development: The pro-
.,

vision for decision-making and, action at social, where no adequate
,

.decision-making structure yet exists. Three such levels are the local

-neighborhood, the larger local community,_and the region. As I see it, .

- the community development worker, no matter what his setting, is helping-

people to. come together locally to consider their own problems and*possi-

bilities and to develop some of the real options that lre7.61)en to them for
.

taking concerted action to address their problems* I say "real options,"

'because I don't thilk mass return to the pre-industrialjace-to-face

\community is'a'real opti for At communities. I don't even think com-

mon purpoS-a, across the bo4r47.; is a.real Option for most communities.

Lite it or not, the great change doeS'.mean that no, community is an, island

unto itself. 'Each community is a part of the mainland, and its well -being

is tied in, n a thousand ways, to what is going onjn the. rest of the.

. mainland.

.Melvin Webber, the well' -known authority.on city planning, is even

more emphatic on the/extent to which communities are tied to, and depen-

dent on, the well-being of the larger society. After pointing out that

because of'the strengthening of the vertical pattern the local communities

are less able than they. once were to control what takes place within their

borders, he enumerates in a persuasive way the extent.to which 'problems that

are played out at the .local.level cannot be'controlled at the. local level:



Clearly, it is rather silly:to supposetbatany city agency might
'solve' the problems of unemployment or underepployment; or that it
might, through local interventions, 'resolve'" the problems of poverty;
or that it might significantly affect income distribution; oc that it-
might get at the causes of, drug addiction; or indeed, that it might
do anything curative about crime or any of a long list of social and
economic difficulties that ar?made manifest in city settings. Typi-.
cally, these most intractable difficulties are large-system problems
with roots.buried"deep within the matrixes of the whole society.3

...But there are some'real options--as well as some falseoptions--open

to our communities as we come to grips realistically with what it means to

live in the complex American society of the last quarter of the Twentieth

Century. The more realistically we face the options open to us, the more

likely our efforts will be more than a futile symbolic gesture. It makes

sense to consider what our communities now are like, and to relate them

to .changes going' on in the larger society. But let us keep .in mind that

the larger society is not'only out there. It exists in our own community

as well.

3
Mayer, Robert, Robert Moroney,'and Robert. Morris, Centrally Planned

Change: A Re-examination of Theory and Experience (Urbana's) University.,
of Illinois Press, 1974), P. 33.
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RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT III

THE GOOD COMMUNITY

**
Roland L. Warren'

,/ This morning we considered some of.the basic changesthatare taking

place and influencing what is 'going on in our local communities, and we

noted that few if any.of these changes are of the type that lOcal community

people can d4 much about. Somehow or other, in trying to be of help to
. ,

: local communities, we, must come to grips with these\tendencies, acknowledge,

them3and operate in relation .tb them. If we clo not, our discussion of the

goo community will be an interesting intellectual exercise, but without

relevance to the situations we face back home.

I am n4t saying that the Great Change constitutes the only realistic

limitation on our thinking about the good community, but it is an important

and complex one. Another important'llimitation, I would say, is more prac-

tical. We should be "thinking about actual communities-- choose one and keep.

it in mindin order to tie out discussion down to a specific reality.. We .\sc4"

are not really here todiscuss Utopias, but rather to think of the good

community only as a guide toward which we can realistically address our

efforts at community betterment.

I suppose that if we asked a large number of people what kind of a com-

munity they would like to live in, they might say that they would like to

1:ve in one which has a good solid economic base and can provide a decent

level of living for all its people, a community that is physically attrac-

tive, and one in which people are friendly and considerate of each other:

Paper prepared for the. Institutes for Intensive Training for Non-Metro-
politan Development, University of Nebraska and Michigan State University,
April and September,-1975, and published_in conference proceedings (avail-
able from. Department of AgricultUral Economics, University of Nebraska-,
Lincoln). Parts of this paper are taken from "The Good CommunityWhat
Woill'd rt Be?" Journal of the Community Development Society, Vol. 1,No. 1,
Spring 1970.

**
Professor, The Florencei,Heller Graduate_School for Advanced Studies

ip'Social Welfare Brandeis daversity.
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Those are not outrageous demands, and I imagine there are few who would not

agree on their desirability.

The more important question would seem to be: ,Granted the desirability,

of such chaAsleristics as these, how do we get from here to there? That

kind of communities, are likely to provide that sort of good life?

Well, let me start off by. listing some community characteristics which

we can do something about, and which are often mentioned as, desirable for

our local communities:

- People should know each other personally and should deal with each

other as whole persons.

- The community should have a large measure'of autonomy be

insiders raeher thari outside4s.

--un by

)

- The community should have the capacity to confront itsproblems and

take concerted action to do, something about them:

There should be a broad distribution of power within the community.

- There shouldibe widespread participation in community affairs and

in community decisions.

People should be committed to their community-da*something:rimportant,

something worth-working for, respecting, and nurturing.

- The community should not be exclusive but should include a wide

-variety of different income groups and ethnic groups and religious

and interest groups.

- There should be a great deal of local neighborhood control in com-

munities large enough to have dis tinct neighborhoods.

- The community should encompass the greatest possible degree of coop-

eration and the least posSible conflict.

- The good community must be a just community.

A community that has these characteristics should have a good chance of

being economically sound, physically attractive, and just and compassionate,

in the view of many people, and perhaps You agree with them. I have in mind

to examine each one of there characteristics in somebdetail, as a basis for

our discussion later this afternoon both here and in the smaller groups.

So let me suggest that you check this list over in your ottin 'mind; and if
.-.'therefore odidt characteristics you want to add or substitute, for your idea
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of what a good community would be like, and what things.we ought to work

,for, be sere to jot them down and gee that they `get introduced into the

discussions., I do not claim that my 11.6t is complete; Only, that it con-

tains characteristicg which are often mentioned As desirable co unity,mm\

characteristics and that have a definite bearing on cOmtunitydeve opment
work.

It seems unwise to try to write out a prescription, as it were,for

the good community, and perhaps that.will become clear as we Move albng.

What we ne rather than a prescription is a set
4
of guidelines. These are

thing's we want to encourage and work toward, but of course how any commun-

ity will actually turn out depends'not only on a number of extra-community

sources, but on a number of thingsi/which occur within the community as

well, which we might not be able, to:Control 4or not wish to control through

community development efforts.

So,let us proceed with the set of guidelines which I just enumerated

and see how far that will get us. But. before w,e do, let me warn you that

my list is not so simple as it seems. We shall see that-many of the charac-

teristics enumerated pose some real dilemthas as to what we really do want,
4

beyond mere11XJ4Approving of some goodsounding term.. Some of these charac-,41

"terittic05e....at Orlds7Witiall:Oherl-as'Wall, thus making it necessary

to choose betWaeti-them:

With this warning, let us begin..

1. Primary Group Relationships

I

By way of illustrating the problems involved, let us take the question

of the extent to which people mayor should really know each other in the
,

community Ind should interact with each other on a personal basis. The

very amb uity of the'term "community" allows Lis to sustain some extremely

impAa ible images of what communities should be For example, when we

read in Baker Brownell's, The Human Community that "A community'is a group'

of people who know one another well," we nod our heads in agreement. 1
He

goes on to point out'that "knowing well" must mean "the full pattern of.

1
Bfbwnell, Baker, The Human Community: Its Philosophy and "Practice

fora Time of Crisis (N.Y.: Harper & Brothers, 1950), p.'198.
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functional social relationships which people may have with oneanother."

To put this another T4y, uvvmust know'rhe grocer or lawyer not .only as

such, but-also as persons--whether or not they go to church, how hey feel

about politics, where they live, how they get along with their family,

what they think about thelocal school, and so on. 1

At the same time we nod our heads in Assent, howevet, we realize, when.
\

reminded, that,such personal acquaintance among alltcommunity people is im-

posSible in all but '.the very smallest communities. And since more than 70

percent of our people in this country live in large metropolitan areas,

this component of the community--so important that Brownell makes it a'

criterion of community-- becomes largely.irrelevant. Brownell acknowledges

this situation--but he doesn't have to like it. He writes:

,The great city rises; the human community, declines. The stability of
little places and the ordered rhythm of rural life are lost. The inti-
mate faith that this man belongs here in the little group of people
known well Calls only for a "wisecrack" or,contemptuou6 indifference.2

Three qUestions may be useful as we examine Brownell's prescription,

or prescriptions by others regarding desirable characteristics of a commun-
ity.

- To what extent is.the desired. characteristic possible under the cir-

cumstances of twentieth century living?

- How much of any,particular.gOod thing do we want?

- What is its price in terms of other values?

Brownell's conception of a desirable cortimuly doescnot do well in

answering our first criterion: Towhat extent is it possible,under circum-

standes of twentieth century living? But even if it did, there are those

'Who question whether this small community-, where everyone knows his own'and

everyone,else's place, actually is or ever was quite so desirable as many

people assume. , 5

Yet the issue is more complex. If both advantages and disadvantages

exist in the primary relationships of a tightly -knit neighborhood, this can

be extremely important. For example, Zorbaugh pointed,out four decades ago

that in Chicago 1.\was,in the "World f"Furnished. Rooms," a neighborhood'
a

2
289-.2,90:
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characterized by little primary group contact, where neighbor did not know

neighbor, where one was truly anonymous, that, there Inns the greatest free/

dom from the pYying eyes of neighbors, the greatest liberation from 11

+town gossip'and back-biting, the freedom to be oneself. At the same ime,,

there was the highest suiCide rate of any area in the city, and other soci/al

indicators ,suggested that a price was paid for this freedom. There was lit-

-tle gossip because people didn't care enough to gossip about each other.

They also didn't care enough to help out a person if he got sick, or even
3 1----fito know who the neighbor was, let alone knowing or caring if he was pick.

The value of primary- roup relationships is well established, yet in

most of our co unities n t everyone can know everyone else personally.

'Further,th qu stion might be raiseewhether his increasing of personal
acquaintan a bng all community members is desirable. Is it something

which can be furthered through deliberate efforts? If so, should the com-

munity development worker help to further it?' And if so, how?
yi

2. Autodomy iv,

The next _issue to be considered is autono It is often said that a

/community should, insofar as possible, be "master of its own fate." Deci-

sions as to what goes on in the community should be madeby local people.
, k

.

They shbuld not be made by federal officials, or in the state house, or
iin the headquarters offices of a national corporation or voluntary associ-

ation. Rather, local people should have the principal say about business,

governmental, and voluntary associations operating in the local community.

Unless the talk about local community autonomy is to be empty rhetoric,

we must be willing to follow some of its implications. A c mmunity that

was serious about its own local autonomy' would tend to be rat er resistant

to things which make definite encroachments on local autonomy. Since feder-
r

al and state grant-in-aid programs often place considerable Limitations on

such local freedom ofchoice, a community that was serious about its autonomy

would turn them down--at great financial . expense to, itself, incidentally.

3
Zorbaugh, Harvey W., The Gold Coast and the um (Chicago:, University

of Chicago TOess, 1929),.
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, It would also shy away from voluntary organizations' such as some

the national health associations, whose local units are merel .ranches

whose policies are determined at state or national headquart rs, Likewise,

it Would hesitate .to attract branch plants of national indpst al firms, :

since decisions as o whether thlocal plant is to be expanded or not,

whether local workers.will be hired or laid off, would likewise be made by

absentee owners, not local people.

This morningrwe considered the growing strength of vertical ties of r
.

community units to *stems outside the communitSr, a process which definite-
,

ly operates against focal community autonomy in that along with these ties

goes the.circumstance that many decisions about what will happedwitkin the

local community are made at some headquarters office far away in Washington
J

or Chicago or New York.. This runs counter to important American traditions
T

about local autonomy, about government and other institutions staying
)

"close to the people." But how much are you willing to pay in other values

for this, value of lo 6 al autonomy? The price may be high. Let us consider

it in relation to anothe'i desirable characteristic on my list--and yours,
,

I would assume: namely, community viability.

3. Viability

Hy viability I refer to the. capacity-of local people to confront their
-

,

problems effectively through some type of concerted action. Much of the

community development movement, much-Of voluntary community work and profes-

sional communitw.organization has been devoted to this goal of helping

communities to develop the capacity to assess their problems and take action

with respect to them. Leonard S. Cottrell's concept%of community competence

is very close to this conception. Cottrell's point is that we need to de-

velop competent comMunities. He defines a competent community "as one in .,
.

A

which the various component.partS of-Iecimmunity: 1) are able to collab-,

'orate effectively in identifying the problems and needs' of the community;

2) can achieve a working consensus on goals and priorities; 3),can agree

Iw ys and means to.implement the agreed upon goals; and 4)can collaborate

I
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effectively in'the required
actions."4 Th6se of us who are familiar with

. ,

Murray G.- Ross' definition of community organization will notice a great
4imilarity, although Cottrell comes to the subject from a different tradi--

tion than does Ross. Cottrell lists and describes a number of essential
conditions for community competence:

- Commitment

Self-other awareness and clarity of situational definitions

- Articulateness

- apmmunication

- Conflict containment and accommodation

- Management of relations Nkth the largeesociaty

- Machinery for facilitating participant interaction and decision-
making

You notice he does not include community autonomy as a condition of
competence. And that is understandable, for the relationship may be just,

the reverse. It is difficult to see how, under today's conditions, a com-
.munity can develop a, sound economic base and a good life for its citizens

and face up to its problems and take constructive action with them, if it
shuts itself oft,from the resources, (both economj,c and intellectual) which
are available to it from beyond its borders.- On the contrary, one would

J

suppose that the more "in touch" it is, the more its local people have pro-.4
fessional, businesg, intellectual, and. political' connections with organiza-
tions and activities oqsidathe:community,

the more stimulation. it will
receive and the more capacity it will have t constructively with its

\problema., .

With this hypothesis in mind, a graduate Student at the Heller School
where I am located,did a highly elaborate piece of dissertation research
on the relatibnship between vertical ties and what'he called communitT
outputs.

4.

Cottrell, Leonard S. Jr., "The Competent Community,",In-Burton H.
Kaplan, Robert N. Wilson, and Alexander H. Leighton (eds.), Further Explor-.ations in Social-Psychiatry, New York:, Basic Books, 1975.

N
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He wanted to see whether strong,yertical ties characterized the more

competent communities or the less competent communities, as measured by

various community outputs. The output measures he usedrWere the extentoof

development of four types of federally funded programs that'required con-

siderable planning and mobilization on the petit of local'community organi-

zations. In other words, if a community was to develop a program in any

of these four areas, it had to be able to get itself together, assess its

problems, develop a plan of action, and make a credible 'case, usually in

competition with other communities, to the federal Fent agency that it had

a problem, was facing up to it, and had a competentiy organized plan of

action. The four programs he used were per capita allocations and expendi-

tures for anti-poverty programs, urban renewal, and Mode. Cities, and the

per capita ratio of low-rent public housing units developed.

It is not

vertical ties.

so easy t

For the

d credible indicators of either competence or

trength of vertical ties he used the number of

nonprofit national organizations with local branches in the community, the

percent of re4enue collected.in previous years from extra-local. sources, and

the number of lawyers per 100,000 of the popul tion. Each of these repre-

sents a nificant kind of organizational t or avenue off' access to re-

sources from outside the community.

In this study,. he controlled
,

for a number of variables which might a)-
. -

fect the relationship, such as .type of local government, the degree,.OrloCal

need, the type of local power structure, and soon, in the 51. ciftes of his

sample..

Hefound a modest but, definite
7
positive relationship between the s.,y

;---,.,-

strength of vertical ties and community competence as mea§ured by the:se in-.

dicators. His conclusion was.that the vertical ties of communities appear
'

to strengthen community competence. Further, he found different)iattern*:

of variables operating to affect the level'of-performance in each of.t4Se

four areas. Although there was- some overlapping, one set of VAriablea'ai

fects competence in one area, and a somewhat different set affects compe,

tence intinother area He thereforesiencluded that, in his words, "cm-

munity mpetence is not a. characteristic of the whole' ComMunity.

ent issue areas have different levels of competence, and different elements

i&i



. /affect problem-solvin in different areas., Therefore, theoretical and
e.

prIttical donsid atians should treat the communpy as a differentiated

n5social sys'tem rathe than view it as a unitary entity.

This last is an iMportant point, and a9 emphasis ofjoine based on. more,

considerations which this study tends to r *nforce. That is

that it is becoming increasingly fallacious, if It'ever was valid in the .

past, to think of a community of any size at all as a airigle unit. We

speak of community competence,.iar community deCision making, or community'

power structure, or the'communitrinterest, or community well-being, or

community actions, or community development, and in each -case the words we

use are likely to deceive our perce'tion of what is actually going on in

these big, booming, buZzing, confusions called communities.'
J.

Specificafly regarding community viability or,competence, w4CI am

suggesting-is that'it may be a vast wasie.of effort to attempt to develop

a generalized characteristic such as dbitapetence across all the. varied as-

pects of the Communitythe type of thing ith typically is an explidit

goal of the communitydevelopment worker. lie must realize that if we are
t

talking about competence in'the field ofeducational programs we areusu-

ally talking about a different group of people, organizations, and networks

II

. th n if we are talking about competence-in developing a housing program or

in industrial development or 'in the field.of health services., Communities

do not act. as wholesbut they are activated by these various sectors.
which Norton Long has treated so well in his article on "TheLocal Commun7

ity as an Ecology of dames." The early community power structure studieft,

especially Hunter's study of Atlanta; gave what for most' cities is a

speciously misleading conception of the power structure as a single commun-

ity "high command," as-it were, which informally, largely through its eco-

,nomic powelS, "governed" all aspects of the community. All subsequent

stildes have fauna a power structure, but most of them have found that this
1'

power structure is not a single entity, but rather simply an aggregation

N.r
t

Brick, Yitzchak, The Relation of Vertical Ties to Community Compe-
tence, unpublished docto&l dissertation, The Florence Heller Graduate
Scha 1 for' Advanced Studies in Social Welfare, -Brandeis Upl.versity, Waltham,
Massa husetts, Febrgary 1975. The quotation is,from the summary abstract.
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C,
. of numerous specific power structures(-operating in 411 these different

f

.10

areas.

Further, there is a considerable body of evidence to indicate that

stronger vertical ties actually are associated Withgreater plurality of

Bower structures.
6

Hence, in this sense, the stronger the vertical ties,

4he more "democratic" the community.
_

The implication of all this for community ,competence would seem to

be that one would do better, in working toward good communities, to home

in on a particular sector of the;community and help.develop-its competence,

than to try to work for some generalized capacity of the whole%community--,

as suggested not only by Cottrell,.but by most practice theory"in the field
.

of community development and community organization. It seems to me that

-this is a most important issue, and I hope you will challenge.my own State-
_

ment of the issue in the subsequent- discussion, as well as coming to grips
. - .

with your own resolution of the problem.

4. Power Distribution

We are already well over into our fourth consideration in,eXamining

possible characteristics of the gOddCommunity7-that of power distribution.

Here, recent research makes the problem somewhat less complicated than it
.

1§(eemed a few years ago. The.problem was that-while pluralistic...4°,6er struc-

tures seemed to be more compatible with democratic principles than monistic

'poWer structures, there were some research data emerging that indicated

that monistic power structures 800ally were associated with greater c
ti

.

munity competence,-,as measured by various so-called community outputs.

This seemed to present concerned community-people with a paradox. If yoU

,want competence, you must opt f6r a unified powpr structure, with Most

portant decisiuse\made by.essentially the same group: If you

-Aspread the power ver decision'making, youlmight bed impairing

ity's ability .toy acts, More recent research seems ts)' Arint in

opposite direction-Jthat if-anything, community competence is

wanted to

the .commun-

exactly the_

associated

6
Walton, John, "The Vertical Axis of Community Organization and the

Structure of Power," Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, Vol. 48, N9'. 3,

December 1967, p. 362.
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with a pluralistic power strUcture... Yitzchak Brick's research, ,alldded to

earlier, indicated that the'extentof plAlism of the,poWer'Structure.

seemed to have little to doWith community competence.. The reasonS, for .

these apparently contradictory results asooe highly complex, and we d10

yet clearly understand them all. My own assessment at this point would be
/

that the'shape of the power structure of the community 'has been highly

exaggerated by most such studies, and that we would do better to look at

th 'specific.power structures-in the different operating sectors of cont.-

m nities, and their competence, that( tom try to generalize from. the mixed

aggregate off such structures which is found in most.sO-calied 'community

power struc ures. ,

But t e fact remains that alPthe studies have found that powerlover
0

community decisions is unevenly distributed, and that only a-small minority

of communitypeople participate:actively and meaningfully in any impoTtant

community decision, no'matter what the sector. The relative powerlessness.

of poor people and Black groups is a current urban issue. .But I do not

:know of a single study which attempts.to answer the questfnNof how power

shouldibe distributed in the goo d commtfiity, beyond the simpleunexamined

admonition: "More broadly than now."

Should all people have equal 'powerV Can they? And if they can,

what price in terms of other desirabie value t.
14
a. Participation .,

We-'are already moving
N,
on.-to the fifth issue--partidlpation. Most ipeoF. ,

,, -
.

pie who concern themselveS with 'the cobmunity. bet, lieve that it:would be ,

etter if more people participated n community affairs. This has been es-
.

peci lly true' of community develop.ent workers. 14

Two interrelated circunistances are pertinent. On the one hand, as in-

dicated by various power,structure studies, large groups of citizens are c.:
4

.

A44systema 4 ly excluded from the decision- making process governing some of

the most important community decisiqns. On:the other hand, there is oft
,

widespread apatjAndmany citizens do not pqrtibipate, even where the

opportunity is there for them.

But how widespread should participation heT Should all community peo-

ple actively pursue tall the important decisions that are made in the
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a

'community ?" This would be mathematically impossible, for there. is not time

enough in the day for Citizenstkeep theMselvesvell informed, and fully

participating on all issues. Some of'them they must leave,to others.

WheraNfthe.limits, here? 'And if not everyone Can participate iri every-

thing, what would be a suitable arrangement?

.6. Degree of Commitment

A Sixth issue,.closely related td participation, is'the- matter Of
-

commitment. How important should my local community be to me? Should it

be an o'verrid'ing preoccupation; or is:it purely secondary? Many community

workers assume that the community should be an important focUs for the
. I

ind'-vidual's-life. Cottrell .writes:, 'Commitment' to the community as ..a

valu relationshi that is worthy:of substantial effort to sustain and

enhance_Wan'ess tial condition of the.capabilitY of the community 1p act.

effective And he..adds an.impOrtant truth:

Commi ent comes with genuine involvement. Increasing awareness of
members of the significant'lroles they have in the collective life shodld
enhance.the'sense of commitment . . Pebple mayApe,encouraged and
hellied:to achieve what'appear,to be significant roles in the community,
but if'they do not find that,they are actually making a significant im-
pact on the community prOcesses-and problems, the activity becomes

'-'meaningiess.7

Cottrell's point is an i rtant one, which pierces through the hoopla of

giving citizens the appearance of participation when actually they are

merely going through an empty ritual.

Lawrence Haworth, a philosopher who has come as-close as anyone I know

of to. writing a Systematic.Woric/On the good coMmunity,'writeA
lir

If the city is to-become a community, then the inhabitants must identi-
fy the settlement itself as the focal point of theirs individual lives.8

But in today's differentiated world of contineatafand insicontinen-
4J

tal communications and transportation; and of Changes of residence as people
. '

move from place to place, how rv.eic is it to presume that the local

community.will be the identification of overriding importanke? And shou

7 -
Cottrell, Ilegnard S, op cit, ye. 6-7.

8Haworth,
Lawrence, TheGood City (Bloomington: Indiana University

Press, 1963), p.82.L
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, it be? Should we all be localites rather than cosmopolitans, in Merton's

terminology? And what of the many people who are very happy being cosmo2,'

politans, equally at home in any community? Is there something deficient

about them? Clearly, many people would not want to live,in a community

where people expected them'to make the community the most impo tant focuS

of their.lives. Yet, obviously,.there must be some people who-consider

the local community most important. How many? What proportion?\And,

how much is too much?
*

,16
And again, in view of the earlier discu sion, I wonder whether the

aim of commitment to the general. community WIlether:we

sh uld nht instead be talking abdut-specific venues of participation

andAcomiAgment in one sector or another. Genel-alized commitment,. like gen-

-ealized community,competence, seems to constitute ;perhaps afuzzy

type of goal -whose fuzziness is, obscuied by the simplicity of the image--

CommitMent'to the community.

7. Degree of Heterogeneity

Let us turn now to-a matter which is even more perplexing: the matter,

of homogeneity or heterogeneity. How much difference would you have among

.people in your good comMunitynd how much likeness?
r.

Consider just a few random aspects ofhis ;controversial question.i

In the city planning field, as well as in many other fields, the idea.of
N,

heterogeneity has long held,moral sway. =It has been accepted as a

value that it is better for people to live in communities whicheare more

or less a cross=sect'IOn of the population than to fivein,econoimically

racially or ethnically segregated communities. Yet, interestingly, many

orthese same city planners show through their behavior that they them

selves prefer to livein communities which are 'segregated, in the sense.of

being economically, racially, and ethnically homogeneous. They choose to

live, according to the Standard joke,, where the an gets off the commuter

train, gets into the wrote stationwagon, goes home, .ends the night,'and

gets back onto the train the,',,ntxt morning never having ticed the differ-
.ence.

Note also 'the gradual breakdown in the constitutiOnali of ordinances

or covenants which exclude floor people by aat age zoning, and exclude

( 111
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tacks and'other minorities by collusion or covenant. At the same time,

note the rise in separatism on the part of Black and Chicano militants, as

well as the more long-standing separatism practiced by whites in the form

of segregation.

It is one thing to talk of the values of different life styles, the

greater variety caused by a. plurality of subcultures. But how_muchhetero-

geneity can a community stand and Still retain some degreeof coherence?

If we really want a heterogeneous community, if we, really want all jc.inds of

people, from John Birchers to socialists, can we expett not to see the

,sparks fly once in awhile? And, in a different vein, thow acceptable is the

nation, often voiced today in one form or another, of homogeneous neighbor-
.,

haods within heterogeneous communities?

/ 8. Extent of Neighborhood Control

.00 This brings us to the matter of neighborhoods; and their relation to

the larger local community. Here we have an issue around which there is

great controversy today. How much shall we invest in the neighborhood, as

an important social unit, as distinguishe$from investiong in the community

as a.whole. 'Haworth concludes:

We would not,want to decentralize'urban institutions to such an extent
that the city becomes a mere confederation Of 3eighborhoods: But this
danger appears so remote, at least in AMerican cities;*thatit seems .

insignificant.9

In recent years, however, there has been a tremendous acceleration in

the movement.toward decentralization and neighborhood control. There are

many reasons for this, one 'being the simple one that the complex largef
9,,

cities'are proving the selves more and more4ifficuit to manage frn cen-
-

tralized offices. Another is the increasingly recognized need, in many

fields, tohave services distributed closer, to the recipient in.his own

neighborhood. -Still another,is a growing sense, both within_racial ghettos

and outside them, that control centers are too remote and inensitive, that

neighborhood institutions have too long been run by outside. in.the larger

community, that neighborhood people must have a...larger say in the kt.isions-f

9
Ibid., p. 72.
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that lives. In shoit: "community autonomy," but,in th s

case at the neighbbthodt level.

An additional underlying reality is that many so- called city neighbor-

hoods are larger than many entire cities,,:so that in one sense the autonomy
0

that some people demand in the name of an entirCcommunity may -be demanded

with equal logic by the inhabitants of a neighborhood of similar size. If

10,000" people in a small city can control their own schools through their

own board of education, why,shouldn't '10,000 people'in one of the many

large neighborhoods of a metropolis have the same right? In any case, the

question of the relative strength of the neighborhood versus' that of the

community has to be faced by anyone presuming to become specific about:yhat

le. means by a good community.

9. Extentlof Conflict

Now for a strange sort of issue: How much conflict will there be in

your good community?, Up until 10 years or so ago, the answer by most inter-

ested Americans would have'been virtually: "None." For conflict was sim-

ply a dirty word. Conflict was something whose effect can only be destruc-

tive. Now, all that has changed.

One reason for the graying acceptante of conflict is the growing con-

viction in many quarters that strategies based on consensus play into the

hands of ktle status quo and permit the continuation of grossjniustices.

Hence, though conflict may be less desirable as a method of change than

collaborative change strategies based on consensus, it is consideryd'hy

many to be preferable,to its alternatiVe, the seeking of consensus and

hence the preservation of social injustices it substantially their current

form.

It is no longer,generally agreed that the good community.is a community

without conflict- -which places conflict on t'he'aerida as one of the issues

we must face if we are to speak meaningfully about what a good community

would be like,

10. The Question of Justice

The question of justice in the community--an ancient problem; recall

that this was the very problem with which Plato deals in his Republic --i,-is

closely related to Ihematter of conflict which we have just been discussing.
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It is also related to the-queation of whether we see the community simply

as a unitary entity or whether we lookl0lond the single term to the com-

plex reality underneath.

What I am referring to is the simple assumption ,Of much community '

development work practice--that one is_helpinethe community do somethings

/and that since such help is obviously universally desirable, the Aumunity

developer in his work is not faced with a problem of justice, but amply

with the problem of how he can help the community enhance its well-being,

presumably to the benefit of all concerned.'

Blizek and Cederblom have written an important article oh this subject,,_.

which I have suggested for your reading, along with Cottrell's artic -L on

"The Competent Community," an excellent article by Hans-Spiegel, and one'or

two things of my own. Blizek and Cederblom make two important points.

First, the community, development worker cannot pass the buck of what is just

on to community people and divest himself of his own responsibility as a

moral agent. They give the example of a,community,development worker

helping one community to clean up its river at the same time he helps

another community upstream to build a chemical plant that increases the

very pollution he is trying to eliminate with the first community. They
0

also point out that what some people in the community may want to do, other

people may oppose. He must thus make choices as a moral agent and must

have some principle of justice to guide his action.
10

The decision to work

with the existing power structure or to work toward modifying or drastic-

ally altering the existing power structure on behalf of those who cannot

participate effectively, is a moral decision which he cannot escape. To ig-
.

nore it and work with the existing power structure is obviously to take (

a moral position. The problem is not whether he,takes a position with re-

spect to.his conception of justice in the community. That he will do in

any case. The problem is merely whether he is aware that he is doing it,

and whether he has made a considered decision, Weighing his chosen course

against the alternatives.

10
Blizek, William L. and Jerry Cederbloth, "Community Development and

Social Justice," Journal of the Community Development Society, Vol. 4, No.
2, Fall 1973.
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We have looked briefly at 10 types of questions to be examined in

considering the good community and how to move toward attaining it. '

One possible implication of this list of issues which must be ad-

dressed in considering the characters of'-''good community is that there is

no such thing as the good community. There are many good communities, all

according to the specific combination of preferences which may-be held

regarding each of these issues, in an almost infinite variety of combine-

tions. Or10o. many of these issues, there is simply no way to demonstrate

that oneviewpoint is more valid or more moral than another.

It is, peihaps, for this reason that social scientists have avoided

the pursuit of definitions of the good community. Nevertheless, a review

of the issues raised here does substantiate their importance. Such issues

must be faced, and unless we face them, we are working in the dark when we

seek to build better communities.

. \
But obviously,_ your

that go into the make-up

many .of mine have to'bef
-gt

'Let" me suggest that both

grouiii later we consider

9wn list of the important kinds of consideration

Of a good community may differ from mine.. I think

aced, but no Aoubt there-are other issues as well.

in our discussion rightpowand in the smaller'
=

not.only any aspectsofthe questions and issues

I have. raised, but also things that-.you think sFiould be added in trying to

get a picture of what is desirable and possible for communities in today's

k _complex society. ,

4
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-Overview of Unit IV

E2iperience bycommunity development (CD) practitioners and research.

by scientists interested in community and social change have, over the

years, indicated that community change agents should Understand certain.-

key concepts and master.-certain skills in order,to be effective.

These concepts and4.1,is canbe learned and do make a great differ-

ene'e in thecapallility of agency,field workers to work successfully in

community development. There are individuala who, through a combination

of reasons, are very successful at CD work without' 'awymal ts.Ontag

and education in, these concepts--instinctiVely. they seem to,do the right

things at the:right time4with the right people.. But, most of us have to
. /team the hard way how to work with and withi, communities!

.

Some of the most Important, concepts dea with the.environment

which coMmUnity.developers qp&ate7-the coMMunqty:

context .within which communities make deilons. F

concepts that per to theorganikations for vAlic

work

within

Others deal with the

illy, there are key

h community developers
0

-fise-sconclipts,,do nOt-haV their origin in any one academic disci-

line or any9 hbr single place They' have evolved
)

ovevtime and axe the

result Of-expjoraiOns, research, and sting by many' org4nizations, in-

dividuals, and'disciplineS. Several traditional disciplines have -played,-I

key roles in 'defining and elaborating most ofithertbncellgt.thatwill be
covered in this unit disciplines such as sociology, anthropology,- ecoi,

nomic, Political science, 'socia,l,psychology,, communications, urban plan-
.., ...

'.ninganzir0-Cielek,.

Many organtiations that have been engaged in CD effoxts over the -
6

years ,also have contributeloyledge about pUrposeful community change.,

Some have contributed by.testing concepts and others'have discovered key4i. A

concepts useful to CD practitioners.

t.
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The, co cepts coVered in-this unit.will be a istillation of this

great var ety of concepts in the field of CD. So e are of 'a more abstract

nature; ome are very applied. All will contribu e to' a,greater under-
.

standing of what communities ante, how they can change, and how CD practi-
.

tione s can help this change process: ,

Most of these concepts can be equated with a "tool kit" for CDpracT

bners and those who haveroles--to-be drawn from at appro

es and plates for .specific purpoSes. It is hoped tNatthe 44 erstandt

ng bt these concepts arid how to use them will answer the questio 'posei

by(the title of this unit, "What does one need to know abbuC community
r

development?-"'

eObjeives for Unit IV.

I oartswer to the question "What does one-need to knoW about community

develop exit?" the objectives of this unit are

1)'o improve participants' understanding of majoespoptepts necessary

for insightinto the processes of purposeful community change;.

2) to assist participants in understanding the basic concepts related

to providing agency assistance in comm nity-planmed change; and

3). to provide participants with opportunity- gain knowledge of; ap-

preciation for; and some skill's in the appli tion of' the releVant

Concepts involved in purposeful community change.

InstructionalOutline

The material in this section ig-primarily an amplified outline of

the concepts and ideas that form the fyitent of-Unit . 1177 The outline con-

Sists of short sentences, paragraphs;. and quotations'. Some sections of

the Unit. IV Content Outline are more'detailed in their treatment pf subr
. .-.

-ject matter than others. This difference resUltis from,the.lack-of appro4
%.

!
priate resource papers on,some.of the topics. -,

, .. .

- ,
13resentaiions by reaoSrcee persons. or itainingleaderatan be based

% .

onthe o
!): (

u tline; and participant5,'can use the outline_14 ag a:.framiwork for

(

sa
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note ta ng Training leaders may wish to add concepts' and ideas to the .

.

. .

'outline. Adding apiSruriate,examples that fit the understanding of ehe
;audience d the conditibns

- under which community,de?velopment'people-work,

,0.c-------an greatly aid the understanding 'of the concepts presented. 4

The' wide right-hand mrginprolhdes.sp,pe for notes by training

leaders aV-participants..'.C'tations and.footnotes identify source and

resource 'documents,

in parentheses, (IV 2), n64to-the, Vertical div,iding.
. ,

'1511.iern projector visuals "are indicated by numbers .0

N

-Outline Notes

'If we are tb increase our effectivenes's as
practitioners,-we need to understand die answers to
'several_' key questions:

"1). What is a-community; what comPri'SeS it?

,,i2),, What are important aspects, of community . .

. dynamics? :
. ,/

3) How are community. decisions Made and problems
'so dd?

communities be'hZipe in the....----ir deci---
*so making and problem sole ng processes?

. ..
.

.

5) HoW canI increase my effectiveness in. CD And
that of my_ agency's?' ' .

Theo,' ey concepts relevant to this unit will be or-
ganized rouncrech of -the five questions.$

, .

gA_____., .

- witAx,IS THE NATURE OF A COMMUNITY

' When we say that vie are "community developers,"
it implies that we work within-communities. We.thus

"1-tve.to deal withthe key concepts that'can ilelp.is
:'understand the environment 'wi't'hin which = we work.

The cconceRt of community-has undergone many
, .. ,
changes over' the and has acquired a great
diversity of'meaningst

.
. .

-A city mayor will extol the trea0ess of his
"community,";meaning the 100a within the city
boundaries. 4 .

-,A minister talks'aboilt his'"cOmmunity", and

v
, means- his congregation.

r.

y.
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A
...? ..

'--A university.professor will refer to.ilis,"cbm-
munityof scientists Who'deal ith he same.
subjectmatter *area as he does ,

I-, . ..

-444, --A,neighbOrbood worker will talk about his ,"Com-
, munityir consisting:Of_several square biOcks
within the center of a'metropolis. -----vir-

--A suburbanite, extols thebeauty=of'his "commul-
Alf,nity," a subdivision. of 300 homes at 'the ege of

a city.
, .

-

,

And so on, the word "community" comes up in many co -
Versations-meaning many different things, to 'different'

-.people-.
.

. .

With this diversity of usage, is thire a' common
understanding of what-,community really is?

. .

Many social scientists. have wrestled with this
topic over the,pastA00 Years: ,sociologists, anthrOT ,

Pologists, psoichorc$4,stq, and. other sObiallScientistp
have studied what a community is'and what its cempo,
nents 4gre: -

..
.. . .

There isnoW a wealth of information that 'can hpip
us understand the context within which we, -.asp community
developerg,,have to work.

,

Tn this section we,wil explore the general, ac-
.ceptea definitions of community' - - ^-

cP; 1 .

i

This inclUees a look-at h t we.can label as a
."Gener'al Community" ad Well as Functional Sub-commun-

,1' Ities." :'.. -- .

\ , ,

')

..,In'frecent yedrs,, however, he traditional'definiT
tions of community have Aindergo changes,' generally.

. because communities themselves .have undergpne change.
Thus, me'Will also explore the newer,conceptg about,
communities- as social systems or systems of soclal.
systems. 4 'L 41..

..' '.:
e

, . .

1 hiSlbection sill .the basic .hackgrounCfor
theiibsequent four sections.

TRADITIONAL-DEFINITIONS OF-COMMAIT41

TheicefArdi CoMtunity
.. . ,, .

'Until xecently.there existed particularly in the ,.
minds pf Jay people and most aQency workers a'aeneral::

.

consensus as:to what a community'wag.

'
.a '' i-A. - :

tc
.- This topic outline igbasedto

L,.

a large- extent'on the
resource paper" by Kimball, which is nclUded in thistunie.

%
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Generally,'a community o sidere& to,be so if
it hadYthe ,following key char tics:- , (IV -1)

1) A, group of people;.
,

'2) Shared identity, Interestinterest,:at itude,.and activ-
ities among.these'people;

3) Continuous and frequent interaction among these
i . people; and

4) An id nii'f able geographic area within which
thesep ople ved,worked-, played; and interacted.

In this view, aiohas given to the:

--Territoriality of the community

--Interaction of people within these boundaries

CommUnitiegLare seen as::
,,KAr

w
Entities which are somewhat discrete

--Relatively 'self-s6fIfient

-Nentainincthe essential institutions through
Vhich peole interact and yhich serve the com-
munity's Piinctiorth

'.

. RrytpurpoSes of our discussion, we shall call
I.:

these',,V4phall has, "General Communities" [11].
,Aa . ',_ .

The pIgnificence of this view, of community and its
interrela.tiOnShith Functional Sub-?tommunities.will

.

be discussed a 1 e later.

linctionalAbrcommUnitiA''
.,.

In addition to General 'Communities, recognition
also' has been-giveii'to other kinds of 'communities which
are more uarrpw in scope with 'Aspect to the. functions.

they serve. Kimball, labels th'% type of community as
'!FUnctional 'Sub-communities.°

0
Eve ough Functional Sub-do

\nun

unities:have the'
key char risticspf a-General ComMunity (group of
people with shared interests, identity end.dttitudes,.
-interacting frequently agld contindous7y. over -time with
an,identiflable:tefritory , they are different..they

.

'
f :

. c

' -7-Their:boundaries do notusuaily.'cointide
with'

thoS.e of- general communities: ."--

7.--Have 'much,narrower scope and:bsjily revolve

- ..,. -

around'a major functdom Are usually associate
bin A community (Tee-

th, lyusihess, communica-.,

with major *insitut4144
reation, welfare, heal
tion,,etc-)



'7-May change more quickly--due to changing circum-
stances, membership. etc.,

--Can be created,relatively ,quickly--when'there is
a like- minded group of, people, who begin to inter-
act toward common goals.

- -Can disappear rather quickly--once their purposes
I have b7ensachieved--although most endure over

time, especially if associate with major commun-
ity functions.

"(')

The concepts of the Genekal Community'and Function-
al Sub-community, though beirig slowly superseded by the
concepts of communities as Social systems (to be dis-
cussed in the next section), still have useful implica-
tions to those involved in CD roles.

The most important implication of these concepts
is that they can help us understand the Concept of com-
munity as a social system in a more grohic'and prag-
maticm4nner

Underianding the concept of General 40 Function-
al Sub-commUnity will help lead us td considering com-
munities as complex social SystemSAilade_vp of many'
social systems., /

.
.

In additip9 there are other implications frOm
these concept of communities (whlch also apply to Ole

(
concept ofSO ial system);'Ao, . .

1) most:eneral Communities are made.:up'of an
array of Functional Suh-communities--Which
carry on the major functions, of, the community.

Most residents of a GenerAl CoMmunity belong.
(actively orpassively) to many Functional

,:,'
.

Sub-communitiesAik
-q.t. . 0

.it is important to realize thiSecause when
we work wiebagroUp of people in'a7Genetal

,

Community, we Sometimes don't have. the "com-
plete attentions : of .these people -they 01s8
haveother'things they need to attend to.

3) people can belong to Functional'Sub-communities
With conflicting goals.

,.

Individuals are usually not aware 'of this; but
,when

1
t roug*some Actions prompte<by CD:ef-

f,or ey--do become aware of ,the ceiiilict.,,44'41.
ptobleMs occur. This might make them drop
out" of .the_ CD efforis_ we as CD wOrkers.de,
working ore,. P .1.

181



When we start to work with a sroup,of people .

and organizations on a CD project withspecific
goals, this group,An effect,4becomes a new
Functional Sub-community.

In many cases, agency and CD workers may be
working sithultaneously with several Functional
Sub-communities within one or more General
Communities.

The geographical pattern of Sub-communities
can be mapped--'can help us identify-the make-,
up and extent of a General :communit
dicate the interrelativship between thet.

COMMUNITIES A$ SOCIAL SYSTEMS

ver time the ,"traditional" ways of looking at,
co nities have given people some difficulty--too
man'cOmmunities didn't the mold"

,

t

This hap been particularly true for large urban
4
q

or metropolitan communities with their great size and
complexity: ' 0

O. - .

. Thus, social. scientists havt wrestled with the
concept of community and its. applicability to all
communities mall rural as well as largecomplex
utban. 7' 1

Various theories have been' developed,but the one
that seems the most acceptable in defining altcommun-
ities and their complexity, is the theory which consid
era communities as social systems and as. systems of
social systems. -

In, this section we will draw primarily from two
sources even-though 'there are many who have contr*
buted, particularly Sanders 120], to'the view of com-
munities as social systems.

The fifst part will draw heavily from Warren's
book, The Community in. America [24]. Warren has 'sum-
marizetand synthesized much of the literature and
concepts related to communities as social systems.

The second part of this section will draw on
Beal's paper, The-Community Coordinator--The Social

. Milieu in which He Works 11]. This paper summarizes
a slightly different.perspective on communities as
social systems: It elaborateson and applies the
social system concepts developed by Loomis [12] to

'cammun4ties. I,00mis's concept of social` systems is
cbvered because it has found wide applicability by
%rural sociologists and by those engaged'in rural CD
efforts. .

182



These two perspectives are not incompatible.
Warren's is; however, mo4e recent, and he did, consider
many oL...Loomis's concepts ii4is view.

The community as a
system--Warren's pert
spective '

Warren defines.comMunifies '(IV-2)

We s 11 a 1 1 consider.a community to bet-h4t combiqa,

tion of social units and systems which perform the.
mayor social functions .,having lodality relevance. .

This it ahother_wiy of saying th "community"
A we mearthe.organizatidn of social aCtivities to

afford people-daily lOcal access to those broad
aeas of activity whichare necessary in day -to -day
living - . functions are:

1. Production--distribution--Consumption

2. 'Socialization

3. Social control
ttL1.31'

) 4% Social.participation7;

5. Mutual .support: [24,

Asocial systemHis defihediv Watren'as:

. . . a structural organization of the' interaction
of units which endures through time. It has4hoth

,c\ external.and,intOfical aspecta6Telating the system
to its environment and its units to each other.
T.t-c'be.distinguished from its shrounding
5vieonment, performing a function calledjjouhdaty
maintenance: It tends to maintain an equil,ibriue:
inthe sense that it adapts to changes from outside
the system in such away as to minimize the -1.7
of the chahge on the organizational structure
ta regularize the subsequent relationships
p. 136].

7' ;

sok'

(IV -3)

In brief, a
characterptics:

--An organiztAon

social system hag the'following,key

ti

--interacticin amongmember units

--Interaction over time

--Internal and external linkages

F.

r-Has a hOundary and tries-to1 -maintain it

-- Attempt' to maintain au equiAibrium as-inside
and outside changes occur -
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4 nj

En order to more fully understand this perspec-
tive of Community as a social system, several of the
above and'other items fieed to be elaborated On.

A social system consists of units.

Iri most simple social systems, such as a family,
.,'the units are individuals.

In complex,soitial sy4tems, the units n be in-
dividuals.and/or*fganizations,,whiCh in tun are
also social systems.

. , ,

Thus,-the.community, being a very complei social,
system, is composechoboth individuals and other

N . /social systems.Or'silb-systems,,: .- _7
//

lThe community as asocial system o ehave ter,J-
ritoriality. The'territory of q6Mimatill

, often
difficult' to delineatOAreCisely but NO.' nt.,,.

The greater the.coincidence of to torill bound-
aries of the-major sub-units or syst- is of, the com-
munity, the easieK'the 'boundaries ar- to identify.

The gfeater the psychorogical id ntikication that
people have toward"the'ir community," the easier it

.34* is to findlt,and map the boundaries,

' 'The units-making up the community,(indivi4uals
and sub-systems) intoTaCt.lamong themselves and With
other units outside the community. .

-
Consequently, there are internal linkages be-

tweenunits in the community, and external linkages;:s.
between the community's,units and outside systems.

The strucArred:relationshipsamong the inter-
acting pnitt.s,ina community are maintained in various
ways-- fOffilal nd ,i14gtma* '

e' ; s'-' ' 44 i

he,i4ormaaWinciude:

--The local political._ and. gOrnmental systems

ti

s :

--The mass media systems

--Special fol-mal cross- community organizations
, Which have community integration as their,
1..

goal (e.g., 1.wlfare councils, ministerial,
associations, titizens4councils, etc.),

-- Special interest or anizationss whicp ohot
.1.mpicitly, lave as their goal.commAtty inte-
grati4n? bidi. WhiCh perform;thisqunftion as a.
secondpry role (e., . orfs,";,;t:.,... t loos ,.
church'ergani z a s,'profe?' o'1), aniza-
tions, civic; c tc.)

7-The family ck

4

v a

4
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Informal means by which interaction is.maintained.
include the many informal community groupings found
within any community, most based on individual friend.k
ship patterns.

The community as asocial
systenr-The Loomis
perspective

teal used Lpoinis's model of Social systems and,
to a limited extent, has adapted, it.

Essentially, a social-system is defined as a
social structure composed of two or.more individuals
"whose relations to each other Are patterned and.mutu7,
ally Oriented." These individuals ". . . share common
definitions and expectations. In short; .a social sys-
tem is a viable interacting human group" [1,'p. 5].

All social systems (including the communit0 IV-4)
have certain structural "elethents", or,as'Beal charae-
tesized theM, "units of social structure and function"
[1, p.i7].

The nine elements are: (IV-5).

"End" (Oal or objective) -'what the members
ho'pe to accomplish thgbugh:the.social,system

2) "Facility" 4' the means the social syStem has
to reach itaRends"

3) ,"Norm",- the standards of acckpted behavior
and actions governing the members

4) "Sanction"t7.Arewa
social syst,

"facilities

and penalties used by
aintain conformity in "ends,"

rms," and other elements

5) "Statbs-role!,,,.." a set,of expectations for in-
dividuals occupying certain "positions" within
th6 social system

'6) -"Rank" 7. relative status of*mbers.ili,the:.%,
social system ;r

n. Pe° ',t; 7) "Power" capabilitto.conttoi. he actions of.

. , ....

others--exprcised by some members vver others

8) ','$gliefP (knowledge) - the,Perc ns f mem-
bers--their knowledge of the. woritt

.

9) "Sentiment" -.the feelings 'and ,6t.titu s of °

meltbers-HcheirTheliefs tin tie usual'sense of
of the word) iwil; pp.7-101?:

4

Sit'

S.

4
4

3

a

p
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In sum,these, elements help deScribe the way the
interaction among the membefb of V. social system are
structured.

In all social systems (including-the community),
.there are six "master processes which integratestabi-
lize and alter the relationships between eleme
through time" [1, p. 10]. ) -.

,
!,..,

These masterprocesses are:

1) "Communications" the process by which infor-
mation, decisions, and directives are exchanged
among members

. .2) "Boundary maintenancla" - the process by which
the socia'-system maintains visibility, identi-
ty, and its "uniqdbness"--it -bUilds.'bso/idarity
(we,vs. them)

3) "Systemic linkage" - the'proce8s by whith the
social system maintains contact and interacts
with other social systems

4) "Socialization" - the process by which the .

, "social and cultural heritage' ais transmitted"'

over time, particularly to new members.' This
process teaches members about the,Systemr's
beliefs, norms, ends, sentiments, etc.'

5) "Social control" - the process-by which the
social system maintains unlfprm behakllorv-ex-
pels those withdeviant behaVior (or adapts
it to itself by changing)

6) "Institutionallzatiore.- the procesS of. order-
ing behavibr,and making it predictable -of
giving it structure [1, pp. 10-12]

In addition to theseelements and master processes,
there are three "general conditions for social action"
or "attributes." They are: .

1) "Tet'ritOriality" --,,the physical area within
which the social system operates7Lits boundaries

2) "Size" -'the number of members comprising the .

.-social "gystem r,
.,

- ,.1..

) "Time" the .past (hitov);.presenp,nd-Iuture
..,,of the',.social syStem-[1,. 12].

.

(

This model (3 social systeikcan beAa-plie4 to

'Atcommunities... CommunitieS'ian be analyzed qrding to :
the .nine elMents, the maker and heitattri- .

...,
bUtes. 4' f 4

, : p,
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Such analyses can provide very useful insights
) about individual communities, as most communities will
differ from one another as to how people interact with-
in these elements, master processes-, and attributes.

Implications

In thesocial system model developed by Loomis, ,

communities and other interacting groups of persons are
considered social systems..

5Warren,,however, went a step further and consid
communities as a system of social systems.

This difference is crucial because, though small
rural communities can often be considered and analyzed
as a single social system, most communities--even--,-7.:

larger rural communities--are much too complex. This:
"complexity requires the view that.thcy are a social
system'of'systems. Thus, garren!s.use of the-word
"unit," which can be an inUividual or a social system,
is important.

/
However one vnts,.to look at communities,, the

scicialsystem view does provide social scientists and
CD practitionerS (adybody working within a community
helping to promote planned change) a framework that can
be used to:

.;1) Analyze any community (examine it piece by ,

piece) in -ordengto better understand bow it
functions,

1 -

--Mho is doik what and w4y

- -How are things done

--Toward what end:

2) Guide the CI? pratitioners in considering hox4,
when, and where they can and should intervene

3) Understanand explain events that occur with-
1, in a community .

Is, .
, .

'1 ZAnother implication of the, concept of communities
as a system of,socigl systems is'that it` helps practi-
-tionerg recognize that they usually e. not working
With the community as a whole.

-

7 **., . .

That is,.we are-usual1y,wotkingwith a -social .T.

System tikat-is a`silINFIskem of. ale community - -or
working with.everalNisub-systems of the community.

iv As mentioned in the discuiesion ofliptictIOnfl- sub-. i

communities, in many CD-type 'activiiieS7il.are:altually
orea4inA a new funtional sub-ommunity or, in 'other ' 1

4

wordS a new social system..-
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Knowing how social systems work can help us' :
better understand how to create and maintain-those:_,'

social systems weOreate (e.g., an RC&D organiza-.*
tion, a, watershed development organization, a neigh
boyhood organization, etc.)..

WHAT ARE IMPORTANT ASPECTS
'OF COMMUNITY DYNAMICS?

We have dealt with concepts.that help us under-
.., 'stand the basic composition of communities. We now

consider some important aspects that relate to the
'internal and external dynamics of communities:

=7How"communities are linked-,-internally and
externally

(`=

HOW power is distributed within communities
and roles power actor' play within communities

We will conclude and round out this section with
recapitulation of some of the changes and trans -
ormations communities have undergone77particularly

those which influence how we, a$ agencand-CD work-
ers, work (41th communities. f

COMMUNITY LINKAGES

The concept of community finkages, Internal
and external--isipest understood when the community
is viewed as a social system compOsed of many units,
most of them sub-systems.

Warren classifies two kinds of linkages: the
P vertical and the horizontal linkages and a vertical

and hotizonta:1 pattern of linkages.

He defines,these in the following manner:

-The term vertical pattern,is used to indicate
.. . . a type of relationship shared to 'a greater
or lesser extent by all local units, some very
emphtically throxigh clear systemic relationships

A,

.to extracommunity'systems, others.less strongly
hound in systemic ties 'to extraconpunfty systems,
others bound not, so much to extracommunity social
sygems as to' cultural patterns in the, surrounding

.
.

.cuTTure. . .

° We shall deqne
-

a community's horizontal,,pattern:as
the and functional relation of its vari=
Qus Oicial unites and s,4p-systeMs to each other

W.5/.
[24,,p. 162]:\ ,/ - ."--

..-.,

*

":'
I

-

Z.



Vertical %linkages,
,

.It is important to note that the vertical pat-
tern of linkagesis not from the community as a whole
to another hierarchy above, but a pattern of linkages
prom diffeYent coMmunity sub-systems to systems out-
side the community.

Beal refers to this as "differentiated vertical
linkages" [1, p. 13],

Thus, within. the comMtinl.ty-mogt Ioc4i-social
sub-systems are lInked'Initiromem:7-to the "outside

through vertical linkdges"Ya, p. 13] . (IV-6)

e.g.---retail store, part of, am ti-state chain
;::or national chain

- -local bank having correspondent ties to
major banks in large urban !areas

kr - =local agenciesirectly.linked to regio a
state, and ,eve,n.!federai,bureaucvaciesi4..

--fraternal organizatiOn, part of a nationa
or even international organization

-local manufacturing plant, subs ary of a
national company, which in turn is a sub--,
sidiary of a multi-national corporation

-and so on

There are few. social 'systems in a community which
don't have.extt.iacommunity or vertical linkages.

.01e.g.- -local bridge club
t.
-neighborhood association.

--lake-resident association
7%.

-a sportsman'Aclub

Generally, there is a trend for purely local
social systems to build vertical ties overtime.

--What started as a local bridge Xcard).clUtt
becomes affiliated with a state and natibnal
association.

7-A spOrtsman's club becomes associated with
state or national organizations.

--Etc. ,

Loca:f social *stets vary in the tcinds of extra-
.

.commpnit3i or.vertical li ages they have1 to other *
social system

18j
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.

--Some havesloose linkages; some 'have Very direct'
vertical Yinkages BaptisOrhurch tYersUs
Catholic Church).1 .

--SoMehawe linkages at many levels; some have
linkages to a few leyels'(e:g:, sportsman's
club linked only to. a.state.federation versus 4'
a Kiwanis Clublinked to a sub-state.Organiza-

state, multi-state, national, and inter
national organl'zations). .

10
- -Some have linkages toone hierarchy, others to
many nierarechies (e.g., a'civic club veraida
township government).

4,,

(If

orizontal linkages '

.

The,horizontal pattern of linkages are those links
that are established among unite (individuals or com-
munity'sub-systems) within the commi4it.s that' help
perform its major functions (the fUnctions described
by Warren of production-distribution4-tonsumption,

socialization, social control, social' participation,,
-and mutual suppnrt)[24;

1:1 9].

Examples_ of.horiontal linfwges, among local social.
systems are:'

-

--Interadtion of public and'Private organization's'
through the United Chest or United Way efforts.

--Interaction of bus_41men and organizations in
a Chamber of Commerte or industrial development
organization

,-74-Interaction of individuals and organizations
an urban renewal .proje

Social systems (including communities) vary ir,:the
amount of internal linkages they have among member units
(individuals and/or organizations).

'

Beal developed a typology- of four Rinds-afttocial
sYStemslased on the amouni and strength Of'internal'
versus externalslinkages 11, pp: 16 -19]. They are
social systems with: r

e
1) "Complete internal orientation" - no or

side linkAges
few but--;

2- "High internal orientation" sp'me outside links

3) Even " nternal-nd external orientation"

4) "High, exerstalenEation" - maximum outside
. linkages

.

-

!. A'"
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degree.to which,different local sopialsys=
:%tems have an ihtrnal..toexternar orientation will in-

fluence theextent.tO whiCh they relateto Community
wide activities,JdnAlonS, programs, and extracommun-

;ity syStems.
.

a. ,In most,dommunities today, there are more local.
social systems which have vertical linkages than hori-
zontal linkages-- i.e., -most are more orientedato extra-
community systems than toOther social systems withih
the communi t 2

Sortie

implications
in the preV.ious section on community social syss=--

tems, we pointed but the importance: ofidenti£ying
relevant social systems,:-

In addition to identifying relevant social-sys-
tems, it-is very impOrtant to identify .the linkages
these have:

-tThe internal linkages'

--The %external horizontal linkages, amoAg'social
systems

. --The external vertical linkages to ekttacommun-.
ity systems

The greater the-horizontal linkages among relevpnt
social sys,tems, the easier itwill be tp,involve them
in concerted.decision making and action toward common

The,gx,e442er the vertical linkages amongselevant
social systeMS, the more difficult it wilt be to in-
volve thesocial systems in concerted decision .making

,'arid action.
-

I r
---On the.other hand, social systems with strong

vertical linkages do have ties fo outside systems
which 'might havresourges than would
the community.

0

Knowledgefabout linkage patterns
andCR'workers identify:

be beneficial to

will help agepcy

--Which.social systems are linked and which
r

a
linked

--Where-new linkages. are needed itOrder to a=
chive needed dectsiOn-MUing.and-actiOr(,

,T
Z.'
his is one o; the Major reSul4eof the;"Gre

Change" as fonceptualized by Warren [22;23;24;25] and diS7
cuiCsa in Unit.II and briefly reviewed later in this section:.

f4
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TIP

- =Which social systems can be in oIyeefirst'and
,more easily ., (

.--Which have acceas.71to outside social systeMS that
'might be beneficial to peeded_aCtion;,

. .

The most important imRlicatiodtofthe fact ,that
most.. relevant community social sygeas have etronger

-'vertical ties to,extracommunitY systems than to each
other is that tuch,of the work inCCD wilt involve :the -'

,.,building and strengthening of horizontal linkages,,,with-
An communities., . L:'

.

..

'In fact; OWarrenefines.Ciaa "a deliberite,Ofiltd-
sustained 4itetvt to strengthen the horizontal pattern
of a community" 24"; p, 324)

:b4

. 'The greater they 'pattern of horizont 1,liqageS% ,,-

the. better a community is able' to dea w t100/10rnal
and external ,conditions,

Aissues,prOblevs., and onioor-'
.' . WItnnities.

.

1

:.!-

.In regard tp relevant social stems within a
comiwnity,,we need tdrrememher,,thatthe.'agenciesw
work with, as-wellas any agencTorvublic organize-
tioe, is asocial system. We are nOt.only considering
community -based ,organizations:.,

.
''''

,
, . ,

<-
Thus,, when-w 'point out the-need to?building

horizontailkkage among social systems, this incluAcs
lihkages'among relevant agencie.3' '

COMMUNITY POWER ACTORS AND STRUCTURE

Social power

Research-and experience hAl shown over the years
that in social systems, including communities, tertain
indivtiduals (or,_in the Case of .ecimmunities,.:cettain
inaividuals and/or sUbA-systems) influence decisitns and
actions 9f the Social pystem;to:a greater extent than''.
others.

. -

ThUs, certain individuals sncrorianizations have .
.

.more social power tha others w4hin a community...
These have been' named community power actors" _by,

iPowerS.. ...
i ..,

.. ,
. -

3
Interagencycodperation-is dealt_with in greater

detail in a later section of this unit. ;
\

4 , , J\This topic outline is heaVily hased'on thlore-
.

sburce paper by Powers) which is included An th unit.., .. .

8

J4 K
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Generally,,social power means "the capac`Jty to
control the actions of others" (as defined by Loomis
[12]) or "a party's-capacity for acting in such manner
as to significantly affect or condition another's2 re-
sponse" (as defined by Cook [3]).

Social power can come from: -,../ (IV-8

1) Authority - which is the right to control
others, ascribed 'to a position

2) Control of resources that can be used to in-
fluence control of others. Resources can be
such things as:

--control of certain skills

--knowledge

-obligations owed

- -reputation

-- wealth of material resources

- -control of jobs and credit

3) A combination of authority and control
resources

Social power can be exerci1sed In two ways:

1) Coercion--or raw power--i.t., forcing people
to do somet they would not otherwise do

2> Influence--or controlled power--i.e., using
resources and authority to influence actions
of others

In fact, most power actors use a subtle com a-
tion of coercion and influence.

Their ability to remain as power actors dep
greatly or being able to strike the proper balan
between these two methods.

,

It is important for agency and CD workers to
recognize, this. Anything they do to upset this bal-
ance will piobably result in being a threat to:these
power actors.

This means that CD-workers need to be responsive
to suggestions:sfomTioWer actors about the way CD
efforts are carried out,and their direction.

1931



ower structures

Over the years,
ower have been iden ifi
ower°have been Labe ed
nity. Powers has summ

s veral categoriess[15]:

1) "One person" pow
or sub-system co
a community. Th

19

erent patterns of social
d. These patterns of-sodial
'power structures" of a com-
rized these patterns into

(IV-9)

r structure - one individual,
trols all decigion making in
s is very rare today.

2) The "tightly knit, group" power structure - a
small group with high interaction anct.closely
linked together controlling all or most com-
munity decision}. Again, this type of power
structure, in t'he complex community social
system Of today, is relativ61y rare. Soie;
communities sti 1 seeni,to.have such a power
structure, but ijt is more an illusion than
reality.

)'The "split community'," power: structure two
opposing power tructures vying for dominance
in community'de ision making. 'These opposing
power structures can be structured in similar
ways as the other community power structures.

) The "power pool" power structure L. a pool.of
individuals who have influence on community
ecisions. This is a relatively loosely knit.
oup of people. Usually most know each other

and have frequent interaction with each other.
Not all of those with power become involved in
all community decisions. This or variations

ki of this category are the more usual kinds of
pow structures existing in communities.

might be well to note that these patterns ap-
ply pr' marily to rural communities or relatively small
urban communities.

I is difficult to categorize the patterns of
large rban or metropolitan communities in such rela-'

imple schemes because of the'complexity of the
social ystems involved, their number, size, and in-
fluence

440,
Some eralizations

Sev ral generalizations can be made about power
s and-power actors:

194
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1) Not all power actors are'Involved in every
community issUe.-.-Thus, depending-on the is-
aue being d ?alt With,.theffelevant power ac-

7, Eors halie.to be.identified'.'
ti,

.2). Pow actors usually: are in communication with
e.' other over time. Thus, power actors can
serve as an informal'channel of communication
within the community for reaching poweractpra.
In fact,they often c stitute a definite go-
cial system--one tha has ,dur4bility>bvertime,
even .if.individuaIrmembers, change.

.

\ 3) Power actors change over time.

-4) Power actors change in the amount of,influe04
. they' can exert over time;.- -Points 3 and 4' ft us

imply that when pOWer actors are .identified at
one time period, this informati!onsis 'probably
valid for a limited time.

PoWer actors do not necessarily hold visible
positions of.authority in a community.' Many,
stay ".behind the Scenes," Power actors-.us al-
ly have power because of:411fluence a' o ,ber

cause they have authorit9.,Thus,'1: ;One
the power actors are not highly visible i a
community; it takes some "digging" to id ntify
them.

Research on power actors, particularly in m#aller
and more rural and stable communities, has shown'that
individual power actors tend to have certain character-
istics: (IV-10)

1) They, are usually males.

-2). They are generally older than the average
adult.(over 40).

3) They have above-a-Ferage income.

4) Theyareabove average in levels offorMal
education. ,

5) They aze in higher status occupations; Many-
are professionals and businessmen, many self-
employed and owners or executives of business.

6)' They are long -'time residents of their commun
ities.

They have control or.acceas. to Lesburces such
as: jobs, credit, money, land,. mass media,
etc.

.

(
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411. CD practitioners have recognized over the yeafs
the important roles that power actor's can arid. do play
ihjcommunity decision making and action.

Power actors can:
t

1) Help determine the Outcome of decisions

--can facilitate and prOmote the choice of an
alternative that is advantageoug or disad-
vantageouS to the community

- -can block, decisions

2) Help determine the kinds of resources that can
be tapped for.needed action

--can faCilitate access to resources_

- -can block and prevent access to needed re-
sources

3) Help determine what kind of outside CD efforts
are attempted in'a community.

-can facilitate'

block

Identifying poWer, Actors ,/
/

It is apparent that it would be- very useful, to
agencY.and-CD workers to know. ho (or what sub- systems)
constitute the power structu e in communities they wor
with.

Over:the years, varidus methods have been devised
that would identify indivkdualcommunity power actors.
In general, there Are' four major methods: (IV-13.),

I

.1) The positional approach

2). The reputational Approach

3) The event analysis or decisional approach

4) The'social participation or social activity
approach

There are advantageg and_ disadvantages to using
each approach,-and all have implications to.CD field
workers.

/ The event analysis and soCial,participation meth-.

ods are rather complex and require time and trained
manpower. ,Thus, for CD practitioners they .are not
usu,aAy-feasible ,even though, if properly done, they

--T-Can give-the most accurate picture of:who the real
power-actorsare.



The positional and reputatiOnal approaches are
much simpler to conduct so can, be doneliy, agency and.
CD workers. '

Those who anticipate-working in certain communi-
ties over time should consider doing both p#sitional
and reputational inventories of power actors every
couple of years. The, results are very useful-in all
phases of CD.

In using theSe two approaches, _a few advantages
and limitations need to be considered:,_

I) POsitional approach: An inventory of.Teople
occupying visible positions'ofleadership in
the community, particularly elOctive and.
governmental positions

simple, takes little time; and costs are
small

--identifieS visible power actors '

--doesn't identify less visible power actors
who-can and--do have greater power

2) Repytational approach: Uses a process of
interviewing people in the community and.'
asking! who has most influenCe5

--simple and inexpensive method- akes more
time than. positional approach

--will identify less visible power actors .as

well as'those accupying formal, visible
positions .

-might identify people who only have reputa-
tion for having-power, but don't

-does not identify new power actors, who have
not built up a reputation .

-tends to not identify specialized power
actors einsiolved. in specific issues

1-

THE ,TRANSFORMATION'OF COMMUNITIES'

The concept of-the "Great Change," amply developed
by Warren in many of his writings [23; 24; 25] and dis-
cussed in Unit III, has a.great many implications to
understanding the-concept of, community, today.

5
For a more detailed discussion on fhi method,

as well as how to conduct such a study, see the re-
source paper by Powers, which is included i this unit.
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In this section we will briefly revitw.the."Great
Change" --.16a discus's some of its implications' to tom-
munity.understanding and CD work.

Brief review of.the.
"Great Change"

the concept of the 'Great Change":is;Ve'rY useful.
to help explain,the massive transformation that com-
munities" have undergone over time.,

Withoutfunderstanding the extent of this trans-
formation, agency dnd CD workers won't have as clear a-
conception of what communities. are and their dynamics.

Warren discussedthe,"Great Change" in terms. of:
seven major interrelated aspects:._ (IV-12)

1)4)ivision of labor: The increasing specializa-
tion of individual occupations which results
in less interaction among the. people living in
a locality and skformalization of interaction
among people.,

2) Differentiation of inter-eats andassociations:
Which is closely rel'ated.:tbthe,divlsion'of
labor phenomenon. The major implication of
this'is the increased shift'of interaction
among uni in the community based on proximity,
towatd i teraction patterns'based on specialized
intere s, which are. not necessarily confined

the,confzity.

3) Inc, easing systemic relationshiPs to the large
sotiety: An outcome ofthe differentiation of
interests and associations.andthe division Of
labor. These two conditions. have tended to
increase the interaction of local community
people and systems:to syatems.putside the tom-
munitY, usually.to high0' hietiarchies.

4) Bureaucratization and imO rsonalization:
Results froth ,-combinati n of the need for ef-
ficiency'in"noMpleX Orga izations, the desire
for equiby in interacti ns and consequent de-
personalization of,transattions to avoid ap-
pearances of favbritism. This aspect Of the
"Great Change" has led to complex, forma/
organizations and'all their r es, regulations
and procedures, which in,turn elped promo,te _"(

the above.changes,

.6
The "Great Change is discussed in much greater

detail in the resource paper by Warren included in this unit'

19
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5) Transferiof functions. to profit'enterprise and
government :' As. a result of the previous men -

' tioned changes with the-effeCt that many func-
tions which usedto be performed byindividuale
and families are now performed,by,government.,
In effect, people and'families are less and
less self - sufficient in performing major &J.,
even minor functions, such as socialiiatiot,

_
educationt, prodUction of food, manufacturing
of clothing, building of housingjetc.,0-Asim-
'ilar transfer of community functio0.Whichi, -.3

used to be performed at tile local ,community
level toward extracgmmunity systems_has alSo,

. been occurring. .. 0 ..d;
. .

6) Urbanization,, and suburbanization: 6,The:treMen-
dous shifts in population.that have occurred
over the past 100 years--from rural to city
centers, from city.c nters to suburbs, and.now

7
a trend back to rura areas.. These shifts of
population, have affeicted.the people involved,

el especially in theirivaimes,..,i

7) Changing values: As a.:.resuittrfth.other
changes (and-in turn'aceeleratiig n ny of

24

these, changes), which has resulted: n some
very different values being-prevale t in soci -..
ety,And communities today,than there weye .

twenty or even-ten years ago.
-

, C-

Implications

Several /aspects of the "GreatShange" are particu-
larly relevant to the concept of community and to the
Practice of CD.

t - '

The major implication of the "Great Change," as
Warren [23;24] points out, is, that this has led to an
"increasing orientation of lc/cal:community units toward
extratommunity systems of which they are a part,"
which has resulted in drastic declitesin "-community
cohesion and autonomy." .

This mean" that, the horizontal pattern of linkages
in communities has been decreased and weakened; where-
as, the vertical pattern of linkages has increased and

. grown stronger.

These increased vertical patternsand decreased
'horizontal patterns of linkages make it more difficult
,,for CD Workers4to work effectively toward planned

4..;change within Communities..

199
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4
The difficulties arise out of two major areas:

--Firsti the effort that has to be expended'in
forming the necessary h5rizOntal linkages be- '

tween units in a community, needed to achieve
certain desirable goals.

--Second, the frustration of having to deal with
extracbmmunity systems, which not only determine
what the local..units, to which they are tiepi,
can and will.do, but whose decisions have,great
impact on local communities, often in.opposite
directions'than those desired by the community.

The changing patterns of 'linkages also have clear
implications to who girt .community power actors are and

i

where theyare located.

Although most studies of community power stricture
have concentrated in the identificat -ion of individuialS
within a local community who haveaociall:power,2it
inevitable that for most communities there are many
power actors outsidecrthe community who hal3e more power
than any local power .2qtors(e.g.,:11e CARoratiokpres-
-ident who makes a decision to locatea new plant .or
close a plant in a commuIty hundredth. or even thousands
of tiles away; or a U.S. Department of DefenSe func-
tionary who decides that a certain military facity,'
which happens to be the main economics base of a Com=
munity, be closed down, etc.).

It thus means that in CD we heed to be aware not
only of local power actors, but also of power actors
in extracommunity. systems--in some cases, these latter
need,to-be identified and worked with more extensively
than the former.

In fact, many CD efforts are aimed specifically
at ameliorating impacts of changes "impoSed" by-extra-
community 'systemaand,helping commun ties adaptito
these changes.

Another wa.y)cif describing this situatiodis'that 1

the locus of decision making for communities has
shifted upwards to a large extent.

1

As' Warren poidts out, local.:communities have lost a
great deal.of their\autonomy. Communities are not,
self-sufficient anyrbre, and it is foolish to think
ofany community "going it alone" and "pulling atself
up by the bootstraps" [22]. This is wishful thinking,
romantic, and sometimes detrimental if acted upon by
communities and community developers.

V.

4I
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This is an important implication. There are too
many individuals and organizations whodisregard it.
They expend a great amount of energy and .resources--
their own and those of the commun ity--with minimal

results and much frustration!

The "Great Change" also implies major changes in
t e number and extent of socialsysfems operating

°.wit and outside the community systems

Th s, the work of CD workers becomes increasingly
complex.

There are more and, mote sub - systems and outside
systernalhat have to be takemintD'account, that have
to be contacted and .involved, and to which ties of

. one kind of another have to be built.

HOW ARE COMMUNITY DECISIONS

MADIOND.P_TOBLEMS SOLVED?.

v
its co uni developers, we im-Ythat we want to

belp.comtun ti develop into becOmi g better places to
live, °works play, etc.

In this sectiOT-Unit IV, we will atiempt to
'deal dith the processe4by which comM4pities "develdp"
in a.purposeful way. .''44

. .

.Two major corcepts 11'be covered in this section:

--Community decision making '7 ,,,,,. ' v

-The community proglem solving proCes's

COMMUNITY DECISION MAKING?

Regardless of how CD is defined, an integral part
of it involves decision.making by the Y'cOmmunity" or
by groups within the community:,

,

In fact,, most community developers consider one
of their main roles that of helping make
better'decisions.

Becoming involved in the decision making process
of a community is no easy task:

To.become involved in it peanskto become involved
in controversy, particularly if the community is actu-
ally/attempting to deal with the important issues
facing it.

7
Thekontent of this section is based to.a large

extent on the resource paper by Gessaman, which is in-
cluded in this unit.
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If community developers Are to help communities
or groups within communities or individuals improve
th it public decision makingscapabilities, they need
to understand:

--What community decision making

- -ghat and who is involved

--How they can best help or intervene in this
process

We'll\begin with ibfieflioverview of'decision
making, then take .a closer look at six somewhat dif-
ferent perspectiVes on community decision making- -
each one providing 116 withcertain valuable insights
--and conclude by discussing overall implications. c

4

Overview

Decision making means making a choice between
two or more alternatives.. In thecomMunitY or its
component.systems, choices can be aboUt:

--What are'the problems and/or issues faCing the
community?

--What is t& priority importance of various
'problems or issues? ,

--Which alternative solution should be used?

--Which alternative resources should be used?

- -Who should be involved?

--Who will benefit and to what extent?

These choices are constantly confronting commu
ities.

There Ah; a never-ending number of choices that
have to be made (including the choice of not making a
choice).

It seems (and is Usually so) that each choice
made will lead to more choices.that have to be made.

A In fact, Schaller described decision making as
,exChanging one or more problems for a set of as yet
unknown probleMs that will result of the decision [2

That is, no one decision is a "final" decision
that settles things "once and for Thqs, we can
look upon iphmunity'decision making as a never-. ending
process.

2p2



COmmlinitY decision makingan arso be thought:of..
as an 'ongoing process of ManagingAhe resources avail-
able to thecommunity. That is,:anfongoing process
by which%chOices are made-aS,:to how the different
psources availableitcythe community are expended or
conserved In order to deal With'theproblemsiand
issues facing it.

'

IL

I b.thus, when..we talk about: imyprbvinl community
decision makingi7nwe imOly'the ipi3rOveMenepf how a
community and its aUbunits make choices or theimprove-
mentof how. a 'communityihanages its resources over
time.

'Six perspectives on
decision making (IV-13)

4
.With, this brief backgrbund,let's take a closer

look at six somewhat different perspectives on commun-
ity decisiOn making.. These have been developed by
different people, and we can gain Valuable insights
from each.one.

1. The Power Actor or Power Structure Perspective:
This perspective implies a small number of "power- ac-
tors;; dominating community decision making: HoweiTer,

it's a.rare.community where a few individuals ,control,
all decision making.

What this perspective really attempts to relay is:

- Even though no one group of pawer.actors is in-
volved in all decision making, there'are dif-
ferent .groups of power actors volved in dif-
ferent aspectS of, community de pion making.

-Each type of decision has it own group of
power actors)

- -For each different decision-maicing area there
cis a different group of peoplerwho-have,:and
kxercise power in making decisions:,

- -The mote differentiated the community, the more
different groups of power actors (uSually the
bigg r the community, the more differentiated
it i

- -Power actors do 'change over time.- they serve)
only at the "Od:sure" of the people they
"represent."

- -The ability of most power actors to remain in
power depends.:on ob;aining support by residents
or organizations within the comniuntty.

f>
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enactors emerge as.individuals become
identi ied and supported by social, political,
or eponomic groups or' constituencies. As they.
demonstrate capability in performing their
roldt, they.strengthen and broaden their consti-
tuency a).ipport and gain additibnal power.

29

This perspe tive implies to community developers

t/g

that in order o'become involved in. community decialon
making', they h ve to identify who-the relevant power
actors are and work with them. its',

,

,, The key is to find the right power act rs for
,

any
particular decisiOn area, being dealt with .w thin' :a

It 4so implies that improved comm

community.

ty dLision
making cannot occur unless these re4ev t power ors,.,

alpie involved.'

2. The Differential:ParticipatiOn'TersPeCtive:
This perspective ia Somewhatrelaq4 to.,the:.firanibut
focuses more on a wider group of
who tend to be actively involVed,:in 'cOMMgniy:deciaion
making.

Hahn in severalof his writings crystallizes-:this
perspective 1-7,;8;9];

. He points that-Studies Of decis ng have
shown that [7] Is

--Leas than 5.: rcent .(probably onl about 1 per -
cent}' of the

:\
kOpulation participate :actively

and contipuously in community tcigion'Making.

--Nearly half of the population hatrno invorve-
ment--not tven by voting. f;

it--About a quarter of the.pop ation becomes-in--
volved only by toting

--The remainder becorde,involveebY Voting and
other forms of decision making activtties.

I. . ,

This lack of involvement by-most in communities
implies that,CD.woqers who\Vempt 'to obtain "broad
citizen involvement" are prob. bIy spinning their
wheels, wasting time and enere--thatcould be:used in
other efforts. tl

This perspective implies that community develop--;
rs, when working,with any community, need, to see out
hose who already are highly involved and'who are pre7.

disposed to becoming involved.. The studies fted by
.'Hahn indicate that7thOse.who do participate are predom--

inantly profession/r1 people with high levels of education

[7;9] 46

{
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In'its implications, this perspective is quite
similar to the first one, wiiichimplies 'the ,strong
need, to work with power actOr6.,

3. TheProcess'PerspectiveL In this view com-
-nunity decision Taking is looked upon as A process-

..that is episodic in-nature., _

It occurs',,as a result of'groups of people working
throUgh esequenCe of stePs:that:

.-----stSr-tsiiith a recognition or interest in some

4
issue, concern, or problem

--ends up with the implementation of a decision

4----Vhich, in turn, causes interest recognition by
the same or anothevgroup of persons

-,Key 'to this process is that for any group that.
etonizeA an'interestand attempts to influence a

deoiSion'regarding thatinterest there is usually a
counter grOupppoOngithe decisiOn being contempla.eed.

The outcomeis a_decision which is:.

)---a clear victory'for the prOposing_or opposing
group, =

--a-compromise acceptable, to both, or

-7a 4aletnate. where no decision on, the original.
issue,ls.reached.

In typical communities, many different decision
making processes are'o rating simultaneously in dif
'ferent stages.

They'involve 'different groups.(proposing or.qp-
fT)sing); but many are interiiaked,.especially thrOLgh
individuals' who are involved in two or more decision
processes.

This particular perspective on community decision
leaking has beVn developed and explained by Hahn [8]
but is supported by others, particularly Warren [241
where he:discusses purposive community change andlhe
matter of "Public Interest.'"

Wattl-en itatl.c,astes that though,community developers

eXpouse and tryarto foster a-consensus approach to cgm-
munity decision making, the reality is that most's
stantive community decisions involve proposingt,and op-
posing factions in varying de&ees'af confli4 [24,
pp. 375-402].

few iiiiiications of this perspective for CD
practicioneils .

.
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- -Many i sups' can stimulate the. beginning of the
de sionmaking process.

.
.

oday, in mariST if not most cases,the issue or
"interest!' starting the process is brought in
from outside the community by government pro-
grams, agency perSondef,etc.

. A

- -For ery'proposedaecision, there will:be op-
4repos ion of varying. egrees.

--Individuals who engage in this decision making
process tend to be specialized and participate
in decisions they have an interest- in.

,--Each decis on will probably involve different
combinati s of people and groups.

--Thus, CD workers should not expect to'find one
group of persons who clan and will deal with all
decisions.

--Individuals and groups go thrqugh the process
(either proposing or opposing)with great dif-
ferences of ease.

--Individuals and groups: cAn learn by experience
or by being taught how to go:through a decision
making process.

4. The Holistic Perspective: In this perspective,
community decision making is viewed as ocesb that
involves all aspects of the community--community of'
sub. - ,systems and linkages.

This view proposes the following:

--Decision making,,starts
proillems.

All, community problems are relate

--Each community problem is linked o all other
parts and. problems within the co munity.

--Social And economic relationships within the
community provide most of the linkages.

- -Any decision affecting one part will'affect
other parts of the community to. varying degrees.

Within this perspective, CD'WOrkers are urged to
provide assistance to communities in overall decisiOn
'making, especially by working with leaders who have a

broad community perspective avid who have many hori-
zontal linkages.

with comNgnity-defined.



Woking with such would lessen'phe chance of
decisions made being too,"narrow".and which would.'
cause unanticipated negative repercussions in 'other
sectors of the community.

This perspective can pose a few problems, how-
ever:

- Prob'em solving and decision making can become
too complex--hindezpg the ptocess.

--This approa0 tOdeciSion making' requires a
high degree df invoilVement over time--which
can be very diffiCult to maintain.

-There is a tendency' to try to getIthe,whole
system (community) to act together in-"lock
step"--.-can lead -Co .very few accomplishments.

--As Warren pointsout, it might be futile in
most large communities to develop overall
competence, in, community decision making [22].

, 5. The Cost ofDecision Perspective: This 1

perspective takes a'very novel view of community deci-
sion making, concentrating on the costs associated .

with decision making and how to minimize them.

It applies 'the concepts of cost--used in econom-
ics--to tbe concepts of decision making--used by
political scientists.

This approadh was started by Buchanan and Tullock
[2] and amplified by others. This perspective is well
summarized by Gessaman [5]..

Briefly, this view is baseip on two principles:

(1) Decision making is not free (there are
costs): -

e
--There are costs to the individual 'associ-

ated with participating. in decision making
(costs of time and actual dollar expenses).

--There are costs which are borne by those
who are affected by decisions made, espe-
cially by those who feel it was an inap-
propriate decision (e.g., increased.tax
assessment to pay for development of a
lake and public park that individual will
never utilize).

(2) Individuals are, rational and seek to minimize
their total cost of decision making:

20 7
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-The costs of making the decision

- -The costs of the consequences of the
decision, especially the inagpropriate
decision

This view of decision making demonstrates that as
the number of people involved in-a. decision:increases,
the costs of patticipation will increase. On the other
hated, the lets peoi4eeinvolved, the greater the costs'''
of inappropriate.deCiiions:

This PhgnoMenon arises:mit of thelact'that alr;:"
people are different--different values, ideas, ,priori=
,ties, etc.

Thus, if all were the same, only one could repre-
sent all (minimizing the costs of decision making); but
if all were different,' all should be involved (maximi-
ing the costs of decision making).

Also, since, all people are different,the less
involved in decision making,-the more people would feel
that the decision made was inappropriate; the more peo
pie involved, the'lower the costs of inappropriate
decisions,

The object in this view is to balance out these
,two trends so that overall costs:Of making decisions
gnd of inappropriate decision's) are. minimizO.

This 'Is done by finding out the minimum and maxi-
mum number of people needeeto represent the community
in order to make decisions. Total costs are highest
when just a.few are involved or when many are involved..

Important factors in balancing these two trends
are the complexity of the decisiOn being contemplated
and hoW controversial it is.

--The more complex, the, higher the costs because
of the greater need,fer involvement.

.f

-The more controversial, the higher the costs of
the consequences of the decision, particularly

. for-those who feel. it was inappropriate.

This view of decision making implies three things
to.agency and CD workers:

(1) The need to find out the "right number" of
people who should be involved in a decision

(2) The need for'CD workers to help communities or
their sub-systems deal with priority decisions.
--thos which have the.most impact on the
long -rui welfare of the community. This helps
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minimizeoverall decision making costs as
communities. or theirsub-systems don't waste
resources on low-priority issues and problems,
which might preclude;them.from,han0iingmajor
issues and problems.'Z

RedUction'of costs of decision making (remov,
ing barriers) can be an effectivb means of
stimUlating partiCipation..

.

6. The Individual Centered Perspective: This
perspective has bbenleva [6].oped.by Gessaman and [6

. This view also h s several assumptions--about the
individual and society:

--The primary function of our social, political,
and economic systems is the generation f indi-
vidual satisfaction with the totality of life.J -As in the preVious perspective on costs of-deci-
sion.making, the individual is aSsumed'to be
-rationally self- interested as he or shepartici-
pates.in decisions having-an impact on personal
wellbeing. ,

'7-The rational self-interested individual, is a
participant in both,individual.or gr
sion making on a wide variety of

Values, eliefs,, and,attitudes of individdals
are strong determinants in individual deciaibn

.,

'Making and are reflected in group decisiA
making.

As individuals pa ticipate in day-to -day life in
a community, they take part.in such datisions as:

--Individual decisions on location of employment,
-

and type and extent of productive activities..

These decisions--in aggregate -- determine mix
and quantity of products or services Produced
in the community.

--Individual decisions on. location of residence,.
type and extent of consumption of products and
services, and saving's and investment.

These-,-in aggregate -- determine. mix and quantity
of products.or services demanded.

--Group decisions, including governmental, such
as on taxation, regulation, availability, and
quality of public-sector goads -and services.

Individual and group decisions are interrelated;.
they cannot. be considered in isolation.

209
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Rational and self-interested individual deci-
sions, when aggregated, may produce the need for group
decisions (e.g., many individuals decide to locate in
.open, rurarland'necessitating'group decisions.on road
paving, water and sewer, etc.).
1

AIso, as group decisions are made, the arena for
'individual decision making is changed, and'often many
iddividual.decisions become necessary to respond to
changed circumstances (e.g., to follOw above example,

,

-if ta water and sewer is decided upon, the individuals
affected must abide by them. Thentdecisions will have
to be made on how to pay for connectipns, who will do'
the work, or (possibly) to seal and move elsewhere).

This perspective on communitiy decision making has
several impliCations:

- -Individual decisions and their impact as an ag-
gregate cannot be disregarded or dismissed in CD.

- -Individual decisiips are, easiertto makethah
group decisions, primarily becauselipparent
benefits are more evident.

- -Group decisions can only -be arrived at by'nego-
tiations and compromise between rational, self--
interested individuaIS.

- -Linkages must be maintained between individuals,
in communities for purposes of information ex--
'change and input to group decision making.

Some
-4

.concluding comments
and impliantions

'A general conclusion we can reach is:that there
are no easy answers to how.to best secure proper com-
munity decision making.and how to improve this procesa.

Many people from different .fields haVt'studied
community decision making, and differkn theories and
approaches have been developed--some even contradictory.

However, with some flexibility and an open'mind,
we can learn from all, these views ,on community deciaion
Making.

Some general' implications we can. draw from all
the reviewed perspectives or models on community deci-
sion making are:

--All individuals are involved in community deci-
sion making. As individuals,"for individual-
purposes or as participants in group.decisions
for group.benefits (CD workers need to remind
themselVes of this).

210.
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-,Ratiorial, self- interested. individual decisions,.
when aggregated, can have negative co sequences
to the group. (community).

- -Group decisions will )limit or expand 'he allow-
able scope of individual decision making..

'--Individuals'become ii?volOed in group decision
;making when they perceive benefits' to them for
participating,(self-interest):

- -Decision making incurs costs,to those who parti-
cipate'and those, affected by decision made.
ye, as CD workers, need to help keep hese costs
down..

--There are linkages Within.communitie - among sub-
systems- -and decisionsHin one place will_affect
other's. CommunitY:deVelOPment workers do need'
to recognize thisfr-Uicah be very helPful,to-the
community in recognizing unantici ated secondary

. consequences in other sub-system

- -Community deve101oment.can have aim of helping
communities reduce barri0Szto nd costs of
future decision. making in'6V6M A-tie by helping
community leaders iearn 'about eciSi,nmaking,

. by increasing .intra-community links es, by pro-,
moting;,n4ydedision.making st uctur s and proce-
dures;'etc,i;

INCTHE COMMUNITY PROBLEM SOL u PROCESS

ec,isiO4 making is the
9 'An/fact, some

Closely allied, toscommunity
community problem solving process
authors equate the two.

'Background

Community decision making nd cominunity problem
sorving are. closely allied bec use th0 have the same
roots, both.having developed o t. of the :Sclentifid

.,Method," which evolved as a m shod oil/ inquiry in the.
'1600s and 1700s

8
The content of this se tion i heavily based on

'the resource paper by Kimbal and T ullen, which is
'included In this unit.

The word process,, as
series oflOgica4.4dantif,
quential steps which resul
Unit II fora comparison b

...which refers to social int

sed he e, refers to,a,
able, ipterrelated, and se-
in certain outcomes. See

tween his meaning and that
ractio within group;.
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The Scientific Method was and remains a process
of solving problems--"probleTs" being saps in knowledge.

Originally used.primarily in the inqui;y of new
knowledge foc knowledge's sake, it eventually was used
in aq'applied nature in order to formulate solutions,
to practical, everyday problems.

In fact, the application of the Scientific Method
contributed significantly to the "Great Change" de-
scribed by Warred [23;24225]--namely, to industrialk-
zat.ion, mechanization, efficient production of food and
fiber,'Increased transpqrtation and communication,
specialiiation of function, urbanization, etc.

ThuS, the Scientific,Method, applied to many areas
a rational problem solving process, led to new names

such as: the "Experimental Design Process,". the "Edu-
cational PrograMfiling Process," the "Planning Process,"
as well as the ''Decision Making Process" and the "Com-
munity Problem Solving Process" - -or the "Community
Development Procegs."

All these have common elementsii including:

--Element(s) de.aling with' definition of'the "prob-
lem"

--Element(s) dealing with examination of alteina-
tive courses of action

--Element(s) dealing with making a choice among \.
alternatives

--Element(s) dealing with the implementation of
the decision making

--Element(s),dealing with evaluation of action,
its consequences, and whether desired outcomes'
occurred.

As mentioned, some equate the community decision
making process with

ss.

As used here,
decision making is
In decision making
to be made and how
choice.

the community problem solving pro-

there is a difference. Community
considered in a more narrow sense.
the emphasis is more on the choice
it is made, as well as who'makes the

The community problem solving process is broader:

It includes

--It places greater emphas
nary to implement tly'

decision making at many points.

s,pn the action neces-
ision made.

212 4
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,*

--It places greater epfhasig on following .up
evaluating outcomes to see if they were as
cipated and desired.

We are using the term community problem solving
process where tanysothers would use the term community
development process'.

and
anti-

Two reasons for this "new" terminology are:

1) We wanted to avoid the confusion in semantics
about "community, development process"' where
different people have. different conceptions
(c.f.,.Unit IT). ( -

We wanted to make several points by using the.
new term, namely;

-All communities (or sub-systTms) are con-
fronted with problems.

--communities (or sub-systems) Can do
thing about these prdblems.

- -There is a process they can utilize for
dealing with problems.

somet

Elements of- the community
problem solving process

4ain, as in so many other concepts, different
people have developed " different" community problem.
solving (or CD) processes.'"

However, there is enough consensus about the key
'steps involved, and most recognize the following:

1) ExaminingtheCommrity (or Sub-system) (Iv -14)

Situation 9

1.-What are the physical and natural conditions?

- -What are the trendsysocial, economic, polit-
,
ical, etc.?

-How do people feel about community conditions
--issues--its future?

-What kinds of resources are available to the
community--natural, man-made, institutional,
human, etc.?

Stud es and inventories are the methods usually
usedn this step.

k10

)1

The resource paper by imball and ThuIlen in-
luded in this unit provides a more detailed account

of these variations.
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) Arrivifig at Goals for the Community (or Sub-
system)

- -What do people want their community to be
-big, small, gr.Oine, stable, etc?-

there a theme--en underlying goal for" the
community?

Considerable group interaction is needed here.

) Identif in: Ke P oblems Issues 0 ortunities

7-Wh- at are7'the "gaps" between what is and what
should be?

-What is giving the community -the -most dif-
ficulty?
e

-What issues keep reappearing in community
discussions?

A combination of further studies and group
interaction is needed here.

4)

/etermining Problem or Issue Priorities

What are "problems"'which are only symptoms
of deeper problemsT

-Which prob em (or issue), if solved (re-
solved) ould'make the greatest difference?

--Which problem, if solvedi would reverse
negative trends?.

- -What problems are residents interested in
working on at.this- time?

Agai , a combination of studies and group
inter ction is needed.

5) Considering Alternative Solutions to Priority
Problems

--What alternaties are there?

--What are their costs?

--What are their consequences?

-What resources.(within and outside the
community or sub-group) are available f
each alternative (within and outside)?

) A combination of studies and group interaction
- ',a

is needed.

t
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6) Selecting the Most Appropriate Courses of
Action

--Which alternative. costs less?
4

' --Which alterpative has fewer-negatiVe,
,1

qUences?

--Which is 'most feasible (politically, eco-
'nomicallk legally, socially)?

.

' --Fpr which ere there available resources?

The most;importantmeth6d.in thie.step'is
group'inte action.

7) Developing an Action Plan ,

.- -What: has to be done--whe-where?

- -Who will do. it?
1

- -What timetable?
(

Group interaction, but, on a smaller scale than
the preceeding steps, is key in this step.

1-8) Implementing the Plan

-- Organization

--Supervision

--Follow through

r.

.Group action--delegation of functions by
decision making group is important.

9) Evaluating the Results

7--What can be, measured?
fr-

--What was accomplished?

--What are the consequences?

- -What do 'outcomes suggest for future?

--What should have been done dif ferently?

Stlidies followed by.sothe group interaction
. 'are-key to this step-

10') Repeating the Process

Just as was men,tinned inj the previ8us_section,
solving a problem is a process by which a known
problem is ex anged for resulting unknown

:problems,.

Note hOW important "group process" (as social
interaction) is within the whole. community problem:
solving "process "!
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4

tAlso, note the many.piaces.thatlrequire decision
making within this process!.

It should be emphasized that'this is a pticess
pally Communities do go throughlwith little or no out
side assistance.

But many do need assistance --theassistantef
agency and CD workers--to,help communities or the
sub-systems be better able to use and go through this
problem solving process.

.Key factors influencing the-degree of outside 4

assistance needed are:

--Resources (human, natural, institutional, etc.
available to the community

-- Organizations, institutions involved or not
1;05'

,--Local professional staff available

--Kinds of probleAs or issues the community or
sub-system Is sing

--Time factor involved,.

--Previous experience by community iri dealing
with problems

Large communities do bave xesident professional
. -

staffs assisting in the community .probleth solving
process.

Many small communities, Usually-in noh-metropoli-
tan areas and particularly in economically depressed
areas, Opn't have the rurces to employ staffs that
could assist them in the process; Aey are thug much.
more dependent on outside assistance.

One final comment:.

-,-This process, when consciously applied by a

community (or sub-system), does not guarantee
success.

--However, if applied over time, we .believe the
community (or sub-system) will become more
able to deal with problems and be more success-1
ful--as. we believe that rational action is

!better 'than chance or' "hit or miss."

--There will be less waste of time, energy, and
4St, other resources than in "hit or miss" efforts.

C
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4
HOW CAN COMMUNITIES BE HELPED

IN THEIR DECISION_MAKINGAND
PROBLEM 14IATING PROdESSES?

. With the background of'the previous-sectionSI we
can stow turn our attention' to several specific.cAftpepts

-.-

crucial to-effective CD and to approaches which,change
agents can use when inteiwening in community;kplanued
change efforts;

We haile already alluded to the need for broader
citizen participation in CD effort's. We will thus '

consider what citiige participation'is and how we, as
agency and CD worke , can help secure increased quali-
ty and quantity of citizen involvement in dommunity
decision making and problem Solving. .

.

. Whenever communities,are.engaged inconsequehtial
decision making and problem solving, conflict is bound
to crop up. Therefore, we,need, to consider the reasons,
for community-conflict and waysAtscan be dealewith,.

: .

Agencies and CD workers are change agents inter
vening in community decision making and problem.stqving
processes.' .

.-
..

.

.

We will conclude this section ofUnit:IV:by'Con-'
sidering-the kind of approaches being used by various
change agents and which approaches-are More appropriate
than others unpier varying community conditions.

. I

CITIZEN PAR ICIPATION11

In considering community decision making and the
community problem solving process, two questions can
be,asked:

. .,..

--Who is involved?

--Who should be invOlved?

The first is relatively easy to answer. We haves
already dealt with it to some extent (in the section on
community deoesion making and the one On power 'actors).

...

Numerous studies on community power, power actors,
Tower .structures,' community leadership, etc., have
given scientists and CD practitioners°a relatively sodd,
idea about who, in various kinds Of communities and
situations,does,.

A
tively participate/in'community de-

cision makiAg a ommunity problem. solving. 57--

much of the content of this section is -based on
unpublished materials developed by Cook [3]. The author
wishes to expr;ss his-appreciation to Cook for 'the in-.
s±ghts on citizen-participation gained from thes_e, materials

. .

. .
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We know that for most community decisions
only a'vry small number of people are actively inz
volved. They usually have,a higher-than-averagin-
come.and education\level and,have higher status employ-
.ment (may be 'self-employed),,etc. ,

.

In fact (.as was discussed in the secfion,o I,

p6wpr actgrs) CD PreetitiOners:have some tools vail-.
able .0), them that they can '(without too Itwuch,tro ble):
use td determine who has .ptwer'and).who exerciset Power,
ins community decikion making. .7, .

\

We also know that at times.very l4i-ge numbers of'
peopleswill get involved, but .tis ±s a rare and some-
what sporadic phenomenon.

, . 43

,$)

The second,queSeion-="Who should be
not as easy to answer.

involved?"--is

It raises complex anStfers--answers which are usU-
ally loaded with values, 1361.2efs, Arid the philosqphical
orientation of those answering.

Today, the answer is even circumscribed in many
instances by federal and/or state legislative mandates
and regulations.'

V

This question gets at the heart of the oncept of
"citizen participation" in comqunity decision making
and problem solving.

ll

CD practitidners are constIntly &rifronled with
the concept of' citizen- participation:

--Some coMmunities want to pyomote more citizen
Participation and don't.kil6w how.

communities,don't.want citizen involvemen .

7--Man y federal and some programs, that cons.
munitiet are trying to avail .themselvet of,
require "broad citizeivinvolvement" in imple-

, menting the program.

--Citizen rdups appe a- l to agency and CD workers
for hel in' how theylCan become.involved. 't

- -Local civic organizationl or groups want to
prombie greater involvement by citizens in their
civic programs or projects.

,

To complicate things, the feelings, and valUes of
agency- andCDviorkers and the feelings and values of
their agency co-workers and others can and do affect
social intetactfon.

This is so:hecausethe wholecOncept of` citizen
participation:is,heavily loaded>Tith .philosophical'
values.
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--Two extreme positions carrbe characterized as:

71) On the one hand is the position aptly'de7' .7
scribed' (and-decried) by Roger :

.

Our educational aytO, our industrial
and military organizations, and many-other
aspects of our Culture take the viethat
the nature 6fthe individual id 'such that
,he cannZbe trusted--that he mast be
guided, instructed, rewarded,. punisbed and
controlled by those who are wiser
higherillm status [17, pp.'879].

Of course!those.who advocate this position
alssLuaually feel that they have the capacity

- ,t6'"lead" people and decide.for them what is
good--for their own good.

2) On the other hand, there are peoplfe.who advo-
cate a return to so-called "p6pular.democracy"
wherein'all people in a community are involved
in all decisions - -where there is n6 delegation
of some Of the decision making poWers'to repre-
sentatives.or others.. ,Such.advocates
that such a state would constitute a "real"
democracy and not the "dham" we presently have.
(N to the costs bf decision. making implied by
Oa position.)

,

In between these extreme positions are all kinds
variations.'

. .

It is, therefore) no wonder that many agency and
,CD workers become somewhat confused as to what citizen
eperticipation'is;. and if'they d6 have ap idea of what
it is; then there is the problem of how does one go'
about and help alalaSeye broader citizen participation. ,'

In the remainder'of this section, we will ,try to
ad4iess the following ideas:

--What is "a Citizen?

--What is citizen participation?

- -How do these concept1s fit in with community
decision making or agency decision making?

--What are a few teohniques that cov be used for
securing releyant citizen participation?

213
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What is a citizen

The biggest block to underst ndingtwhat

1/41

Citizen is--and thus "citizen p rticipation"- is that
we usually associate the term itizen with a '-rson.
We thus say a citizen is a person who: votes, is a
accepted member of a nation, has citizen qualit es,
and has certain civic responsibilities.

However, to understand in a more functional and
less emotional way what a citizen is, we need to re-
direct our perception.

Namely, the term "Citizen" should not be directly
associated with a person, but rather with what:any
person does-at certain times, places, and for certain
reasons.

In other words; we need to'consider a democratic
citizen not as a person but as a variable role. (IV-l5)

.

This role has two major functions:

--To make inputs into the decision Making wocess

--To evaluate or react to the outputs of decisions
made

40-

Further, it is an open role--anybody-can assume
it for different purposes, at different times,. end at
different plaCes.

It is not .a prescrihed role--i.e.; it is not a
role that someone (community leaders, agencies, organ-
izations, etc.) can define and then ask individuals to
play (e.g., it is not membership on a "citizen advisory
committee" set-up with very clear duties and responsi-
bilities defined for its members and officers, with
plans for the ways profesSional workers relate to
committee members and they to the professionels).

Itis a role wherein the incumbent (or potential
incumbent) decides what role he/she will play, when,..
where, and for what ,purpose.

It is a flexible role--depending on the person who
assumes it and the conditions under which it is as;..'
sume.d.

It is an open role--anybody who wants to can as-
sume it.

0 It is a changing role--individuals can change how
they exercise' citizen roles over time as they learn
and as-Situations change.
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Implicit, in the definition is that citizen roles
can be kearned and that-different people will be more
or less comPeent in playing these roles.

There'are two major citizen competencies involved
which are important in community decision making and
agency or organizational decision making:

1) An active citizen competence--the ability to
affect decisions

2) A subject citizen competence-the ability to
react appropriately to decisions already made

To sum it up, "citizens" should not be considered
as persons with certain ,qualities and attributes, but
as roles.

There are two major functions tokisJole: to
make inputs and to react to outputs.

It is a variable role with the incumbent deter-
mining how, when, and where it is tote exercised.

It is a,rolethat can be learned .by'inOividuals:

For purposes of decision making, two competencies
are important: to be ableto influence decisions and
to be able to-react to decisions.,

With this let's consider citizen participatiOn.

'Citizen participation

There are a-number of fundamental principles
which govern citizen participation in our form of
democracy: (IV-16)

,..1) In our democratic society there_is a freedom
of individual choice in selecting when,,'
where, how, and for what reason to partici-
pate or to exercise citizen roles.

That is, no one can 6e.forced'to participate.

There is no single right way to participate
as a citizen.

.

This is the logical conclusion of. the way
citizen roles are defined(coVered'above),

3) The more citizens participate in different
ways, the more citizen contributions are made
available to any situation.

This is important in decision making as there
is no sense in "involving many" if all one is
looking for is a single viewpoint.
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One final comment on citizen participatiod,
as described here, and its implications to the conce t
of "apathy":

The term apathy is used quite often in CD, espe-
cially by community leaders, agency workers,'or CD
workers. When such people decry the apathy of commun-
ity residents, they usually mean, "They aren't inter-
ested in what we are interested in"; and thus they
condemn these people for their lack of interest.

This principle negates the principle of individual
choice and the right of people to exercise it.

It is usually very unrealistic,because an under-
lying assumption of those who usually condemn apathy is
that all citizens should be vitally interested in all
the different things going on in their community.

.If this really happened, nobody would actually
have the time and energy to do so apd still keep a
job and have a family! (The perfect solution to the
'problem of population explosion!)

Citizen participation
and decision making

In order to simplify this discussion, it would be
well to use a simple illustration. (IV-17)

REJECTED
INPUTS

TYPE a DIRECTION OF
-OUTPUT INFLUENCED

BY. I-NPUT

DECISION

ALLOWED INPUT
INPUTS CHANNEL MAKING

____7--
SYSTEM

,,

{TYPE a DIRECTION OF
40....ve OUTPUT INFLUENCED

BY REACTIONS

REACTION
'CHANNEL

4

1\ _

4 REJECTED
REACTIONS

ALLOWED
REACTIONS

/
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--In any decision making prOcess there are in-
puts,

--Those directly invollied influence' the kind of
inputs allowed or not.

.

- -The inputs are processed, and decisions are
made.

t-The type and direction of decisions are influ-
enced by the quality and quantity of'inputs
made to the decision. making system.

.,-Those in the decision making system influence
the,kind of'reactions to the output allowed
or not.

- -The quality and quantity of reactions influence
hoW outputs are modified.

Keeping' in mind the itinctions:of citizen-roles
and the competencies of exercising these, roles, it
can be'seen!'that they can be applied tothe aboVe
model of decision making at-two points;.'.'

1

1) The citizen function '(and competence) of
making inputs is useful in the:input stage
of the moojel.

jj

The citizen.fUnCtLn or role (and Competenee)
of evaluation Dr reaction is useful at the
Output stage of the deciSion making model.

to maximize citizen' particiPatiOn, there
4etwO fundamental, things -t.tit'ca-i.edohe:

input dgenDeY for the systeM7-A-e,,,
to 'provide grehterpiporltinitieg for people to
exercieeitizens50 0Iep #1"Talci4 :inputs and
to receive more t4 .would otherwise be
rejeCted"

2) To .provide greeter ,

to react to titlr,o4iFtwor de'4I0on's,'-'where they
can evaluate amdreaCt'eo decisions already
made

Thesemoncepts about citizen participation and
decision making have seyeral'important implications.

If the decision making.systeT.(community,organi-
zatidn, sub-system, agency, etc.)As, concerned about
reaching decisions that have no predetermined output',
then it shouldloster-the active 'function of the
citizen role: (For example, a community health coun-
cil Wants to deteimine What health concerns should`be
given priority; or, a CD worker wants to help a neigh

'`borhood organization determine what are its major
problems; etc.)

4- 223
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,
.

On the other hand, iffthe40cision making s 3 stem

is concerned about effects of Alecisions already m de
(

and their possible consequences, it should concen rate
on fostering the subject function of the citizen, role.

-

This is particularly important for those agencies
and organizations Which have "predetermined" programs
avgilable to communities, but want to find out which
ones the community needs most, and if these 'programs
should be modified. (For example, an agency has a program
which provides funds for low-income senior citizen hous-
ing. The question here is whether or not this program is
needed and can it be adapted to fit local conditions. )

The distinction between these two situations is
very'Important in CD.

Often, much time and energy, is expended by CD
workers trying to obtain the wrong kind of citizen
participation: . 5

--Attempting to get active citizen input toward
decisions already made

--;Atteipting to get reacting citizen input where
decisions have not been made

, The first -is more prevalent and has caused more
problems.

Some techniques for promoting
citizen participation

-Different situations demand different, techniques.

The key to obtaining proper citizen participation
is determining whether the situation demands the
active citizen role or the reactive citizen role.

Also key is that citizens cannot be forced to play
either role. What can be done is to provide opportuni-
ties for individuals to assume and perform the called-
for roles.

In a decision making situation where the system'
is attempting to obtain active citizen roles, all
methods which proVide opportunities for obtaining the
input from as many people as possible should be used.

It is best to use a combination of techniques.
Some of the techniques fostering .ctive citizen roles
are:

-Surveys of all kinds (mail, personal, telephone)

-Solicitation of input thropgh mass media' (news-
papers, T.V., radio)

2
41p
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--Providing opportunities geared toward the
ests And'situ tions of the citizens instead of
agency (organ nation) oriented opportunities

holdin 'meetings, hearings, on their,
"turf" and "t

inter-

"Solicitation t
where people
inaudements, b

-= Pinpointing of
should be invo
contacts

-- Public meeting

locations and

--Providing actu
such as sub-co

All these are de
Input into the,decisi
opportunities for peop

. In the decision'i
the system is abtempti
sions and evaluation'o
vide opportunities .for,
role should be used.

11 yr?)

rough "advertisements" in places
ngragate (leaflets, posters, at-
letins, etc.)

er,systems or sub- systems that
ved -- following up with direct

hearings, forums--in different,
imes.

1 involvement opportunities,
'unities, study committees, etc.1.111

igned to oPen up the channel of
making process. and proyl,

e to assume active citizen'roles.

In this situation-
.

the decision making sys
modify deciSions 191.ide;'

in 'obtaining reactive t

Again, a variety of means'should be used.
mon element In'all is th t.the decision output
be explained to people b/fore their,reaction can be
solicited.

lementation situation, where
g to obtain reaction to deci-
them, all methods which'pro-

obtaining the reactive citizen

t is important to note that
em must have flexibility to
th%rwise, there' is no purpose
tizen participation.

A com-
has to

Some of the techniqu s fOstering reactive citizen
roles are'

7

---,Educational forums -\- meetings- -at different times
and places

--MasS.media--informing'andsoliciting'reaCtion

--Meetingswith key organizations (sub-systems)
to explain--to obtain reaction'

--PUblic hearings--well advertised- -at different
times and places

In the &CIS-18n implementation situation, as well
as the decision making situation, it is important that
the decision making system provide indiyiduals,who have
played citizen roles,feedback as to what difference
their roles have made.lii'
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This feedback.proVides reinforcement to those ,

who assumed citizen roles, and they'will be more pre-.
disposed to assuming sueh-roles in the future.

%

If individuals play a citizen role and perceive.
that it didn't make any difference, they Wi* be less
disposed to assume citizen Toles-in the future think-
ing,'"What's the'use anyWay?"

Up to fhis point we have dealt with the.problem'
of promoting greater citizen partiCipation.

We all need to recognize, however, that there
are situations where:

- -The decision making unit does not ant citizens
involved

--An agency -does not want citizens involved

Usually, the basic motivation in bo case is to
avoid conflict and possible disruption by active and
vocal citizens.

This motivation is at times legitimate. All of
us know of or have experienced cases where' a small
minority of:very active and dedicated'people have
used "citizen participation" mandates to disrupt or
stop certain decisions from being Made or itvlemented.

Often, however, the motivation isrl.ess legitimate.
In.fadt, as agency and CD.yorkers, you will no doubt
run into a situation, sooner or later, where local
'community decision makers will ask your help in pre-
vAting appropriate citizen participati8n.

This will'surely put many.of you in a dilemma4 .,

There-is, no easy answer on how tb, deal with such a
situation.

\-4r1How to solve this depends on the local circum-
stances, your, ethics, your beliefs, tour roles, and
the ro1e4 of your agency.

A more common di mma3 always present in situa-
tions demanding citizi participation, is-7, How many
people Should be involved?

In this regard,-we can sum up this discussion by,
reiterating that promSting.citizen participation is:

--Not just a process of getting a maximum number
of people involved

--It,is a process of providing maximum opportuni-
ties,tofthose who choose to exercise citizen.
roles.
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iCONFLICT

Everyone of us experiences differenCes of opinion
everyday//'

Almost as common ire the varying levels of dis
agreement we encounter,:'

--with our co-workers

--in our families

- -among our ,friends

--in business.transactions.

--in sports

--and-so-on

In facts,Whenever.twosor more people interact
together there'''fs boundoto be some difference of
opinions or disagreement about 'something.

A

And so it is within communities and their sub-
systems,. particularly when they are engaged'in deci-
sion making and problem solving.

At times the disagreement is 'SO'shirp With two
parties at such odds and polarized' that ',we tall it
conflict

Commu4 decision making and problem solving,
particularly when important.issueS and problems are
involved, will usually involve some conflict among
those'involved..

Conflict between 'pro and eon groups within the
Community (or sub-system),about: what should be done'
'and/or how it should be done. Conflict among organi-
zations.and agencies. Conflict between power actors
and "citizens." Conflict among power actors. And, so
on. \

Agency workers and CD practitioners are constantly
-:-if'they are halfway effectiverunning into conflict
situations. This is because any suhstantive decision
in a community or project usually involves strong pro-
ponents and opponents (e.t,land use, zoning, energy,
highway location, poverty programs, etc:).

Until relatively recently, most CD workers avoided
such conflict situationand $ften.wokked bard to les-
sen potentiRIOopict, primarily because oft the pre-

. wailing assumption Oat coilenSus, agreement,:and co=;
operation was inherently "good" and conflict was in-
herently "bad."
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These two conditions also have their roots in
the nature of communities and. the transformation they
have undergone over time.

When communii4s weremorehorizontally Oriented,
there was, less open conflict. They dould,r9lolve Con=
fiict before it built up,.Or they7cduld control con=
flict through the' application of sanctions.

As communities (particularly their sub-systems)
have become more vertically oriented, opportunities
for rnflict have increased. Conflict can build up
and escailate 'without anybody being able to control it
(the parties to 'the conflict having stronger vertical
ties out-of-the coaimunity than horizontal links within
the community)...

Also, because of the vertical linkages to extra-
.

comm 'systemssystems and the companion effect of dedTsion
making for many issues.being/move& out of the local
community, more dutsidepresskres and ,decisions are
impinging on lo k\ al CoMMunities (e.4.

, anti-segregation. ., ,

lAws, EPA rules, etc.),

Finally, as Warren hasipointe4:64t in discussing
the "great Chahge," our values haVe'changed"123;24;25].

major change in our values has been that less
importance is placed on conformity, ghd dissent-is
tolerated to a greiter'extent in the traditiohal.
horizontally linked community. ..

.There is now an increasing realization that con
.... fUctwithin comunities, partiCularlY-as they atte

to makedecisions.about-importantjasUes,'ia a norma
_occurrence and not necessarily bad.

Recognizing this; researcArs have recently
developed some concepts. for CD practitioners that will
help them understand what conflict is, how-'to work
within conflict situations, and how to deal with con-
flict.

,

.

In fact, many organizations involved in aspects of
CD are recognizing this fact and encouraging their
employees to become informed (educated) about conflict
and to become involved.

.f-
.

Their'recognition that non-involvement in conflict
situations has risks in it as exemplified by the state-
ments of Powers to a, group of extension workers when he
said:

-,..

A
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My own View is that an extension system that pur-
posefully avoids issues and arenas where conflict
exists is doomed to mediocrity, or a kind of long-
term sentence to being average. Such a system'
might be without detractors of sufficient numbers
to cause problems in funding and programming, but
also likely to have insufficient numbers of sup-
porters among those who count when, the chips are
down. Viable, growing organizations must serve
emerging needs and issues and incur some risk
because the alternative of, being 'safe' is, in
reality, also risky [14, p. 8]..

These comments could apply to any organization or
individual involved in purposeful community change.

With this background, le 's turn to some con-
cepts that will help us understand conflict in com-
munity decision making and problem solving.

What' is. conflict

Today there is genera/. agreement that conflict
is a means to significant social change and arises
when significant changes occur:

We may 'be uncomfortable when involved in con-
flict situations, but we need to recognize that,
despite the discomfort, it is the means of. social,
change and the result of much change!

-

There are two major perspectives on what con-.
flict is: /

On the one hand, conflict\ is seen as something
that arises out of threats by one party on the ter-
ritoryritory of another party. t

This view is exemplified by Robinson an
Clifford, Who defined conflict:

. , a$ a process involving behavioral threats
by one party. We say ?threats" because the be-
havior represents an incompatibility of interests
shared by both parties regarding a socially de-
fined boundary. The conflict is seen as a threat
to,iihe other because one party seeks to attain
goais or to achieve interests with enough be-
havioral intensity to change the boundary and to
limit the goal attainment of the othet party.
Behavioral threats are usually directed at values,
policy, and goals [16, p. 3] (Emphasis added by
this author).

22'9
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. On the other hand, conflict is seen as something
that arises out of the different 'values and beliefs
of people, which govern their perception about what
community issues (or problems) exist or what means
should be used to resolve an agreed -upon issue.

That is,.conflict arises out of situations where
.different people or groups of people disagree on the
goals that should be reached or means to an agreed-
upon goal.

This.view is best explained by Warren [24;25].
Warren dislikes the term "conflict," preferting to
,tharacterize what most call conflict as "contest."
He reserves the word conflict to "the deliberate
attempt-to harm.the opponent 'or remove him from the:
issue resolving field, i.e., conflict in the strict,
sense of the word" [25; p. 25] (Emphasis by Warren).

Warren thu'S defines a conflict situation as an
issue dissensus situation where "important parties.to
the situation either (a) refuse.to recognize the is-
sue or (b) oppOse the change agent's proposal.", [25,
p. 13 23]. These are the results of sharp value
and belief differences among, the parties.

He further states that: "Contest strategies'are
Characterized by the abandonment, teinpOtatily at
least, of efforts at consensus,. and the employment of
efforts to further.;one's own side of' an issue despite
opppsition,fromImportintparties to that,itsue
[2,; p. 2*

Both perspectives help us understand what conflict
is and have implications for CD workers.

Both recognize that conflict, in itself is not
"bad"--that it is a normal process in all societies.
Both tecognize that it is a process that occurs when-,
changes occur in society (planned and unplanned) and
is a process which helps society adapt to change.

Both recognize that conflict situations will lead
to changes in communities and individuals involVed..

Both also recognize that conflict, when it gets
out of hand, can have negative consequences to the
Community. Thus, both retognize that communities and
change agents can and should try to contain conflict
so it doesn't become destructive.

Both views also see conflict as something that
rises and goes through a set pattetn with some resolu-;
don at the end.
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RobinsOnTand Clifford call this a "Conflict47Cle"
anddesctibe this cycle as having five stages:, .(IV-19)
"(1) tension development, (2)-rOle dilemma, (3)Amjus-
tice collecting, (4) confrontation, and, (5) adjust-
ment" [16, pp. 9 -14].

In the first stage, the two sides start lining up
in opposing-groups as an issue over "territory" is

-defined.

Inthe second stage, "role dilemma,' the people
involVed. question what they are doing, how they are to
behave, amtwhich.side to choose.

In the third stage, data and information,iscol-
.

lected by each side to bolster its position and'to.be
used to confront the other side.

In the fourth etage,."confrontation," a climax
is reached. This is the "show- down" stage for the, two
sides.

Thelast stage, "adjust ent," is the' end of this
cycle. This adjustment can in,olve "domination, cold
war, isolation, and compromise" combination of
these [16, pp. 11 -14]. This adjustment is in terms of/
redefined territory, or, valueSigiSals and policies..

That is,' the end resultiof,confliCt ern be;

- -one side wins_over another;

--both pides.maintain their positions without ';

change because neither has 7the'poWer:to win
over the other and;accomodate7to.thie new
situation;

---,one party in the codflict withdraws and isolates
itself; or

-
--a compromise is worked out acceptable to both,
er parties.

However, the two'parties do not have to go
through the full cycle--they can reach the last stage of
adjustment without gang through,all intervening steps.

According to Warren, the outcome of a "contest".
situation'isthat one party will "win" the contest or'
bothyon't'"win"--i.e., its-views, position or program
will be accepted, or a standoff occurs where neither
party's views can prevail over the other's [25, pp. 3-31].

According to Warren, it seems that there is no
room for compromise to be an end result. Warren takes
care of this concern through another situation, which
he doesn't equate with Conflict, or,.in his evrminology,
"contest."
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In this situation there is what he calls ".issue
dissensus" (parties disagreeing oh ends or means) with
the important ,difference being 'a chance for, thiA:;situa4

tion becoming a."Consensus".Situation--4ther by one
party atcepting, fully the other's lvijew, Tie? by compro-
mise.

Implications

Foragency'and 'CD workers there are implications
to the concept of conflict.. A few key ones are:'

- -Conflict is a normal social process; thus,.
CD change agents and communities don't need to
expend great energy in avoidi cbuflict.

- -For CD to avoid conflict situat Ons means that
in the long-run,fthey are not aling with many
fmRortant issues-confronting,communities. thus,
they are nbtoadequatelyserving communitks.

--Agencies who engage in tD, if they don't recog-
thai conflict is normal and that, they can

play a role in conflict sitiriorls, Fill, also
find'themselves not dealing with the real prob-

; lems and, issues in communities_ arid decline
in programs, funding, and support:

-if conflict dr_potential conflict is ignored or
suppressed, it probably will keappear in
veaeer.:Antensity.

-7Recognizing what conflict is and how it is :re-
solved help's CD workers" deal with it on a personal
basis and_ they -tin, iii turn, help communities
understand and deal with it.

- -Knowledge owhether an issue in a community
will lead to conflict will help detepone how
the CD worker can work within the community--
what kind of strategies to use in working
with one party or both parties.

--Conflict occur'S among individuals and groups
within the communily. It can also occur among
of within organizations and'agencies working in
communities later sectionsWi

-- Conflict is often introduced, by outside groups,
including agencies.

Agency and'.CD workers can play constructive roles
in' helping communities and their sub-systems-deal with
conflict. A few key roles are:

222,
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--Helping leaders of Sub-sys ems understand cod--
flict and ita'useful functions.

--Helping' partiesayoid the Accessive escalation
of conflict where it'becomesdestructive.
major: way this can be done is to serve as links

'between the parties, in conflict .(serving. as
horizontal linkage) mediating between the,part-.
ie6 helping them find,alternative'eompromises.,

--Providing opportunitle where oppos ng parties
'can dia9uss their.differences in "n utrafter-

,.

ritory.f

.-7:Be4Ag-tonscious of how one's .agency and.. its
programsmight'result in.conflict within a,com-
munity. Flexibility in this regard is important
--by the iiidividual agency worker and his agency.

- -In some cases, it might'b$ necessary for agency
and CD workers to help sub- groups in the conflict
process in a constructive manner--helping them
collect facts, guiding theth in the cycleof con-

- -Also, agency and CD.worker4might, Under certain
.

circumstapcesuse a s't,ategy that requires con-
flict. (See the next sltion.) '

- -Agency and CD Workers cAn help sub-systems which
have undergone'conflictilprOcesses'adjust to new
conditions, new "terribries," new policies, new
iralues,'new regulations, etc.

The major role, hoWeverfi that,of helping moder-
ate the conflict situation=f-he ng avoid its escalating
to the point of causing more harm'than good.

There are.only a few cases where conflict'actually
has. to end up witY a win/lose situation. If conflict
doesn't escalate quickly, parties to conflict are
us6ally willing to compromise to some extent."

APPROACHES TO WORKING WITHIN THE
COMMUNITY DECISION MAKING AND
PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS12

In the last several sectiong on community decision.
g, community problenisolving, citizen participa-

on, and conflict; Weiddealt only peripherally with the
role of CD.workers within these proceses.

.1
12
,Refer to the resource paper by Thullen, included

in thii unit, for a more detailed discussion on thi.
topic.

t.
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We took each of these concepts in,i0lation and
tried to clarify and explain' them.:

Part of the explanation. invo/ved a brief dis-
c'uSsion on implications for CD workers.

We now need'to address more.centrally the ques-
tion of: "How do I as an a enc or CD worker become
involved in the community decision making and problem
solving process?"--i.e., what kind of approaches
should I use--are there alternative Approaches for
working- within a community?,

- Until. about the 1950s, one.approach to CD predom-
inated-ran approach based on community consensus,
collaboration; and cooperation.

It'was an approach that had as. its basic assump-
tion that reasonable people,°if they worked at it,
could always resolve any differences. Also, it wasde
sirable to use an approach that promoted gradual,
evolutionary community change.

NeW studies on community change and the prolif-
.eration of new and. different CD programs in this coun-
try (and outside)haveled to an increased realization
that there are different CD approaches and that, there
is no ONE right way to do CD..

In this section we will try to briefly describe
some of the different approaches used over the past,
twenty or so years and try to see .0 we can
develop al conceptual framework within which we could
order the variety:of approaches described. As usual,
we will end-with a discussion of implications.to CD
workers.

Descriptive approaches (IV,-20)

1) The "Community" Approach

--the traditional approach

-- still. used by many

--work done within well-defined -communities
(usually small)

- --holistic approach to decision making

-- oriented to consensus, 'ooperation

Premises: Work has to be done within the
whole community to obtain significant results;
high participation contributes to consensus
onjieeds, goals, and strategies.
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2) The "Education" Approach

--closely related to first

--also around for some time

-used by organizations with LduCational,
roles

--composed of education programs for
leaders and citizens (seminars, work-
shops, etc.)

--information systems for decision makers

Premises: "Problems" are the result of
inadequate information. Community prob-
lems and issues can only be solved by in-
formed and educated iehders and citizens;
all people are rational--if they would
only know more, they would agree and

*Nir

know'
how to make good decisions.

3) The "Human Resource Development" Approach

- -is of more recent origin and related to
first two

--high emphasis on development'of individu-
als

--focuses on individuals' ability
tion in groups

to func-

--emphasis on "grass roots" self-help pro-
grams

-low emphasis on physical, natural, biolog-
ical, economic development

Premises: Communities are made of people;
to improve communities, individual potentials
must be developed; if people have developed
to their potential, community problems will
have been dealt with.

4) The "Planning, Design and Architectural"
Approach

--also been around for some time

--less proponents today than in past

--emphasis on "master plans",

--aesthetics, design of physical environment,
Amterrelationships of space and volume

--low emphasis on people involveme.nt,and de-
velopment

--technically oriented
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Premises: Design.components of community are
.important;, better designed communities function
better; good urban design will help solve urban
decay; if only communities would develop "taster
plan" and stick to it, problems would be solved.

5) The "Community Facilities Improvement andPhysi-
cal Development" Approach

-is closely allied to the previous one

--more recent in origin

--oriented to "bricks and mortar"

--measurable and visible projects

-technically oriented

--low people involvement-oriented

Premises: Most problems are result of lack of
proper facilities and services; if these were
provided, problems would be solved..

6) The "Economic Development" Approach

- -more recent in origin but related to past two

- -used widely in the 1960s in United States and
presently all over world

- -emphasizes economic planning

--indNtrlal and business'development

--job creation and training!

--new technology to foster new economic
development

- -increasing population base

fremises: Healthy and growing economic base is
essential to good communities; if economy of
community (industry, business, and employment)
is healthy, m9st problems take care of themselves.

7) The "Regional Development" Approach

- -more recent in origin

-gaining in strength, particularly on a multi-
county regional basis

- emphasis economies of scale, efficiency
and avoidance of duplicati?n

-high emphasis on rationality

-high involvement of power actors

- -low involvement of citizens

23t,
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1

Premises: Most community problems are too big
to be solved by communities on their own;
communities must work together on mutual prob-
lems--if they only did, most problems could
dealt with.

iZe

/8) The "Power,Structure" Approac

--in many cases has been, used as a concious
approach to d6velopment

--but also as a value base influencing other
approaches used by CD workers

- -emphasis on "work,behind the scenes"

--involvement of"rilht people" or power actors

- -low involvement of citizens

Premises:. Community decisions are made by power
actors; if these can be identified and enlisted,
most community problems can be dealt with;Also,
only a few individuals have interest and capac-
ity for being involved in community decision
making--thus, why waste time with others--just
involve the few right people.

9) The "Helping the Disadvantaged" Approach

--relatively recent though inIdecline today

--it is almost the oppositpof previous one

- -emphasis on orgadizing disadvantaged

--self-help, bohtstrap efforts

--lodhl autonomy on programs degfgned to help
disadvantaged

--highly "people" oriented

Premises: Most problems result from inequities
in distribution of decision making power, ser-
vices, and resources; problems of disadvantaged
are the key community problems--if these can be
dealt with, most will disappear.

10) The "Conflict" Approach

relatively new

less used than in 1960s

--emphasis on "direct action"

disobedienceorganization of factions;
of aggrieved, of minorities

--sharp delineation of "sides"
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--polarization efforts

--struggles for powef over institutions and
decision 'flaking

Premises: It is useless to work "within system"
in order to solve community problems; action is
needed to "shake system up;" the present
"system" has not been able to deal with present
problems (has even been the cause of them);
thus, why use it?

11) The "Radical Change" or "Reform" Approach

--in some ways, it has been around for longtime

--gaining soifie support

--closely allied to previous approach

1--emphasis on organizing aggrieved

--acquisition of political power

--work within "system" in order to take it over

Premises: "System"..aitself not that bad, just
misused i--needs redgection and reform; if
reformed, then system can actually deal with
problems.

12) The "Revolution" or "Total Change" Approach

--represents to some extent the other extreme
on the continuum to the first approach

4

--it has a small but significant following in
this country

t
. c

--used in othef countries extensively

--emphasis on revolution

-- omplete change in society, its values, its
tructures

4,

+tuch idealism and dogmatism and dedication--
/unwillingness to discuss, other means or goals
/ (inflexibility)

,--means justify the ends

/ --violence when necessary

Premises: Society'is "sick;" it an't dealwith
its problems andlis the cause of m t problems;
must be changed radically in order to deal with
these problems; all other approaches are waste

/ of time and effort.

These twelve approaches..are described in stark,
'simplified terms, tosomeextent.withexaggerations.
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However, there are and have been proponents'of
all these approaches who strongly feel that their ap-
proach is right and works. And their point is well
taken because all have worked and yielded results in
some circumstances.

Because all of these methods have worked,..mmopl
in CD have begun to ask whether there are diflOght
.approaches that work best in 'certain situations...,

It is out of this questioning that social sci-
entists have been able 'to explore the theory. of
purposeful community change and to see if there are
different conditions which demand different CD..

A framework for approaches

Probably the best conceptual schema toexplain
community conditions which demand: iffereht CD ap-
proaches,has been developed by WarrenThissection
will draw heaVily on his works, particularly from
his first chapter in Truth, Love and Social Change
[25,. pp. 7-34] and chapters-10 and 12 in his book,.
The Community in America [24, pp. 303-402].

Basically, Warren describes three, major alterna
tive approaches Con a continuum) which are based on
the kind ofsituation the.COmmunity or its sub-sys-'
tems find themselves in. He labeled these as:
"Collaborative Strategy," "Campaign Strategy," and
"Contest Strategy"--using the term "strategy" for
approach.

Depending on the situation, one of the three
strategies is the most appropriate.

Ingredients to the situation are:

- -The "change agent" - which Warren definesas
"party or actor (one or more persons or
groups) who want to bring about" a change in
a ,community.

"proposal" which he defines as "an
'plicit.change objective that the change
agent wants to accomplish.".

- -An "issue" - which Warren defines as "an
aspect:or possitillity.of purposive change
which is the subject of active consideration*
among dmportant parties in the situation."

With these ingredients in mind, Warren then
describes three basic situations (which are on a
cOntinuuth) which communities (or sub-systems) can
find themselves in:

efx-
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1) "Issue Consensus",Situation - In this situation
there is:

--basic agreement as to .what an issue is; and

--basic agreemeneas to how an issue should
be resolved.

The agreement is based on common interests.be-
cause'velues of parties are similar or because
their interests are the same even though values
are different."

2) "Issue Difference" Situation - In this situq-
tion there is initial.difference about:

--whether there is an issue (whether the "pro-
posal" promoted by a "change agent" consti-
tutes an "issue") or

-- whether, a 'Iproposal" to resolve an agreed-
upon issue is appropriate.

In this situation conditions are such that'even
though there might be'lnitial disagreement,
consensus (usually by compromiSe) can be
reached.

3) "Issue Dissensus"-Situation In this situation
the important parties involved have serious
disagreement about:

- -whether there is an issue that needs resolv-,

ing;..or

- -whether the "proposal" to resolve an agreed-
upon' issue is the right one.

In this situation, though similar to the pre-
vious one, there is no chance that consensus
can be reached.

5

Based on these three community situations, Warren.
developed the three basic strategies:

1) "Collaboration Strategies" or Approaches (IV-21)

-71*sed where there are "issue consensus" situa-
tions

- -There is a lack of preconceived ideas about
the issue or issue solution.e

- -The "change agent" in this situation is :a
facilitator, stimulator, catalyst, comAini-
cator.

240
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--Eventual agreement on issue and/or its solu-
tion is based on all parties having adequate
knowledge about issue and/or proposed solution.

The descriptive approaches discussed earlier,
which conform most of this "strategy," are the:-
"Community," "Education," "Human Resource
Development'," and "Power Structure" approaches.

.2) "Campaign Strategies" .or Approaches (rV-22)

--Used and appropriate where there are "issue
difference" situation.

--There are preconceived ideas abrout issues or
issue solutions that have to be "sold" to
overcome apathy or opposition.

--Though differences exist, assumption is that
consensus can be reached.

--The change agent assumes -the role of persuader,
campaigner; convincer.

--Outcome of this strategy isa situation of
"issue consensus" '(,here the oppoging,or in-
different,party adopts the proposal made by
the change agent(s), or a mutually acceptable
compromise is developed.

The'descriptive approaches conforming Co some
extent to this,"strategy" are the: "Planning

ties Improvement and Physical Developm nt,"
Design, and Architechtural," "CommunitVacili-

"Economic Development" and "Regional Development"
approaches. However, in some cases these
approaches can also be classified under the
third "strategy."

3) "Contest Strategies" or Approaches (IV-23)

--Used and appropriate where there are "issue
dissensus" situations.

--ihere are preconceived ideas about-issue and/
or issue solutions.

--There is no real hope to reconcile the dif-
ferences in order to reach consensus.

--Strategy becomes a contest of "us" versus
"them."

j

--The Change agent aumes toles of a contestant
hat helps his side4win or prevail.

-,:fiiii-est can be-played under normal societal

ules of conduct, or, outside them.

$1
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--Outcomd of this strategy is that oneside or
the Other prevails.

The descriptive approaches which fit this
strategy best are the: "Helping the Disadvan-
tiged,'4 "Conflict" and "Radical Change"
pproaches.

fully
arren alludes to one other strategy but did not
develop it.

As mentioned in the previous section on conflict,4
he did not want to use this term, preferring to use
"issue dissensus,K explaining that a conflict situatio
is one in which one sideNants to eliminate the other it
side, rather than-to just "win."

Thus, a fourth major alternative is available--for
/

theoretical. purposes. -

.,

This could. be labeled, using Warren's use of the
word, as the "COnflict Strategy."

.--Such a strategy would be used' when there is com-
plete "issue dissensus," With no possibility ioff,
reconciling difference availdble, where,bot
sides attempt to actually eliminate each oth r.

-The role a change'agent would assume is th t.
of combatant.

,

-Methods'are physical' violence, and any means' will
be used (ends justifying means).

--Outcome is that one of thetertties is completely
eliminated.

This last approach,is not advocated and has rarely
been used in the United States.4.11105Ve that it will '

nevebe needed under our democratic system of govern-7
ment and system,of values. However, it is a s4ategy
that is consciouly chosen in other parts of thec
world and doesrepresent the possible extreme strategy
in relation to the "Collaborative Strategy." he

descriptive approaches that would fit ,this strategy
are the "Revolution" and "Total Change" approaches.

"-Some implications.

The most important implication--alreadylalluded
to--isthatlthere is no one right approach tiO CD.

There are alternatives that are more effective
under pertain circumstances, depending on where a com-
munity (or sub-system) finds itself on the/continuum of
issue Consensus--difference--dissensus.
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Y,

Although all alternatives are theoretically open
to CD workers, there are restraints as to which ones
they can use:

--The personal orientation (values) of the agency
or CD worker himself

- -The skills. and knowledge the agency or CD
worker has

--The orientation arid' philos hy of the organiza7
tion (or agency) the CD W ker affiliated
with ,.

CD workert musts work at. becomingr' xible and at
increasing their skills in order to uS more than .one
approach.

This applies p culatly to those who a e-used
to and are only com rtable in "issue conser us" situ-

': ationg.uSing "Coll orative Strategies:" 11 t
don't, they-simply are not working With-the.key prob-

- lems /issues facing ontemporaW'CO6Munities--be they
rural or urban or su rban.

Community development workers do have to work
within,certain'boundaries, set by their organizations.

If the organization wants to avoid all "issue
difference" or "issue dissensus" situations, CD work-
ers have to attempt to help their superiors redisignize
the, consequences of such a posture.

. /-
© HOW CAR I INCREASE MY EFFECTIVENESS

IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND./
THAT OF MY. AGENCYL'S-

So far in this unit, we have dealt with the con-
text within which community developers work, the com-
munity-4-as composition--its processes of decision
making and problem solving--and how agencies and CD
'workers can work within these proceSses.

We now turn Our attention to the second major
context of agency r CD workets--that of the agency
or organization t ey work t.

This arena has t ber fully appreciated in the
past. It was thought,that as long as change agents
had knowledge about communities and skills in con-
ducting CD, this was enough.

Increasingly, however; questions are being
raised about:

243
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--Why should,' be involved in CD?

--Why, ahould my Agency be involved n CD?

j--Should I coordinate my efforts w h that of
others? Why?

I
--Wha can I do about conflict with other
agencies?

- -How can I work cooperatively withmthers with-
out the risk of losing visibility, financial
support?

--How can I (and my agency) remain flexible in
a constantly changing community context--to
remain viable - -to keep addressing, what is
relevant and important?

These and other questions are important--both
to the agency or CD worker and to the agbncies (or-
ganizations) engaged in some °aspect of CD. They
sound simple but are complex and have no easy answers.

We will try to deal with these and similar ques-
tions in this section. We cover them on the assump-_
tion that'individuals and agenties committed to CD
efforts are interested in and committed to increasing
their effectiveness in working wi'N'communities.

In this final section of Unit IV, we will er
three topics.

First, we will briefly review again why as an
agency worker or as an agency we should be involved /.
in CD.-

Second, we will explore the intricacies of inter-
egency cooperation and collaboration. Why? To what
extent? 'How? .

, Finally, we will discuss elements important in
improving the long-terM flexibility Of CD Trkers
and agencies involved in GD:.

) --How they can av&Id becoming stagnant?

--How they can renew themselves and stay rele-
vant despite changes in communities?

--How they can fulfill their commitment of ser-6
vice meeting the kihe needg of communities,

'( community sub-systems, and community residents?

--In,short, how they can maintaln a client ori-
entation in what they do?

o4
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WHY BE INVOLVED?

Although thoroughly discussed in Unit III, it
might be well to briefly review Aain why individuals
and organizations/agencies do become involved in CD:

--The effects of the "Great Change" on society
and communities

--The need of communities and/or their sub-sys-
temd'ofor outside assistance in coping with ef-
fetts of the "Great Change"

a.- The need for general assistance in deci-
sion.making and-problem solving

b. The need for specialized assistance for
dealing with specific issues and problems
for which they need resources

--The need foriassistance provided by someone
who i4 Working and living in (or close to) the
client community. Generally, the needed
sistance can't be provided fkom a distaue.

--The values in our society that support someone'
(usually the Federal government, as it is
believed it has the ,resources) helping7those
who need help. People in our society have be-
lieved that assistance should be given to those
in need. he method(s) of doing so have
changed over time (particularly. in how the as-
sistance,is to be provided and by whom), but
the value has'remained unchanged.

--The personal values and philosophies oethe
( individuals involved, as well as their agencies

In sum, these and others arei,legititate reasons
for agencies becoming involved in CD.'

1

These reasons provide Them with basic underlying
motivations for increasin ei effectiveness in CD
efforts.

/

'INTERAGENCY COOPERATION--WHY?--HOW?,-

As Warren has so aptly pointed out in describing
the "Great Change," one of its,major manifestations
has been he proliferation ofibitreaucracies--bureau-
cracies which have more vertical tids to units ;out-
side lo91 community systems than to units within,
community systems [23,241.

.,1
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TusA there' is a.MultipliCity Of. bureaucracies 'Or
agencies's' at'any local community. system, all offering
the community some service,Wsome resources that can
be used in community problem solving:

- -Public agencies

=-federal

--state

-- regional

'- -local

- - Non profit, - semipublic

--Profit organizations

Within this great 14;4 offagenCies Operating
withi'h .a local community system, agencies, are attempt-,

ing to serve:

--The same clientele with similar programa
.

--The same clientele with differentgraMS
.

--Different clienteles with similar programa.

--Different clientele with differentO programs

Any combination. of the above

This situation is complicated in some cases by:

Agencies with "conflicting purposes that sere
the same clientele

--Or those who serve clientele with programs that
conflict in terms of long-range consequences
to the community as a whole

agencies

Overtime tile'duplicalion, overlap and conflic-
ing programs of man gencies have created a need for
coordinating agency of ts. This'is often done by
coordinatj.ng policYsdecis'ons-that determine-what
agencies do, to whom, where, and why.

This problem of finding out how to increase
agency effort coordination and cooperation has been
intensified in recent years by the following variables:

13

For purposes.of simplification in the discussion
that follows, the term agency will denote any organiza-
tion (putlic- or private) whichjias some resources to
offer to alie-ommunity, and is involved in sortie. way in

communitydp;ision making and problem solving.

24



-=The.number of agencies working. com-
munities.is still growing--increasing the os-
sibilities of4 overlap, duplication, confli
among, agencies, etc.

--Financial support for these agencies (mostly,
taxfunas) has become more scarce in recent°
years-7resultilfg in increased coupetition among
,agencies for available dollars.

--Increased emphasis on "accountability" 1411,11blic
legislative bodies at all levels and non-public
bodies such as funding agencies involved in com-
munity change. One result has been the ncreas-'
ing possibility of agencies being less illing
to share credit for program success an agencies
competing over who has jurLsdiction ov r certain
clientele, ete.

This complex situation has spawned a varier 'of,
efforts by citizens,,taxpayers,'legislative, es,
public administration bodies,'and some agencie
find mechanisms to increase coordination in the T an-
'ping and delivering gervices,AarOgrams, and resources
to loc4lity communities. --

There have been.legislative.mandates,%administra-

tive'Mandates, new,coordinating.organizations formed.y,.
but many', if net-m6sthave not'done too well over time.

This, in turn, has prOmpted,a growing research
field commonly; referred to, as "Interorganzation Rela-
'dons," `which attempts to studywhy agencis do and

not cooperate_and how coordination, and cooperatiOn
amlapgagencies can-gertherech

These researchefforts have yielded insights into
r3agencies don't cooperate, why they do, and how

greater coordination and cooperation among them can be
ncre4sed (several of these reports are cited in the

folloWing sections)'.
a;

.With this background we caticonsider the following
topics:

--What is interagency cooperatiOn?

7-What is interagency conflict?

--The context within which interagencycoordina-
tidwtakes place.

--Somg principles of interagency coordination

--ImpliCations for agencies alio their workers

2
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Interagency coordination

Before we can deal with the issue, we should try
to define it-.

At the outset, it should be ported out that dif-
ferent agencies do interact with one another,inten-
tionally or unintentionally.

'

"'
Their interaction can be for purposes of coopera-

tion and .coordination or for conflict and competition.
;In this d,Ocussion we will give more attention to -the
positive-side--coordination and cooperation--buill
also deal, wherek.necessary, with conflict or competi -.
tion among agencies.

The most simple and straightforward, general
defiqition is that 'interagencycoordination means that
"two or, more agencies work together to achieve an in-
clusive goal" [Rogers and Molnar, 18, p. 4].

But,'leaving it-at that level iNotenough..

Warren has described'six ways in which coordina-
tion could be described [25, pp. 213 -214]:

1) "A mutual checking out of plans so that two
or more organizations may act in full know-
ledge of each other's intentions"

2) "Formal or informal agreements to avoid dupli-
cation of services"

3) "Joint, planning of new programs that go-beyond
the domain of any single organization"

4) "Setting up mechanisms, formal or informal,'
for settling differences on issues when the \'
interests of the organizations conflict
each other"

---. 'I"
5) Wien motor more agenCies,are-coordinatkd by

ingle funding source through equitable
al ()cation of'resources (Warren labeled this
s "allocative cOordination.") :.

6) When the behavior of one agency "is modified
in accordance with the behavior of" one or
more other agencies (Warren points odt that
an agency can react to actions of others posi-

r tively'or negatively--when it.does positively,
it fact, coordinating,. Hejabeled this
as ."adaptive coordination.").

Interagency conflict

This needs to be considered briefly, as it will
be coming up in subsequent discussions.
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It is more difficult to find n source in the
literatuie that defines cpnflict in precise terms;
most of the literature, assumes readers kn w what it
is and go from there.

However, there is agreement in a gene 1 defin-
ition of interagency cdnflict--that it is active

.interaction among two or more agendies-concerning
their "territories," for,example:

--Who should make decisions about- certain pro-
grams or services

--Who should address specific problems or issues

--Who should serve_certain clientele groups

--Who, should:serve within certain geographic
,localities

Who should get needed resources

--yho should get recognition

Confiict amon&agepcies is not, necessarily bad
except when. it "gets out. of hand:"

As noted in an earlier sectibn,'conflict is not
an unnatural social: process among individuals, as well
as groups within .a community : It thus follows that .

this also applies to agencies.

Conflict, if not too intense and destructive, can
lead to' positive changes; ft might'lead to new Annovp-
tive programs, greater respiwnsiveness to peoples'
need , better planning, greater accountability, etc.

Two or more,agencieS can be engaged in conflict and
coordination at the same time--over different issues.

The context Within which inter=
agency coordination occurs

This topic_is important for considering how a en-
cies interact and how greater coordination can occur.

BaSed on some studies On decision making among
.agencies and organizations, Warren developed a typology
of hOw agencies interact among each other [25, pp. 180-
197].

This is a useful typology,. which can help us beci-
ter understa d within what context agencies interact and
make loint decisions and develop joint working relation-
stqi.

The four contexts,of agency decision Making.de-
scribed by Warren are: tike "unitary," the "federative,"
the "coalitional" and the "social choice.'
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They are not mutually exclusive but are on a con-
tinuum--with the "unitary" on one end and ehe "gocial.
"choice" on the other end. (IV-24)

1) In the "unitary" context, units are formally
organized in order to ac ve a common goal
with decision making a authority at the top.
of the unitary organiza ion.

Units are structure for division of labor
within the organiza

Within,,the units making up the organization
there is high commitment to following orders
from the organizational leadership) and their
orientation is to work toward the well-being
of the overall organization-- greater than
toward ,the good of the 'Unit.

This context is exemplifidby most multi-/
purpose straight-line agencies which contain
two or more departMents",Orldivisions with a

central administration--e.g., Department of
al Services, Department of Public Health,

et t.

2) In the "fedtrative context, there are two or
'more separate units with different goals which
develop a formal organization that would
futther the achievement of a common goal.

This organization may even be staffed.

Decision making related to the common goal is
made at the level of.the formal organization
but subject to ratification by the member units.

Authority is primarily at.the unit level with
some exceptions, which are handled at the
organization level.

Units are structured autonomously, but there
is.some division of labor, which might affect
th4p. struL:ure.

The units have 'Moderate commitment to the
leadership and goals, of the ftderative organi-C_
zation and have a moderate degree of collec-
tive orientation.

Examples of this"kind of context are many
forMal agency councils, which often have a st
working for them. These are mOre.common in
large metro areas and in state government

'

levels- -e.g., Health Councils,'Welfare Coun-t
Oils, Rural'Aftairs CounCils, etc;

250
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3) In the "coalitional" context, there are twa 9r
more units with disparate goals which work
together on an ad.hoc or informal basis toward
a specific common g6al.

These arrangements ar ually of short dura7
tion--not more than a year or so.

Authority rests exclusively at the unit lvel.

Units are structured autonomously.

They might.agree to a division of labor but do
so withOutTestruCturing themselves.

People within units are committed Only to their
unit'leaders, and there is anly a minimal col-

, lective orientation.

There are many examples Of this context; and,
1 in fact, most interagency,iooperation efforta

4 fall-withi- this context-e.g., an industrial
developmen coalition consisting of the Chamber
of Commer e, several banks"; andcivie organiza-
tions working togetherto attract. a Major. new\
industry..

4) In the,-social choice" context: there is no
formal or.informal structure or interaction
among the.units.

.

However, units do "work together" (independently)
around specific major community issues by
responding separately to these issues.

times the responses by different units are
m in opposition tQ one another..

This four -fold, pology can be used to describe
the interaction of ma y agensAes At different levels.

.As Warren points out: . . a unitary organization

f a coalition which is acting to some extent in

may be of a f deration which in turn, may be a
member
concert in a larger social choice decision. Other
coAbinations also oCquej25-, p.

As can'be seen by the descriptiona, the "unitary"
structure in most non - metropolitan- .areas describes
'individual agencies.

-There are few "federative" organizations, and most
joint' efforts involve "coalitional" or "pociaLchoice"
situations.

Because of the tack of structure and authority
involved in the "coalitional" and "social choice" situa-
tions, th'ere are more problems in getting agencies to
work toother on joint efforts. t F
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At this point, let's 'shift to some principlespat
need to be considered for understanding agency
cooperation.

Principles of inter-
agency cooperation

R

As a result of the research in interorganization
relations, we have a much better picture as to how and
under what circumstances agencies can and do work
together. - t. 1:,

Here.we shall review some principles that s em to
govern interagency cooperation and which have impli- -

cations to agencies working in communities.14

1) As agencies intera with others, they act so
as to preserve or.expand-their.territory.

2) Agencies will enter voluntarily into joint
efforts with otbers only under those circu
stances which, in their opinion, are conducive
to preservation or expansion of their domain.
-

3) If\the situation is not conducive to preserving
-13i expanding their domain; agencies will enter
joint efforts with others only if they have
strong inducements (to offset potential losses)
or if coerced into the joint efforts.

4) Coercive power can be exercised by one agency
over another, by a thitd party, or by a legiti
mated authority wiltbi?&hiellarchic structure
to which tbe'Par ties 441ong. (e ..g ; , -of ..tPe....iih-

latter: The Secretafi'bf1/4.Agriculture orders.-
various USDA agencies to work together)`.

These first four principles are very important
/and have significant implications to those involved
/ An CD and whb want to promote greater interagency
/coordination or collaboration.

Separate studies, which tended to corroborate
the principles developed by Rogers and Molnar,
found that organizations w ichare invoned in inter-
organizational relations usually have higher prestige

,e and feel they have p ter power of control in their
relations with other units. From this conclusion they
imply that it would "be difficult to secure cooperation
among units, of unequal, power or strength" [18, p. 66].

14
Most of these principles are based on 17 "as-

sertions" about "concerted decision making" developed
by'Warred [25, pp. 199-211].
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In addition, they report that:

Larger, more complex units . , tend,to be more
autonomous and may feel less need tdleptevinto,
interagency programs. Wien they do participdte,
it may be`with the stipulation that they exert a
major infience and will expect a larger share. of
the benefits [18, p. 68].

From their study they also concluded that "joint
programs will have.to be created lo they do not
threaten tie control which, agencies have over their

. own,grograms" [18, p. 68].

Let's continue with additional principles which
deal with: whether differerit agencies have a coinci-
dence of interest on the outcome of issues or not; and,
which' deal withagency cooperation and conflict:

5},..Tw4 or more agencies will likely interact in a
cooperative manner (and collaborate on working
toward an outcome) if their interests in the
'outcome of an issue coincide.

6) Two or more agencies will likely interact in,-
a conflicting, manner if their interests in the
outcome of an issue diverge.

However, Warrep also pointed out that there were
..

several factors which influenced whether agencies would
actually collaborate nder the one situation or be in..)
cenflict under the second situation [25, pp. 206-7].
Briefly, the ones he identified were:

a) whether the agencies involved were aware of
each other's interests (either for or , 'f

against).

b) whether the agencies felt it was worth pur-
suing interaction (poO.tive or negative) as
any interaction would mean an additional
allocation of resources to be diverted from
other efforts.

c) whether the agencies concerned,were able to
mobilize resources needed for cooperation
(Rogers and Molnar found, this to be a parti-
cularly acute problem.with small agencies
that had limited resources of manpower,
staff time, or finances and who might want
to be involved in interagency efforts but
couldn't--e.g., don't have staff members who
could be assigned to liai4on duties to attend
meetings', write repofts, etc. [18, p. 67].).

,

253
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) whether one or the other agency felt that
interaction (positive or negative) would
really make a difference in the issue out -

pome-- i,.e., an agency could see an oppor-
tunity for collabotating with another one .
buteels that this collaboration, will

.

.:- really not make any significantdlifference
in reaching their, mutual goals.

e) whether the agencies involved had any previ-
ous experiences in interacting (positive or
negative)--e.g., Wtwo agencies had
cooperated with good results in the past,,
the chances are they would cooperate again;
the same holds true if they had been in
conflict.. (Rogers and Molnar and that
agencies that have similar int rests and
have worked togethe ver time tended to
cluster together rms of their pattern's
of interaction 43. 67].

Whether there are any inducementsfor inter-
acting (positively or negatively).

Rogers and llolnar's research findings suggest a
few 'additional variables 'that would influence whethet"
two dr more agencies would interact positively or
negatively [18] There are:-

g) whetter agencies are single purpose or
multipurpose ozganizations will influence
their becoming involved.

As Rogers and Molnar pointed out , "Single pur-
pose organizations may have less need to
interact because of their'narrower program
focus, their lowerneed for additional
resources, and their smaller commonality
with other groups" [f8, p. 69].

h) whether agency administrators are "organi-
zation-centered", or "system-centered" in
their, orientations. Agencies with adminis-
trators who have a narrow-viewpoints about
their agencys' roles in development and who
feel, that they have most of the right
answers will interact less' than those which
have administrators who view development
broadly-and concede that it takes the effort
of many agencies CO deal with community
problems [18, p. 69].

,
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7) Agencies will escalate or reduce their
interaction (positive or negative) with other"
agencies dependint on the degree to which their
organizations are involved- -i.e., the more
effort and resources are committed to inter-
ac ion, the more the interaction will escalate.

46." (Wa n also pointed out thaeipteractions
.will grow and diminish in a cyClical fashiNp
[25, p. 209].) .)

8) Two agencies may engage in twp or more different
kinds of interaction, focusing on.different
issues; and Involving different combinations
of personnel,, interests, territories, and

resources--i.e., a'part or levVi..of, an agency-
could be collaborating with a partlf another
agency while. different parts of these agepcies
are involved in conflict.

Obviouslythis situation:most often occurs
among larger organizations.

. The last fiVe prinElples emphasize the complexity'
involved in interagency interactions, be they of a
collaborative/cooperative nature or a contest /conflict
nature.

Some implications

It is obvious from the previous disCussion that
-.getting interagency cooperation, collaboration and/or
coordination is nb simple task; despite the rhetoric
that is often heard..

Let's.try to summarize some, of the implications
for agency and CD workers:

1) The belief that interagency.coopetation in
CD efforts is good is still valid. But, we
also need to recognize that just because there
is such a need, it will not automatically
'happen:

2) We also.need.to recognize thaOnteragency
contest/conflict can haVe beneficial
effects--to the community and to the agendieS
involved;.it is not inherently "bad." But,
conflict can and does hai/e negatiVe consequences
when it- escalates too far.

Contest situations between Kagencies can provide
incentives to each agency to provide;

--Better services

--Innovative services
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-Services ot. previously provided

--Increased ccountability for agency activ-
ities

. ,

..
.

'3) The kind of agency we are a part of determines
to a considerable extent the kind of responses
we get when we t to work with other agencies.:

- -If our superiors have a negative attitude, we
are likely to get a negative response.- If
they have a.negative attitude,we might help
them change.

- -If our agency'has been involved in past co-
opeative ventures or content/conflict, the
respbnse willVobably reflect our track
record. If in'the past interaction was posi-
tive; cooperation will be relatively easy.
If negative, we will have to overcome avi,,I
barrier of suspicion, hostility and mistrust.

--The size of our agency will alsb influence
reactions. If it is: mall, we need to carve
out an identity and deal from there. If
it is .big, We need to take. the Initiative-
with Smaller'agencies, .heing.sensitive to
their need for Suivival.

- -The age and strength of our agency will also,:
be important. If it is new we. usually' will
need to be careful, but we can carefully work
with others. If we are well established, we
can take the initiatiVe.,.again being sen$1.-.
tine to the other agencies survival needs.

4) Mandad interagency cooperation is very dif-
ficult except,where all agencies are controlled
through a hierarchy and the mandate can be en--
forced.

Thus, mandates for coordination'usually end up

.'..- ,
being disregarded in actual practice...,

, .,

,.
5) One gOod way' to obtain interagency cooperation

is by starting to work together on new programs'
that!can enhance the programs of all partici:-.
pacing agencies and that are not,a threat to
any agency's territory or survival.

The key isto find a common al and agreement

/
on methods for achieving the oal.
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6) The more interaction indiv al agency workers
have with one another, t greater the chances
for interagency cooper ion. It means we have
to constantly take e initiative in getting

("4'. to kniaw oi!her agenc people, even when we are
not actdally collaborating on specific programs

I/
7) -The-community. (or its sub-systems) can play a'

major part in stimulating interagency coopera-
tion:.

--By the power of the purse ("allocative" co-
Operation)

- -Bye defining needs and resources necessary for
Work on community problems. The community
can thus coordinate agency programs without
these agencies,making'a conscious effort to
do so.

V

--By providing induCeMents to agencies (e.g.,t
'good and/or bad reports to superiors or
higher levels of hierarchy; or by reports;
good and/or bad, to legislatures)

Agency and CD workers can provide *eded aac
sistance by helping local.communit es under-
stand the potential roles they canyldy and-how
to fulfill those roles.

Communities that have mastered problenisolving.
ro16-generally recognize their impart ace, and
act accordingly.

IMPROVING AND MAINTAININGINDIVIDUAL
AND AGENCY EFFECTIVENESS

In this concluding section, we will try"to,deal
with some general, broad principles or'ideas that can
help agencies and their workers be more effective and
stay effective as they assist communities in develop-
ment.

We will touch Upon a few concepts or ideas, which
might sound trite, corny, and self-evident, but which
are crucial for effective CD. They bear repeating, .,s

as we all heed to constantly remind ourselyes about
fundamentals of our work.

As agency workers involved in CD, we are a part
of organizations or agencies which were created and

;
supposedly exist,to serve people an their communities.

Everybody agrees with tills
4
Rrinciple, but, we often

. hear that the opposite isrue- -that bureaucracies;
agencies,, organizations ac as if people are to serve
them. Why?

25
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/
Examples that illustrat why people,feel this way

,--Communities sometimes spend more, money in pre-
paring and processing application forms than
the total. money they,Jeceived as a result of.the
effort.

comMunities Are required to fill
oub ferms and\lreports requiring information
that's not neccessary and that will never be
used.

--Nurses ,wake up patients in order to give them
sleeping pills.

Perhaps the point is made even more clear i9f the
title of a short article by Ryan which reads, "Get rid
of the people, and the system 'runs fine" [19]. In his
article Ryan quotesfrom an English newspaper article:

Complaints from -passengers wishing to use the
Bagnall to Greenfields bus, service that "the drivers
were speeding past queues of up to-30 people with a
smile and a wave of a hand" have been met by a state-
ment pointing out that "it is -impossible'for the
drivers to keep their timetable if they have to stop
for passengers" [19].

,I'm sure everybody can recall similar "horror
stofies".from personal experience or hearsay..

How can such things happen? How can individuals
and their agenCies keep from falling 149 such traP;?

The "problem" to
"program" shift (I1.7-25)

Essentially, the problem is tha.rthere seems to
be a natural tendency for bureauCradies 4nd-their
employers to shift from an external orientation (the
people they'are to serve, the problems they are. to
help solve) to an internal orientation (to fulfilling'
internal agency requirements,'procedures, methods of
operations).

The shift-is rarely a conscious,and ' deliberate ate,:

is graduml'and we sAdenly find ourselVes in
loug and countetTproductive situations before we

ze what ,has happened.

It4has a tendency to feed upon itself, thus creat-
ing situations that become worse and worse.

ridi
real

c



As we (or our.agencies) begin gradually to get
ourselves into such situations, the natural reaction
is to rationalize our behavior (We don't want to lose
face--admit to mistakes- -there is a good reason for
wiiat we did, etc.). We thus continue in the same
direction until we all at once find ourselves in a
situation that we cannot rationalize away, and the
"fat is in the. fire. "'.

This Shift film an external to an internal orien-
,

tatlon is the same as was discussed In' Unit II of ,this
TWhing where it was described in terms, of a shift
from "communityIdevelopment as a process" to 'community
deVeiopment as a 'method" to "community development as
a program." 0

This shift is characterized as one from a client,
orientation towards an agency orientation.

There are many interrelated factors which help
impel us toShift in these directions, most of them
having to do with'our cultural background and how it
influences our behavior as individuals and as bureau-
cracies.

The most 'Important factor influencing us is our.
generall.background and orientation..

4 N

In our society, ,as Foster points out:

. . most professional training .is designed in
terms'of programs,rather than, underlying problems,,

albfessional training produces. program-
orientedspeciaTigts. Only rarely does it pro-
duce problem-oriented specialists [4, p., 81].

That is, these, specialist's are trained more in .

terms of knOwIedge.,about standard solutions, that h ve
evolved to deal with standard problems,,than in: hoia
to identify and analyze problems and develop appropri7
ate solution(s).

.

This system, works well under most circumstanc6s,
but too often it doesn't.

An example of this is the, wadi in which we respond
to sewage treatment needs.

The standard solution is to bpi d a sophistiCated
sewage treatment plant. Professional who deal with
this problem are well trained in build ng sewage
treatment plants.

It works for most communities;, but there are cc:im-

munities, particularly very small communities,'that
cannot affatd and don't really need a new technologi-
cally sophisticated plant.
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:.The usual .solution' is to force the community to
build one anyway. -Often noother alternative is
explored, such as a simple lagoon sewage treatment'
syStem,,that would yield the same results. ,

The technicians are geared to thinking only in
terms of Eheir standard solution to a standard
problem.

And, the bureaucracies, of which they are a part,
also reflect this orientation.

Thus, theyhave only standard programs (a sewage,
treatment' plant); to'fit the specific situation:4.

)And, nothing auses them to think about the pb-ro

J
.

lem, its extent, a d the alternative ways 6f dealing
with it that fit the local system.

The end result--people and communities have to
adapt to the system rather han the system adapt to
the people.- .- ,

v This program versus problem orientation is'a
dif icult one to overcome because we, as individuals,
of e
)1

n don't recognize that we'arp in its trap.'

It is so obvious to us; that a'particular program
would help a community deal-with:its problems. Our
training and experience tells us this is true.

-19 : We Cannot cOnctiveithat our program could 6*.,com-
.plete/y wrong, not 'fit, have many negative consequences

pand even not solve the problem.

It isn't until after the program is applied and,.
the consequences and results measured, that we find out
that something 'went NEong. Even then, because we ma
be so program oriezitel,. we don't understan&why It
didn't work; -

Hall .approaches this problem-from'a different
perspective [10]. He says that, "We have beeil
to think linearly rather than comprehensively

. ./r
[10, p. 12];

Hall has coined two terms which'describe how:two,
1.-different cultural systems organize their thinking

and the management of time and,spacei They arel

'!Monochronic time syteMs- which emphasize.
1

"schedules, segmentation, And promptnes"

"Polychronic time" systemS hic "Stre5s involve-
ment of people and completion transactions
rather tha adherence to preset,. schedules" [10,,
p. 17]

ot
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IndiViduals.rwho are a part of a 'monochronic"..
cultural system tend to put priority On:.

- -Orderliness

.--Specialization of function,

-Compartmentalization

- -Differentiatio

-Delegation of responsibilities

-Systems

- -Procedures

All at the eventual expense of being able to deal
with people on their'terms'andwithin their Conte
(their situation, problems, needs, ways of qlping,1
things, values, beliefs,.etC.)

.

But, bureaucraci (agencies) are the-creations-
of the people working them.

,

Thus, bureaucraciesin,-"mohoch onid time cul-
tural,systems.are compartme talized, differentiated,
have responsibilities whic are greatly. delegated,
and are linear intheir o ations...- -,

'The. net effect is that bureaucracies find it dif-
.ficuitkto deal t:ith people on their terms. Thu they

I
operate in such a manner that people whom they ry to
'serve must adapt to the system of not.receiveh 1p.

And eventually; we may actually hear someone say,
"Get rid of. the people so the system can run better!"
And what's worse, they may actuaolly mean it.

Implications

Overall, this becomes a rather depressing.picture.
The question is, "What can we do about ;0"

There are a number of thingswe,,as ageOcyand
CD-workers, can do to reduce the shift from'prohlem to
program: or client to agency, or external to internal
orientation.

1) First, as individuals, we should recognize
that what we do and how we behave does make
a differende ihour agency's orientation.

-We can gripe about the system, its inappro-
priateness and its inflexibility dnf we,
are blue in the face, but it. won't c ge
things:- We, after all, are a major part of ";'''
the system!

,

What counts is what we do as(individuals.

26 .1 W.



As individuals, we need to attempt to do
things right, to'bOlexible, and to personf-
ally,and.individually keep from getting into
--te traps.

If enough individuals in an agency strive
.toward being flexible, toward making the pro-_

grams of their.agency fit the needs and prob-
lems of the people and communities they are
supposed to serve, then'tbe agency as a whale
can stay flexible.

,2) AsiagenCy and CD. workers, we who are in con -
tact with people in communities, should also
he101ikhese people understand. that their ac-_
"tionS an force the "system" to adapt to their
needs and problems.

in,fact,,as agency and CD workers; we must
at times help,-local people "fight the Systed."

,"T This linpettclwAsiness,4,t's messy,. and cane
e 4yrnegative personal consequences,s6

It must be done very carefully.

It easier to not "buck the system " - seek
coveribehind'regnlations, procedures, and
tradiLlOnaf ways of doing things even if they
don!,t make.Sense-than to try.tO see ta it
that when needed rulei get bent and, procedures
are circumvented.

In other words, it means that we, aS 4ency
and CD workers; have a role in helping local
people and local communities out of a partial-
ly disenfranchised situation.

.

3) As agency workers, we must continually strive
to-,understand and relate to the needs, aspira-
tions, problems, and oppOrtunities of the
peolle and communities we seek to serve.

, This means we need to learn as much as possi-.
ble about local conditions:. physical and -

narural conditions; and cultural,,social,
and psychological conditiOns.

This need to relate to local conditions has
been well documented for those who became
involved in foreign "nnderdeve oped" socie-.
ties and communities. howetre ,;!the same
principle applies to the United Sta.teS.

,- ..4 l.

26
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:Too of en we make'the mistaken assumptiOn
that a Americans:and all communities in the
United States .are the same. 'They are in many.

.-respects, but there are vital differences.be-
tween.communities. If ,these differences are
not taken into account, the "standard Oro-
grams" won't fit and wog# t work.

Me have been reasonably adept at considering
differences in the physical and natural Con-
ditions of communities (e.g., a certain river
and underlying geological formation preclude
the building,.of certain kinds of dams. or
stKuctures), but We have not been agThercep-
tive,about sdcial-and psychological differences
that can be just as important..

Too often, when-a "solution"'is offered to a
community to deal with a problem and its'resi-
dents resist, they are treated as being ignor-
ant and qe project is pushed through. The-

-asumption is made that we know more than they.

-However, local people do know a great deal.
They mayknow.intuitively-, and without adtu-
arlyAnowing why, that something won't work.
We neeeto, listen more often and try to ana-
ayze--if there!are key 'socialfpsychological
faCtors Wh'ch could affect the outcome of a
project.' can. learn from them.

4) As members Ofagencies, we should strive to
"work within the system",in helping our,
bureaucracies maintain aproblem orientation
and- flexibility. As individuals:who-are a
'part of these organiiations, we should work
actively..toward organizational renewal.

This means an ongoing prOCess of review of
the.or&aniitiOn's purposes and their rele-
Yance.to changed Situations,04Lhe clientele
the organization is supposed to serve:

1 -

We commonly hear the cliche, "Our.job is to
work ouselves out of a job"--heaning: we
were created to deal With a'problemvand when
we have done so,,we will fold up shop. This
rarely happens.

Most agencies are given rather broad purposes
or missions as a response to certain kinds of
recurring rbblems that people or tommtinitiess
face. '.-:grams are initially designed to

' deal with these, but over time conditions
change. -
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Successful organizations to these
/hchanges and change eir programs ta'fit the

new.situationth renew themselves.

Others don't change: Thelonger they resist
cha ge, the more inflexible, or the more
prbg am oriented, they become.

'0'. The 1141ger agencies- and- individuals within
them don't'attempt:to "renew" their organiza-
tionsshake them up some- -the more difficult
it becomes to-do so. Thus, unless agencies
are renewed, they tend to go their way',,nntilL
change becomes. so difficult that a,major up
Ileaval i-s required.

51 ..A final point. MoSt of us have joined p blic
agericies with:a motivation of helping pe le.

--he more we,' as individuals, strive o ep
our, programs in communities on targe , the
greatel-sthe chances thaF these'programs will
actually help people and. theitLcommunities. _

Successful programs do provfde us .with a
great.sense of satisfaction. They Till our
ego-needs, our need to see that'we are.ac-
,complishing some good,

Therefore, we. have a very vested interest in
.being able to provide.appropriate and 'rele-
vant-help.

The mor6.program oriented we becom&, the more
dissatisfaction we will experience, the more
frustrations we 041 suffer.

So remember,.it helps to stay sane, to obtain
genuine Setisfaction'in what one is doing, to
feel active,and .productive, if we keep trying
to del with communities and %heir people .

with a problem-or people orientation rather
than a program orientation.

GOOD LUCK!-!

4

4
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Community Boundary Idenfification Exercise

Background

-This exercise is designed to help.participants better understand in

graphic form the concepts .associated withr!'functional sub communities"

(or "lOcal:cOmmunity s cial'sub-systems"), how they are interrelated and

how they relate,,po t "general community" (or "locality community sys-

tem ").

,There are two parts to the exercise. The first consists of a pre-

Sentation and demonstration of how to identify and map the various sub-

communities/systems and the gewal.community. The second consists of the

exercise the participants go thiOugh as individuals and as small groups.'

.01
° A total of two hours-is needed for this exercise. The first part

should not take more than half. an hour, the' second part about one and-on,

on-half hours.

The best place to use this' exercise-is after the first two topics of, i

this unit have'been covered- -i.e., after "Traditional Definitions ofCoM--

munity" and "Communities as Social System."

Presentation and demonstration'

(This sectiOndemonstrates the boundaries of a community in
4.. Michigan. It.might b.well for the resOurceperson conducting

this exercise to use as an example a.community he/she is well
acquainted with and which participants might recognize.)

By mapping communities wecan illustrate graphically how many com-

is can give us new insights into

swe work in.

Ise, me will give you an idea of

f functional -communities) and

munity sub-systems are interrelat

the make-up and composition of

B0fore we ask youto do t

how we can map.community sub-sy

fiom these determine the boundaries of ge eral nities.

Using a community we know well, we have attempted to map its various

functional sub-communities. We only used-a few key sub-communities: the

Political, educational, mass communications, and economic. The more we

15
This exercise is adapted from Kimball's paper "Understanding Com-

munity" and his companion exercise "Community Boundary Identification
Exercise" [11, pp. 5-10].
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map, the mote accurate we Will: be in plotting the boundaries Of the

general community; but .these few will suffice to demonstrate the

exercise.

1. First, on this map 16
we shall include the political community

boundaries. It seems desirable to draw plem irst.because they

are usually a set of readily identifiable boun aries.

2. Because educational community boundaries are also usually

'easily identified, we will include theft). next:

3. Identifying Mass communications sub-communities is somewhat

more difficult because there are usually no identifiable

boundaries. Drawing a boundary line at the outer edge of news-

paper, radio, or T.V. coverage provides this boundary.

In .a similar manner, identifying, the employment drawing power

of an industry, the distance shoppers travel, and/or the dis-

tance banking is done is the route to identifying the economic

sub-community.

5: We could continue with other functional sub-communities; but

for our purposes, the map is now well filled.

-Now, by examining the pattern of boundary lines drawn on..our map, we

can identify the rough boundary of the general community and draw it in

This is the locality community where people.have shared conrns, call

their Ailmunity by name,-interact frequently, and whose territory is

identitleg by the coincidence .of many sub-community boundaries.

With this demonstration, we can now turn to the exercise,where each

of you can attempt to do the same procedure for the area you work in.

The exercise

Materials needed: (a) Large shegts of blank paper--no smaller than

x 17 (which can be three-hole punched and kept in a three-ring

notebook); (b) Colored pencils or markers (black,. yellow, red, and green

is minimum); (c) A map of each participant's work area that can be used

as a reference during the exercise.

16
'An overhead transparency should be'used to illustrate the various

°boundaries. (See the figure included' on. page 92, which shows how a map
,Would appear when finished.)

2 6 ut-
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Individual tasks: Using a sheet Of blank paper provided and the

(7

lar=gest scale possible, please complete the following'steps:'

41. Draw the political communities in your work territory
17

as

best you can. Include.those that are significant in your work,'.

e.g., county(ies), townshis(s), city(ies), major village(s) or
,

other political communities. (Use a black pencil or marker.)

2,.. If adjacent counties.or other political.communities.are reallyr ,

significant to your work territory, please also include them
.

with dotted black lines.
.

3. Now draw (using the Colored penCils ck markers) the boundaiies

of the following functionai.ComMunities whih are frequently
(...
different than your!political communities in your work territory:

Yellow - Educational communities,or any other special

functional communities ''

Red = MaSs communications,communities

Green ,L)L Economic communities

4. Within ,yourwor territory, draW in the, general c unities.:% 44
40'

(1.1e a blue pen il ormarkerw)

Group tasks: Now, fonpurpOsel-of comparing notes and having some;

experience in describing the various communities with whiCh yoU are

associated, we suggest that you,assemble in the.following groups (Which

may be adjusted, if necessary,-according to the composition of the parti-

i.cipant group):

Group Ii ThosewhOsework territory is one coupty. commu-

nitiesunder10,000. 4/
Gro II: : Those whose work trritory is one county with at. least

one community of 10,600 to 50,000.r
M

-Group III: e whose wor rritory is one county with at least
a .

one ,community, o r 50,000.
s

-- 1

.17
If your territory is too large for this exercise, or if there I's

some difficulty 1.n :identifying yourterritaly, choose a community you
know well, such as your previous work community or your home community.
It is imiartant that,you. Select a-territory that you are .familiar wi'th
'and 4,haeltilit be small enough to mike feasible.themapping..of political,
functional, and gener41 ccmMunities.

-V

2 Li
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- Group IV:

Group V:

94

Those:.whoge work territory is multi- county with all-9

communities under 10,000

Those whose woxk territory is multi-coUnty with at least
. ..-

one community of 10,000 to 30,009.
4

whose work-territory is multi- county with at least-,

a
..0

, -1. ,
.. . on community direr 50,00Q.

Group VI; Those

Each group please co plete the following steps:

1. Choose a chairman and recorder.

2. Each report what you have recorded. (Show and tell.)

3. As a group, identify sitidlarities'and'differences.
J .

4. The recorder will be asked to'Ahare the important similarities 4;

and differences with the tOtal.group.

Group reports: Each group report, to the participants as a'whole,

the important similarities%and differences found for their group.' After

each report, these findings can be discussea-by the participants.

26J
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SOCIAL SYSTEM WARRE
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THE COMMUNITY COORDINATOR -THE SOCIAL.

MILIEU IN WHICH HE WORKS

**
George M. Beal

Introduction

RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT IV .

As I see it, you coordinators are attemptihg to establish systemic

linkages between social systems.' These social systems often have diffuse

and'diverse goals which,may be complementary but often are competitive.

You are trying to change the saliency of the goals of these social systems

to be highly complementary to yours, or you may attempt to displace exist-
,

ing goals and substitute your own. Most of these social systems are high-

ly institutionalized'and dedicated to boundry maintenance. The profession-

als who4work in them (and often control or direct theM) are highly social-
.

ized in their professions--their referents and referent group norms are

often other professionals or authority figures higher in the bureaucracy,

rather than the local agency.or community. In your status-role, you have

little social power--either authority or influence. You have few sanc-

tions--:rewards or punishments--at yoUr disposal. Yet, many sanctions can'

be brought against you by others if you don't carry out your role perform-

ance in accordance with their latent desires.

This is one way of describing your role. The sociological "jargon"

may be one way of describing the situation in which you must operate and

*
Summary of a paper given at the National Conference for Staff of

Interagency Smoking Councils,_ Sponsored by the National Clearinghouse'on
Smoking and HealthWHS, at San Mateo, California, April 2-5, 1967. At
first glarice the title of this paper would indicate that it has little ap-
plicability to Unit IV. The content is highly relevant, however. Of
particular importance are the sections dealing with social system linkages.

**
Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology and Anthropology,

Iowa State University.

.
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may.aid:in'better understanding some of the problems you face. However,

hopefully we can find a better set of concepts to use for our communica-

'tion purposes at this conference. However, this "shock" introduction may

illustrate several points.,First, the difficulty of an outsider coming

into the middle of a loosely structured conference (with much free dis-

cussion) and making. relevant comments (non repetitive) when he does not

know you and your client systems intimately. Secondly, perhaps one con-

tribution one can make is offering a set aeconcepts that place a different

or new perspective on your role and the social milieu which you operate.

The formal part of my presentation will emphasize the' lattecpoint;

namely, I will attempt to proVide a conceptual frameWork, with sub-concepts,

that may help to more clearly underStand a part of the social Milieu in'
o-

which cbordinators attempt to perform their role.

The Territoriality Based'Social System

There are a number of frames of reference from which this discussion

could be approached. One meaningful frame of reference may be that of the

territoriality based social system. By territoriality is meant the geo-

graphic base or space dimension of social systems that are formally, in-

formally or psychologically designated as meaningful arenas of identity,

interaction, administration, planning, decision making, or action. For

example: Nation, Region, State, Districts, Multi-County, County, City,

Other Civil Divisions (e.g., Conservation or Zoning District), Community

or Multi-Community,, Community Chest areas, Hospital area, School Districts,

etc.

These territoriality based social systems may be elaborated further:
.

14
, ..

1. Territoriality based social systems are for the most part those

social systems in which living in them makes one a member of

them, e.g., city, school district, county, community. This type

of territoriality social system may be contrasted with what are

commonly called voluntary associations or special interest graups

in which the individual has the right to choose whether or not

he desires to be a member.

T
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2. They allow for.(and are actually used as) a means of breaking

complex social systems (e.g.,, nation) down into'manageable 'sub-

sygtems for legal, administrative, decision making, planning,'

and action purposes.

3. The territoriality social system approach is one of the few ways

that guarantees responsibility for complete coverage °flail people

in complex social systems--the territoriality social system 'en-

compasses,all people in the territoriality.

24.. People reside in, live in, interact in, seek services f,.n, may be

legally responsible to and, to an extent identify with.various

territorialities. At a general level there are shared values,

beliefs, norms, goals, etc. held by people in these territorial

ystems.

5. These territorialities are the arenas in which problems arise, de-

cisions are made, planning is carried, out and'action is taken for

what is assumed to be the common good of the members of the sys-

tem.
7--

v .

Even local territoriality social systems are very complex. By local
we refer mainly, to a count}, or a.smakIer unit-7.ity; combinations of cities

.7

'or community. How cap we better understand. the component's (elements sub-

\
ystems) of these local territoriality social systems?

At a general level they can be categorized into types of social sys-
. tems--not necessarily completely mutually exclusive types.,

CATEGORIES'OF SOCIAL SYSTEMS

INSTITUTIONS (family, government, education, religion, economic,

recreation and cultural arts)

FORMAL VOLUNTARY (PTA, Rotary, Chamber,of Commerce, League of Women

Voters, Boy Scouts, et-c.)

AGENCY (Public--health, welfare, OCD,'Employment Service;

Private--Red Cross, Cancer Society, etc.)

INFORMAL (Neighborhood, friendship, power structures, etc.)

TERRITORIALITY (Within the designated local territoriality system--

discussed above--there may be further meaningful'

3d4.



SOCIAL CLASS

delineation of sub-territoriality systems, e.g., 1

neighborhoods, subUrban develOAents, residential, reas

with differential status, etc)

(Least mutually exclusive category. However, an analy-

sis of'a local territoria1ity social system in terms of

its class dtructure may be a valuable analysis and.

planning tool. For example, an understanding.of how

classes differ.in terms: of the ollowing' characters may

be of value: values, -needs, prestige, influence,'com-.
0

munity participation, organiiational structure, role
S.

resources, etc.

Social Systeni Concepts

The above categories of social' systems can bee very meaningful in

breaking down complex local territoriality systems into more understandable

..p.nd.meaningful units. However, more.precise Concepts are needed, to more

fully understand these social systems.

One approach tb this more,precise conceptualization is that of sociol-

ogist Charles P. Loomis.1 This mceel with some adaptation ) will be used
0- °-

here.

'A general definition of a social system is that it is composedof two

or more individual actors (persons) whosel.relations to each other are pat-
,

teined and mutually oriented. TheSe)actors-share common definitions,,

symbols and.expectationg. In short, a social system is a viable., interact

human group.

Chances are that you belong to a largenuMber of social csystems.

Your family may be considered a social system. Then there ate. small in-

formal groups:.: the morning.coffee group; the, card group or-just a small

group of friends who like toi "get together' often. Your work group L a

social system. You are probably also a member of several larger, more

formal social systems: the Lion!s,Club, the PTA, the Masons, the church.

1
Charles P. Loomis. Social Systems. D. Van Norstrand Co., Inc.,

Princeton, New Jersey, 1960.
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You pay be a member of a school board, the welfare board, a health council.

These,' t7or are social systems. You also belong to other, yet larger and
'

.. more d ffuse so a 1 systems such as the community, the city, the county,

the state and nation.'

from these few examples it tan-be seen that the concept "social sys-
.

tem",ca be_applied to almost any collection of individual persons so long

as these persons relatq themselves to one another in a patterned or pre-

dittablway and share common deffnitions, syMbols and expectations.

One analytical tool which can'aid.the,change agent in understanding

his community and- its many subsystets iste conceptual model of social

sytems. As Previously noted, asocial system is a human group. ,However,

the term "social bysteeris more than a substitute for the term i"gtOup."

It is much more specific and precise. It is not one idea or definition,

bilt a set of interrelated ideas. Ittakess into consideration the fact that,,-

while social systems do have apparent differences, they also have many,

fundamental similarities. All social systems are similar in that' they are

built of of elements, or units of social,structure and function. For example,

all social systems have goals and all have ways and means of reaching these

goals. All social systems have Accepted ways of behavior,. or norms, and

all can and do impose rewards and punishments, or sanctions, on their mem-_

,bers for conformity to or deviation from these accepted. Ways of behavior.

In addition to elements, several social processes are found to occur in

every social syStem. For example, communication takes place among the

members 'of every social system. .
/,

On first ex osure it(may appear to you that the social systems model

is too allst ract a 4 too general-too academic- -to be of use in
1

social ac-.

tion. However, it is this very ahst,ractness which makes the social system

concept worthwhile, It,is the fact that social systems have similarities

on an abstract level--,that each social system has elements and processes

--which allows US

systems.

to analyze and to compare and contrast two or more-social
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Social'system elements

Every social system has certain.elements, or units of, social structure

and function. Nine elements are presentJn every social system, even

though the content, or specific quality:Of these elements,varies fromA one.

system to another. These elements are at follow0

End, goal or objective Ends,goals or objectives ar1the changes

which theactors of the social system strive to accomplish through operation

' of the system.

Facility ,Facilities,are the means usedsby the social system to' .

attain its goals. The meansysed include physical, financial, individual

human and Toci411 resources. One may also consider interaction patterns,

activities and programs as means used by the system to attain its ends.

Normi Norms are the standards which influence the, range of goal
a

choices and govern the Selection and aprilicdtion of means in the attainment

of these-goals or ends. 'Norms determine the range of accepted, actions with-
,

in a social syst.eth'. They set the framework within which the, stated ideals

Agoals.and ways of attaining same) will be achieved in the ongOing inter-
.

actionprocess. It may be said that norms are the "rules of the game."

Sanction Sanctions -are the rewards and'penalities which the social

system uses to attaiwpotivation and conformity to the goals, means and

norms,of the system. Sanctions may be either pogitive or/negative. The

positive forms are rewards in the form 'of increased rank-or privilege,-.

praise, new opportunities, etc. The negative forms are punishments in the

forms of withdrawal of privileges, lowering of status,

Status-role (position) . .A status-role is. po itigLand a set,. of

expectations fOr an individual actor in a social system. There two terms

'(status and role).combine structure and functio

A status is a potition in a social system For exam , the.position

mayor'is one ,of the status-roles of city g vernment.. .Status describes

the position of-mayor in relation to other p sitions in,the city government.

As the result of occupying a status, t e individual is expected to act

in certain specified.ways and carry out cer ain .functions in the,mainten-
/

ance of the social system of which hd is a part. In formalized social

4
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systems roles ate a function of status... In less formal systems the Statu;N

. .
.

.

of an-individual often helps determine his role: 1

), :. iRank Rank the relative statusfof actors' in.a social sltem.. i

In general; it may be said that any givensocial-system'presCribes ranks
1

-to the various members based upon their qualificationg for'attaining,the

system's-goals, adhering to its norms or upon their.paslachievemehtaw
r

r
The rank given the individual;occupying the office,of mayor may be deter- -

mined in part by the status the community gives the office dt mayor and '

- the extent. to which the'mayor has pertormed the Toles which the community

expects himo play. In addition to ranking the individual as a mayor,

thecommunity-may consider othet status-roie which the individual is oc-

cupying. They may include family role,' chur filiation, formal organiza-,
, .

tion "membership and participation in informal groups. Thus,* total lank in

a.sociaf,system such AB a community may be dependent on many factors.r At,a
. 0

slightly higher level of generality we may speak of the rank subsystems,

(e.g., a formal organization)-have in thdjarger social system (eig., -corn-
,

munity).

Power Power is the capability4ko. control the behavior ootheis.

Power is divided into two components which include nonauthoritative'and

authoritative control. Thesetwo,components are referred to as influence

And authority. In fluent is that capability to control the behavior of

rid:others which is not fo 1/y designated in the authoiity component of the

status-role, uthority is the legal tight, asdetermined by the tembersi
...

the social system, to control fhe behavibr of o hers. ,

t'Belief ,(knowledge) A:belief isan indi idual actor's perception of
i

the relationships that eklstibetweenpfiepoMena within jkie niverse. Phe-,

nOmenon is used here in its broadest ''sensei.e.-, sameth ng which can "beP
. ,

, ..

observed. Individual actors.within any given;social system usually per-

ceive these relationships in a'similar manner. Scientific knowledge dif-c

iers from belief in.that the relationships Of the phenomena within the uni-

verse are observed according torigordusly,established Criteria commonly

relationships
.

referred.to as the scientificmethod. These.relationships can be obsetved

by men of diqp4 beliefs indifferent

manner.

times and places in-.a similar.

4 Lo
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Sentiment ,Sentiments are the normative feelings whirih are egps-

sive and represent what theindividual;attrieels about.phenomenS ih the
.

.

I

,
world. Sentiments'or feelings are closely related to beliefs. Beliefs are

, . .
.

areI viewed A$ "what we know": about the world and sentiments are expressive and
I

. . -cc
1

1

represent "what we,feel" about the world. A sentiment is an
, .

actor's feeling about. what the right; good, Moralor acceptable relation-
v.

ship between phenomena in the universe ought to be. Attitudes, or tendenc-

les to act in relation tolstimuli, are derived from. the beliefs and senti-

ments of individual actors.

, .

Solial'system processes

The social systems model elemenils presented above tend to view a social
- 0

system in a stulc form. This static model has utility in analyzing social
1

,

systems. In reality the elements of the social system do not remain static

fork any length of.time.. Each of the element's presented aboSe may be viewed

in their dynamic process; e.g.,'belief may be seen as)a process of .cognitive

mapping and validation; ends or goal - attainment maybe seen as achieving;
. ,

norms may be viewed aS.a process in evaluating;--etc:

HoWever, within each social system there ate master processes which

integrate, stabilize and alter the relationships between the elements

throughtime. As defined by Loomis each master process''is characterized by

(1) a consistent quality of regular and uniform Sequencesand (2) is dis-

tinguishable by virtue-of its orderlineSs: These master processes which

,integrate or ippolve several or all of the more Specific elements are:

communicaglon,.boundary maintenance, systemic linkage, sOtialization,°

social control and institutionalization. To help clarify the elements of

the social sycemin a.dynamic form,.thesemaster processds are defined

-below.

Communications Communication is'the exchange of meaningful sYMbols

among the actors within,a social system. It is the. rocess-by'which'an
t

individual tranSmits,information;,decisions and directives to other members.

Boundaty)Maintenance 'Boundary maintenance is the process by which

the social system-establishes and retains its identity, solidarity and
..,

interaction patterns. It is the process by which.members in the system and

f
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those outgide the dystem.are made aware of the identity and uniqueness o

a given system.
.,

Systemieiinage- SystemiC linkage is the process by which one

social system relates itself to. other' social systems and interacts with Ji,
,.. ,,

these systems. In the process the eldMents'of the two social SystRms'are

articulated so that in somd ways the systems function as.a single:system.
\

SOcialitation Sodialization is the process through'whi9h the social
-1

and cultural heritage is transmitted. It is through this prOdess that in- .
,

.

.
.

dividual actors leatql the. sentiments, beliefs, ends.and norms ofa i social
...

__system-

Social control .Social contrOljs the procesS by which the social,

system rewards and punishes(its Members. The elements '(;)k belief's, senti-

ments, norms, power and sanctions are interrelated in the proces6 of social

control in the community. .', ."...

Institutionalization Institutionaliiation is the process whereby
.

.human'behavior is adeyredictable and patterned; social systems are giVen

the.el ments of Structure and the processes of function. ComMunity members.
. ,

in the prodess of socialization learn norms and:sentiments. These elementS

are articulated by community members in similar ways within a wide range of
.

situations. In this way human bihavior can be predicted and is said to be-.

come institutionalized.

Conditions for social action.

In addition to the elements and processes, there are certain attributes

of social systems which are neVer con(pletely controlled by the system's
d.

members. These are referred to as general conditions for social action.

They include territoriality, size ant time.

Territoriality Territoriali y refers to the physical area of the

social system.

Size SizOrefers to.the number of actors in the'social system.

Time Time refers to the temporal dimension (past, present and fu=

ture ) of the social system.
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Vertical and Horizontar:Orientations
6 y

4 'el
.

\I:

Thus Ufar (1) territoriality based, social systems
.

'..

with emphases on)counties,' cities or communities, 2) categories of social
- .

systems and,(3)-soc161,system concepts. Local changp agents and 'c ordina-
..

tors'must work within local territorialitieb. In most cases they are a*

partof a vertical bureaucracy, i.e. they are a Oort of some bur aucratic

' :Structure with Various levels and headquarters outside, of the loca4terri-
.,-

tor ality. However, they attempt t? carry out=their activities iu the

local territoriality,' .i.e., they attempt to work with local ihciividuals,

institutions, ageAies, formal groups, informal groups, categories of people

.or tke community as a whole--they attempt to orient themselVes horizontally

The discUssioathat follOws will focus on a set of concepts that it is

hoped will help better 4derstand:" (1) the dynamics of:local territorial-
.

sties, (2) vertical orientattonS, and (3) problems'of horJ 6 aloorienta-

in the community.

tions.

A. A common assumption: The local territoriality is a unified and integral

unit of larger society (see Figure 1).

1. Local territorialities are often conceptualized as being unified

social systems that are integrally related to the larger society

as units.

2. Though there is some validity to this conceptualization a more ac-
,

curate conceptualization of-the manner by which local territorial-
,.

ities,are linked to the larger society is as follows. -0

B. Differentiated vertical linkages (see Figure 2).

1'. A more accurate description of how the.local territoriality ( .g.,

community) is linked to outsideworld is probably in terms of

ferentiated vertical linkages.

-2.X

k
Within the local territoriality .(e.g.,.-commuility) there are many

diverse local subsystems: /retail outlets, manufacturing plants-;-\.4

banks, churches, public and private agencies, units of government,

schools, formal voluntary:associations, etc.

1
An elaboration of some--of these ideals may be found.Au Roland-L. Warren

The Community in America, Rand McNally and Co.; 1963. 1
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Figure 1. Total ,system linkage
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INTERNATIONAL

LOCAL TERRITORIALITY

a

Figure 2. Differentiated% linkage
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Each of.these differentiated local subsystems is linke in

some fashionwith'the'utside world thipugh v4ti i ii.ages.
. ., ._ 0

These local subsysteMs.usually haye.(when.comi)a'red with each
- . t

.-,
other) diverse goals? Roj &est progtwo)beiaefs, sentiments.,

noimg, etc.; . .,
,

e-
4 . -

4-different geovaphiheadquarters ,- . :.' -' .2'
..,

.

> --different (tflOUgh often overlapping) memberships" . 'Dirt, -;
4-

differenp. reference groups'

--different clienteles.
4

4

These local subsystems are usually more vertically oriented (a e fr

oriented to thesystem ofyhiChthey are a part verticall

!.7side the ;community) than they are horizontally oriented. (oil-

ented;to other social systems in the community orthe

community):

3. 'A typology of organizations may illUstrate thiLoint.
. .

C. A typology of, vertical and .horitontal orientation -local territoriality

D.

1

subsystems (see Figure 3).

1.r Varticle. orienyation

2. Horizoqtal orientation

A second typology of local territoriality s4sysems can be conitructeth.

It is usually meaningful to consider it in combination with tye aboVe

typology. It dpals with orientation( within the localAerritoriality

poqia system. Four types and .possible examples are presented (see

Figure 4).

1. Complete internal orientation - -high boundary maintenance, no' sys7

teMC

- - social club

--women's fraternal lodge

2. High internalorientatiOnhigh boundary maintenance, minimum.

linkage.

--MoOSe Lodge--puts on community? Halloween .party for childien,

LodgepUt on high school all night graduation party
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Figure 4. Local territoriality orientation
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3. Both internal and external orientation--emphasis on both boundary
7

maintenance and systemic linkage; high group maintenance functions
A'

but also cothmunity task orientation.

--Service clubs: Rotary, Kiwanis, l,ions

4. High external orientation, minimum internal orientation--boundary

maintenance and group maintenance functionsfor identity and plan-

ning but main orientation to clienteles within the community.

--Examples, in some cases, local Cancer, Heart or TuberculoOs

Association, Council Social Agencies

5. Inferences may he drawn from local subsystems that fall in these

typologies in terms of:

a. Role.and function these social systems might play in ,social

action programs

The degreeto which they might cooperate (establish systemic

linkages) vith\other systems for purposes of social action

c. Difficulty of "entering", the social system to secure-commitment

of resources

E. Complexity within local systems (see Figure 5).

Time will allow for only d few.comments about within sub tem com-

plexity. Within a given social system there are differentiation of

interests, skills, roles and functionsby individuals and small sub-

systems. . For,example:.

1. There is usually a- single person or a small group that "controls"

the organization--social power.rests with a few. Incertain organ-.

izations the paid professional may be a key power figure, e.g.,

Secretary of YMCA, Director of Red Cross, Mental Health Coordinator,

Or, in formalized bureaucracies, the Chief of Police, Superintend-

ent of schools. Ih voluntary associations it may be the officers,

or given individual or small clique of power figures. This is

shown diagrammatically by the x in the chart. (Incidentally,. we

have found that in formal organizations.the more centralized the

decision making--in an individual, executive committee or small.

informal power clique--the greater the potential to secure a com-

mitment of_resources and the greater the resources committed.)
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Figure 5. Complexity within'sUbsystems
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. /There may be a small group or an individual that plays'the role

ci'f linking:the social system to the vertical bureaucracy.'

3. There is often a small group that links the group\ro'ihe relevant

power structure of.the community-71egitimiLa the. organization,

and its prOgrama, gives social justification for the organization,

attempts .to secure prestige forthe organization:

Another group (within aloeal Subsysteli)' may play the role of

obtaininapublic.support--image building, program aid, financial

support, etc--from the community, e.g., fund drives.

5. There may be 'another group tKat works mainly on providing services

to selected clienteles. For example, concerned mainly.with the

educational and service program:for the mentally, retarded, those

with tuberculosis, Red CrOss first aid, etc.

EXAmples of the importance dfthis differentiation:

aw County Tuberculosis Association.

TM.D. 's Ior status,. egitimation Andimage7-T.B. is health,.

and community identifies it as such and.M.D.16 don't :want lay

people"fooling around". with,health unless they are'involved.

- -Lay leaders who fulfill their needs and get their preiti/e .

frOm'hisAirganizatiOn7-"prafeasionar lad' leaders in health

"ghe-finidrai.Sing:giduptokes.cardof teplonning and imple-

iNt.:til-6hriitriasSeal fund-raising campaign.

n4r0041With,;:putting the.money raised to Good use

. A $10.antilienteles'.(these people are often hard to

013tAin):

In our research we'have found that while there is some overlap,

'basically there is a differentiation within groups as to those.

b.

social system members.

--Most influential within thegrodp with other members in the

group

-- Within the group most influential within thb "community"-

=.-Within the group most influential beyond the bounds of the

community.

319
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in the vertical opganizationJof which the local is a

part

--with other relevant target audiences: e.g., the,1egis-

lature

--other organizations-and agencies, government officials,

statewide mass media, etc.

. Vertical and horizontal linkages (see Figdre 6).

The previous discussion has presented some concepts and frameworks that

it is hoped *ill help better understand local territorialitiesand'how

they are linked to'more complex social systems outside the local terri-.

toriality. With this as background a number of points can now be made

regarding vertical and horizontal orientations that should allow for:

- -an emphasis and integration of the points already made

-the introduction of some additional ideas

--an emphasis on the problems of attemi4ing to obtain,horizontal link-

ages, e.g., coordination

- -some suggestions as to means of obtaining horizontal orientations

At a specific level the basic assumption is that if various programs are

to be implemented there must be horizontal orientations and linkages

established at the local territoriality system level.

1. In general, it may be said that local territoriality systems are not

mainly linked to outside systems as a total unit (colimunity is not

linked as a unit) but differentiated subsystems,within the community

are'linked vertically to their differentiated systems to outside
, .

systems:
.

--loCal chain stores to district, state and national headquarters

-- branch' plants to national offices

--local schools to state departments of education

--local governments to state and national governments

--local churChes to national denominational headquarters,

--local agencies to district, state and national: agency headquarters:

Social Welfare, Civil Defense, Cooperative Extension, Red Cross,

etc.

ti
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,Figuret06. Vertical and harizorital -orientation
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,

--local. formal:Voluntary'asSociations to state, national and
.

international

Rotary,,Federated'Womn's Club,,Leagne of:Women Voters, Chamber

of Commerce,. American Legion, Elks, etc. ,

2. There.are varying degreeSof horizontal linkages wand otientations

in local social eystema. The performing of specialized functions

by the subsystems-lsssUmea that many specialiiedfunctions add up

tomeeting many of the diverse needs ok the local "cOmmunity.".

This may be actual. or perceptual. ."In most cases many of'the needs

ofthe community are not met--many people are not meMbiers ofvfor-.

mal social systems, many clienteles ar not reached. There may be
4

some attempts tp reachr these people thr ugh coordi ing and lnte-

grating actions.

Many problems here because of lack'.of horizontal orientations and

lack of clarity of roles and misperception of roles. There is the

problem of hori;pntally linking the rsonnel and programs of varli-

ous agencies involved in smoking behavior,at the community level.'

. The vertical patterns are usually highly structured by-clearly de-9

fined contracts, charters, legislative laws, administrative.poli-

.cies and administrative procedures.
'I

/
The vertical patterns are usually bureaucrAically ciffented--charac-

terized by rational planning, specified goals, prescribed means,

authority patterns; norms, sanction patterns (rewards and punish-

ments), sets ofobeliefs and sentiments-They are usually serviced

by professional worker's, program aids and materials, training pro-

grams and additional resources. In addition, the headquarters of

the vertical systems may (a) provide an excuse for locals to not

get involved in local community programs they do nbt regard fAvor-

ably, (b) charters may not,let "headquarters" make concessions to

local desires, (c) provide influence in,high places to influence,

"desired" local programs, and (d) possess the underlying threat of

withdrawal of support (e.g., charters, financial) if the local does

not conform.

322
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On,the other hand, the horizontal orientation of local units may

lietharacterized as follows: lack, of structure; diVerseals; lack

rationale planning; diffuse informal roles, norms, sanctions,

' sentiments; lack of authority and exhibiting,ad hoc structuring

--loOse,:diffuse symbiotic relations as basis for interaction and

goal accomplishment.

here majappear_to be some exceptions to this. For example, take

the'specialized area of government with its public services of fire

protection, police protection; sanitation, certain health functions,

etc. But even here the systemic linkages betWeen these different

?pecialized funEtions are often not coordinated and integrted,*

Additional attempts are made at holkizontal linkages through such

means as Councils of Social Agencies; Community Coordiriating Coun- /-

cils, Community Chests.

. In many local territorialities (e.g., communiV) there is no deci-
s

making unit or arena.f Decisions- are made-on specific problems

by coalitions of individuals or groups. Major decisions are

made by the general Or issue area power structures.'

6 All local subsystems are not verttcallyorien-ed-dnr chi not even

have a vertical affiliation.' Ilpwever,.;thOse.that tend the
.

most effective andhavOthe.Most prestige are vertically linked..

And, these tend to be the groups a change agent would likko,' to in-

volve in his program.

7. It is withih this'social context that local coordinators must at-

tempt to perform their roles. They _must attempt to establish par-
.

tial systemic,linkages betweenraneamong institutions, agencies

and organizations.
.

8. But many successful social actionprogramanre carried on at the

local territoriality.level.to meetspecifit'needs or general "com-

munity needs different from or beyond those needs falling within

the objectives of a specific institution, agency, or.organilatiOn.

How?
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G. ,Establishinghorizontal orientations and linkages

What- are th

i

,bases upon which horizontal orientations and systemic

linkages ge established atthel.otal level? A number of variablOs-

appear relevant--these are taken from past research and infetences

from the body of'sociological knOWledge. '

, .

Research has found that the following are among the reasons why instts,
"----

tutions, agencies and formal organizations e tablish systemic linkages:'?

It1.. When there have been systemic linkage / es ablished at a higher.

vertical level:between authority positions (individuals or groups)

7

2.

in the bureauCracy. These !agreements must be made functional At

the ,local level.

When it can be Shown that there, is convergence or:complementatity

of goals among local social systems.,

When the social syStem:believes,it has a speCific "unique" resource

to contribute to a program.

4. When there,As a need to establish, maintain or enhance P social

system image -- boundary maintenance, identity, status prestige.
I

5. Fear of not, being involved with successful programs -- reverse status.

6. ,When there is an opportunity to become identified with a higher

status group , ,

7. When ':the 'program offers an oppqrtunity to establish thesocial'

System in\a "new" area of (activity that is status giving or need.

fulfilling.
4

8. When there are reciprocal obligations to sponsoring group, agency,

individuals AtIpooperating groups.

9.' When there is a fear that a new Oar another) organization will

encroach on their perceived area of competence, responsibility,

or interest.

10. When they perceived that their goals can be reached,more effective-.

ly or efficiently.by coordinated activity.

11. When they ere,"snown" the valiancy of program goals to their own

social systemsoals.,

1 . When one social systemlis linked structurally '(cross memberships

or.leadership) ot4funCtionally (past systemic linkage) to other

social systems,.

i.
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'Bridge to pi8Ousslon

Hopefully, some 14 the concepts presented will aid in more clearly

understanding the 'social context within whiCh the COordinator must perform,

his role. One objective.of the preSentation'was to set a framework within

which a more detailed, meaningful ;and' petsonaliwl discussion could take

place. We now have opportunity for that discussion.

Ci

t .
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WHAT IS CITIZEN PARTICIPATION?

James° B. Cook

RESOURCE PAPER
.UNIT IV

Citizen participation, if it is taken to mean,the involvement of

people in public decision making on their own volition, is.an extremely

complex phenomenon. Agencies concerned with the process of citizen perti-

cipation in one way or another have a tendency to approach it as if it

were a simple, thing. In organizing for citizen participation, agencies can

create conditions in which activities involxiing .i.plunteer participants

take place, but the settings and consequences are such that'often these'!"

activities bear:only a superficial resemblance to citizen participation.'

Many agencies and many professionals are committed to situations, in

. which they engage with some group perceived as "citizens," but they prefer

that such activities be designed and regulated by the agencies and their

professional personnel, themselires As a-result, many events,flying_under

the banner 'of "citizen pertiCipatiOn"' turn.out.tOAe activities.,: carried, on

within very selectiiie structures, at selected times, With.telected people,

selectively designated as the "citizen'element."' This is not.an unreason-

able strategy since it cuts down on complications, 'conflicts, confusion,

and the question of control of events. It is only unreasonable if the in-

tent is to encourage and support citizen participation, as distinguished

from having nonpaid volunteers performingsupport functions.in agencies'
0

1
i

. ..

programs.
.

.

If agencies and their profesonais design the organization, set the

)..agenda, assign the tasks,, control.the timing of activities, and select the

people considered to be the significant citizens, there may be things done

*
Prepared for "Intensive Training for Non-Metropolitan Development,"

second offering at Michigan State University, September 22-October 3, 1975,
and published in vphe conference proceedings (available from Department of
Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln).

James B. Cook is Instructor, Department of Regional and,Community
Affairs, University of Missouri-Columbia.
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that are useful to the agencies and their programs, bUt it7can hardly be..

called citizen action. In such cases the citizens do not exercise much
C

power over the conditions of their involvement.TheSe conditions are cre-

ated and controlled by the bureaucracy, and therefore the resp sibilityrn

for the operations lies with agencies and profesSionals. 'As ifferentiated

`from other types of civic involVement, citizen participation implies-that

,the individuals involved have the responsibility to define the roles and

/-establish the criteria for quality performance! Without this area of re-

spohsibility, the individuals.may''be performing useful civic roles but

not citizen roles-

This distinction may not be'very clear since it is the habit to think

of any voluntary civic role as-a citizen role. While many people believe

..that'there'is,in valid reason to distinguish ,citizen roles from voluntary

civic activityheosition takenthee is_thdt the unique contribution of

citizen roles in a democracy will be poorly understood and inadequately

appreciated until it begomes clear that the function of citizens is some-

thing diffetent from the performance ofqirescribed 'taSks.

Presented here is a framework,that differentiates between citizen

rpartibipation and other types of valid 'bnt4different kinds of civic in-
.. .

. .
volvement:: \

.

. The crircal questionAmsuch a probess of differentiation is
P .

What is citizen participation?

Before this questiOn can be -answered,it is necessary to consider the,

nature of 'the community in which the activity takes place'. What is caled.

"citizen participation" will vary widelrlrom community-to community. In

elite] dominated communitieswhat'happens under the rebel of "citizen parti-
,.

cipation" will be markedly, differentfrom "citizen participation'f in a

democratic community. While'it is the.oPinion here that citizen participa-

tiOn is a phenomenon uniqte io'democratic communities, many elitists still

feel that, as ordinary people have civic duties in elite controlled com-
.

munities,any performance of a civic role is citizen participation. (Of.

course, detocratic elitists contend that if the elite system institution-

alizes democratic values die-community may be domocratic, even though few
',-

people actually affect public policy and action. Democratic elitists,

I



in fact, tend to drop ditizen participation -as,a central feature of

demOcracy.)

One of the central ideas to all the versions of eliti m is that civil

society is,- clearly divided into' -the rulers and the ruled, 4nd the great

'body,of ordinary people, whether byjchoice; circumstances r the dictates,

of nature, is firmly established as:the group fit tobe:,ru ed Ordinary

people, in_this view, are not likely to play much of. a pa t in the pro7

cesses of governance, and those who would seek improVeme

attention to.the elites rat
.<

itist6, democracy.seems to e-7-1.sltie more than

allowing the subjects to vote on those who are to rue hem. The prime:
A "

role of the people'in public life, then, is considered be that of voter.

The votet role, at,any rate, is thought to be abou the only civic situa-,

tion In which ordinaryipeopleisAudgeMents ought o,be allowed to prevail..
,

In all other civic-involvement, the action of ordnarY people should be

and policyhad bestde7o

For many democratic e

t in public. life

r than.the. public.

under the direction of-the leadership, Or an elite element. This carries

with it' the conceptiot of,"Citiaen parelciation''as'a duty (4,fined,:hy

TlOders)to perform'spetific tasks to proVidesupp9rtfor the system or

"eprograMs within it While thi. kind activity :mays, perfectly valid \T

'N

and beneficial, it is not the same thing as citizen action, even though

many people'call it such. It is action which is 'programmatic natured;

that is, it is planned. and operates to produce a predete ined output.

Therefore, the people involvedcheve to act Under external )instruction and

cannot be permitted wide latitude in det imining and act g.out'the re-,,

quiiitd roles. In other words, many of th things identifi.44--las "citizen

participation" are'not related to
'r. '' ,t

..
I 't ,

decision-Makin /nor the
. . . .i.'..; ,,

... a

merely iMPlementatlon o ,-!Spie..ai7,-

example, agenties frequentlyoigan-
.

support the agencies' progiams.

direction of community action, bui are

ready decided'policy or pro.tet. (For

ize community groups' to raise money to

'The role of the community members enlisted in the effort' is not to affect

program policies or activities but to secure the fiscal resources so the

agencies can carry out their own designs.)

Citizen participation is more complicated than that, and it takes

place only in a popular democracy,, In fact, it is the mark of popular



t

i activity as the indicator of the degree of democracy in a community,
aY / /

it Is not either the humber or the percentage of people involved in ivic.
1 .

.

.

.

.

activities that counts as an indicator of democracy. It is the q ality and

consequences of popular involvement that is the real measure of democracy.

. There.can be many types pf. civic participation, of which citizen par-
N., ',

democ'tacy. While it isicommo& to loofc to the number of people involved in
. :

ecipation is a special kind, unique to democratic communities. There can

be heavy activity involving man). ordinary people in.any kind of system,

but gross numbers active in civic affairs provides no indication of the

type of regime. If anything, extremely high levels of popular involvement

suggests a dictatorship or a totalitarian system. For example, voter turn-

out tends tObe hibest in the most authoritarian systems, which oflen.use

tremendous, pressures and imposed sanctions to coerce individuals into Cer7.

tain presCribed Fivic activity. The distinguishing quality of citizen

participation is chOice. The people in citizen roles choose those roles

abd when and howkthey are to be performed.

'In a popular democracy, citizen roles are not the only type-of civic

roles necessary Ito keep the systeqoperating, Like any.Other f cola-
,

_munity system, fdemocraciei nied prescribed roles and subject roles.

'Prescribed roles are those in which the system defines (through laws,

f'regulations, priOssioAal standards,' customs, or- traditions) the behavior

] appropriate for proper role performance.. It is through prescribed roles

/ that a system assures itself'that certain needed or desirable tasks or

functions are carried out with reliability and with some predictability of

a reasonable quality of performances. (It is 'fairly easy to recognize

that public officials, from the,President on (down, are in roles that

scribe the duties, style, and tonteht,of thewroIt'and'that the incumbents

in official roles are circumscribed by all kinds of external standards
4

for proper,performance. However, it frequently slips the mind that roles
,

like chairmen of committees, even though the incumbents are volunteers,

are prescribed roles.)

Subject goles.are a special kind of, prescribed roles which define the

acceptable reactions to-the rules, laws, and'other output of the system.
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The innovation of democratic systems is in adding citizen roles

which are governed by-the choices of the people who chose to play them.

The incumbents, in prescribed and subject roles, have to'respect and abide

by'the role definitiOns and standard of performance set by the system,.

while the incumbents in citizen roles define and set the standards for the

role they occupy. In other words, the Persons playing citizen roles are

not acting out sets of behaviors determined as proper by someone else but
.

are the sole authority for what is done within the role. Of course, in

cumbents in all the civic roles actually affect the role behavior, but in

the-citizen roles-their impact on the role is critical, extensive,"and

decisive.

Regarding citizen roles, the incumbents (or potential incumbents) de-'
- ,

cide whether the role will be performed or not. They decide which role

1

will be perforMed; when it ill be activitated, and how' it will be acted

out. In a democracypeople have._a tremendous range of choices about how,

when, and about what they will use'themselves in, citizen roles which af-

fect the processes and directions of the civic community.

Since people have this kind of choice, there is not onesingle model

of'the citizen role but many varied citizen roles. Further, it means that
* . .

h a democracy there will be several levels of participation among the peo-

ple who make up .t community. Thus, in a democracy there shquld be no

expectation of uniform level of participation. Participation will Vary

from individual to individual..

'If su h choice about citizen roles, is to be exercised, the community

has to cre te and allow the condition in Which citizen responsibility.is

defined by'the'individual rather than by some external agency, be it gov-

ernment itself or some other institution or organization.. Democratic citi-

zen roles are determined, ).earned, adjusted, and changed by the incumbents

and, if this is to be the pattern, the incumbents must be free to decide on

their Own responsibility. As soon as some external agency claims the right

to say what. "a responsible citizen" is tq,do, then that agency assumes the

right, to dictate to people the content, range, and style of civic behavior

that is acceptable. If government or some elite determines, assigns, or

supervises citizen. roles, these roles lose their character as roles
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directed by individual choices and become prescribed roles in which the in,

dividuals are restricted to role perfOrmance outlined by someone else.

Democracy is not totalitarian--that is, the democratic community does

not seek to .exert controlover all aspects of society or individual life.

Democracy not only values individual autonomy, it)Itkpends on the capacities

of members of the community to'do their own thinking and to direct them-
,
selves in their civic involvement beyond the requirements as subjects or

in particular offices, positions and, jobs which they may occupy.

Sinte there is a personal life=beyond civic involvement permitted in

a democracy," people.do not lave to be totally involved at have their whole
4

being absorbed in the politics and'action of the state or the community.

They may reserve a great deal of themselves for themselves. It is their

choice as to how far to go in civic participation beyond what is demanded

as.law-abiding subjects. "Citizen," then, does notrepresent a whole and

complete person so:much as a role. Itis a role self-determined by the

person playing it and not dictated by government., Only by allowing people

to make their own choiCes of what they are to do as citizens can democracy

respect the. competence and responsibility of people to control their own ,

part in influencing the public decision making processes. If.people

not be trusted to regulate their awn involvement, then it would be absurd \

to believe they can be trusted with a part in governance.

Unlike subject roles'and prescribed roles, which by their nature are

relatively stable and Subject to relatively slow or incremental change,

citizen roles are extremely variable. It takes'only a decision by an incum-
I

bent in a citizen role'to do something else and'change the'role. With

changes in situations, events, and perteption's of conditions, individuals

can very rapidly change the behavior in their,tivic involvement. Thus, the

complement of citizen roles, along with their.intensity, direction, and

patterns, can fluctuate very rapidly' in a democratic system.

From obsery tiotrof other types of systems, it is apparent that sys-

tems change, ast, and respond differently with the fluctuations of the

variables. The stable parts of the system may continue to operate in

their established mode, but 'when the variables around them change config-

urations, the consequences of the stable elements' performance are altered.
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What, thiS suggests.in reference to a deMocratic Syst:em.is that the perform-

ance of the system is affected substantially by the ,fluctuation in its.most

variable elements--the'citizen roles. Popular control is not exercised, as

often suggested, by the convergence of people's opinions around a particu-

lar policy choice, but by the'variations in the activity and pattern of

citizen roles.

Citizen participation, then, is,the means of regulating a democratic

system. If people see no cause to be active in citizen roles, the system

may operate stripped down to the bare bones of prescribed and subject roles.

When for some reason people begin tq assume citizen roles, the system,is

elaborated and the patterns of decision making are changed. In fact, the

citizen roles that people select, devise, and play influence the size,

-energies, capacities, processes, and configurations of the operating demo-:

cratic system. These roles then became more important in the control pro.;

cesses than. the stable performance of even the most important' prescribed

roles, i.e., the President of the United States.

Only when a picture of the complexity and variability of a democratic

system is understood can there be much understanding of the processes by

which this kind of intricate structure 'is regulated and directed. The idea

that the behavior of a democratic system can be desdribed, explained and

predicted on the basis of observation of the major institutionalized and

prescribed roles is:based on the notion that a democratic System Is consti-

tuted very much like othertypes. of-regimes. The existence and operation

of its unique element--autonomous citizen roles--hm4ever,.makes th9 mechan-

ism of democracy fundamentally different from:all other versions of pcaiti-
t

.cal control. Close attention to the behavior of citizen roles is required

to, understand democracy.. AS long as scientists, philoSopher;' and politi-

cal analysts see only prescribed roles as significant, they will never be

albe to comprehend the dynamics of democratic control.

I4-Citizen partiCipation is to perform its unique control'function

in a democratic system, the politicians and professionals in agencies are

going to have to tolerate people choosing their own citizen roles. There

will be no 'democratic citizen participation if leaders, elitesr and the

corps of public professionals insist.that people be involved only in the

way and at the time the government or bureaucratic structures dictate.
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UNIT IV
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DECISIONCMAKING FO DEVELOPMENT*

**
Paul H. Gessaman

Introduction

Decision milking, the act or process of making a decision, has been

described,by Schaller as exchanging one o'r more known problems for a set of

as yet unknown problems that will develop as a result of the decision [7],

Warren's discussion of "The Great Change" seemed to be in substantial agree-

ment with Schaller. And, sober consideration of personal experiences in

life tend to indicate that there is never any one decision that settles a

matter for all time--thus, there is'never an end to the need for decisions.

If this is so, if decisions only result, in more problems, why do we

focus so much of our attention on decision making? _PoSsibly because our

choices are to place emphasieand attention on decision making and work to

improve it wherever possible, or to "just let things happen." Just letting

things happen is a way of dealing with problems, buff- it's not generally
,

viewed as the best way. ie#

Decision Irking in the community can be thought of,as the ongoing pro-

tesses through which the community's resources are managed. When we talk

about improving decision making, we are talking about improving the manage-

ment of community resources. And, who could be against that?4 Just try to

stimulate some changes (improvements) in decision-making processes and

you'll find out. Every existing decision-making process is a functioning

system and has its group of vested interests. Monkey with the system and

Paper presented at the Ncirth Centr41 program,of Intensive.Training
for Non-MetropolitanDevelopment, Lincoln, Nebraska, and East Lansing,
Michigan, April and September, 1975 and published in the conference pro-
ceedings (available from Department of Agricultural Economics, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln).

* *Extension Economist and Associate Professor of Agricultural Econom-
ics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

,
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you threaten someone, and a predictable reaction will result. So consider

yourself 'forewarned that the way of the "de ision improver" \is not ,always

smooth.
4

There are many possible approaches to the examinatibn of decision

4_ making. In this-discussion, I'll make brief reference to three models of

decision making. Then I'll develop somewhat more completely three related

approaches to thinking about decision making. None of.these provides the

answer, but I hope to stir your thinking about several aspects of community

decision making.

Models of Community Decision Making

Power actor or power
structure model

In this model of community decision making, emphasis is placed on the
.41W

ways in whiartower actors,and the power structure of a community partici-

pate in decision making. I won't go into much detail except to stress that

the model implies a small number of powerful individuals dominate community

decision making. However, decision making by power actors usually does not,

\imply that a.1 decisions are, made by a ew people. It's the rare community

where afew persons have complete control over decision making. It is much

more typical for each type of decision to have its group of power actors.

Membershipof these groups Overlaps so some individuals haVe power in

several types of decisions, but it is very seldom that ? fear people have

ftontrol ver all types of decisions.

Turnover in the power structure is relatively slow, but it does occur.

In communities with the usual openness to outside social and economic pene-
,

- tration and at least some personal population mobility,. the power actors

function over time in somewhat the same manner as dd elected representa-

tives. In the long run, eir ability to' maintain power adtor status and
. I

roles is dependent upon thei being granted that right by the persons resi-
3

dent to the community. While the prOcess of change is much slower than is

true of elected representatives, where residents may decide to "throw he

rascals out," power actors do lose their positions when their general



support is withdrawn. New power actors emerge as they become identified

with, and supported by, social-or economic groups or constituencies..

Differential participation model liko.

This model is similar to'the power actor. model but focuses7on the de-

cisions of individuals aa they .choose .to participate or not to participate

in comMunity, decision making. Hahn has very nicely drawn together informa,

tion about'differential participation in a leaflet entitled, "Who Decides?

Participants in Community'Decision Making" [5].

Hahn points out that nearly one-half"of the adult population has no

effective participation in community decision making7-they don't even vote.

Of those who vote, about one7half do only'that. The remaining one-quarter

plus of the total population has involvement in adOlition ,to voting; but

less than 5 percent of the total population (and possibly less than 1 per-
'?

'cent) has continuing active participation.

Studies cited.by Hahn indicate that those who do.participate are pre

dominately executives and professional people with relatively high levels dr

of education. I suspect this may be a result of their belief that by

participatiOn they can make adifference and have an impact-on deeisiOn

making. Large amounts of time and effort. have been spent by agency workers.

such as ourselves in a variety of activities intended to increase partici-

pation, in decision making.

The process model

In the process model, decision making is.looked upon'as being episodic

in nature. That is, it occurs as the result 'of working through a sequence

of steps that start with recognition of interest in some,issue, concernor
.
problem; and ends with the implementation of a decision that in turn causes

interest recognition by the same or another group of persons. This is an

exact parallel to Schaller's idea that making a decision is the act of

exchanging one or more known problems for a set of unknown problems that

will result from the'decision. In the typical community many decision
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processes go on simultaneously, and they are usually inter-linked in a

variety of ways including participation by some of the same power actors.

Figure 1 illustrates'a decision making process that presumes the deci-

sion involves government authorities. This decision-making process starts

from the way in which "what is" differs from "what should be." As the pro-

cess is carried out, it is presumed that opposition develops provides

its inputs to the actual decision making.

Some ideas that seem important to me about this process formulation

are these:

1. Many issues that start the process in motion originate outside
the community. They are introduced to the community by "initia-
tors" that may be from outside, the community and often are agency,
employees. When this happens, the initiators may also have pre-
determined outcomes. When this is true, them"hidden-agenda" trans-
forms the decision-making process into a process by which the ini-
tiators seek to get legitimation for the outcome they desire. The
results of this type of Zecision making usually include apathy,
disregard of apparently legitimate needs, and sometimes, conflict.

2., Participants in decision making tend to be specialized and parti-
cipate only in decision making on issues in which. -they have an
interest (this is another way of saying that each type of decision
had itS own group of power actots and participants). Thus, there
is no one clientele you can work with if yod want to facilitate
decision making on a wide range of community issues. A limited
number ofl persons may be generalists and be involved in many types
of decisions. If these persons can be identified,` they can be a
means of access to the decision making processes. They may, of-

,course, be power actors.

3. :There are great differenes in the ease with which individuals
and groups participate in or move through the decision making pro- /

cess. Persons who have frequent participation in this process
usually can work through it with greater ease and speed than is
true of the inexperienCed. This seems to provide4some basis for
belief in the idea that groups or communities cantaught to
improve their decision makingthough t usefulnes of the deci-
sions made will probabfly continue'to d send upon the extent and
quality of participation.

With these models of community decision making as 'background, let's

now shift to more detailed consideration of three approaches to decision

making.

2
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Interest Recognition

1

2

Convergence of Interest

3

FormUlatipn of,Proposals

4

Development. of Strategy

5 .

Organization of Support,

6

.Contact witfPApproprjate.
Authorities

STASES IN THE

COMMDNITY.

DECISION-MAKING

PROCESS

3a
Emergence of Opposition

4a
Development of Strategy

5a
Organization of Support
by the Opposition

Contact with
ropriate Authorities

by the Opposition

7

Authoritative Consideration

Decision

9

Policy Implementation

'10

Interest;Recognition

J

S'OURCE: ADAPTD FROM (4)

H URE 1. THE COMMUNITY DECISION MAKINGR119CESS

' IJEREST RECOGNITION IS BASED ONPEACEPTION.OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

"WHAT IS" AND "WHAT'SHOULD DE'. 40
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Oproaches'toDetisionllaking

The holistic approach I

Tomany.persons, community devel,opmene is the implementation of a

holistic decision-making process. EktenSion+,has been espetiall noted for.

itsfocus tra process approatho community development that, when closely

examined, turns out to, be the holistic:approach. Several interrelated ideas

are central to the holistic approach:

1. Decision making starts with community-defined:problems.

2. Emphasis is/ placed. on the interrelatedtSs'Of problems-I like to
think of this as the "spider web". approach because in the same way
-as pressure on any part.of a spidet web "causes change all over the
web, a community problem is'viewed as being linked'to all other
parts of the community and any changeor solution is thought to
cause change throughoUtthe community:

3. The linkages are the social and the economic relationships making
up the community, and;theYslEltaneously tie together both the
commtini7" and the problems.

4. The primary objective of providing assistance is the enhanceMent
of the decision-making ability of the.comffiunity.

)

Under theseicircumStances,.no problem can be viewed as a Single iss&

as it has both directand indirect linkages to the rest of the communit
4

For example, the de ere. to use tax revenue to build. a new city addito

can only be evaluated in light of'the other uses for tax revenue, the t

of law enforceme tenance, traffit direttion, and other demands tha

will be plaCed On the. city if the auditorAm is built, and the projects
A

which must be foregone in order that the auditorium can be built. And,

learning process the community goes through as it examines these trade-

offs anq makes choices is viewed as"the most important aspect, of a hol stic

approach to detiSion,making on the auditorium.

This approach seems to imply:

1. There can be a wide range of "development Problems" with tnt r
relationships between problemp dependprg upon the circumsta ces,
needs, desires and interests of the community.

2. No prqblem should,be worked on in isolation from other-prob
interests, and community concerns..

3. Dedision making skills are transferable, and capability, developed
in making decisions one one problem can be transferred to and ap-
plied to,other problems.



1///
I

4. It is necessary to involve 'decision makers who have st onEi hori-
cmtalilinkages and interactions reaching. across special interest

groupsg, power groups, and groups of participants. In briefi Ae-
,

. ,

cisionimakers' must have perspective on thewhole community.

This is aiformidable set of implications and almost immediatdly causes'

one to ask, "Dies it actually work?" I think the answer is a qualified
, ,

"yes." But, 'I'd also like to suggest a few of the problems that can result.
,

. :. I

from an oyerl enthusiastic dedication to the holistic approach:,i
.

A
1.7 Therp is a. tengento make problem solving decision making so .,

,

-compgex that.it,appears impossible to arrive -aft a.useful decision.
. . \

It 'pp ars to be of utmos;/importance that priorities e set and
fO14.owed if community r Sources are to be used effecti ely. But,
if there are several iffering perceptions of "what sh uld be," it
may be impossible to arr at agreement on priorities with a re-
suliting stalemate.

. '

. g

3. ,A laigh degree of participation is, necessary to sustain a holistic
apbroach, and this, participation isusually very.difi cult to main-

, .

t in. .
--

4. W gren's,commentson community competenteseem to indicate that
,

tying to develop the overall decision-making capabi ity of a com-
.1
munity is, at best, a somewhat futile activity. *9.

I
'N,

- c
5. If, despite these potential probleMs,..ene elects to /strive fpr

keally,holis4c decision making, it is,very easy toexpend'all
4vailnble energy and effort in trying to'get the whiple system func-

4"Itioninialle never get anything done. It gets to b ' somewhat like

i

Ihunting,in'the forest for the "perfect" Christmas tee.. The in-
;ability to achieve perfection may result in your c ming home empty
ihanded.

1

At this point you may be asking yourselVes, 14by go through

sion ifj it doesn't work?" My reasons are two-fold: First/,

approa4h has often been pxesented as the'model we should fo

plies nything less than complete holistic, decision makinb
;

aflpart 1 failure); and second, in combination with ideas 'bout he decision
1141'

makin proce , it helps to'"set the stage" .fop a somewh t different.ap=
: 1

proa 11 to the examination of decision making. In this we will, look at
,1

rath r simple-minded conceptualizations of factors that appear to have

all this discus-

the holistic

low (which im-

somehow a"

portant-bearing on

plications for .our

community decision} making and dien disCuds Ossible

work.
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Costs of decision approa

Some years back, Buchanan and Tullock put together a book entitled,

The Calcufils of Consent in which; they attempted to provide a logical basis

for the study of decision making in a democracy [2]. Their ideas have been

picked up and developed further by numerous political scientists and ecofio-
,

mists and a theory of public administration called Public' Choice has emerged

[6]. For the present, I'm mostly-concerned with an adaptation of A couple

of their ideas, so we'll go no further at present in,talking about Public

Choice.'

Two important ideas that emerge from ,Buchanan and Tullock's work are:

1. Decision making Is not free. There is one cost associated with
participation in decision makilig, and an identifiably different
cost that is -borne by everyone who is affected by the decision and
for whom the decision'is not perfectly appropriate.

2. Individuais.are rational and seek to minimize their total cost
of decision making (cost of making decisions and cost of inappro-'

,priate decisions). 07

The application of these ideas to community decision.making can be

galUgdemonstratedverbally and diagra lly. Assuming that all persons
r

volved a the decision are not in constant face- to-face contact, logic

dicates teat the costs
1
of decision making will increase as participation

in decision making increases (i.e., as the proportion of the directly af-

fected persons participating in, the decision increases, the individual and

total cost of decision making increases).

This occurs because each individual's costs of participation/increase'

as the number of participants increases due to the greater number of inter-
.

actionsolecessary for decision making. The total of these individual costs

(the community 'decision making cost) would thn also increase, but'at a

faster rate -than the individual's cog,' as the, extent of participation is

increases. That is, there are an increasing number of persons_ each of whom,

has costs that are increasing at an increasing fate as the proportion of

affected persons-who:are participating in(decision making goes from 0.0

1
,COsts include time, effort, and;actual monetary expenses of partici-

pation.in decision making,

I
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toward 1.0 (Figure

approaches 1.0.

This effect tends to "snowball" as the-proportion
, °

Cost bf
making a
decision

0.0' Proportion of affected persons' 1.0
participating in decision.makirig

Figure Community costs of making a decisig (hypothetical).

If all persOns' preferences were identical, the cost of decision

making could be minimized bf having one person-make all the decisions.

This would minikze-all decision costs because the decision maker's costs

would be minimal441d (presumably) the decisidUs would be appropriate for

everyone, so there would be

But, reality forces us

not identiCal. Under these

appropriate-for everyone,
,,

resulting in the, ommunity.incurrt6 costs.as-

no costs of.inappropriate decisiond.

to-look at the situatiwhere preferences

circumstances nOdecision can be perfectly

are

.

sociated with inapproftiate decisions. In a manner analogous to the dis-
.

.

cussion of decision costs, it seems logical to argue that the costs of an
.- ..

inappropriate Recision areirelate'a to .the .extent of participation in deci-..6 e
sion making. When the proportion of partiqipation -by affected persons,is

very small, we can expect.the resulti4g decision to. be inappropriate for
",0



a large number of persons and we would expect the resulting comiunity costs

to be relatively large (Figure 3)., This _cost would be expected to decreasey.-3'

as the proportion of participants-increased but would go to zero only if

consensus of all affected persons, could be reached,(dotted line of FigUre

3). The ince.realistiestimate appears tOje the situation where partici-.

patidii reduces the totaiCost of an inappropriate decision, but no decision

can ever be Pergectly:appropriat&.due to variety in Preferences. Thus,

the costs of an inapprOPriate decision are aiwayapreseni even when all

affectedpersonaparticipate.(solid linetofFigure'3),.

Cost of an
inapprooriate
decision

.,

0 .0 Proportion .of affected persons I. 1.0
participating in decision making

Figure ". CoMmunity costs,of an inappropriate decision (hypothetical).

If we assume the situation that seems to be reasonably typical of most.
k .6.

communities where- persons affected by a community decisiOn have nOnidenti-
,

Cal, but'not completely afferent preterences, we find that the summing of-

thee cost curves gives"us a.total cost curve that is U-shaped (Figure
,
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It indicates decision Making costs will be very high whenever decision

making power is concentrated in the hands of one or

'ever total participation is attempted.

o . ,

Figuxe..4.-,Total community costs of 4 decision (hypothetical).

Total
cost

Of a
decisidn'

a few people, and when-

0.0 PIoportionbfl affett,edpersons 1.0
5articipating indecision making

This formulation makes sense to ffie--espeoially so, when we start think-
1

ing about communities with large' populations, communities encompassing

larke geographic areas, or communities where there are larlodifferences in

values. It also makes sense to me when we start thinkin&aboSitvhy people

don't participate'in decision making.- The cost of participating indon't

high if yqu have to'take off time
0
from Work, travel long distanceg,,:

or invest large amounts of time ih ord
.

costs of an inappropriate,decision. (or

ly small or payable in the faedistant

a deci-

io

er to participate. -If .the perceived

nd decision). areiviewed as relative-

future, it makes sense notto parti-
. u

to be,one where participation will becipate. Or, if the situation appears

ineffectual in alterihg the,decision from that which would be made without

participation, why incur the'decision making cost? If you participate you



. , t

lose twice, but if "j ybn siton. the sidelines you only pay once and that mtay.

come due at some time 1.4 the far off future.
.

L
At this point I sgould say that I'm reall -"Ot.a complete pessimist.

But, I do think it is important to consider so distinctly noncheerful
\..

concl.sions that can-be drawn frOm this approach to thinking about decisiton-' '-making: .

1. All ,persons are not alikt, so the posts of having one decision
maker are probably unacceptably high even thoughthat'person might
be the world's-best,benevolent despot.

2.. If all persons participated in every group decision, the costs of
decision making would probably b unacceptably high.

3. The observed behavior of about 0+ percent participation in voting
and 5 perdent or less dirqt involvement: in decision making may
reflect.a realynably real fitic'assessment of direct costs to part
ticipantd. :Thus, it isrational that wide paTticipation occurs
only in times of crisis when the perceived costs of the "wrong"
decision are high.

4. Even if the long range costs of an inappropria e:decision. are high,
it is Unlikely that people will have strong, in erest in partici-
pating because those long-range Costs are usUa ly viewed as being
tar in the future and are highly discounted: n 1975, who worries'
about $50.00 that is to be-paid ip 1990?

I'm, sure you feel that I've made the situation lo k ther discour-
,

aging,,especially for, those who would like to see subst tial representa-

tive participation in all community-decision making.* -mat's really not my

intent, The decision Costs dedcrihe here deem to me to be real--they ex-

ist in.some_form althou h tt y/May not be measurable'. And, they seem to

:b. a.powerful argument:i favoropf Pti:ority setting as'an integral part of

work with community dec sion mlking. My' view is that `top priority should

be given. to working on mproving decision makiyg on issues with potential

for high imract'on the long-run welfare of the community. If you scatter

your energy-and efforts among,lots of little problems, you'll,n6rer have

," time and energy'to concentrate on the major issues. And,-residents will,

dissipate all their willingness to incur decision costs Without having come

"(c) zaps the,.majqr is'sues faced by their community.

12
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Individual centered approach

This approach to thinki g about decision makingisarts from some basic

assumptions about the individu I.and society. It is assumed that the pri-

mary.function of our social, political, and.economic systems is the genera-

.

tion-of individual stItisfaction with' the totality of life. Following the

public choice model, the individual is assumed to be 'rationally self-inter-

ested (bat not necessarily selfish).as the p-erSon participates in decisions

having impact on personal well-being [6]. This rational and self-interested

viewed as a participant in both individual and group decision

making on a wide variety of matters.
A

In a manner reasonably consistent with that of Bernard [1], social

problems (including problems of development) are viewed as problems of de-

cision. These problems of decision may be:separated into at least two

categories:

J. Problems of decision - resulting from "informational inadequacies"
such as lack of knowledge of alternatives or selection of inap-
propriate or imperfect criteria upon which to base decisions.,

.2. Problems of dcision resulting from institutional ina!aquacies
such, that the individual is confronted with situations, in which
the only feasible outcome is the conclusion that "you can't. get
therefrom here.'"

It is important to recognize that values are inherent to every ap-

proach to a social problem. Perceptions of problems depend upon the values

and motivations'of decision makers. The same may be said pf p rceptions

of feasible alternatives for solution to these problems. Participatiou in

decision making is the mechanism
'1;

hrough which the values of individuals

are recognized and reflected in group decisions. When individuals fail to.

participate in group decision making, they ensure that their values will

not be reflected in the group decisions.

As the individual participates in day-to-day life in a community, that

pergon has a part in: .

,---...

1. Individual (family unit) 'decisions on location of employment and ---,

the typeand extent of productive activities--thus helping deter-
mine the mix and quantity of products or' services ptoduced in the
community.

r
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2. Individual (family unit or firm) decisions on location of resi-
.dence, type and extent of consumption, savings and investment- -
thus determining the mix and quantity of proddcts or services de-
manded.

3. Group decisions,_including governmental decisions, such as deci-
sions oh taxation and regulation, availability of public sector
goods and services, etc.

These types of decision making are closeIt, interrelated,Ld it is

unreaplistic to consider one or two in isolation-from the other(s),. However,

for simplicity we will start our examination of the implications by consid-

ering the production-consUMption portion of the overall System.

In a manner analogous to that used by Rose and me in a previous paper '

[3], the diagramat,ic representation showp the individual consuming a flow
ct.

of goods and services from nongovetrniental.groups and organizations,, from.-

k
the public sector and from the private sector (Figure 5). The individual

depicted in the diagram is considered to be one of a group or, Set consisting

of all persons residing in a community. A little kater. we will look at the

linkages between individuals; for the present, we'll concentrate on one

individUal.

}kirow "A" represents the flow of-private sector goods and, services to

the public sector for direct'use as inputs to publiC sector production, and.

for the proVision to consumers of priVate sector goods through contracts or'-

other public sector actions (e.g., fire prOtection, law enforcement,. school

bus operation, waste disposal). Arrow "B" represents the. TIOW of public

sector goods and services to the private sector for uge Fin.the production

of private sector goods and services. This flow represents, supportive

goods and services which facilitate private sector production and lower

costs (e.g., public education, watr and sewer service, fire protection),

and regulatory activities. of varions,:kinds that set standards for private

sector activities.

Consumption of goods and services by the individual consumer is repre-

sented by arrow "C". The'tii of goods and services from nongovernmental:

groups or organizatipis, the public sector, and the private sector iOsuch.

that the individual consumer prdbalily.cannot differentiate the exact source

of each component of the total consumption flow. If, as is depicted,'the
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rib

flow at "B" exceeds the flow at "A", the,individual's per
)6
eption of public

sector productivity will be unrealistically low and his perception of pri7

vate sector productivity will be unrealistically high. Insofar as such

a

perceptions of produCtIVity have impact upon the willingness of consumers

to support public sector activities, this situation contributes, to ade-

quate financial support of governmental activitiek_

. The individual's partioipa ion in decision making can be illustrated

rby adding to Figure 5. In- .Figure 6 arrows and lines indidate the direction

and flow of participation and decisions. The partial division of the rec-

' tangle.rep*centing the individual depicts the three major functions carried

on by theindividual with the interrelatedness of these functions indicated

by the incompleteness of the, separation. Interactions between individual

and group decisions are represente J4i the two-way flow at "D".

It may be useful to look briefly'at the interrelatedness of the ihdi-

vidual and group decisions. The rational and selnterested decisions of

individuals when aggregated may produce a need for group decisions. When

a group decision is arrived at, usually the arena for individual decisions

is changed, and a new series of individual,decisions will be undertaken as

individuals seek to respond rationaily'tO the new conditions. These re-
, ,o

sponaes.7.flia4-turn,,-create,the need for 'additional group detisions, and

so forth

For example, as a suburbanite fighting inflation, I maytelect to try

to lower food costs'by raising-rabbits in my back yard. If, after smelling
.

the delicious odors of roasting rabbit wafting from my barbeque, all of my

neighbors elect also to raise rabbits,,we May.soonhave,a health problem

in additioh&to a: rabbit population explosion; In the normal course .of

events, will take sorda'sort of:group decision (I deliberately ignore

the po j.bility of a calamity) to bring the rabbit population Under control

2
An alternative rationale for underexpenditure in the public-sector

of an advanced economy runs as follows: Taxpayers stop- expenditures for
'public goods when personal marginal cost equals personal marginal return;
In so doing they fail t'o'recognize.that marginal social return to a public
good supplied at that level is greater than the summation of personal mar-
ginal cost because there are more'persons with access to-the good than.
there are taxpayers who Tay for it.
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and reduce the health hazards. And, at this point with rabbit raising re-

stricted, I may decide to raise chickens and around we go again.
kw

If values,and preferences were reasonably uniform as is often houghf

to be true of a rural community, it would be logical to expectl near nanim-

ity Of opinion in support of)certain,chOices or group decisio E peri-;(

ence seems to indicate, however, that uniformity of values a d preferences

is not the usual case. This implies:that each group decisio can be ar-
A

rived at:only by negotiation and cortromise 'between rational and self-

interested individuals, and'assures that linkages must be ma ntained be-

tween individuals for purposes of information 'exchange and nput to geci-

sion

making. Furthermore if the community is subject to ny constraints'

such as short of funds, limited lgadership,, quality or uantity guide- ,

lines set ri de the community, or strong vested intere , it may be that

none of the alternatives that are socially acceptable re lso feasible in

light of the constraints. Apathy, denial of need, re ista ce to change and

hostility to those who advocate "imprpvement" sion making may result.

Rugged individualism may result.from deeply held losophical beliefs, and

)it also, may result from situations where people cannot see any feasibility

in undertaking the relatively large amount of interactions necessary foil

group deAsion making. .Individual decisions are easily, made, group decJ-

sion making can be difficult to initiate and maintain. 'And, if the per-
,

ceived flow of benefits is small relative to the difficulty of group deci-

sion making, incentives are lacking and decision needs are deferred or ig-

nored.

Conclusions

This discussion has covered a wide range of asp cts of community deci-
F

sion making. Some of the inferences that can be dr. are pessimistic in

nature. Unfortunately, this seems to be the nature of community decision

making -- there, are no easy answers to securing part cipation and stimulating

improved group decisign making. e '

At the same time.I think we can draw some us ful inferences from the

ideas discUsed here:-,Remember that every indivi ual is engaged in decision



L

making as Akindividual in addition to his (her) participation in group

decision making. And, rational individual decision's when aggregated may

be detrimental to the community. The usual response is a grog{ decision

to restrict individual de9isions. Efforts that make evident the' dimensions

of this situation and present'realisii-measures of the contribution of the
)

public, sector may enable people to understand the need for anerealistic-

ally participate in, group decision making.

I believe there is validityin the holistic concept of linkages and

interactions within-the etmmunity that result in the "spider web" effect.

You need to look for and deal with second r d effects and,i if possible,

head off those that are foreseeable and and sirable. But, sober consider-

ation of the costs, of decision making convi me that youTcan be most ef-

fect,ive by restricting the size of you' ardna so as to ensure the decision

making costscosts are reasonable in light of the type of problem you are dealing

with.

In the long run the facilitating of decisions that reduce the barriers

to and costs of future decision making maybe the most effective community'

development efforts you can make. The potential pay-off from structural

changes that open, utp the community's decision making should be high.

351
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V-
RESOURCE CAPER
UNIT IV

UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY*

William J. Kimball/.

In any kind. of planning and development work, wherever or
1

is undertaken, the concept "community" is highly significant.

is important in our efforts whether the focus is non-metropolitan

ment, rural development, urban development, or regional development.

is all community development. In thege efforts, whether we.jare-profes-
t

sionals or laymen, we all use the term "community;" yet there is frequent-
,

ly a great deal of difference in what we mean.

Because the concept co nity is so-important and there is so much

whenever it

Community

develop-

It

confusion about it, it i

early.

In developing this understanding/of community, let's begin first by

c-identifying some of the terms that frequently are used to describe what we

mean by community If If you are like:many other workers whose roles Kaye

been expanded to_include development work, though that wasn't your basic

training, your list will read something like this: people," "area,"'.

"territory," "common concern," Imutual," "exchange," "similar causeX.

"interdependence," "joint purpose" and many more.

An increasing number of comUnity'developMent'workers and scientists.;

from a great many other fields have been concentrating on the subject-of-
e

k

ortant to/build an' understanding of community

community. An examination ofaOme of their definitions will be.useful as.-

an opener.

* . .

Presented at the Intensive Training for Non7Metropolitan.Develap7,,:.
ment, Lincoln, Nebraska and East Lansing,:Michigan, April and September,'
1975, and published in the conference proceedings Uvailable from Depart-
ment of AgriwItaral Economics, UniverSity, of Nebraska-Lincoln).

** .

.61
.

. .
.

Proftssor, Resource Development and Extension Specialist, ComMunity
Resource DJielopment, Michigari State University, East.Lansing, Michigan,

/
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Let's begin -with a ple straightforwavd .definition of community,

which is provided by Lee Cary of the Univerdity of ssouri in his recent

book, Community Development as a Process:

Community, as the term is used here, refers to people who live in s011e

spatial relationship to one another and who share interests and values

.2/

Sanders, one.of the most widely accepted authors on this subject,'

fines community in sociological terms:

A community is a territorially organized system co- extensive with a

settlement pattern in which, (1) an effective communications network

'operates, (2) people share co9tion facilities and services distributed
within this settlement pattern and, (3) people develop a psychological
identification with the "locality symbol" [4].

Robert Park, an early human ecoPogist at the University of Chicago,

defined community:

The essential characteristics Of a community so conceived are tClose of:.
1) a population.territorially organized, 2) more or less 'completely

rooted in the soil it occupies, 3) its individual units living in a
relationship of mutual interdependence that is symbiotic rather than
societal in the sense that the term applies to human beings [3].

Loomis and Beegle,'.two of my

,prefer a leas complex definition:'-

The community may be defined as'.a social system encompassing a terri-

toriarunit within-which members carry on most of their day-to-day ac-
tivities necessary in,meeting.common needs [2].

The sCientific definitions have been intended to give,ydd an idea of

how extensively.thesubject matter has been treated by the researchers

across this country. For many it would be interesting to see how others

in thisr country, as well as those in other cultures, have-dealt. with the

concept of community. For this brief treatment, time will not permit.

Even-thoUgh-we have only drawn fromfour scientific.definition

colleagueS at Michigan State University,

convinced We can identify,some key characteristics of a, community. I've

examined each of the definitions, and explored my own convictions a bit

further and have come up with:

KEY CHARACTERI TICS OF A COMMUNITY

, a group of people

2. shared Interests, attitudes, and activities

/
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3. common identity
(agreement on a locality--perhaps a name

4.' frequent and continuing_ interaction

5. living in an identifiable territory
(space which can be mapped)

Alt is Possiblethat these identified characterist cs are not anticely

mutually exclusiv. There: may 'even reed to be additions in order to be a

generally acceptable and universally usable treatment of the concept com-

munity for community development practitioners. Those dgficulties are
5.

probably among the good reasons for rit eing able to find a precise defi-
.

nition of community, including charattetistics, in'the literature.k
Sub7communities

For many of us, the identified key characteristics dtfine a general

unity or what. Beegle and Loomis call an overall social system. By

that such a definition applies to a general,community, I immediately

the door to the consideraticin of other kinds of-communities. , That is

ctly the _case. I'm convinced, as are many of the scholars in the com-

munity or community'development field, that there are also sub-communiqe .

Some *iefer to label such sub- communities "functional communities"
.

"community components," "communities of interest," or "sub- systems. -" The

definitions are not in perfect 'agreement here either, but.in general we

are all talking about a community,cogirned with a certain function. We

are not describing a community which has all the
-

key characteristics of

the general community for all of human interaction needs.

All of the authors I mentioned` in my identification of 1y character-

istics of a general community contribute to the idea of functional sub-

communities. 'Using.t background eference materials, V,ve mentioned and

especially a fifthitemj "the L4pi Team" [i] at. Ann Arbor, Michigan,.

I'Ve identified nine.funonalsUh- ommunities'which are most significant

in Michigan community developmen ork:

FUN I AL SUB-COMMUNITIES

POLITICAL 'COMMUNITY:

County, Township, and City Governments; Political Organizations



a

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY:

Schools - Primary, Secondary, VocatIdhal Colleges, Universities;,
Non-formal education

MASS, COMMUNICATIONS COMMUNITY:

T.V:, Newspapers, Radio

ECONOMIC. COMMUNITY:

Emp.loyment, Industry', Business, Vinances

N AND CULTURAL COMMUNiTY:

P4bilc Parks, Museums, Libraries and VariousFacilities, Private
Recreation and Leisure Time Arrangements

(

SUPPORTIVE ERVICES COMMUNITY:

Heals Facilities and Opportunities, Welfare Efforts

SOCIAL CO ROL COMMUNITY: 7.

SocialSanCtion,'POlice, Courts, Correction. Services,.e'tc.'.

RELIGIOUS COMMUNI Y:

-Chur d Spiritual Organizations,

PBYRICAL,0GEOGRAPHICAL,ECOLOGICAL, OR ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNITY

Tanning, Development,Watershed,and'Special Fdricti6nalArrangements

Again, this list fits forrlahybd,t it, may not be 'all inelUsive. A

sub-community category may ha4leto be split for some.

The important, point is that for each function a certain kind of com-

munity,operatee to serge that need
.14

Commuhity hierarchy

One .very important additional g,oint emerges in this building of under=

standing of communities. Commdni ies operate at many, or in aJlier-
_

archy whether:we are talking about general communities Or.$uh-communities.

Examining a general community will'help to make this point. Using the key:
. . , 44.4

ciharactristics,.ode-can identify a unit which might commonly be called a
, .

.e 4

neighborhood., At- another level, (larger in size) a community=-generally a

little larger, than a.Yillage or citycould be identified. Fdrther, a born-

".7
munity'about theelze of a county could be- identified. A combination of ,>-

counties -a rimlei-County region-:-is a community higher in the hierarchy.

Continuing. in this manner, we could loclo at the state- community, multistate

3\5
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.

community, the national, community; the multi-nation community, And/the

world community; Similarly, we could qkamin,efunctional sub-communities.

.Mapping comities

It is interesting to read and hear about the community concept. Put-
.

ting these ideas to work in our Own circumstances will, however, help to

reinfOrce them anepi make them workable tools' for our role's- Going-back to
. ,

a community in Michigan where I.served as a field agent a few years, back
,

and where'I am curiently ,invOlved in'paching a field techniqueNcourse,

I!ve applied the idea of mapping mTrcommunities.
. ' .

Firs on my:map I included the
- political communities. It seems de-

,11sirable t
' raw theM first because they are usuallya set of readily iden-

tifiable bouD.daTies.. T iey :demonstrate the hierarchy. concept-well, too.

Because e cational communities, are usually easily identified, I in-,

'cluaed-thellx, t,
.

..t,

, Identifying mass communications communities'is'a little'more difficult

becausetHere usually are no identifiable boundaries.' Drawing a community
-

houndary line at-the outer edge of newspaper; radio or T.V. coverage pro-t
.

videathese boundaries. / '

In a.similar.manner, identifying the employment drawing power of an

industry, the distance shoppers travel, and/or the distance banking is

done, is the route to identifying the economic'community.

We could continue with other functional sub-communities, but for our
)_/purpoie our map is- well filled.

' _-

Finally, by examining.the lines on our map We can identify general

commuriitles; those communities where the people have shared.-Cbncerns, call

their community by a' name, and interact frequently. The aerritory it
identified very often by therintersection of the sub-community boundaries,

35
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RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT IV

La'

THE-COMMUNITY PROBLEM SOLVING. PROCESS

0". **
William J. Kimball and Manfred Tti1len

. Introduction

The topic-of this preseniatiOn could have been entitled, "The Commun-

,ity Development Process." However, for two reasons, it was thought ad-
...

'visable to use a different title.

First, this presentation, if entitled, "The Community Development

ProcesS," might have been misleading to some, who would understand that,the

discussion would be on an. approach to community developMent.. this was_not

intended. This presenEation.wiil deal with the general process by which

communities can effect planned chaiice in.order to improve themselVes, re-

, -gerdless of the apprbacha particular change agent or community developer

might take in helping that community.:
.

Second, the title was-intended to make a point. Implicit in the title

are several assumptions, whi.h will be the basis for the diicussion of the

process com unities can utilize in influencing the magnitude and directionunities

,of change of ecting them and for planning uxposeful change ,in community'

improvement. I(riplicit in the title, "The Community Problem Solving Pro-

cess" are:
. . /.

,

1. All communities are confronted with problems.of varying magnitude
and inEensity. No community has reached a state of perfection
where further improvement is impossible.

2. Communities can do something about.their problems. There proba-
bly ismo community which cannot do'somet#ihg'about the problems

.

it faces and the issues affecting it.

*

r

A paper presented at.the North Central Region IntensiVe Training for
Non-Metropolitan Development, Lincoln, Nebraska and East Lansing, Mic,higan,
1975, and published in conference proceedings (available froth Department of
Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln).

i
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)ProfesSor and Associate Professor, respectively, in the Departmedt
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3. There is a procesS' that communities Can and do utilize for re=
solving issues,, and solvinethe,P roblems they face.

Before discussing this process, howev6iYit.would be well to first

clarify what is meant by t4e word "process," and further, to prakde,a

'general historical background as to how the community problem-solVingpro-

cTevolved.

The term process means a series of_1221, identifiable, interre-

lated and sequential ste s which results in certain outcomes.,

Thus,by definition, the community problera-solving process consists of

a series of several logical, identifiable, interrelated and sequential

steps that will result in a community being able to, solve a problem o.r im-

prove a situation.

The community problem-solving process didn't originate all at once in

one person's mind at a point in time. As a Piocess, it has been evolving

over time.

This process can be traced back to the etla of the miAdle ages when

traditional-principles began to be replaced by lOgical inquiry. The think-
,

ers of 'Western Europe were no longer satisfied with the long accepted-

truths; they insisted that reason hadto be the test of truth. From these

beginnings the "age of reason" flowered in the 1600s and 1700s4 Scien-
.

fists and philosophers put their emphasis on applying the reasoning process

to their studies of basic natural phenomenon. They organized general rules

for reaching scientific. Conclusions. . The proceSs they developed became
, -

known as "scientific method" and in the beginning their rational, step-by-

step efforts wete concentrated upon obtaining new knowledge for knowledge's

sake, ,alone.

The basic steps in scientific method include:

1. The identification and narrowing dowt of a situation or phenome-
non.

2. The gathering of relevant inforMatioll about the situation or phe-
nomenon.

3. The formulation of a proposed explanation for the situation or
phenomenon. This educated guess was usually called a hypothesis.

4. The development of a procedure for studying the situation or phe-
nomenon testing the hypothesis. This-became known as experimen-
tation.
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S. The carryilg out of the procedure and observing and recording
what, happened.

6. The determination'of whether the results supported the.hypothesis
- or not. (It was at this point that it.was found out if the pro-
posed explanation was satisfacFor),

As already mentioned, the Scientific Method was use' at first, pri-

marily for the pursuit of new knowledge- -for its own sak This was na-

iural, since it'was first applied during a time when there was such a vast

unknown whiCh enticed the curiosity of most "scientists."
, ..?"- .

As the.!9orld moved on through the 1700s and into the 1800s and the
,. .

beginnings of the.-Industrial Revoldtion," the scientific method became

more widespread. Knowledge about the'universe accumulated and people began

to use the process for,another purpose. This second step in the evolution

of the scientifie method was a very crucial one. Th key difference was

that instead of using it for building up knowledge 1 r its own sake, people

began to use it in an-applied way. They used it to ormulate solutions'to
\

practical problems of everyday--both natural and humail. The steps of this

process were essentially the same. 7..'
-ft

It was the application of the scientific methOd.: diet led to some.of
'o 4.

the great changes in society over the past 200 to.400 years. It contri-

buted
.

.

significantly to industrialization, mechaniz tion7 the more efficient
.,/

production of food- and fiber, specialization of function, urbanization, in

. creased communication, etc. This process has become imbedded in our cul-
.

ture and social systems and has been used in many different ways and for

different gurposeS. In sum, it became the basis for our "rational socie-

ty."

By evolution, the scientific method has been applied to different as-

pects of our society. It hdt been given new names and applied to various

circumstances, for instance: "The Experimental Design;" "The Decision

Making Process;" "The Educational Program Planning Process;" and-"The

Planning Process."

However, all of these were basellon the scientific method and are es-

sentially still the same process. They are rational processes with inter-

related and sequential steps that lead to. an end result. .
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The.Decisibp. Making Process generally has the following - steps:,

- definition of the problem

development of alternative courses of action

- cohsideration of consequences of each 'alternative

- evaluation of the alternatives,and their consequences

- selection of one alternaeive (making a 'decision-)

Some people add one step: The step .of decision-execution. Othes add even

a further step: evaluation f execution, for furthlr reference.

As another'example, tAe Educational Prog am Planning Process gene ral

is described as having the following` steps:

- collecting facts on the situation
.oet- analyzing the situation

- identifying educational problems

deciding on educational objectives agcta how to deal with identified'
problems

- develaPinalternative educational methods for dealing with probleis
. and deciding which ones to use -Q

-,implementing the course of action,

This set' of steps in the 'Community Problem-SOlvin Proc ss are:

1. Examine the community'situation.

2. ive, at goalF for the, Cimmunity.,

3. 'Identify the key problems.

4. Determine the problem priorities.

5. Consider alternat1ve solutions'. JV

6. Select the PO6-----t----apprate.cOurses-af-action...______-____

7. Develop an action plan.

8. Implement the plan.

9. Evaluate the results and repeat.the koCesS.

In some applications of this'scientific methdd the j ire process is
.

undertaken by the scientist 7-theexpert.- -In the%Commuqt
4of

rroblem'Solving
.

Process, ideally the steps are undertaken through a combination of inputs.

by the "community scientists" and those who 1 in the community being1improved. In some of the steps there may be reater need for inputs by

the community developers, in others by the citizens and the inputs needed
1
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may be different from one community to the next and from -'one time to

another. The kinds of problems a community faces in itself will Usually

influence'the amOuntOf profesSional input needed.

The identification of some of the subject matter inquiry within each

step for a typical community improvement effort should help.to clarify

the Rrocess.

,1.) Examine the community 'situation.

What are the trends in porlation, in income, ArieiliPloyment?

- How-do-people feel about their Community?

- What.is the appearance of the business district, the homes, the
streets'?

Where are the young'people going?

2t Arrive at,goals'for the community.

,- What do the peopleactually want their community to become?

size-,Are there any limits to the size the co unity is to become?

- :,Is, there any industry or business /whicTi world be unacceptable?
ow

-,Is thereto be a theme, or e4hasis-in the community?

Id9ntify the key problems.

- What is giving the Community the most difficulty?.

-. What issues keep xeappezring in community discussions?
t

---DWhat are the 'real reasongfOr out-migration of yoUng people?
/4: Determine the problem ftiOritieS

'

- Which problem appears to be at
trends?,

When all the emotional outcrys
could really mace adifference

the bottom of the reversi

a/e completed, what is ct that
in the community?

- Is that really the problem or is it a symptom of something deep-
-

sider alter ' ve solutions:'

get result ?``What are severa different ways we coula, that resUlt?

- If there are no outalde'funds'aAilablei/is th reoa way N,4e
could solve the'prOblem,odiselves?

4c.: Sti

. -
,:,,.6. 'Select the most appropriate' courses '?f action

--,Which effort wilIset us what ure.need-in the shortesWtime?

41

- What 4 the,least,cost--in dollars and in Other - negative ef-
fects?

36-.;
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- -What solution is likely to trigger other favofable results?

- What will make the most difference in the long run?

7. Develop an action,plan.

- 'the exact. steps toward getting where we want.to go?
.,

- Who does what?'

- What is our timetable?

mpiement the plan.
.

- How do we make sure it gets underway and keeps going?

- Do we need a special organization or committee to make it go?4
- Who will p ay the overseer role?.

9. gvaluate the rests and repeat the process: 4;
N..,

- What can we measure to be sure the effort made any significant
- contribution ?-

- What evidence do we.have that the effort really caused the
change? t§

- What'dOes this step suggest we need to do for further imprOve-
ment?

In this listing of points of inquiry

in the Community Problem Solving Probess,

inclusive. Nelither was there any attempt

for a typical community involved

there was no attempt to be all
40 ,
ti, specifically identify which

aspecke should be essentially the role of the citizen or which shouIcl,be

primarily performed by, the community professiorfil. Again, the reader is

reminded that variation iA communities, citizen p'articipants, profgsionals,

specifit/ommunity problems, and time are among the factors which will'in-

fluence-exactly how the Community Problem Solving Process is applied. An

excellent source book 'in this process. is Warren's, :Studying Your Commit:1-

r 1 ,

,frity. , Most Extension'Afices als0',,have special publications and ruble
1 .

.

-assiStance. . .
. 4,

-.,

, There are thOse who Will react somewhat' egatively about the extent to
e

1which this process has,been systemized. They ar gueceatthey haVe been

successfully assisting in Community. problem-solving for years without a,11

the,-Jstep nat0.15i.' They,furtherj*rgue that they can't operate any other a.y.#

. ,

I. I

«ts.

arren,;ROlapd L.:, Studying Your Opitmunity; -New. York: The Fee
,

Press, 1965.



except_."by gu6feelings" or "hunches." Additionally, there are those who

insist Oat organizing the approach to community improvement is impossible

since. it really develBps as it progresses with a. lot of,innate"htiMan

puts by those who are more creative than scientific. these reactions are
real. the authors Are inclined o argue twat often.the.procedures are

"hit, upon" or gradually learne by°the.creators and those who, came up the
hard way, without the steps actually being recognized-=certainly not in
their totality. In any case, there-will always be real need for the
"irtists;" "the gamblers," and the "aeasoned.veterans" eKen- In the,Co

I,
ity ProblemSelving ProcesS. The abundant evidence of succeas 1n comiun,
ity improvement.effortswith the=bse of this processespecially in dif-
acult situations where,"nothing could teoverlooked"--is,'howeY the

strongest argument for application of he Community Problem Solving Pro-
'cess.j

t.
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.ALTERNATIVE APPROACHEST6 DEVELOPMENT

**--
Manfred Thullen

Introduction

Not to long ago, a predominant approach to community;deVelopment

masted. This.approach was aA accepted way for working with-and'in commun..-

ities: Very.few alternative approachea'werdcona'dered or utilized by

community development workers. .(

RESOURCE PAPER
'UNIT IV

°

Essenti4ly, the community development approach that was prevalent in

the past emphaa d gxOup decisions and needed actions which resulted from-

community consen s, collaboration, and cooperation. It was felt that if
,(

those conditions were not present, meaningful community change or develop-,

meet was not. possible. I was an approach which promoted gradual changes

.in the community;

o
Howeve", with the large number people that. have increasingly become

involVed in dgvelopmentactivities within communities in the recent pOt,_

,L.__wittrila\e tried neceand'differen apPrOaches to this taski'it has beC6e ap-!-

pate it that there are different ways in which development, can be brought

f.about.

As new'approachea to development elfolved, two phenomena occurred. On '4

the one hand, those who Conceived ofiand`implemented a newapproach would'

24 describe it as something. else tgari comMunIty.development. Their ,position .

'was that community' development was one approach to change, whiletheirs
: N

wasa different:approach that merited a different name--,sincethey didn't,
1.

want their approach' confused` with 'what was. known as community develoOment.

-On the other hand, there-were others who; usingnew alternativesto

,
A paper.presented. at the'Inte SiverTr4inragifor-Non-Metropolitan

Developtent,,Lincoln, Nebraska,-:and .East Lansing, MO&gan, April. and '

September, 1975, and publiShed'inthe conference proceedings (availai34:9,
from Department of Agricultural .Eqpnomics,-University of Nebraska-
Linco10. :

Associate Professor, k4source Development and Extension Specialist,
Community Resource'pevelopMent,MTthigalirState.Un!iversit,y, EaSt Lansing; ,

Michigan.
7'

47'

.
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development, took. the position that their new approach was really'the right

community development approach, and that other approaches were notNommuni-

ty development. They felt that their way was the only way throilgh'which

meaningful planned change-could take pla7ce,in communities.

Today,: through acombination of new available knowledge, new freedom

to experiment and a willingness to consider alternatives, a welcome state

of change in the'outlook of,people concerning alternatives to development

'exis'ts. There is a growlfig npMber of people who feel that there'are valid

.different approaches to development, that none of them is the right ap-
.

proach.under alT-ccrtumstances, and that all can be classified. as community
..

.development. There also is a growing belief that it is important for those

who are. engaged in development effort's, to knpw about tea4fferent,
proaches thatcan be,used.in. different "situations and to know,how to use

.

diffrent apprOat4es.wheneve'r and'wherever appropriate.

The purposes for this presentation are for aevelopment ageLy staff:..

1.. To understand the existenCe'of different approaches to develop-'

ment; .

2. To understand how different appro.Ables:have bte"it used;and.

To gain'inSights on-their and their agency's approaches for more

iRr

- 0

n AiS13reS-entationapproaches" willbe discussed from two

tions. yariety of approaches that have been
/7'

developedand 110.,i.d the relatively recut past will be described. They

will be described from which,basis they developed and the kindof rationale

they %.ve employed. e

, qre' .

'

nictlternative approaches from a more abstract and theoretical.

perspective,7-7b,,g,sicallyusing the .t'ybolOgy of three' 'Strategies" for social
*. -

',change 'at the 00M0.level, developed by Roland Warren;IWill be examined.
,.-

Finally, these two permctives will, be. merged -into ad overall frame-

work. 'Hopefully,, his frameworkcan be a meaningful tool forthOse engaged

development efforts:
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A Description of Different Approaches to Development-

During the past 20-30 years,a great variety of approaches to develop-
.

'ment have emerged: SOme were identified as "community development," and

for some; new names were coined. HOwever; if proprietaryilnterests are

put aside, it becomes apparent tha,what all of these approaches have in,

common is a desire to improve the quality of life in.communities,

For discussion purposes, t series-of alternatives will be desciibed.
4: .

,
The assumption is that all are altetnative appteaches to community deiie'lop- 4ze

f - ,

ment. [All use the community problem- solving, process to one extent or an
r ' '

other, andall ate Aimed at improving communities. Each approach is given
,

-------...

descriptive name or title-h-to better illustrate it. Most of the titles

., were made up; but some have been orrowed from other sources.
0

The di ent approaches will be discussed in the general order they

evolved. Ho ever, before theytre descrihed,,,a few brief.Words of caution

are in order. Each described 'approach iS highly Simplified ;'in some cases '

even oversimplified. This was done in order to make a point. In addition,,

there.alsO is a certain amount of overlapping among5yele categories, They

were not meant tg be mutually exclusive,'but descri tive ofAnarrow aAerna-
.

. .tives, again, in order to make a,point. Finally, it m t be'remembered
. ,

. that this classification is purely descriptive. Later in presentation'.

these appreaChes *ill be fitted into a more rational framework based on

theory.

It would help, as each' approach is dekribe

from personal experiences.

1:: The "Community" Approach

This is one apkoach.that has been borrowed largely from 4ry,
,

developed it in a recent publication entitled; "Approaches to'Community
"

Development" fl].

This approach was picked first, because it representp.-th'e!.lioriginal",,
4

approach,which used.to'beequated with communidevelopment for along

time Althdugh it Is. not exclu4Ve approach any lOnger, it is still"
. .

to think about examples

,

&

an approach which is widely used -here in the United States aniA in many

parts. of the world.

r.

a. .
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, ,

Some major elements to this approach are:
I

- work within a !,,/e11-,defined "community" (usually 'a small .one),,

- holistic approach .to corligunity change ' t.

popular or broad based participation by most of the community
,

sidents

- * high empl;a4s. on.

. .

131 involVement

- high emphasis on Conscknsus and agreement, on action ,!

Aigh empliaSis an. internal communication within the community.

- attempts4o involve` all aspects and segments of the community
-...,,.

in concert to4ard. common. als
.

b. Some basic premises to- this approach are:

0

Pk

One has to work With the total community, othervis hange will

not be, significant. -
r

t.
a .

High participation by all, elemerits of the community contribute

4 to the identifidation of Common needseppls, and strategis

for dealing with them. .

I sis only when the community is involved' that pOgress

...1 - ;:..

an b made toward real imp vement.t

some examples:

- 'Cooperative Extension community development efforts .in home

states

= Community develo clubs or organizatices,in several.seates

mmunity , development ef forts in developing countries
.., ,-,

. ,,
- State-sponsor d community imRrovevent,prggrams ,

72'. The "Education" App oach

This approaCh is closely related to the- first' ode.
,

'proaCh that has 'been 'practiced for, a. long, time. -

a. s 'ome majoT elements to this approach are: ,

- ,

- EduCational'' programs 'Tor community. leaders' and citizens on

collapaTity problemg' and issues /
-.-

,
Seminars and.wortshopslOor .community decision-makers

./ .

- InformadOn-sstems that "feed" information 'and, data about com-"
. ,

munity "problems and issues 'to community leaders and ,citizens -,t,'

dr

It .41,SO is an; hp-
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b. Soule basic-premisesto this approach 'are: 4 ,

A

If only people (ortheir'leaders) were educated enough and had

enough knowledge about:. what the issues°and problems of Ole

'community are; what the causes.oftheseproblems'and issues pre;
\

*What kindpf alternative solutions arkavailabie for dealing

with he problems 'and issues; what-resources are available; then

thes people Vould be,able,Co solveall eeir ,community-Problems:,

- ,All people are rational and if .they were only educated enough,
.

or have enough knoWledge,,,they would be able to approach.all-

community problems in,a rational way 'and salve them.

c. Some examples:,

- Cooperative ,Extension programs 3.n 'most state's

- Othersuniversitytextension-and'adult.education programS
. ,.

v
.

0 - COmmurripY ,college .programs in SoMel.states :
. .

, - League .otWomen:Voters programs
,1'.

13. ,The "Human: Resource vReSrce Deelopment" Approach
. . _

Thisjias been a more recent approach but again it has been closely
. ., . . .

related t llo theastp pptWo aroaches.
,7. z

a. Some 'intajoi elements to.thith apprOachare:
_,

i, - High emphasis on individual development
.,

- Focus is .on 'people and their ability to itinction within group'

situations:

- Highemphasi6 on.self-help,and "grass, roots ",

7 ,Low.emphasis.on/the-physical,.biologicaI environment
, -,;;.

- Lowemphasis?on visible ontcotyr output.
/-

b. Some basiC'premie'ek to this aPpro,ach are
.

Communities are made up of people.:-

- Most people, don't'' the kn-Owledge and skills for Working

efeCtively-T.tithin. their communities.

y To help communities, we help peoyle develjko
A theitfullpotentAaI..
,k7

we help peopje.de9elop to,:eheir full potential, we will 'then

automatically\help the community
. .



4 T he "Planning, Des

This approach, though.

around for some time.

did in the near past.

c. Some examples:

- Many adult-edUcation p

Some extension programs

- Private group programs,

development programs

- Some past Office'Of

gether-because

sults.

'71; '''

th

foundation- sponsored community

Economic Cipportunity programs

And ArchitecturarAp dach

ent from-the-previous ones,.has also been

It stil has'mAp'y proponents, though less than it

This categOry lumps several different approaches to-

are so similar in Outl ONc. and in the desired end re-

'6

a. Somemajor elements-t0 t s are

"Mast4E P

- Highly

Comm

P9

vaVed toward the improvement of the aesthetics of the

pity

nterrelationship of space, volume, and degign is highly

- Low emphA on people and their involvement

= Attempts o design'Physically beautiful and ecologically

( atArai'ecolod) sound communities

Often highlyAechnical in orientation

. Some basic premises to tits approach are:

-.The. architectural

hl)Pimportant.

and atesig components of a community are

only the community were "designed better' most
.*

lems would go away, e.g.,, if,athe road and streets were better

of our. prob-

"signed we woulanothave traffic problems.

communities and people Would only. use consistent architec-,

.tural design, and if.our Citiealipaere madeuP of well-designed,
.

,

and beaUttful buildings, ,'parks.Streets, etc., we' would not. ,.

'.hAve urban prObleMd'.We have,goday.



c.

- If ,we only had a "master plan" that would showhow everything

should be, and then stick to it',-we could deal with most of our

problems.

Som examples:

- Official planning efforts in major

IP

cities and Metropolitan areas

- Planning efforts in counties

- Planning efforts by consultants

- Central business district planning efforts, particularly urban

renewal programs

5. The "Community Facil ities Improvement and Physical Development. Approach

This approach has been closely alliedmith the previous ohe, though it
.

takes. a somewhat different.perspective on development. It also is more re-

cent in origin.
0

a 'Some-major elemLits to. this' approach are:

- Highly dented toward "bricks and mortar"

Very "action" orientedvisible action

- Usually technically oriented/

Low peopleArrientation and involvement

b Some basic' remises to this approach are
40.

;Lr The regi--.-Problems of most communities the that they jeck the

proper, facilities and services that the citizens need, e.g.',
I

water systems, sewers, solid waste disposal faeflities,

fire protection skvices;`etc.

If communities Only the facilities' and services that people

'need, most of our communities would'he in Very-good shape.

c. Some examples: :'

Sobe,reglonai:plapnAng and development. efforts
-

- Econothic development district and OEDP programs'

- Resource conservation and development efforts

- Many.CorP6 of EngineerSprograms

USDA,-rural develVfoment programs'

-- Law enforcement programs

--Regional health program.

*



6. The "Economic Development" Approach

this approach is also more recent in origin thaw others, and it is

,closely related to the previous approaches. This approach has been-widely

used and advocated in thiq country and 'across the world in-the past 30-40

years. ti
a. Some major elements to this.approach are:

- Economic plans

- High emphasis on industrial development .-

- High emphaSis on job training programs7for greater industrial

and business deVelopment ''' ,

1-

LEmphasis on the development of new technology. to foster new

, industry

t,, /
. - "Strategies for increasing population growth and decreasing popu-

/.

lation outmigration

- High emphasis on growl'--more,-Bigger, better

b. Some basic premises to this approach are:
- .

- If on, the,econoby o the community were developed and

.ous, all problems would take care:of themselves.

prosper-

- If everybody' had d-a .good payingjoh,.duno.community would be in

good thape.' :.
,

- If we only had enough industries, onif,we could attract more

fit

industries, our problems would disappear.

Community development equals community grovAh equals economic

growth.equals population growth.

- .If we could only increase our tax base, we'could akeicare of

most of our problems.

c. Sge examples:

'40.- Economic DevelOpment.District programs

- Industrial development_zommission efforts

-.)Chamber of Commerce programs.

- Multi-state °regional effcrs" (e..g. , Applachian,

',,,Four Corners, etc:),

FOreignaid programS

3 ,

Upper Gre.at:lakes',



7. The,Regional -Development" Approach

This is also a relatively recent approach tQ deVelopment, and is re-

lated to the pas;t:'severakd!)proaches. ItA.s an approach that is still

gaining strength and.is:grOwing.
. ,

a.

b.

'f).

SoMe Major,elAnts"to this approach

Mdlti-county or.even multi-state programs
T

- Multi- jurisdictional .prograMs--or else

- Emphasis- on eeono6ies of scale

- Emphasis on efficiency

- EmPhasis on:avoiding dupIicati

High emphasis on rationality

Some basic premisep to this. appr

of efforts

ach' are.:

Most community problems.4are to big to be solv,ed
0

communities of politic41,juris ictions.

Communities-Must work togethe to work on their mutual'problems

If only communities and/oep lif44.1'jurisdictions' would"Iprk

together in harmony pn'their common' problems and in sharing

their re'sources,r we wouldn't have many proplems. .

Some examples: ;10,1-

-.Regtonal_planning And development programgonsubstate basis

Muiti-state regional efforts - ,

Multi] url:sdii-ct-ionaI -contract-arrangements-7

C ouncils of Government

-- Area comprehensive planning efforts

SoMe Resource Conservation

8. The "Power Structure" ApprOach.

e ,

and Development eff4

This is a. different approach from the' ones already:described.4
.114

ben around, in various 'forms, for about 3Q- years. Often' :it is not so

has,.

much

an approach ,as it is austate-of.-mind or a philosophical foundation which

governs the behavior of the community change agAntsiaa.they pursue their.
! \. ,. 4

approach, to development. HoWever-, beCauselnsome'instances it-has very
t _

1 '
.

definiteli, been used-4s an approach to development, it has been ,included.
-, 4 , 0.

r-
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?.)

a. Some major elements to this approach are:

Work done "behind the scenes"--low visibility

Low citizen participation
/

- Emphasis on involving only those "who count," or "who have power" '

,

/

ort"who are important," or "who make most of-the decisions/any-

b. Stmie basic,premises to,this approach-are:.

-%Most'coniMunity decisions are Made by a feW powerful or/i4nfluen

. . -

- Thus, if these.can beIdehtified a d e nliSted, the&,we can solve

most of our community prpbviems

ere are onlyei.i, in each-cp

eciding whatshouldbe.done tp improve it.

- If we involve the right people We wouldn't be "spinning our

tywho have the capacity for..:::

wheels" so much °and. would, get s

c. SoMe mples:

ejthinggdone.

- Some-Cooperative Extension effortst
, -

- Some city,.coultity,an other planning. efforts

9. The "Helping the Disadvantaged" Approach

In some ways, this a ro ch. is the opposite, of the,one just described.

, _ f
It ith, however, all approach-that-nos come to the forefront only in thepast

10 years :or So., It Vseems to haverpeaked and is apparently declining at"
i

present. =

a. S me,major-Tlements to tw pproach are:
-

-,Organiztiop of.the pdor, °"disadvantaged," "people of limited

reso ces," "minorities that have been.oppress4,'

Emphasis onYselflrhelp,and "bootstrap" efforts--"W'e will go it

4
advanivod

- Highly '.people" Cpr entq, 1

cle-just give us the means."

Emphasis on loca.kauton2my of programme that were designed to l'
ahelp:the:distdvantasedand cantrOl Of'the'se programs by the dig-

\ , . . AW6
.1. 11/4, , '



b. Some basic premises to this approach, are: .

4
- Most of our community problems result rom inequities of distri-

bution of gopds, services, and access o services within our com-

munities.

-.One is not really engaged unity .development unless one is

working on the problems of-the disadvantagedsector in our com-

munities--because their problems are the key problems in our com:-

munities. a

If we could only solve the problems of our pooro,disadvantaged

and/or oppressed minorities, we would solve most of our problems.

c. 'Some examples:

' - Many past 0E0 and "War on Poverty" programs

- Many social services programs
-

"Model cities programs

- "Bootstrap " .programs and'operatiOns in neglected, isolated, and

depressedlreas

(A highlyrelatecf approach; which merits special mention, and which has

become more.preva in recent years has had the following premises:

- The only kind of valid commun y development efforts arelhose

which try to Attack urban and Metropolitan problems, since it is

here that

g-reatestpro
.

- Most urban p

.oppression.

rpeople'live and here that we have the

.

ms%are a result-of racial discrimination and

-- Thus, community developmentprograms, if they ate to be effective
--.:Ir. 4t

and relevant, should be ?imed a rq0dIng,blaqs and othermi-i .-...

4

nprities in inner cities' with-eogomic, social,and'political

Power.,
"-.'

,s.D !

. 9-
/ ,,,.

/id- community-develZ5pAny other efforts cannot be` corks!

merit effvts.) S,

;410. (The. '!,'Confkict" Approach
.,,, w - _ .,..

,

. -

This approach to development eIso4ls xelatiVely; new'.
s. ,

. .part, it has only become visible asi. approach 4.A the last f-15
1*.,

.47

A * .

Fonthe most.

3 '7
W.

years-, .
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a. Some major elements to this approach are:

action" -sit.. ins - protest marches - and in ne cases,

even civ c disobedience

- Organization of fractions - of theaggri -minorities--the

poor

- Sharp delineation of "sides" - polarization of communities

Struggles for power or for changing institutions

b. Some basic.premises to this approach'are:

It is useless to wo k -1.within" the system for the pigposes of.

dealing 4ith most co Unity problems.

- Action is needed to 'shake" the systdm, to'make it respc

D ?astic aCtiOn cessary to significantly change our s
J6

so that it can really deal with its major problems.
.

- Any other approach that attempts to deal with the-system is

'waste of time. A

The present "system" has not been able to deal with the serious

problems society is confronted with, thus why use it?

a. Some examples:

Some past 0E0 and "War on Poverty" project

Many inner-city urban programs'

- "Saul Alinski type".:efgarts

Many .",priyaien'organizations working with, racial or ethnic minor-
.

ities, such as-Black Panthers, Brown Berets, A.f.M., ete,.

11. The "Radical Change" or "Reform" Approach a y.

This is really a variant of the last mentioned approach. However, it'

'geeins- to be an apprbach.that 1s gaining some support recentlye Is deals

with less oiSen confrontation than the, conflict approach but As.similar in
. .

its aims and assumPtionsy In sgmelp.ays it is an approache.that has evolved

from che'"Conflict"approach--pore svphisticatetin its methpas.'

a, Sdme major'-elements to ehig approach ard:.
.

.- Organization of the. aggrieved,-: min ties

Acqu*Sition of poll Tcai power
. . .

,

.--Attempts to take over established sys;ems of dttisiop-m4.ing.
.

1/4, ,

. .

,, :gs-
' Ix ,

4;.
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- Working mostly "within" the systemi. i.e., taking.it over or

using it for own ends.

b. Some basic assumptions to this approach are:

- "We can have the power to do things, we just need to take It

away fromthoSe who have it."

The system is really not that bad, just had been misused or used

inesuit'ably, thus it needs to be reformed and redirected,

Once those who have been mistreated, by the system.have taken on
. 1,the power and reformed it, they, can deal with the problems com-.

munities have been faced with.

c. Some examples:.
.,

- Some community actiokgroups and.programs

- Some model cities efforts

12. The "Revolution" .o;` "Total Change" Approach

There is some doubt .as `to whether this approach should' have, been in-.
. .. . i

eluded in this discussion, but it'is
,."

an approach that deserveS some scrutiny.

First, tecause it does represent the other end of the continuum,. at the

opposite end to the approachqs which attempt to work.mith-an ithin our'

established society. Second,, because is an approach thlt,seemaoto have

gained.a small but si_gnifiCant following in our country: This approach
,

been around for sometime in Many othei parts of the world;. but only-now

-_-_____does_rhere_seem.to_be_an--element of7acceptanec of it-i-by-a-f w, in his-T

-country--_ ' . f 1/4;.

,

a.
a. Some major elegents-to this approach are: s'. ..

ic4, - Revolution, whether by peaceful or foreeful means

''14. 0.A complete.change in the Way'society'is Structured
t

A.complete'dwge in the basic value systems,governing society

.w - Idealism and dogmatism by its. PoAentd'as well as.great'dedi-

cation

-.UniiliingnessV,prZponenta to oonsider or, discuss any other'.;

change approaches,
:

144(
*-.Tleg."end6 justify the rliane .,,

, 2
-'Planned, aimed,',and/ce'rnndom violence

'1/4 4.-:



13: Some. basic .premises to this approach are -°

- Our Socie
. is completely "sick."

Our society can never deal with its problems because it is, in

)
. _

- Thus; we must completely bhange our society before we can ade7-

14

itself, the cause of them.

quately deal with our problems.

- Any other apprbach is a complete waste of time.

c. Some examples:

. - Different revolutionary groups=-usually small splinter groups

These constitute 12 descriptiVe approaches. As can be seen, they are

very simplistic, descriptions and have only been elaborated on very briefly.

They,also are categories which were developed based on personal experience
)

and knowledge. No doubt some other approaches have been missed, and'that

-other people, with a different background and experience, coulddevelop

different sets of.alternative approaches. However, these were developed

to illustrate, in a' simplistic fashion, the great variety of approaches

used in community development.
.

With this basic description of different approaches that can be iden-

tified in the field of community development, it now would be useful to

turn to a 'different perspeCtive on alternative approaches to development.

-------------- Three Basic Alternative Development 'Approaches

It is not to difficult to develop, On a purely descriptive-basig,

number of different alternative approaches.to,development wiih-some obser-

vation, exurience, and analysis. The question is whether it is possible,

to find a more fundamental system for_ classifyillg and ordering.all the

different kinds of ways that change agents approach development.

Such a system does exist, one that is relatively simple-to

stand anwhich makes a great 'deal of sense.' In additipn, it is a s,ystem\_
v11 founded in soial chang6 theory. Namely; the system' of claslifying

. .
. .

types of:bbange'straegies ttat Warren developed in the'first essay of his.
-4,^ , .

4184.6k, Truth," Love and Socal-Change 42]. The .gollowing discuasi6n will
. . .

thts'be borrqwing very 4eavijy on his concepts and subject matter:.

aW
: 1

40' 'a.
#

ql
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8asically, Warren has been able to classifythree maj?s,a4ernetiye
II

'
approached- to development efforts. The three approaches are called:_

6
"Collaborative Strategies,""Campaign Strategies," and cont4t Strategies."

a

1. The "Collaborative Strategy" Alternative

This alternative approach to d pment is based on the assumption

that subStantiakagreement exists-b.' nthevohange agent (party ori,parties

who want to'bring about a change) .,:the community on

what is the Tsituation in fh mmunity, and

b. the issue (an aspect or possibility of purposive bhange which is

being actively,considered) or issues that need to lie addressed by

the community.

A further assumption is that common values and intereats between Ie.-prof

ponpnts of, change and the community do exist.

.In other words, an "issue consensus" situation is present, in which:

1. there is basic agreement as'to the way an issue should be re-
,0

solved,

or' 1 1

2. there is a good likelihoodof reaching such an agreement once the

issue is :frilly considered.

This state of "issue consensus" can arise outof corlikn intefrsts.amOng

pthel)arties involved in the development efforts,;based on common values, or

a'conVergence of-interests on what needs to be done, even though the values

of.the different parties involved might.be different. .

The role of the change agent is not so much as that of proposing

changes but of helping the community reach aconsenius about the issue and

how to address it.
d.

If there are differenCes they a&only minor--based on not enough or

\the ri. ht,kind of information. The assumption is that if all ehe parties

concernedknew -enough-abOt-the-issue-and communicate well with each-other,

agreement will be reached.,

;',,'This'kina Of an proach to devel pment appeals 43-many people engaged' ,

in.community'developilni efforts because here is 'no-elemen,t. of coercion;

it i,6 bas°'@d on dem&tratio ideals and;is a rocess that should. work among

"rational" and ''reasonable-peop

A

a

.
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.1:. .Itisenot alwa s possible-to,fina c basic agreement -among the°

parties involved.in development efforts, howeVer, and thus other alterna-

tive approaches t6 development must be Considered when differences do

exist..

2, The "Campaign Strategy" Alternative

This approaCh to delflopment is based ont a situation where
. ,

.tifferfnce" exists. That is, when at the time the development effort is
e

proposed, there is
/I

1. a lack of agreement among the principal parties that an issue

exists, or A

2. a'Iack of agreement as to how an issue should he resolved.

an "Issue

k

,However, dnder either situation, therd,/is an absumption that agreement can

eventually be reached.

This situation can arise when a change ageht sees. an issue_, blt the

,community Apes=not recognize it, or when both the change agent and- the

community agree on the issue, but disagree on ,how to deal with it From

the Change agent's perspective, he Adealing with apathy, in the firSt
f

case,. and opposition in the second case.

In this -kind of a situa the change agent's role revolveS around

attempts to :',

1., Persuade and convince .the community tha the issue he sees, is

really an issue; or

2. Persuade and convince the community -that his means for addressing
.--

the issue are the rights ones.

Persuasion can be accomplished in different ways:',

1. "educational" campaigns, public relations efforts, obtaining

endorsements, etc.;

2. applying subtle pressure to key individuals and groups, for sup7, , *

pcirt; and/oi., s
.offering vatious kinds of inducements,or rewards, to key individuals

and groa s fotgong along with the proposals:.JJ
The'objedtiveof "cempaig . trategies" is to eventually obtain consensus

L;

about, the issue and'meansfoi dealing with it.
#
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Again, however, situations in communities .do exist, where

little hope for obtainine,conSensus about the issues ot how,

thete is

deal with ..

them; and again there is a need to consider another strhteg 'r these

situations:

3. the "Contest Strategy" Alternative

This alternative approach to development is based on,a

which "Issue'Dissensus" exists., an 'this situation, the two

situation in

,,patties (change
. 0

agent and targettOmmunity) cannot agree at all abdut the issue of to

deal with it. This situation usually occurs when there are basic vale;and

belief differences between.the,parties.. When'theie"are basic diffetehces
.

parties,

nize the existence of an iisueithatthe Oder party
,f4- f

'with or on party is.absolutely opposed: to the ways1

in the values and beliefs of two then one 'party refuses to recog-

is atte4pting to deal
,

of dealing with an

issue that oth parties agree.do exist.

The. role of the change agent is thereforeOhat,of a "contestant;" in

which he pursues his own goals in opposition to-otherSin.thecommunity..

The contest tole of the change agent can be playedn diffetent ways:

1 Confrontation anti

A.

contest within acceptable and normal procedures,

e.g., through the courts, in legislature's. The attemptls. to win'

over enough control sO:that the "propO-Sal" being. advocated can be

,iMpleMelVeed..

Attempts to Change the,distribution of power that controls whethe'r

something.is an issue or hail an issue shoUld be 'deAlt,witti;.e.g.,
,

by eleOting the "right kind.of people," by proving the backing of

large numbers of people, legal demonstrations,"etc.,N

Confrontation and contest outside the normal and,acceptablepro-
.

cedures existing within-society. This means that one ortoth
,

parties break the "rules of the, contest;" sit-ins,iillegal .

4 : demonstrations, etc.- .

.1

Warren makes a distinction between "c0feStistrategies"

strattgieS:",'He defines a conflict strategy as one in

only Issue4asseAsus, but where the situation is so th

to eliminate Or other party; or both try to'gliminate eac other. -He did-

noW deTielop this as a separate alternative approach to de elopment, but

and "conflict

ther is not

y tries



.this 'could be

that would be

today because

United States

-The tWel

"pushing and

4

considered as a pdssible ourth approach-no't an approach'

:a dadvocated,' b1t one that needs, to be recogn ted n un Fstood".

it his being.uSpearoughoutlhrid,and eirenvithin4t e
. .:,

on occasion.-

Integratibn of the. Two Perspectives

ori Alternative APproaches

ye first roaches can, with somet

pUiling",be-fittedintorthe Oiree basie;."strategy"':aIterna:

, tives-of Collaboration;. Campaign, and Contest.. Again,,a-word.nf caution--,
w

.

fwe are dealing with complex processes: and &inc and stripping thet'dOwn

d stiitiulat:,

e
to very simpIiStic terms for the'sake of*laustrawing points"

ing.
, .

discussion. ..'. 4%,!
The PCollaborative'Strategy".Appicach

(a) Basic elements. to this approach:

"Issue ConsensuV.t., .Actual 'or potential consensus about -

. th' iss'ue, or -Y

ways of.dealiAg wit4'the issue:

(ii) - The change. agent is a facilitatorestimulator ,-catapst.

The changer agent doesnq haire preconceived ideas,-atut an

issue or how to, resolve an issue.
.

(iv) PeoPle and factions will agree upon the issue and how to

deal with it once they all,hawl'enough'hnivledg

Descriptive "approachts" ,which fit!,
, .

The "Community " approac4

(ii) The "Education",,app'ioach

(iii) The "Human Resodtnes" approach

, 4 .

..The'"Poi,iefStructure" approach

!, Th. aign Strategy" Approach.%

-(a) Ba'sic elements to this approach:

ay "Issue Difference" - `Lack of agreeriant among

pes' on: ' '
Q

arti

--i4het T an' issue. exists,' or

.- how .an, isaue..4eto be ;resolved:;
O

;


